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Dear Distinguished Delegates and Guests,
On behalf of the FITAT 2013/ISPM 2014 Conference Committee, it is our great pleasure to welcome you
to Chiang Mai, Thailand for the 7th International Conference on Frontiers of Information Technology,
Applications and Tools, and the 4th PT-ERC International Symposium on Personalized Medicine. We are
grateful to have this year's conference held in Chiang Mai, Thailand. The International Conference on
FITAT 2014 and International Symposium on ISPM 2014 are prominent international forums providing a
platform for presentations and discussions of recent developments and future trends in Information
Technology and Personalized Medicine. We hope that you will benefit both scientifically and personally
from the forum and enjoy the FITAT 2014/ISPM 2014.
This volume contains the Proceedings of the FITAT 2014/ISPM 2014, held in Chiang Mai, Thailand, July
29 – August 1, 2014. The FITAT 2014/ISPM 2014 conference includes 5 keynote speeches, 30 papers in
oral presentation where each paper is assigned into one of the 10 conference sessions, and 37 papers in
interactive presentation session.
The papers were submitted from many countries across the globe and many program committee members
from 6 countries worked hard to prepare the FITAT 2014 and ISPM 2014. We, on behalf of the Program
Committee of FITAT 2014, would like to thank the many people who volunteered their time to help make
the conference a success. We also thank all of the authors who submitted their best work to the conference.
The research presented here represents a tremendous effort on the part of all of these people. We hope that
the proceedings will serve as a valuable resource for the community.
With our warmest regards,
The Organizing Committees
July 29 – August 1, 2014
Chiang Mai, Thailand
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PE malDetector: An Intelligent Malware Detection System Based on Learning
Algorithms
Munkhtuya.D1, Usukhbayar.B2, Uitumen.J1, Sodbileg.Sh2, Nyamjav.J2
1
Information Technology Division, National University of Mongolia, Mongolia
{munkhtuya, uitumen}@num.edu.mn
2
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, National University of Mongolia, Mongolia
{usukhbayar, sdblg, nyamjav}@num.edu.mn

Abstract
In this work we present a malware detection system
using a static hybrid data mining method. We use a
combination of two different kinds of features:
executable PE header information and dynamic link
library (DLL) call features. PE header information
were extracted from windows executable PE table,
whereas DLL call features were extracted from
windows executable PE table’s import description
table. These features were related each other with oneto-many association. So our work is closely related to
relational data mining. In this work, we build a
transformation-based approach to relational data
mining and implemented Dynamic Aggregation for
Relational Attributes (DARA) algorithm that is capable
of mapping one-to-many relationship into one-to-one
relationship. Then our transformed features were
applied to the well-known single-flat classifiers which
can classify malicious and benign executable. Finally
we implemented an application which can read any
executable and then classify them as malicious or
benign using trained the classifiers such as SMO and
Decision Tree.

1. Introduction
This work investigates the use of data mining
methods for malware (malicious programs) detection
and proposed a framework as an alternative to the
traditional signature detection methods.
The traditional approaches using signatures to
detect malicious programs fail for the new and
unknown malwares case, where signatures are not
available. We present a data mining framework to
detect malicious programs. The malware analysis can
roughly be divided into static and dynamic analysis. In
the static analysis the code of program is examined

without actually running the program while in the
dynamic analysis the code of program is executed in a
real or virtual environment.
In this paper we proposed a static malware
detection system using data mining techniques to
automatically extract behavior from malicious and
clean programs. We collected, analyzed and processed
several thousand malicious and clean programs to find
out the best features and build models that can classify
a given program into a malware or a clean class. Our
research is closely related to information retrieval and
classification techniques and borrows a number of
ideas from the field.

2. Related Works
A similar work is done by Mohammed M.Masud et
al. [2]. They extract binary n-gram, assembly n-gram
and DLL function call features. We also extract DLL
function calls but it differs from [2], in that we extract
PE header information. They used 597 benign and 838
malicious executables while we used 271090 malicious
and 10592 executables.
In [3], Muazzam Ahmed Siddiqui also presents
malware detection system using data mining technique.
He extracts the features n-gram and assembly call
features like [2].
In [7], Ivan Firdausi et al. presents behavior based
malware detection system which can be analyzed on
emulated (sandbox) environment. So it is dynamic
analysis. They used the classifiers Naïve Bayes,
Decision Tree and SVM and reported final detection
rates. Our method is content based and based on
dynamic analysis.
In [10], Rayner Alfred and Dimitar Kazakov
propose multi-instance data transformation approach
using DARA. They also propose it in [11] and their
accuracy estimation on transformed data is better than
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other published results trained on built-in relational
data mining systems such as PROGOL, FOIL, and
TILDE.

3. Malware Detection System
Our system consists of 5 main parts: (1) data
preparation, (2) feature extraction, (3) data
transformation, (4) feature selection and (5)
classification. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our
malware detection system.
Data
preparation

Feature
selection

Classifier

Table 1. Sample PE header dataset in the database
execI
e_cbl
…
isBenig
D
e_magic p
n
…
35
23117
80
1
52
90

23117
23117

80
144

94

23117

144

…
…
…

0
0
1

Table 1. Sample DLL call feature set
execI
D

DLLs

Order

80

ADVAPI32.DLL.RegOpenKeyExA

1

80

ADVAPI32.DLL.RegCloseKey

2

80

ADVAPI32.DLL.RegOpenKeyExA

3

80

ADVAPI32.DLL.RegCloseKey

4

80

KERNEL32.DLL.CloseHandle

5

3.1. Data Preparation

80

KERNEL32.DLL.CreateFileA

6

We collected 236756 malicious programs such as
backdoor, trojan, virus, worm, exploit, etc and 10592
clean programs. The malicious programs were
downloaded from VX heavens web site [4]. There
were no duplicate executable. We extracted PE
(Portable Executable) header information and DLL call
features from these malicious and clean programs and
stored in database.

80

KERNEL32.DLL.CreateProcessA

7

80

KERNEL32.DLL.ExitProcess

8

80

KERNEL32.DLL.FlushFileBuffers

9

Feature
extraction

Data
transformation

Figure 1. The main process of the system

In the Table 2, we show one of the execID, which
has multiple DLL call features. And, we present “PEMiner” application program’s GUI (Graphic User
Interface) in Figure 2.

3.2. Feature Extraction
The information about a Win 32 executable file can
be easily derived from its PE [9] format without
running the program. We developed an application
named "PE-Miner" to extract PE header information
and DLL call features from the collected executable.
This application extracts PE header information, DLLs
and their functions list from win32 executable files
programmatically. All the PE header information was
stored in database. In our database there are totally
236756 malicious executable PE header information,
10592 clean programs PE header information. And
22000 unique DLL call features set consists of both
malicious and benign executable.
For simplicity, we only show 4 attributes to present
our dataset in Table 1. Where, isBenign is predictive
attribute which identifies that an executable file is
malicious or clean. The attributes: e_magic, and e_cblp
are examples of input attributes. We have totally 112
input attributes. execID is unique ID of executable
files.

Figure 2. GUI of "PE-Miner" application program:
PE header and DLL call features extraction
As we have 2 kinds of features: PE header
information and DLL call features. We combine them
into one whole hybrid feature set as shown in Figure 3.
These features are related each other with the
attribute’s execID.
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PE header
DLL call

Hybrid
Features

Figure 3. Hybrid feature set

3.3. Data Transformation
Solving the classification problem in relational data
mining, traditional methods, for example j48 and its
variants, usually require data transformations from
datasets stored in multiple tables into a single table. In
relational database, a record stored in target table can
be associated to one or more records stored in another
table due to the one-to-many association constraint
[11].

Figure 4. Piece of database diagram
We displayed piece of our database diagram in the
Figure 4. For simplicity, we displayed only 3 tables to
illustrate our technique. In this case tp_exec is target
table and tp_dll and tb_pe_image_resource are non
target tables. In this figure, tb_pe_image_resource is
one representation of other one-to-one relations.
We joined all the 1:1 relations and created single
table tb_all_pe_info. Using traditional data mining
tool, multi instance problem is ignored. So, to extract
classification rules from relational database with more
effectively and efficiently, we need to aggregate these
multiple instances. We can treat these multiple
instances into bag of terms. There are few ways of
transforming these multiple instances into bag of
terms.

3.3.1. Vertical Aggregation. Author names and
affiliations are to be centered beneath the title and
printed in Times 12-point, non-boldface type. Multiple
authors may be shown in a two- or three-column
format, with their affiliations italicized and centered
below their respective names. Include e-mail addresses
if possible. Author information should be followed by
two 12-point blank lines.
Let Φ denotes the aggregation of multiset values to
a categorical or numerical value. A vertical
aggregation ΦV is a mapping from multiset values to a
categorical or numerical value, λV. It is also known as
basic aggregation. Most relational database systems
have these aggregation functions for multiset values.
For example, aggregation techniques used for
categorical value are mode and count. However, these
operators (mode, count) can capture only limited
discriminative information. On the other hand,
relational database’s functions like sum, average,
count functions can be used to aggregate numerical
values. A vertical aggregation can be computed by
projecting the column and aggregating the column’s
multiset values based on a predefined mapping
function (sum, count, average, mode), grouped by the
target column. For example, suppose we have two
relations R1 and R2, with attributes (R1.A1,…,R1.An)
and (R2.B1,…,R2.Bn) and R1 has one-to-many (1: n)
relationship with R2, then the aggregation ΦV of
attribute Bm, where (1 ≤ m ≤ n), to a categorical or
numerical value, λV, would be as follows;

ΦV (ΠR2.Bm (R1 R1.Ai = R2.Bj ⊗1: n R2)) → λV (1)
Where 1 ≤ m, i, j ≤ n, ΠR2.Bm is the projection of
column Bm from the joined relation of R1 and R2
based on the condition R1.Ai = R2.Bj and the λV
denotes the categorical or numerical value resulted
from the aggregation function and ⊗1 : n denotes the
left join of relations R1 and R2 with one-to-many (1:
n) relationship. Notice that when we have one-to-one
(1:1) or many-to-one (n:1) relationship, multiset value
aggregation will not be required [10].
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3.3.2. Pattern-based Feature Aggregation. A
common method to aggregate a single categorical
attribute with numerous patterns is the selection of a
subset of pattern that appears most often or based on
the distribution. In this approach, each record is
viewed as a vector whose dimensions correspond to
patterns stored in the target table in relational domain.
The component magnitudes of the vector are the pf-irf
weights of the patterns which is adapted from [10].
pf-irf=pf(p,r)*ifr(p)

As a result, a high-dimensional one-to-many
relationship between two tables can be treated as a
document [10].

(2)

pf-irf is the product of pattern frequency pf(p,r), which
refers to the number of times pattern p occurs in the
corresponding record r, and the inverse record
frequency, as described in (3),

where |R| is the number of records in the table and
rf(p) is the number of records in which pattern p
occurs at least once. For instance, client X may have
three out of ten transactions use cash worth below 150.
So, we can say that client X has three occurrence of
pattern p (p = 3, |R| = 10), where p is the pattern of
making cash transaction with the amount less than 150.
The similarity between two records is then

where ri and rj are vectors with pf-irf coordinates as
described above. As mentioned before, aggregation
can be defined as a summarization of the underlying
pattern or distribution from which the related objects
were sampled. Once we compute the pf-irf weights,
then we can compute the distance between each record
and cluster them based on their weights. By grouping
them into clusters or templates, we are aggregating
them based on the underlying pattern or distribution
from which the related objects were sampled [10].
3.3.3. Transformation Using Pattern Frequency.
Figure 5 shows how a record with bag of multiset
values is generalized into a single value. The
generalization task is done by computing similarities
(4) between records, by first computing the patternfrequency and inverse-record frequency (2) and then
grouping them based on the distance between records.
This individual-centered concept, in which a row that
belongs to a specific record, illustrates a series of
patterns characterize the individualism of each record.

Figure 5. Transformation of frequent pattern using
a) Vertical aggregation b) Horizontal aggregation
c) Cross aggregation
3.3.4. Implementation. Our database contains a set of
relations. One of them is target relation tb_all_pe_info
which we have created by joining all the 1:1 relations.
The relation tb_all_pe_info has class labels. The other
relation tp_dll has no class labels. Each relation has
one primary key and several foreign keys. Based on
the schema shown in the Figure 7, we would like to
classify executable based on characteristics of their
DLL call features patterns. Relation tb_all_pe_info has
a one-to-many relationship with relation tp_dll.
We used DARA algorithm to generalize each
individual in relation tb_all_pe_info that corresponds
to the data stored in relation tp_dll and inserted newly
generated features into the relation tb_all_pe_info.
The main idea of DARA is to generate a cluster that
generalizes the relationship between target and nontarget tables, and insert the newly generated features
into the target table and build the main classifier [10].
In the figure 6, we displayed how multi instance
data transformed into single instance. To implement
DARA algorithm we followed following steps in
DARA algorithm.
Algorithm DARA
Input: A relational database
Output: a set of rules that distinguish the class label.
Procedure:
Rule set R = empty
Create-Pattern();
Compute-Similarity-And-Transform ()
Update-Target-Table ()
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Rule r1 = Find-Rule-Target-Table()
Add r1 to the R.
Rule r2 = Find-Rule-Support-Table ()
Add r2 to the R
Return R
End Procedure

In this section we used 2 algorithms in WEKA [6]: (1)
Decision Tree, (2) SVM with cross-validation 10 folds,
i.e., the dataset is randomly divided into 10 smaller
subsets, where 9 subsets are used for training and 1
subset is used for testing. The process is repeated 10
times for every combination.
To evaluate our system we were interested in several
quantities:
1. True Positives (TP): the number of malicious
executable examples classified as malicious
executable

Figure 6. Implementation of Pattern-based
transformation using vertical aggregation

2.

True Negatives (TN): the number of benign
programs classified as benign

3.

False Positives (FP): the number of benign
programs classified as malicious executable

3.4. Feature Selection
We used SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) to
select and reduce features. In general, feature selection
works by calculating a score for each attribute, and
then selecting only the attributes that have the best
scores. You can adjust the threshold for the top scores.
Feature selection is always performed before the model
is trained, to automatically choose the attributes in a
dataset that are most likely to be used in the model. We
used Shannon's Entropy to select features and reduce
dimensionality of feature space. Shannon's entropy
measures the uncertainty of a random variable for a
particular outcome. For example, the entropy of a coin
toss can be represented as a function of the probability
of it coming up heads. SSAS uses the following
formula to calculate Shannon's entropy for a random
variable X with n outcomes {xi:i=1,…,n}
n

H ( X )    p ( xi ) log b p ( xi )

(5)

i 1

Where p(xi) is the probability mass function of
outcome xi.
We have 112 PE header attributes and 3 DLL
dataset’s attributes. We assumed that DLL dataset’s
attributes are definitely important. So we only aimed to
reduce PE header attributes. We have 88 PE header
attributes by using Shannon’s Entropy. After reducing
PE header feature set, we combined it with DLL call
features.

3.5. Classification
We have preprocessed and combined input features
set using above methods, it is given as an input to the
well-known data mining algorithms for classification.

4.

False Negatives (FN): the number of
malicious executable classified as benign
executable
We were interested in the detection rate of the
classifiers. In our case this was the percentage of the
total malicious programs labeled malicious. We were
also interested in the false positive rate. This was the
percentage of clean programs which were labeled as
malicious, also called false alarms. The Detection Rate
is defined as

, False Positive Rate as

, and

.
Overall Accuracy rate as
We interested following classifications with feature
selection and without feature selection.
Table 3. Result of the classifications with feature
selection
DR (%) FAR (%) OAR (%)
Decision Tree 99.8
0.1
99.3
SVM

99.9

0.9

95.8

Table 4. Result of the classification without feature
selection
DR (%) FAR (%) OAR (%)
Decision Tree 99.8
0.07
99.5
SVM

99.9

0.9

95.8

Finally, results of the classifications with feature
selection and without feature selection are very similar.
So we used classification results without feature
selection.

4. Implementation
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We designed an application which integrated above
mentioned approaches. To do this we exported the
model trained using j48 with feature selection in
WEKA. Then we used WEKA’s API (Application
Programming Interface) to load and test already trained
model. Finally we prepared standalone setup project.

application to run it in real or virtual environment. We
prepared stand-alone setup project.
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Abstract
In the recent years, TCP based attacks are an
important research on computer networking fields. The
most dangerous attacks are occurring by DDoS, TCP
session attack and exploiting to the operation system
and to application processes.
We are introducing by this paper some kinds of
method which are learning and comparing collected
normal and exploited traffics using artificial intelligent
algorithms to detect the attacks. The normal traffic is
collected by SNORT tool and the exploited traffic is
collected by HOIC tool. The collecting data is deencapsulating TCP headers, such as sequence number,
acknowledge number, window size, control flags and
event which is time between neighbor segments. After
normalization of the data we apply linear correlation
using the Weka tool and also to determine which
options impacted to the resultof detecting attacked
data.
Keywords: TCP options; TCP based attack; WEKA;
Snort

1. Introduction
With the development of the information
technology number of internet users is increasing fast
in the last few years. Within the National University of
Mongolia TCP traffic takes xx percent of all traffic.
And because of the usage of TCP protocol in most of
the stable servers (E-mail, Web etc), TCP attacks occur
more than others. The example of this is computers of
workers may be used for botnet-based attack.
TCP based attacks such as DoS, session hijacking,
exploiting are used the most.
In this experiment we used tools like exploit-db,
HOIC, which are used widely worldwide, to attack
computers. And then we used WEKA tool for
analyzing this traffic. We made feature selection to
have the highest rate of detection of attacks and

selected Flags, Fragment offset, TTL, Source IP,
Destination IP fields from the IP header and Source
port, Destination port, Acknowledgement number,
Window size fields from the TCP header.

2. Related Work
This type of research has been interested by a lot of
people for years. In detection of DDoS attacks,
researchers use different types of technique (method),
such as the location of an IP address, Inline IPS,
Heuristic filtering. In “Botnet-based Distributed Denial
of Service (DDOS) Attacks on Web servers:
Classification and Art” by EsraaAlomari, they did
research on the impact of flood attacks on HTTP.
Whereas Sowmyadevi.K described about the impact of
gateway devices on DDoS attacks in his paper named
“Detect DDoS attack using border gateways and Edge
Routers”. Ashwini D. Khairkar included about
signature based IDS and detection of web based
attacks using ontology in his research “Ontology for
Detection of Web Attacks”. Thelow-rate TCP attack is
first described by Kuzmanovicand Knightly, who
characterize the attackand point out important
challenges of detection anddefense.

3. Research Method
In this researchwork, we use a botnet for DDoS
attack, Backtrack for exploiting the WEB server,
tcpdump and nfdump for collecting the traffic and then
WEKA for analyzing attack and normal traffic. We
used Pearson correlation method to make less the
values of fields and it will increase the rate of
detection.
The experiment was made within the School of
Applied science and Engineering (SASE) of the
National University of Mongolia. The attacking system
is Backtrack 5 R3, botnet consists of 10 computers
running Windows XP SP2 with the specifications of
1Ghz dual core CPU, 256Mb RAM, 5GB hard,
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100Mbps LAN card, the victim is a computer running
CentOS 6.2 with the specifications of 2.4GhzCore 2
CPU1GB ram, 40GB hard. And we used web servers
of the SASE and the Cisco academy of the National
University of Mongolia.
Network traffic was collected by netflow and
tcpdump. The filtered traffic by gateway device and
watchguard of the National University of Mongolia is
collected as a normal traffic. Then we set up a botnet
server on experiment devices and while collecting the
network traffic we attacked the victim using Backtrack
IRC for managing the botnet. The topology used in
DDoS attack is shown in figure 1.
Figure 2. The flag set of attack TCP traffic

Figure 1. The topology used in DDoS attack
We used HOIC tool for DDoS attacking. Therefore
we attacked SASE and Cisco academy web servers
while collecting the network traffic by Snort and
tcpdump.

4. Solution
At the end of the experiment we collected normal,
DDoS attack and exploited traffic. The comparison of
the flags in the normal and the attack traffic is shown
in the figure 2 and 3. As shown in the figure 2, in
normal traffic TCP packets use ACK, PSH, FIN, SYN
flags in transmission. But in TCP based attacks flags
are used differently. Fast variation of TCP flags means
detection by three-way handshake becomes difficult.
In the first experiment we used J-48 algorithm to
determine the rate of detection for the TCP flags, TCP
ACK, TCP window size fields. Table 1 contains the
results.

Figure 3. The flag set of normal TCP traffic
Table 1. Detection rate of attack traffic using J-48
algorithm
Feature
selection
True positive
rate(%)

TCP_flags

TCP_ack

TCP_win

98%

96,8%

100%

Then we used Pearson correlation method (Figure 4)
to improve results.

Figure 4. Pearson correlation
The normal and attack traffic after using Pearson
correlation are shown in Table 2 and 3.
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after combine the normal and the attacked traffic for
the test dataset.

Table 2. Attacked traffic
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Table 4. Detection rate of attack traffic after using
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Feat
ures

TC
P_seq

True
positive
rate(%)

88.3

TC
P_ack

TC
P_flags

89.6

58.4

TC
P_win

TC
P_urp

84.4

80.5

Next step is to determine detection rate for TCP
sequence number, TCP ACK, TCP flags fields using
Fuzzy logic and ANNs algorithms. The results are
shown in table 5.
Table 5. Detection rate of attack traffic using Fuzzy
logic and ANNs algorithms
Algorithms
Feature selection
True
rate(%)

positive

Fuzzy logic

ANNs

TCP_seq,
TCP_ack, TCP_flags

TCP_seq,
TCP_ack,
TCP_flags

93.5%

96.1%

5. Conclusion
While this research we collected database of
attacked and normal traffic. And with this database we
determined the detection rate of attacked traffic using
J-48, Fuzzy logic and ANNs algorithms. Further we
will do feature selection differently to improve the
results. Therefore we will determine the detection rate
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Abstract
This paper describes the prototype of medical
expert system for rural medical centers in Mongolia.
The rapid development of Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) opens many
opportunities to use artificial intelligence in public
services such as education, social insurance, customs,
taxation,in particular inhealth. The development and
use of medical expert system in rural medical centers
are essential. In this paper we define key concepts
ofmedical expert system and propose prototype of
expert system for rural medical centers.The main
contribution of this application is to do research on the
solution of specific expert system design with targeted
group like young doctors and medical techniques
engineers in rural medical centers.
Keywords: Expert System; Rural Medical Center;
Application of Expert System; Medical Technique
Engineer

1. Needsand Requirements
At 1,564,116 square kilometers, Mongolia is one of
largest landlocked country with population of around
2.9 million people. Given a disperse population in
large territory and with widely varying needs, it can be
difficult for the government to effectively deliver
services to citizens and organizations, especially in
rural areas. The problem can become worse as
government and population grows but delivery systems
do not change. If service delivery becomes slow and
uncertain, the cost of delivering services can rise.
Besides, there exist some other major problems such as
financial constraints, lack of human resource, limited
experiences and capacity, and opportunity of decision
making, and non-existence of unified standard and

universal policy on Governments’ Information
Technology etc. [2]. To address these problems, the
Government of Mongolia attempts to streamline
service delivery and bring greater speed, certainty, and
transparency to the process.
Government of Mongolia pays special attention to
strengthening thehealth medical centers in rural
areas.In this regard, significant activities were
implemented, such as developing the inter hospital
integrated network, testing e-hospital software
package, to translate and apply international disease
inventories, and review record and reporting templates
[10].
The Department of Health is responsible for health
statistics information processing.According to the
annual report of year 2011, in total 10147 working
computers, 3129 fixed telephone are available in 2927
health organizations (1014 of them connected to the
Internet) [5]. Most of computers, especially rural areas
a hospital and family hospital fails to meet today’s
need and requirements.
Health organizations are understaffed or lack of
trained staff to handle and configure their computers.
According to the annual report of year 2011, in total
7943 doctors, 92 statistician doctors and 92 IT staff in
2927 health organizations [10]. There are 4908 doctors,
52 statistician doctors and 61 IT staff in 604 health
organizations.
The statistics show that most of health centers are
located in rural areas where existing power supply and
ICT infrastructure does not satisfy current needs and
requirements. The Government recognizes the
importance and needs of ICT based services in health
sector. In order to strengthenhealth centers we need to
develop and implement IT solutions and information
systems, health sector-accepted software, appropriate
regulations for the health sector information system,
system and information security and integrity, expert
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Some major problems such as financial
constraints, lack of human resource,
infrastructure development;



Limited experiences and capacity in
development and implementation of
experts systems;
Non-existence of unified standard on
health information systems.



The proposed prototype of medical expert system is
presented in Figure.2 where, Problem – is problem
have to solve by doctors or engineers, IA – intelligent
algorithm for decision making support, DB – database,
KB – knowledge base, Rules – bank of rules for
decision making algorithm, EoH – explanation of
hints, a storage of all rules which used for offering
hints, Hints – main result of experts system,
recommendation or hints from expert system to user.

3. Prototype of Medical Expert System
We used a general architecture of expert system that
defined early by other researchers. The newest element
of prototype architecture is system user interface. Our
main challenge of research is to provide user interface
not only by the usual visual way, we suggest using
cloud environment in connectionof users to the expert
system. The Figure.2 showsthe main architecture of a
prototype medical expert system for rural medical
centers.
The main challenge of our research is to
developmedical expert systems in Mongolian
universities and to test the proposed prototype. We are
planning to develop medical expert system for doctors
with special database of specific diseases and expert
system for medical engineers with a knowledge base
on the complex diagnoses apparatuses.
Input to ES

ES with SKB

Output from ES

Figure3. Logical concept of ES

The big challenge is the introduction of the user
interface by cloud environment. Mongolia has a high
probability to use a cloud solution for user interface
connection. Figure.2 shows a logical concept of the
specific expert system with user oriented version.
This general concept of specific medical expert
system can be adapted to user request based on the
specific knowledge base (SKB). The pseudocode of
above visualized logical concept is below:
IF Input to ES is focused to Doctors
THEN call SKB for Doctors
ELSE
Call SKB for Medical Engineers
The main architecture of the prototype of a medical
expert system uses logical concept of expert system
presented in Figure. 3.
Our research aims to develop a specific medical
expert system with new cloud user interface. The
logical concept isa simple and easy to develop and
configure for each version: for doctors and medical
engineers.
It is also of high priority to reach into collaboration
agreement and memorandum of understanding in an
area of knowledge base development, information
exchange and datasharing to facilitate exchange of
information withinhealth organizations and medical
experts, and precisely define content, capacity of
information to exchange, exchange methods, formats
and underpinning regulations.
Key obstaclesare insufficient coordination and
coherence over inter-sector information management
and organization and lack of IT solutions for data
collection, data exchange and data sharing between
health organizations and medical experts.

4. Conclusions
The expert system is one of the main research
directions of artificial intelligence. Medical expert
systems can support medical doctors and engineers of
rural medical centers support them in continuing
professional education, research and development,
information and knowledge sharing, cooperation and
collaboration, and decision making.It is essential to
build up a modern-standard centralized database of
health information, smart or intelligence systems,
expert systems, and ensure security and integrity of
data.
Future research activities include, but not limited to:
 Literature survey on the existing smart
algorithms and selection of smart
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algorithm for decision making process for
the prototype of a medical expert system;
Object-oriented analysis and comparison
on implementing medical expert systems;
Architecture design of the specific medical
expert system for doctors;
Development and implementation ofthe
specific medical expert system for medical
engineers;
Research and development.
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Abstract
The stamp is one of the crucial information of
traditional historical and cultural for nations. In this
paper, we purpose to detect and recognize the
Mongolian traditional, historical stamps. Thereforewe
performed following steps: first, we collected 512 stamp
images with 9 classes for training set, second, we
implemented the processing algorithms for noise
removing, resize and reshape etc. Finally, we proposed
a new scale invariant classification algorithm based on
KNN(k-nearest neighbor). In the experimental result,
our proposed method had shown proper recognition
rate.
Keywords: Stamp Recognition; Image Processing; KNN

research works that some sign image recognition
works.The KNN algorithm is a popular method for
pattern recognition, it has proposed several studies [4],
[6], [7].
Also the stamp and sign recognition studies are
introduced following researches. Traffic sign detection
and recognition [5], Postage stamp recognition using
image processing [8], Photo time-stamp detection and
recognition [9] and Text detection in images based on
unsupervised classification of edge-based features [10].

3. Method
In this paper, we propose a new algorithm based on
KNN for stamp recognition. Our system works as
follows is shown in Figure 1.

1. Introduction
The cultural behavior, farming, religion, script and
fine arts which the ancient Mongolians used to run are
expressed as stamp shape.The stamp is significant for
defining ancestry, symbol of tribes and is significant for
defining the derivation of historical findings.These are
consideredto be divided into four things such as pitchbrand, stamps on rocks and tribe stamp.Of the above,
the tribe stamp is the most important symbol.We have
intended to create database with the image of the tribe
stamp and recognize it [1][2]. By researching the tribe
stamp, we can create the training database and classify
it using a new algorithm.
There are many historical researches that classify the
stamps[3]divided into basic and derivative ones
according to their founded territories. In this paper we
classify them based on their shapes using kNN based
algorithm. We have investigated the total of 931 stamps
using their basic images.

Input image
Resize
Reshape
Compute distance ratio

Train
KNN

Test
KNN

Estimate Recognition rate
Figure 1. Stamp recognition system

2. Previous Work
In general there is no specific research that
Mongolian stamp recognition using any algorithm from
stamp image. Therefore wereviewed the following
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3.1. Introd
duction to the
t
K-Neareest Neighborr
(KNN) algo
orithm
K-Nearestt Neighbor algo
orithm (KNN) is a method fo
or
classifying objects based
d on the cllosest training
g
examples in the feature space.[5] KNN
N is a type of
o
instance-baseed learning, or
o lazy learniing where the
function is only appro
oximated loccally and alll
computation is deferred until classification.[6] The
KNN algoritthm is amongsst the simplest of all machine
learning algo
orithms: an object is classified by a majority
y
vote of its neighbors, with
h the object beiing assigned to
o
the class most common am
mongst its k nearest neighborrs
(k is a posittive integer, ty
ypically small))[7]. If k = 1,
1
then the objject is simply assigned to the
t class of itts
nearest neigh
hbor [8].

3.2. Propossed Method
The propo
osed method is scale invarian
nt method based
d
on KNN. Th
he original KN
NN algorithm uses Euclidean
n
distance forr comparing the
t
test imagee and training
g
image from training
t
databaase. The Euclid
dean distance is
i
rotation and
d translation in
nvariant. But it is not scale
invariant. Th
herefore somee case, the sizze of stamp is
i
changed, it fails.
f
Then we propose scale invariant KNN
N
algorithm using distance ratio method
d as following
g
equation (1).
Ri+11=d(xi+1, xi+2)/d
d(xi, xi+1)

(1)

Where d(xi+11, xi+2) is Eucliidean distance between x+1tht
feature and x+2
x th features and Ri+1 is thee ratio of those
features. Thiis distance is computed for each followed
d
two features..

4. Experim
mental Resu
ults
4.1. Databa
ase
We colleccted 512 stam
mps of the 9 classes. The
following lisst of the namess of those stam
mps. The images
are shown in
n Figure 2.
1.
Ong
ginstamps
2.
Tuu
urai stamps
3.
Tah
han stamps
4.
Saraan stamps
5.
Sam
man stamps
6.
Builan stamps
7.
Zurhen stamps
8.
Gurrvaljin stamps
9.
Alk
khan stamps

Fiigure 2. The eexample stamp
p images of 9 classes
Thhe experiment processes withh steps that haave shown
in F
Figure 1. The size of input iimage is diffeerent each
otheer. Therefore w
we resize the im
mage as size aas 20x20.
Thenn we reshape the image maatrix (20x20) to vector
(4000x1). Then in the training pphase, we storee training
imagges with featuures distance rratio and in thhe testing
phasse, we follow above steps aand compute E
Euclidean
distaance between the distancee ratios. Alsoo we do
expeeriments in k=11 case of KNN
N.

4.2. Recognition
n Rate
W
We test 231 imaages from trainning set and 2000 images
from
m test set (not in training sett). The recognnition rate
has sshown in Tablee 1.
ble 1. Compaarison of reccognition
Tab
hods
meth
#
of Recoognition
iimages rate (%) of
origiinal
KNN
N
K
K=1 Train
231
95
error
Test
200
90
error

ratee of two
Reccognition
ratee (%) of
prooposed
metthod
100
97

Thhe error of thhe original KN
NN was depennd on the
scalee variations. Therefore thhe new methood could
imprrove the recognnition rate.

5. C
Conclusion
Inn this paper, w
we purpose to ddetect and recoognize the
Monngolian traditioonal, historicall stamps. The proposed
methhod is a scale iinvariant classiification algoriithmbased
on K
KNN (k-nearesst neighbor).Inn the framework of this
workk, we collectedd 512 stamp im
mages with 9 cclasses for
trainning set, and teested 231 imagges from traineed images
withh 100% recognition rate, 200 images are not
incluuded in trainingg set with 97%
% recognition raate.
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Abstract
Asterisk supports many languages, however, does
not support Mongolian. In this paper, we proposed to
add the Mongolian language module to the Asterisk
voicemail. There are two choices to add Mongolian
language. First one is to replace the sound files of
Mongolian and the latter one is to add the Mongolian
language module. The first choice requires too much
resources to implement because of the difference
between sentence structures of Mongolian and
languages, which supported by Asterisk. Hence, we
added the Mongolian language module to the Asterisk
voicemail.
Keywords: Asteris; Voicemai; Mongolian Language

1. Introduction
Asterisk [1] supports many languages [2], however,
does not support Mongolian. The main language is
English. The Asterisk is used as an internal
communications system at The National University of
Mongolia (NUM) [3]. We cannot use voicemail at the
NUM because of language problem.
Asterisk based communication systems offer a rich
and flexible feature set. Asterisk offers both classical
PBX functionality and advanced features, and
interoperates
with
traditional
standards-based
telephone systems and Voice over IP systems. The list
of the features available in Asterisk can be found in
[4]. Voicemail is one of the most popular features of
Asterisk. The internal communications system of
NUM does not use Voicemail of Asterisk due to
language problem. The main problem is that sentence
structure of Mongolian is different from English and
other languages which supported by an asterisk.
The aim of this study is to add the Mongolian
language module to the Asterisk voicemail.

2. Asterisk
The asterisk is a complete PBX in software written
in C programming language and it runs on many
operating systems, including Linux, BSD, Mac and
recently even Windows (Windows is however not
recommended for this purpose since near real time
operation is required). It is an open source toolkit for
telephone application and feature-rich callprocessing
server. An asterisk can be standalone system or used
with previously existing PBX or VoIP implementation.
It can be used to manage internal VoIP calls within
Local IP Network or in conjunction with specially
designed hardware to interface with PSTN networks.
Asterisks open source nature causes that it is
constantly improving and developing. Currently,
Asterisks community counts thousands of participants
including
programmers,
telecommunications
professionals,
networking
professionals
and
information technology professionals. Such a great
support result in a rich set of features, applications and
support for all technologies offered by Asterisk
platform. Asterisk utilizes many protocols including
H.323, SIP and IAX and can interoperate with almost
all standard-based telephony equipment using
relatively inexpensive hardware. At the same time,
almost all leading telephone hardware manufacturers
take Asterisk into account and guarantee compatibility
with this software.
Asterisk needs no additional hardware for Voiceover-IP, although it does expect a non-standard driver
that implements dummy hardware as a non-portable
timing mechanism (for certain applications such as
conferencing). A single (or multiple) VOIP provider(s)
can be used for outgoing and/or incoming calls.
For interconnection with digital and analog
telephone equipment, Asterisk supports a number of
hardware devices, most notably all of the hardware
manufactured by Asterisk's sponsor, Digium. Digium
has single and quad span T1 and E1 interfaces for
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interconnection to PRI lines and channel banks. In
addition, single to quad port analog FXO and FXS
cards are available and are popular for small
installations. Other vendors' cards can be used for BRI
(ISDN2) or quad- and Octo- port BRI based upon
CAPI compatible cards or HFC chipset cards.

Figure 1. Asterisk architecture
For interconnection with the cellular network (GSM
or CDMA), Asterisk can use the Celliax channel driver
or chain mobile that is in the trunk now and there is
also an unofficial backported version. Lastly,
standalone devices are available to do a wide range of
tasks including providing fxo and fxs ports that simply
plug into the LAN and register to Asterisk as an
available device.

3. Voicemail
One of the most popular features of any modern
telephone system is voicemail. Asterisk has a
reasonably flexible voicemail system named Comedian
Mail. Some of the features of Asterisk’s voicemail
system include:
 Unlimited password-protected voicemail boxes,
each containing mailbox folders for organizing
voicemail
 Different greetings for busy and unavailable
states
 Default and custom greetings
 The ability to associate phones with more than
one mailbox and mailboxes with more than one
phone
 Email notification of voicemail, with the
voicemail optionally attached as a sound file

 Voicemail forwarding and broadcasts
 Message-waiting indicator (flashing light or
stuttered dialtone) on many types of phones
 Company directory of employees, based on
voicemail boxes
Voice
messaging
includes
several
core
components. The message collection process is
activated when a caller is unable to reach a system
user. The message collection application receives data
from the phone system indicating which subscriber the
caller was attempting to reach. The application plays a
greeting, then records the message. The greeting may
be a standard system greeting or a custom outgoing
message recorded by the subscriber.
Once the message has been recorded, the
notification component of the voicemail system takes
over and lets the subscriber know that a new message
is available. This is handled in different ways
depending on the type of phone system with which the
voice messaging platform is integrated. In most cases,
the voicemail system will send a command to the
upstream system (PBX, mobile switching platform,
etc.), telling it to turn on the message waiting indicator
(MWI) for the subscriber's phone. The notification
system may also send an email which may include an
audio file attachment of the message.
When the subscriber receives the notification they
will access the message using one of several
methods. Legacy voice messaging systems require the
subscribe to call in an application, authenticate using
their extension number and password, and listen to
their store messages sequentially. More modern
systems allow the subscriber to review their messages
on their desktop or mobile phone directly using "visual
voicemail." If the message was delivered in an email,
the subscriber can listen using their computer as well.
Once the message(s) have been reviewed, the
messaging system sends another command to the
upstream phone system, instructing it to turn off the
message waiting indicator and/or decrease the message
count.
Asterisk voicemail mailboxes are defined in
/etc/asterisk/voicemail.conf file. The mailboxes might
look like the following examples:
[exam]
100=>4321,Jamiyan,jamiyan@num.edu.mn
101=>123,Bat-Erdene,baterdene@gmail.com
102=>2222,Dorj,dorj@num.edu.mn

There are two primary dialplan [1] applications that
are provided by the app_voicemai.so module in
Asterisk. The first, simply named VoiceMail(), does
exactly what you would expect it to, which is to record
a message in a mailbox. The second one,
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VoiceMailMain( ), allows a caller to log into a mailbox
to retrieve messages.
Asterisk
dialplan
is
written
in
/etc/asterisk/extensions.conf
file.
In
following
example, if Jamiyan is busy (on another call) or does
not answer the phone for 15 seconds, the caller will be
sent to his voicemail, where he will hear Jamiyan’s
busy or unavailable message:
exten => 100,1,Dial(${JAMIYAN},15)
exten => 100,2,VoiceMail(${EXTEN}@exam,u)
exten => 100,102,VoiceMail(${EXTEN}@exam,b)

Users can retrieve their voicemail messages, change
their voicemail options, and record their voicemail
greetings using the VoiceMailMain() application. To
allow users to dial 555 to check their voicemail or
modify their voicemail options, the following lines
should be added to the dialplan:

subject of sentence, transaction words and difference
of singular and plural. For example, the English
sentence structure is “subject + verb + object”,
whereas Mongolian sentence structure is “subject +
object + verb”. We wrote Mongolian language module
to the Voicemail since, we cannot translate the words
which are used to create IVR.
We added Mongolian language functions into the
vm_intro(),
vm_instructions(),
get_folder(),
get_play_folder_name(), vm_browse_messages()and
vm_execmain() of app_voicemail.c file. Also,
functions added into the ast_say_number_full(),which
used to say numbers and ast_say_date_with_format()
of say.c file. The schematic of voicemail.conf file,
Mongolian sound files and Mongolian language
module is illustrated in Figure 3.

[Incoming]
exten=>555,1,VoiceMailMain()

If users dial to 555, it will play a prompt asking the
caller to provide her mailbox number and password.

4. Implementation and Results
Voicemail system uses Interactive Voice Response
(IVR) [5] system to interact with users. The IVR
constructs the sentences using sound files which
consist single or multiple words and digits. Figure 2
shows an example of the IVR, when the client received
14 new messages and 7 old messages.

Figure 3. Schematic of VoiceMail module
Following algorithm shows vm_browse_messages()
function:
static int vm_browse_messages_mn(struct ast_channel *chan,
struct vm_state *vms, struct ast_vm_user *vmu)
{
int cmd = 0;
if (vms‐>lastmsg > ‐1) {
cmd = play_message(chan, vmu, vms);
} else
{
cmd = ast_play_and_wait(chan, "vm‐tand");
if (!cmd)
snprintf(vms‐>fn, sizeof(vms‐>fn), "vm‐%s",
vms‐>curbox);
cmd = ast_play_and_wait(chan, vms‐>fn);
if (!cmd)
cmd = ast_play_and_wait(chan, "vm‐
message");
if (!cmd)
cmd = ast_play_and_wait(chan, "vm‐
baihgui");
if (!cmd)
cmd = ast_play_and_wait(chan, "vm‐baina");

Figure 2. Log of VoiceMail() command
In figure 2, IVR said that “You have 7 new
messages and 3 old messages” and to do that eight
different sound files have played. This is the main
problem to use the voicemail system by Mongolian
because of the difference between sentence structure of
Mongolian and English. The main difference between
Mongolian and English is difference of object and

}
return cmd;
}
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Following dialplan enables Mongolian language
module:
exten=>100,1,Set(CHANNEL(language)=mn)
exten=>100,2,VoiceMailMain()
exten=>100,3,Hangup()

The result of the VoiceMailMain() command
illustrated in figure 4.

Figure 4. Log of VoiceMailMain() command

5. Conclusion
In this paper, we completed the Mongolian
language addition to the Asterisk voicemail. A total of
224 sound files which include words, sentences and
101 digits were used in the Mongolian language
module. As a result, we have had the capability to use
all possibilities of Asterisk voicemail without any
restriction.
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devices such as the Microsoft Kinect is also opening
up the opportunity to use a new spatial dimension in
gesture
recognition,
namely
Depth
based
recognition[11].
All these research projects have had varying
amounts of success[9]

Abstract
The detection of hands and recognition of hand
gestures from both still and moving images is still a
matter of research. It has various applications in
controlling devices without the use of dedicated
physical controllers. Here, we present a method to
detect hand gestures from a real time video feed from a
normal computer web camera using a combination of
computer vision and machine learning techniques.

3. Method of Detection
3.1. Computer Vision Techniques

Keywords: Hand Gesture Recognition; Computer
Vision; Support Vector Machine

The general first step in any method of recognizing
human hands involves the segmentation of the image
using skin color detection. Naturally, this step has
many flaws, including sensitivity to lighting
conditions, the false detection of other skin-colored
objects, and the variety of human skin colors. Due to
the vitality of being independent of lighting conditions,
namely brightness, it is useful to convert the image
from the RGB color space into a color space that
separates luma (brightness) from chrominance (the
actual color). The range of skin color in the color space
must also be as tight as possible. In any case, most skin
color detection research yields a positive rate of 95%
and a false positive rate of 15-30%[1]
Most studies indicate a preference in using the
YCbCr (where Y is luma and Cb and Cr the blue- and
red- difference chroma components respectively) and
HSV (hue, saturation, value) color spaces. Images in
RGB can be converted to the above two color spaces
using a linear formula.
Research yields the following color ranges for
human skin color.
 Chai, Ngan [6]: Cr ≤ 173 AND Cr ≥ 133
AND Cb ≤ 172 AND Cb ≥ 77
 Kukharev, Nowosielski [7]: Cr ≤ 180 AND
Cr ≥ 135 AND Cb ≤ 135 AND Cb ≥ 85 AND
Y ≥ 80
 Oliveira, Conci [9]: H ≤ 50 AND S ≤ 0.68
AND S ≥ 0.23

1. Introduction
The successful recognition of hand gestures is a
research topic that is still not fully solved. Problems
inherent in gesture recognition using two-dimensional
video sources include hand direction, camera
orientation, obstruction of the hand area by other
sources, and source image quality, among many others.
Successful recognition presents many opportunities for
a wide variety of user applications, such as wireless
control of electronic devices without dedicated
physical controllers.
Here we present a method of hand gesture
recognition from a normal computer webcam using
methods of computer vision and support vector
machines. We primarily use the OpenCV open source
computer vision library [4] in the project..

2. Related Works
Current research of hand gesture recognition
involves the following techniques: hand geometry,
recognition using Haar-like features, a variety of
machine learning techniques, and the use of colored
gloved. These techniques are most often used with
supplementary techniques such as skin color detection.
The commercial release of three-dimensional imaging

-1-
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In addition, bin Abdul Rahman, Wei, and See have
proposed a formula using a combination of ranges in
the RGB, YCbCr and HSV color spaces, ultimately
performing a logical AND on the three components
[2]:
 RGB: {R ≥ 95 AND G ≥ 40 AND B ≥ 20}
OR {max{R,G,B} − min{R,G,B} > 15) AND
(|R−G|>15) AND (R>G) AND (R>B)}
 HSV: G [25,230]
 YCbCr: Cr ≤ 1.5862 × Cb + 20 AND Cr ≥
0.3448 × Cb + 76.2069 AND Cr ≥ -4.5652 ×
Cb + 234.5652 AND Cr ≤ -1.15 × Cb +
301.75 AND Cr ≤ -2.2857 × Cb + 432.85
During our testing phase, Chai and Ngan’s method
proved to be most accurate.
After segmenting the image using skin color, the
resulting image contains a large amount of noise. This
has been remedied using morphological closing.

This background segmentation method has an
obvious defect in that the camera must remain
stationary during use of the program, as well as
needing a few seconds before waving the hand in front
of the camera to create the background model.
However, we deemed it acceptable in the range of our
research.
The codebook algorithm we used is based on the
implementation in OpenCV.

3.2. Background segmentation
While skin color detection is a good first step in
getting the hand area from the background, it utterly
fails when an object of the same color as skin appears
in the background. This is very common especially
indoors, where most applications of the hand gesture
recognition takes place.
Thus an additional step of isolating the hand from
the background is necessary. One method of achieving
this would be to capture a number of frames from a
“blank” background, that is, the image without the
hand in it, creating an average model of the
background. This can be accomplished by using the
Codebook method, whereby a background model is
generated by the creation of a codebook that stores
pixel ranges over a period of n frames. As with skin
color detection, RGB is not suitable for codebook
generation, thus the preliminary step of converting to
the YCbCr color space is taken.[4]
The mask obtained by the codebook method is then
combined with the mask obtained from skin color
detection, with the masks being logically ANDed,
resulting in the final image before other morphological
operations are used:

3.3. Geometric methods
In lieu of using machine learning methods to detect
human hand gestures, a rudimentary method of
detecting human gestures involves using geometric
operations to simply “count” the number of fingers. It
involves finding contours from the segmented image
(from skin color detection and background
segmentation), and drawing a convex hull around the
largest contour which the program assumes to be a
hand. Then, the convex defects are found, which are
assumed to be the points between fingers. Further, a
minimum enclosing circle can be drawn from the
convex defect points, the center of which is determined
to be the hand’s center. As a preliminary measure, we
created a sample program using this method, with the
result below.

2
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creates a separate SVM for every two categories, as
such it is also known as the “pairwise coupling”
method. The ultimate decision making step is
completed by aggregating the decisions of all the
SVMs.[5]
We have used the implementation of Support Vector
Machine by OpenCV, itself based on LibSVM.

As can be seen, this method can correctly
determine the number of fingertips, but completely
fails todistinguish gestures involving the same amount
of fingers but different finger positions, as well as
when the gesture shape doesn’t conform to the “hand”
shape required by this method. As can be seen below, a
gesture with thumb and index finger raised is
incorrectly counted as having 3 fingers, due to the left
part of the hand being slightly bulged outward.

4. Training and Experimental Results
During the training phase of the project, we first
determined the hand gestures we were to use in the
project. We settled on 13 gestures, shown below.

As such, machine learning methods were found to
be much more useful and accurate than using a
geometric-only model. However, this method still has
uses. As it counts contour defects and determines
largest contours, parameters can be set so that the
program only recognizes a hand as having a range of
contour defects, and having an area that falls within a
range of largest contour areas.

Afterward, ~20 second videos in front a blank
background were taken of the hand gestures, in both
forward and backward orientations (the picture above
shows the forward facing gestures), totaling in about 7
minutes of total footage. These videos were put into a
program to create two separate SVMs, for forward and
backward facing hands.
The SVMs were creates from the videos as follows.
The various computer vision techniques outlined in the
previous segment were used to segment the hand area
from the videos, after which a square was drawn
around the hand area. This square was further divided
into a 10x10 matrix, essentially resizing the hand into a
10x10px image. The values of the matrix, depending
on whether the hand appeared in the matrix element of
not, were placed into an array to act as input to the
SVM.
After the creation of the SVMs, the test input was
used to analyze the success rate of detection. The test
input was placed as input into the final gesture

3.4. Support Vector Machine
Support Vector machines are a supervised machine
learning classifier method used to classify data using a
previously learned model. It uses a user-generated
model of data to generate an optimal hyperplane to
separate the two classifications of data by as wide a
margin as possible. Using the kernel method, SVMs
can also act as a non linear classifier, essentially
transforming the original data into a higher dimension
and classifying the generated data linearly in that
higher dimension. One of the features of SVMs is that
it is possible to calculate the probability of classifying
unknown data, unlike other machine learning
techniques such as neural networks.[3]
As our data consists of multiple categories, our
SVM classifier must be able to distinguish between
multiple classifications, known as multiclass SVM.
Here, we used the one-against-one technique, which

3
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recognition program, and the following data was
obtained:
For forward facing:
Gesture type
GESTURE_5_ALL
GESTURE_4_RIGHT
GESTURE_3_MIDDLE
GESTURE_3_METAL
GESTURE_3_LEFT
GESTURE_2_VICTORY
GESTURE_2_VICTORYCLOSED
GESTURE_2_THUMB_INDEX
GESTURE_1_THUMB
GESTURE_1_INDEX
GESTURE_1_MIDDLE
GESTURE_1_PINKY
GESTURE_0_PALM

Success rate
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
98.2%
100%
100%
6.6%
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For backward facing:
Gesture type
GESTURE_5_ALL
GESTURE_4_RIGHT
GESTURE_3_MIDDLE
GESTURE_3_METAL
GESTURE_3_LEFT
GESTURE_2_VICTORY
GESTURE_2_VICTORYCLOSED
GESTURE_2_THUMB_INDEX
GESTURE_1_THUMB
GESTURE_1_INDEX
GESTURE_1_MIDDLE
GESTURE_1_PINKY
GESTURE_0_PALM

Success rate
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
97.3%
100%
15%
94.4%
100%
100%
64.3%

[3] Boswell, Dustin, “Introduction to Support Vector
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using skin-color map in videophone applications”, Circuits
and Systems for Video Technology, IEEE Transactions
on 9.4. 1999, 551-564.

As seen, the success rate is very high except for
some specific features. Most glaring is the palm, which
owes to the fact that the hand as a fist exhibits no
contour defects, which the program we developed also
checks.
Other gestures with a low success rate have been
remedied with an averaging function. The program we
developed saves the result of 5 gestures from the
previous 5 frames, and determines whether or not the
currently detected gesture is valid by checking if it
matches at least 3 out of 5 previously detected
gestures.
The final phase of our project was to create a
simple program to use our gesture recognition results.
The below picture shows the program being used to
write the words “Hello” in Mongolian. The program
accepts the index or middle finger gesture as a cue to
draw, and the metal finger gesture as a cue to delete
the drawn picture.

[7] G. Kukharev, A. Novosielski, “Visitor identification elaborating real time face recognition system”, Proceedings
of 12th Winter School on Computer Graphics (WSCG),
Plzen, Czech Republic, February 2004, 157-164.
[8] Kim, Kyungnam, et al, “Background modeling and
subtraction by codebook construction”, Image Processing,
2004.
[9] Mittal, Arpit, Andrew Zisserman, and Philip HS Torr,
“Hand detection using multiple proposals”, BMVC, 2011.
[10] Oliveira, V. A., and A. Conci, “Skin Detection using
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[11] Ren, Zhou, et al, “Robust hand gesture recognition with
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conference on Multimedia, ACM, 2011.
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Andreeva, “A survey on pixel-based skin color detection
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OOD Metrics for Cohesion - A Survey
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School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, National University of Mongolia
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
{ bbatnyam, purev, naranchimeg, tamir_chuba}@num.edu.mn
Abstract
The designing of highly cohesive classes is an important target in object-oriented design. Class cohesion refers to
the relatedness of the class members, and it indicates one important aspect of the class design quality.A meaningful
class cohesion metric helps object-oriented software developers detect class design weaknesses and refactor classes
accordingly.
With this research, we have considered in the past studies investigated properties of design patterns more
precisely and for the evaluation of metrics, we have used not only the static models, but also dynamic models.
The results of this study are the compact summary of the Cohesion Metrics proposed by the scientists and its
application possibilities.
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Implementation of XMI Parser
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Abstract
UML tools use XMI format when exchanging
information between themselves. Since this format is
expressed via XML, it can be expressed in various
formats. Although XMI is a common standard, there
are certain cases of failure in terms of exchange of
data due to its imperfect practical implementation.
Hence the purpose of this paper is to implement a
parser for most of XMI types that will be able to
overcome this shortcoming.
Keywords: XML Metadata Interchange; XMI Parse;
OO Design Metrics

1. Introduction
XMI standard provides possibilities of effective
expression of object modeling using XML language.
XMI parser extracts information which is expressed in
common modeling language by reading XMI data.
Also, basing on the information extracted, it can
perform calculation of metrics. Older versions up to the
XMI 2.0 define creation of definition of XML
document type from model, but newer versions after
the XMI 2.0 define creation of XML schema from the
model.
Java programming language was mainly used for
the performance of the implementation. User interface
section was implemented with the help of javafx
language. The parcel can also display the metrics
calculated in form of html and store them. We believe
that this feature will offer ease-of-use and since we are
planning to release online version of it, we chose this
format.
When performing the user interface, we tried to
combine pleasant appearance and simplicity of use. We
modeled our HTML content using the Bootstrap
framework and performed the user interface window
using the FXML.

XMI parser is not only capable of transforming, but
it also can perform evaluation. It uses commonly used
metrics, criteria, and 15 other different criteria in
which some of them consider the work output of other
researchers, when performing the evaluation.
The testing version of the software was tested in
over 100 class diagrams, 20 use case diagrams, activity
diagrams and sequence diagrams as mentioned above.
Since the evaluation of diagrams expressed in UML
language was a very complicated task, we tested only
on class diagrams. There is no permanent
normalizations or rules that apply to the value of
criteria. Therefore, we determined those values basing
upon the results of multiple tests conducted by
researchers and also on our own experience. If one
wants to change or adjust the values, it would be
possible. If we correctly determine the criteria, then we
will also be able to evaluate the use case diagram,
sequence diagram and activity diagram as well.
However, determining the criteria correctly and
accurately is a challenging part we face in this stage.
We selected and employed certain languages and
technologies considering our further development plan
of the software into online accessible version. We
should note that since this software was based on the
SDmetrics Open Core open source library, it has a full
potential of becoming expanded and sophisticated in
further. In other words, any desired metrics calculation,
rule testing and criteria for evaluation can be updated,
added or renewed.

2. XML Metadata Interchange (XMI)
XMI is a standard that expressed the object oriented
information in XML format. Commonly, it is used as
format for exchange of UML model information. This
standard can be applied to all sorts of meta-data in
which its meta-models are typically expressed in MetaObject Family (MOF).
Features of XMI include the following:
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Figuree 3. Layer architecture
Versioon of XMI
XM
MI is XML nam
mespace comppatible. XMI 1.0 and
XMI 11.1 versions haave been approoved on Februuary of
2000. XMI 1.2 and XMI 2.0 version are approvved on
Februaary of 2001 annd XMI 2.0 beecame compatiible of
processsing XML schema, XM
ML document, and
conduccting DTD revverse engineerring from defi
finition
of doccument type. S
Subsequently, versions 2.1, 2.1.1,
2.4 andd 2.4.1 were rreleased and m
most recently vversion
2.4.1 was released on August of 2011. XM
MI 2.x
versionns are comppletely differeent from XM
MI 1.x
versionns. Starting froom XMI 2.0, itt became possible to
conducct mapping off UML modelss into XML scchema.
In prevvious versionss, UML modells were only aable to
be gonne under mappiing into XMI D
DTD.
XM
MI 1.0 - XMI D
DTD, MOF 1.3, UML 1.3, 02//2000
XM
MI 1.1 - MOF 11.4, UML 1.3
XM
MI 1.2 - MOF 11.4, UML 1.4 (became schem
ma
compaatible)
XM
MI 2.0 - MOF 11.4, UML 1.4 (became schem
ma
compaatible and syntaax was changedd) 02/2001
XM
MI 2.1 - MOF 22.0, UML 2.0, 009/2005
XM
MI 2.1.1 - MOF
F 2.0, UML 2.11.1, 12/2007
XM
MI 2.4 – MOF 22.0, UML 2.4, 03/2011
XM
MI 2.4.1 – MOF
F 2.0, UML 2.44.1, 08/2011

3. Im
mplementatioon
XM
MI parser was implementeed basing on open
sourcee library SDMeetrics Open Corre.
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Figure 4. Class diagrram for modelling package
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5. Conclusion
Within the scope of this implementation work, a
tool which is able to parse UML diagrams expressed as
XMI document and to perform Object oriented design
metric evaluation on them was developed.The
development process was based on SDMetrics Open
Core library and used Java programming technology.
Over 100 class diagrams, around 20 use case
diagrams, activity diagrams and sequence diagrams
were parsed and went under metric calculation. Since
performing metric evaluation of all types of UML
diagrams was very complicated task, only class
diagram evaluation module was developed in this
version of the software. If we define criteria for use
case diagram, sequence diagram and activity diagram,
then the evaluation can be performed without any
problems.
In further, metric calculation, rule definition and
evaluation criteria can be added to or modified in the
software for future development.
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Abstract
Data mining is a set of actions that summarizes data from various sources, accumulating and processing useful
knowledge and information. Generally, data mining (sometimes called data or knowledge discovery) is the process
of analyzing data from different perspectives and summarizing it into useful information - information that can be
used to increase revenue, cuts costs, or both. Data mining software is one of a number of analytical tools for
analyzing data. It allows users to analyze data from many different dimensions or angles, categorize it, and
summarize the relationships identified. Technically, data mining is the process of finding correlations or patterns
among dozens of fields in large relational databases.
In the era of information technology, data mining is efficiently used not only in the businesses, but also in health
and welfare, industrial, social sectors.
This research work focuses on the usage of data mining to predict the result of football match. We developed web
application for football fans.This application streams real world football match from predefined sources and streams
back using text and audio streaming technology. It also collects FIFA information intelligently from different type of
resources and broadcast back to the application users. Application name is “Soccer” and it is now famous for
Mongolian football fans. To make our application more interesting we added new module which is intelligently
helps for application user to predict result of the incoming match. Several data mining algorithms have been used
and presented in this research. We compared prediction rates, and result shows that our module is working well.
Keywords: Sport Prediction; Football Matching; Data Mining; Association Analysis
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Abstract
Data warehouse collets data from a lot of data
sources and store it orderly. That collection of data
is used by a decision making systems. The goal of
data mining is extract information from large data
set and transfer it to comprehensible structure for
down the line use. On the other hand, data mining is
a method at the using of decision making system and
analyzing data, a process of summarizing
information when would be effective.
In this paper, we will present that how to model a
database to access easily to the large amount of
data, preprocessing data using “weka” data mining
tool and identifying the association among them. We
used real world data of purchases of 2 months in the
xxx supermarket.
Keywords: Data Warehouse; Data Mining; Data
Preprocessing; Association Rule

1. Introduction
In the present, accounting programs have made
abreast and centrally researches that how to correctly
store their existed data, how to analyze them have
been making.
Collection of data set is large scale data. Also,
the access is extended and it is very difficult to
process (store, adjust, search, transfer, analyze and
present understandable) via programs which are a
traditional data processing and a simple database
management system [1][2].
In this paper, we will present a database
modeling research for organizing large scale data
and experimenting in method of identifying
association rule using data mining association
algorithms. Certain methods of data mining are used
in getting off important information that has possible
influence in decision of further business from the
large scale data. It is useful for discover interesting
relationships hidden in large data sets. For example,
it is possible to determine that the customers have
bought which product with which one from the

accounting of customer’s product purchase.
Therefore, present supermarket could correctly stage
manage own products arranging in row. An another
example is that could be get a relationship of which
exam is failed students who fail in another which
one. Thus, for these students can be pay more
attention in that exam that is failed in expected.
Figure 1. Architecture of research

In first section of the background research
chapter, we will introduce that how to organize
database by a multidimensional model and about its
advantages than a relational model, in next sections
have been focused on what is the identifying a
association rule. In experimental chapter will present
that how to modify relational database model of
supermarket to the multidimensional model and how
to test the method of data mining using “weka” tool.

2. The Background Research
The aim of this chapter is to give the brief insight
into the database architecture, data mining
association algorithms. It is organized as follows:
database dimensional modeling, about data
preprocessing, association rule mining, about
association rule algorithms in “weka” tool.

2.1. Database Dimensional Modeling
We need to create central repository for extract
useful information from it. Data warehouse is
integrating data from one or more data sources. So
data warehouse include very big data. Database
relational model which is traditional approach is suit
of database that is related to daily operation. Because
the main aim of this model is store not duplicated
data and these data related to each other for reduce
memory. However it integrates all related tables into
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single table when extract useful information from it.
This integration step takes more time.
Dimensional model use concept of relational
model, but it accelerates performance by decompose
data into multi dimension. The main aim of this
model is easy and fast access to data but does not
focus on duplicated data. In other words, we
available to create many cubes instead of tables by
dimensional database architecture and extract data
from these cubes by using roll up, drill down, dice,
slice and pivot operations.
The fact and dimension are concepts that are
used to dimensional modeling. The central table is
the only table in the schema with multiple joins
connecting it to all the other tables. This central table
is called the fact table and the other tables are
called dimension tables. Numeric values of business
operations are stored in fact table and text values are
stored in dimension tables. All dimension tables
must have one non composite primary key. Fact
table include foreign keys that related to primary
keys of dimension tables and these foreign keys are
joined to create primary key for fact table. But one
important thing is fact and dimensional tables have
numerical keys that all original keys are replaced by
numerical keys. By these numerical keys, fact and
dimensional tables are related. Also you must create
Time dimension table. It is used to create cube that
depends on time.

Figure 2. Fact and dimensional tables
Showing Figure 2, Date, Product and Store tables
are dimenstional tables and Daily Sales is fact table.
All dimensional tables related to fact table and not
relate each other. Following table is shown
difference between relational model and dimensional
model:
Table 1. Difference between relational model and
dimensional model
Relational model
Dimensional model
Data is stored in
Data is stored in
RDBMS.
multidimensional
database.
Unit of data storage is
Unit of data storage is
table.
cube.
Data is normalized for
Data is used to data
OLTP.
warehouse and not
normalized. Focus on
OLAP processing.
Data is temporal (it is
Data is not temporal.

modified several time).
Detailed data of
operations.
Use SQL for data
manipulate.
Simple reports.

Aggregation result of
batch operation for
business decision.
Use MDX for data
manipulate.
User friendly and
various reports.

2.2. Data Preprocessing
Data is the collection of objects and objects have
attributes. Attribute means feature of object. For
example: eye color and height such as features are
different from each object. Attribute can be named
by another name such as field, variable [3].
Numbe
r
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Table 2. Data records
Refund Marital
Income
status
Yes
Single
125000
No
Married
100000
No
Single
70000
Yes
Single
120000
No
Divorced 95000
No
Married
60000
Yes
Divorced 220000
No
Single
85000
No
Married
75000
No
Single
90000

Cheat
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
Yes
No
Yes

Real world data is not ready for used to data
mining algorithms. So we prepare compatible data
for data mining algorithms by processing raw data.
In other words we detect anomaly, missing and
duplicated values from data then we erase these
problems. We use various strategy and techniques
for data preprocessing:
Integration method
By number of attributes into a single attribute to
reduce scale of data.
Sampling method
This method select sample subset of whole data. For
example: 30% of whole data is related to male and
seventy percent is related to female people. In this
case male and female people’s information is must
be balanced. So we do sampling from 70% that is
related to female people.
Feature subset selection mehtod
We may reduce scale by remove unimportant
attributes or double meaning attributes from data.
For example: student’s code attribute is not related to
compute student’s mark.

2.3. Association Rule Mining
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In this section, we represented terms of
association rule mining. For example:
Table 3. List of purchase
Items

Numbe
r
1
2
3
4
5

Bread, Milk
Bread, Diaper, Beer, Egg
Bread, Diaper, Beer, Cola
Bread, Milk,Diaper, Beer
Bread, Milk, Diaper, Cola

For example:
Frequent itemset
An itemset whose support is greater than or equal to
a minsup threshold ( (support count)).
Rule evaluation metrics
There are support and confidence metrics in rule
evaluation metric. In the below example, shows how
rule?
to measure
- Support (s)
- Fraction of transactions that contain an itemset.

For example we can extract following rule from
Table 3 {Diaper}  {Beer}
From above rule, can be found strong association
between diaper and beer. Because most customer
buy diaper with beer [3]. Association rule mining is
not used only market basket data, can be used to
bioinformatics, hospital diagnostic, web mining and
other special science. This paper focus on market
basket data and analysis it.
Binary representation
The first step of association rule mining is that
represent data into binary representation. Table 4
shows market basket data. In this table each row is a
transaction and columns are purchased items. If
customer buy an item corresponding column value is
1, else value is 0. In other words, it is more
important whether the product has been involved in
the purchase rather than how many times the product
has been purchased.
Table 4. Binary representation
Number

Bread

Milk

Diaper

Beer

Cola

1
2
3
4
5

1
1
0
1
1

1
0
1
1
1

0
1
1
1
1

0
1
0
0
0

0
0
1
0
1

Terms of association rule:
Item set
Collection of one or more items.
For example:
Association rule
expression form. X and Y
It is represented by
is set of items.
For example:
Support count( )
Frequency of occurrence of an itemset. For example:
(Table 4 was taken in this
example)
Support
Fraction of transactions that contain an itemset.

Confidence (c)
Measures how often items in Y appear in
transactions that contain X.

2.4. About Association Rule Algorithms in
“weka” Tool
There are many algorithms for association rule.
The most famous of these algorithms is Apriori. In
this section, Appriori, FilteredAssociator, Predictive
Apriori, Tertius algorithms that are used in “weka”
described briefly.
Apriori algorithm
The purpose of this algorithm is to find subsets
which are common to at least a minimum number C
(Confidence Threshold) of the itemsets.Terms
related to this algorithm are as follows [6]:
Frequent itemsets: The sets of item which has
minimum support and it is denoted by Li for ith
itemset.
Apriori property: Any subset of frequent itemset
must be frequent.
Join operation: To find Lk , a set of candidate kitemsets is generated by joining Lk-1 with itself.
Join step: Candidate item Ck is generated by joining
Lk-1with itself.
Prune step: Any (k-1)–itemsetthat is not frequent
cannot be a subset of a frequent k-itemset.
Input: Database of Transactions
,
,
Set if Items
Frequent itemset ,
Support,
Confidence.
Output: Association rule satisfying support and
confidence.
Method:
1. C1 Itemsets of size one in I;
2. Determine all large itemsets of size 1, L1;
3. i = 1;
4. Repeat
5. i = i + 1;
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6. Ci = Apriori-Gen(Li-1);
7. Apriori-Gen(Li-1)
1. Generate candidates of size i+1 from
large itemsets of size i.
2. Join large itemsets of size i if they agree
on i-1.
3. Prune candidates who have subsets that
are not large.
8. Count Ci to determine Li;
9. until no more large itemsets found;
The best rule from the item set L= {2, 3, 5} are
calculated as follows:
Consider the minimum support is 2 and minimum
confidence is 70%.

This algorithm finds the rule according to the
confirmation measures (P. A. Flach, N. Lachiche
1999). It uses first order logic representation. It
includes various option like class Index,
classification, confirmation Threshold, confirmation
Values, frequency Threshold, horn Clauses, missing
Values, negation, noise Threshold, number Literals,
repeat Literals, roc Analysis, values Output etc.
Filtered algorithm
This algorithm finds the rule according to the
confirmation measures (P. A. Flach, N. Lachiche
1999). It uses first order logic representation. It
includes various option like class Index,
classification, confirmation Threshold, confirmation
Values, frequency Threshold, horn Clauses, missing
Values, negation, noise Threshold, number Literals,
repeat Literals, roc Analysis, values Output etc.
processed by the filter without changing their
structure. Here in this algorithm we can consider the
Apriori, Predictive Apriori and Tertius association
rule algorithm to get the result.

3. Experiment

Figure 3. Generation item set & frequent item set
Rule 1: {2, 3} → {5} Confidence = Support Count
of ({2, 3, 5})/ Support Count of ({2, 3}) = 2/2 =
100%
Rule 2: {2, 5} → {3} Confidence = Support Count
of ({2, 3, 5})/ Support Count of ({2, 5}) = 2/3 = 67%
Rule 3: {3, 5} → {2} Confidence = Support Count
of ({2, 3, 5})/ Support Count of ({3, 5}) = 2/2 =
100%
Rule 4: {2} → {3, 5} Confidence = Support Count
of ({2, 3, 5})/ Support Count of ({2}) = 2/3 = 67%
Rule 5: {3} → {2, 5} Confidence = Support Count
of ({2, 3, 5})/ Support Count of ({3}) = 2/3 = 67%
Rule 6: {5} → {2, 3} Confidence = Support Count
of ({2, 3, 5})/ Support Count of ({5}) = 2/3 = 67%
Hence the accepted rules are Rule 1 and Rule 3 as
the confidence of these rules is greater than 70%.
Predictive Apriorialgorithm
In predictive Apriori association rule algorithm,
support & confidence is combined into a single
measure called predictive accuracy. This predictive
accuracy is used to generate the Apriori association
rule. In Weka, this algorithm generates n best
association rule based on n selected by the user.
Tertius algorithm

There are 2 sections in experiment. The first
section shown how to modify database architecture
of xxx supermarket into dimensional modeling, next
section shown experiment of association rule mining
on the data of purchase that was been selling during
2 months in the xxx supermarket.

3.1. Modify Database Architecture of xxx
Supermarket by Dimensional Model
The database architecture of xxx supermarket
was designed by relational model and Error!
Reference source not found. shown relational tables in
that database. These tables only related to daily
transaction, not store other data. In other words,
irrelative attributes with transaction is not shown in
Figure 1Error! Reference source not found..

Figure 4. Old database architecture of XXX
supermarket /relational model/
Description of tables:
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ProductForSale –it stores product code, branch
number, product name, retail price, disbursing price,
quantity, category which data related to product. It
has foreign keys that are related to Branch and
Category tables.
POS –it stores about sales points, and has foreign
key that is related to Branch table.
Basket –it stores about transaction, and has foreign
keys that are related to POS and Cashier tables.
Branch –it stores about branch information of
supermarket.
Cashier–it stores about cashier of supermarket and
has foreign key that is related to Branch table.
Category –it stores about category of product.
BasketItems –it stores basket information of
transaction and has foreign keys that are related to
Basket and ProductForSale tables. Figure 5 shown
how to transform above relational model into
dimensional model.

assigned with 1 and 3 pieces has been sold from the
products assigned with 2.
Step 2: The data has been inserted into the table in
the server. From here, every sale can be represented
one row by using sql query.
Next all 0 value was replaced with question mark
and other values replaced TRUE value. Question
mark means that product category did not appear in
purchase.
Next, the table created on the data server has been
exported into an excel file.
Step 3: the exported excel file has been saved in csv
format.
Step 4: open the csv format file with notepad and
convert the contents into an arff file’s structure. The
data preparing process ends here.

Figure 7. 43 attributes have been described in arff
file

Figure 8. Data in arrf file
Figure 5. New database architecture of XXX
supermarket /Dimensional modeling/

3.2. Find Association Rule from Data Using
“weka” Tool
We did our experiment on January and February
transaction of xxx supermarket. This data is stored in
excel file. Steps illustrating how to convert it into
binary representation with the aim to carry out tests:
Step 1: Sold products have been assigned to an
appropriate category. There are 43 product
categories have been created. In other words, a row
designated for the product categories have been
inserted whereby a 1 assigned to a sold product and a
0 assigned to the ones not sold.

A total of 59029 lines and 43 attributes have been
created.
Test results:
Apriori Association rule:
/ tests involving all attributes /
1. Minimum support: 0.01
2. Minimum metric <confidence>:0.5
3. Number of cycles performed: 20
Best rules found:
1. Milk = TRUE juice = TRUE sausage = TRUE 888 ==>

3.
4.
5.
6.

Figure 6. Binary representation of sold products
Figure 6 shows the varying numbers on the rows

depending the amount of products sold. For
example, 1 piece has been sold from the products

pastry = TRUE 644 conf:(0.73)
= TRUE juice= TRUE
driedCurd = TRUE 827 ==> pastry=TRUE 595
conf:(0.72)
PreservedAndCanned=TRUE juice=TRUE sausage =
TRUE 1072 ==> pastry=TRUE 761 conf:(0.71)
egg=TRUE juice=TRUE sausage=TRUE 855 ==>
pastry=TRUE 603 conf:(0.71)
PreservedAndCanned = TRUE milk = TRUE juice =
TRUE 947 ==> pastry = TRUE 667 conf:(0.7)
vegetables=TRUE milk=TRUE juice=TRUE 897 ==>
pastry=TRUE 629 conf:(0.7)
fruit=TRUE juice=TRUE sausage=TRUE 895 ==>
pastry=TRUE 623 conf:(0.7)
fruit=TRUE milk=TRUE juice=TRUE 867 ==>
pastry=TRUE 597 conf:(0.69)

2. PreservedAndCanned

7.
8.
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9. vegetables=TRUE juice=TRUE sausage=TRUE 981
==> pastry=TRUE 674 conf:(0.69)
10. sausage=TRUE driedCurd=TRUE
pastry=TRUE 894 conf:(0.69)

1304

==>

/ test excluding the attributes pastry /
1. Minimum support: 0.01
2. Minimum metric <confidence>:0.5
3. Number of cycles performed: 20
Best rules found:
1. meat=TRUE egg=TRUE 1056 ==> vegetables=TRUE
664 conf:(0.63)
2. fruit=TRUE meat=TRUE 1241 ==> vegetables=TRUE
774 conf:(0.62)
3. chocolate=TRUE fruit=TRUE 1000 ==> juice=TRUE
608 conf:(0.61)
4. PreservedAndCanned=TRUE driedCurd=TRUE 1423
==>juice=TRUE 827 conf:(0.58)
5. chocolate=TRUE PreservedAndCanned=TRUE 1046
==> juice=TRUE 602 conf:(0.58)
6. fruit=TRUE egg=TRUE 1303 ==> vegetables=TRUE
747 conf:(0.57)
7. PreservedAndCanned=TRUE fruit=TRUE 1662 ==>
juice=TRUE 948 conf:(0.57)
8. sweet=TRUE PreservedAndCanned=TRUE 1038 ==>
juice=TRUE 591 conf:(0.57)
9. sausage=TRUE
driedCurd=TRUE
1304
==>
juice=TRUE 742 conf:(0.57)
10. fruit=TRUE driedCurd=TRUE 1532 ==> juice=TRUE
865 conf:(0.56)

/ test excluding the attributes of pastry, vegetables /
1. Minimum support: 0.01
2. Minimum metric <confidence>:0.5
3. Number of cycles performed: 20
Best rules found:
1. chocolate=TRUE fruit=TRUE 1000 ==> juice=TRUE
608 conf:(0.61)
2. PreservedAndCanned=TRUE driedCurd=TRUE 1423
==> juice=TRUE 827 conf:(0.58)
3. chocolate=TRUE PreservedAndCanned=TRUE 1046
==> juice=TRUE 602 conf:(0.58)
4. PreservedAndCanned=TRUE fruit=TRUE 1662 ==>
juice=TRUE 948 conf:(0.57)
5. sweet=TRUE PreservedAndCanned=TRUE 1038 ==>
juice=TRUE 591 conf:(0.57)
6. sausage=TRUE
driedCurd=TRUE
1304
==>
juice=TRUE 742 conf:(0.57)
7. fruit=TRUE driedCurd=TRUE 1532 ==> juice=TRUE
865 conf:(0.56)
8. egg=TRUE driedCurd=TRUE 1239 ==> juice=TRUE
698 conf:(0.56)
9. fruit=TRUE milk=TRUE 1555 ==> juice=TRUE 867
conf:(0.56)
10. fruit=TRUE sausage=TRUE 1621 ==> juice=TRUE
895 conf:(0.55)

/ test excluding the attributes of pastry, vegetables /
1. Minimum support: 0.01
2. Minimum metric <confidence>:0.5
3. Number of cycles performed: 20
Best rules found:

1. milk=TRUE sausage=TRUE 1622 ==> bread=TRUE
826 conf:(0.51)
2. egg=TRUE driedCurd=TRUE 1239 ==> milk=TRUE
662 conf:(0.53)
3. PreservedAndCanned=TRUE egg=TRUE 1536 ==>
sausage=TRUE 772 conf:(0.5)

If we set too low minimum support, result will be
false. Let’s look at an example where the minimum
support count is set to 1. We see that chocolates and
potatoes have been sold once each; and when they
are sold together, the association is accepted.
Therefore, if we consider confidence levels, the
result will be 100% when a purchase of chocolate
involves potatoes. However, we cannot assume the
association to be 100% based on a single purchase.
Our experiment has been set minimum support as
0.01. This means we must discover association of
products that have been involved in 0.01% of total
59029 purchases. In the above experiment,
association rules have been discovered from
products that involved around 590 purchase.
Association rule 1:
The probability of pastry being purchased when
milk, juice and meat are purchased is 73%.
milk=TRUE juice=TRUE sausage=TRUE
pastry=TRUE 644 conf:(0.73)

888

==>

Association rule2:
The probability of groceries being purchased when meat
and eggs are purchased is 63%.
meat=TRUE egg=TRUE 1056 ==> vegetables=TRUE 664
conf:(0.63)

Association rule3:
The probability of bread being purchased when milk and
meat are purchased is 51%.
milk=TRUE sausage=TRUE 1622 ==> bread=TRUE 826

conf:(0.51)

4. Summary
With this study, we have examined what kind of
database model need for a large scale data. Also we
have reached the conclusion the dimensional
modeling is suitable for data that is collected from
various sources and relational model is suitable for
data of daily operations. Secondly, we have studied
the level of association of the products in the daily
shopping carts. By doing this, we have gained
experience by calculating the actual probabilities and
understanding the concepts behind it.
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Understanding EEG Signal for Better Brain-Computer Interface and other
Applications
Goutam Chakraborty
Iwate Prefectural University
goutam@iwate-pu.ac.jp
Abstract
Brain Computer Interface (BCI) or Brain Machine Interface (BMI)are devices that facilitate communication or
interaction by analyzing electrical signals collected by probes set on the scalp or inserted inside the head touching
the brain. Electroencephalography (EEG) is recording of electrical potential on the scalp. Analysis of the EEG to
interpret the intention of the user, and use that for communication or maneuveringa machine, is the core idea of BCI.
With the advent of low-noise high-sensitivity probes and cheap powerful computers, collection of brain-signals
from multiple electrodesand their analysis in real-time,is possible. This is leading to a lotof attention to the research
and development of BCI applications. Not only medicalapplications (like epileptic seizures, monitoring anesthesia
or brain function etc.), but also applications like moving a wheelchair, or communicating using BCI speller, are
getting more accurate and affordable. There are entertainment applications too, for those who can not move their
limbs.
The main problem with present BCI application tool is the fact that the number of probes needed is many. A
better understanding of the EEG signals, generated during various BCI applications, is the key to reduce the number
of required probes, and make their use more common.
In this talk, we will first explain how we could reduce the number of probes by designing it for an individual. In
other words, by exploiting individual variation, we can optimize the number of probes without sacrificing the quality.
In the second part of the talk, we will give a new algorithm, to define individual’s delay in acknowledging an
external stimulus, i.e., the delay of Event Related Potential P300. An accurate measurement could lead to various
applications including diagnosis of the state of brain and prediction of its vulnerability to diseases like dementia or
Alzheimer.
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Fuzzy Set Theory in Information Technology
Sansanee Auephanwiriyakul
IEEE Senior Member, Head of Computer Engineering Department, Chiang Mai University
sansanee@eng.cmu.ac.th
Abstract
Fuzzy set theory introduced by LotfiZadeh in 1965 is an extension of the classical set. It is a way to understand or
explain uncertainty occurring in everyday life. Since then there are many theories and applications developed based
on Fuzzy set theory. One of the areas that Fuzzy set theory has an impact on is the area of information technology,
especially, data mining. One of important parts in data mining is classification or sometimes called decision making.
Fuzzy inference system has been used as a decision making tool in several applications including medical image
processing. In particular, it is used as a classifier in microcalcification detection in Mammogram. Recently, there is
several extension of Fuzzy set theory including interval Type-2 fuzzy set theory. One of the major developments of
the interval Type-2 fuzzy set theory is interval Type-2 fuzzy logic, an extension of fuzzy inference system. It is
applied into medical image processing as well. There is also another popular area in Fuzzy set Theory, i.e., a theory
on fuzzy vector manipulation. Many research groups have been working on developing a theory of function
manipulation. In particular, a theory of how the function will perform if the function inputs are fuzzy vectors not
vectors of number. The major area in this case is developing a classifier with fuzzy vectors as inputs and output(s).
In this talk, these classifiers and their real applications such as an application in communication assessment will be
presented as well. Another area of fuzzy vector manipulation is an area of information fusion when input
information is not numbers but fuzzy numbers. This talk will also show the proposed information fusion applied in a
military application.
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Abstract
With the rapid growth of Internet, Information and
Communication Technologies various web based
social networks are emerging at a fast pace. People
interact with each other through on line social
networks and their decision making in every sphere of
life is influenced by those interactions. Efficient mining
and analysis of online social data can provide
assistance to people in different social needs like crisis
management, reputation analysis, customer profiling
and product survey. In this lecture, some of our
research works in which data mining technologies are
used for online social media data analysis, are
presented.

management system [2].
3) Discovery of transition of people’s concerns after
a disaster from various social media to explore the
dynamics of social needs’ change [5][6]
In the next section, the first work on reputation
analysis of market products from consumer purchasing
support site is explained. In the following section,
analysis of social needs and its transition over time
from various online social media has been explained.
In the 4th section, evolution of social dynamics after
disaster event, analyzed from Facebook data has been
represented followed by conclusion section.

2. Product Reputation Analysis from
Websites

1. Introduction
Online social websites are nowadays growing at an
exponential rate. The vast amount of consumer data
generated in online social media provides tremendous
challenges to researchers and analysts, who are trying
to gain insights into human interaction and collective
behavior. Researches are going on in developing
efficient techniques and algorithms for analysis of
online social media data from blogs, microblogs,
websites like Facebook, Digg, Twitter etc. As a result,
new applications related to economy, marketing,
education, business or medical science are developed.
Topic extraction and modelling, crisis management,
reputation analysis, customer profiling, product survey,
opinion or sentiment analysis are some of the emerging
areas of popular applications of social network data
analysis.
In this lecture, following three research works are
presented.
1) Topic extraction from buzz marketing websites for
analysis of the trend of market and reputation of
specific products [1].
2) Analysis of victim’s needs after a disaster from
social media blog for developing better crisis

In 1) user messages in marketing web sites
containing opinion of users about market products are
analyzed using text mining techniques. Reputation
analysis of the products are done by clustering topics
in the users’ messages. We used “kakaku.com”
website for our experiment. It is the most popular
“customer purchasing support site” in Japan. We
selected messages for the five types of models of
electronic air cleaners and collected 702 messages
containing users’ comments. We proposed the
following frame work for data analysis: The main steps
are:
1) Topic extraction by clustering: Here we extracted
important keywords with high tf-idf value and
used them as features for manually clustering the
data into groups. We got 7 topic clusters as a
preliminary result.
2) Important topic detection: We defined a parameter
contributing rate to express the importance of a
message. Contributing rate of topic A is defined as
the ratio of topic A to all topics. We rank the
topics according to their importance
3) Emerging needs detection: In this stage we tried to
identify the topics associated with high
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positive/negative emotion. Using a dictionary, we
calculated the emotional degree of a topic by the
positive /negative values of the words in the topic.
Topics with high emotional degrees are considered
to be the candidate of topics with emerging needs.
4) Visualization: In this stage, we used some
visualization technique for validation of the cluster
results.
5) Refinement: In the final stage, we defined a
parameter cluster quality index to determine the
correct value of number of topic clusters. Cluster
quality index is defined as the ratio of intracluster distance to inter-cluster distance for a
specific number of clusters. The smaller the index,
the better the cluster result. Using this index we
determined the most appropriate number of topic
clusters.

3. Social Needs’ Transition Analysis after
Disaster
After the Great East Japan Earthquake occurred on
March 11th, 2011, triple disasters (earthquake, tsunami
and nuclear plant accident) crippled East Japan’s
(Tohoku) regular life. People heavily used social
networks to provide and receive information and
exchange opinions and sentiments. In 2) and 3) we
analyzed several online social media data to find out
victims’ needs and how the need of the affected people
changed with time. The results of our analysis can be
efficiently used for development of efficient crisis
management system or predicting the dynamics of
human behavior and change of social needs after a
disaster.
In a series of research works [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] we
developed several technique for analysis of various
social networks data like video streaming sites, blog
posts, etc. after the Great East Japan Earthquake
related disasters. Our basic framework of analysis are
as following:
1) Data crawling
2) Language processing
3) Topic extraction
4) Time series topic detection
5) Visualization
Steps 1 and 2 are the part of preprocessing in which
data from online social media is collected, words are
extracted by morphological analysis (Japanese
morphological analyzer Mecab is used), and the score
of an individual word in a document is calculated by
RIDF (residual IDF) measure. The words having high
RIDF values are selected as keywords. In the next step

we used different techniques for topic extraction and
visualization of topic transition over time.

3.1 Graphical Method with Clustering [3]
In this method graph networks are constructed by
the related words from keyword list. Related words are
obtained using co-occurrence frequencies in a
document. Graph networks are then clustered using a
newly defined modularity value to decompose graphs
in hierarchical modular structure corresponding to
hierarchical structure of emerging topics.
The
similarity of the topics over time scale is calculated by
considering the overlapping of key words. The
correlation between two similar topics over adjacent
time zones are calculated by Matthew’s correlation
coefficient. When the calculated value exceeds a
threshold, it denotes the transition of topics over time.
Video streaming sites and kakkaku.com web sites are
used for data collection and the transition of topics are
noted after the East Japan Earthquake.

3.2 Topic transition detection by Latent
Semantic Analysis [6]
In another work, the keyword list from the
preprocessing step is used for preparing a documentterm matrix. The rows correspond to the documents
and columns correspond to terms, the keywords with
high RIDF score. Latent semantic analysis technique is
used for analyzing relationship between document and
term. Relationship contain a set of concepts related to
document and term. By using LSA technique, the
hidden concepts termed as topics here, can be derived
from document-term matrix. To find tropic transition
trend, tensor analysis of document-term-time tensor is
needed. Tensor decomposition algorithms are
necessary for that. To reduce the computational
burden, as an approximation, we manually investigated
the content of all hidden topics by its characteristic
words. The topic types were used as tags to hidden
topic types and manually evaluated the transitions of
hidden topic types.
We used NPO Save Iwate’s blogs and several BBS
in the affected area to collect our data. From the blog,
we analyzed data from 3rd June to 28th Dec
December, 2011, 150 messages, and found 12 topics
with a characteristic transition of each of them. From
the results we could assess the victim’s needs just after
the disaster and the change of needs over time. This
findings has great implication in developing better
crisis management system in future. The change of
needs of affected people also shows us the importance
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of different social needs that should be offered to the
people at different times.

building better management system in case of
disasters.

3.3 Topic Transition Analysis with LDA

6. References
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Abstract
Image morphing is often used in film and television
industry to produce synthetic visual effects by depicting
the continuous evolution between two digital images.
This paper presents a new method of 2D image
morphing based on grid transformation. A grid is a
series of intersecting horizontal and vertical lines that
serve as guides to specify the coordinates of control
points, or landmarks. Grid-based image morphing
achieves a smooth transformation by incorporating
transition of grid to maintain geometric alignment
throughout the metamorphosis process. The proposed
method has been successfully tested with a wide variety
of images. The resulting sequence of images is better in
visual quality and faster in execution time.

grid of the source image and the target image. The
proposed algorithm has been implemented and tested
on different types of source and target images. Figure 1
shows the example of results. The experimental results
demonstrate that the proposed algorithm produces
results better in visual quality and faster in running
time.

1. Introduction
Image morphing is a technique in film and
television industry which has been developed for
edutainment purpose [1, 2] for the last decade. It
involves the smooth transformation of the objects and
the colors of one digital image to the other [3]. The 2D morphing problem concerns with the deformation of
a source image to a target image [4]. The term
“morphing” means warping two images with color
interpolation. Image warping applies 2D geometric
transformations on the images to retain geometric
alignment between their features, while color
interpolation blends their color [5].
This paper presents a new morphing technique:
Grid-based Image Morphing. This method produces
the smooth transformation of animated morphing
images. By locating a grid as the control structure of
image, together with a smart transition of grid, the new
method can maintain geometric alignment during the
morphing process. To perform a smart transition, the
method computes the best-move of a grid in each
frame corresponding to the number of desired frames
for animating the transformation and the location of a

Figure 1. Example of animated transformation in
the proposed method: The source image will be
viewed as it is changing slowly frame by frame to
the target image (Total execution time < 2 seconds
per 10 frames)
The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 discusses about some existing techniques
with their shortcomings. Section 3 describes the
proposed method: Grid-based Image Morphing.
Working procedure of the proposed technique is
clearly described with some illustrations in this section.
Section 4 shows how an image is being changed while
it has been morphed; the evaluation of the proposed
technique is also presented in this section. The
conclusion and the future discuss are drawn in section
5.

2. Related work
A fair amount of several morphing algorithms have
been published. Some of them are discussed in this
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section including one-d
dimensional morphing,
m
crosssdissolve morphing,
m
mesh
h warping, and field morphing
g.

2.1 One-D
Dimensional Morphing
This siimplest use of
o the techniq
que to animaate
morphing among
a
two im
mages was intro
oduced by [6, 7].
7
This metho
od uses only one
o input and two images for
f
the approx
ximation netwo
ork which can be
b thought of as
degree of morph. Figuree 2 is an exam
mple of manuallly
detected feature
f
points from source image to targ
get
image. Botth images contain 26 related feature
f
points.

morphhing were deeveloped usinng SVMs (Suupport
Vectorr Machines) instead of using RBF network [8, 9].
Frame:
1

2

3

4

Figuree 4. One-dim
mensional morrphing from ssource
to targget images

2.2 Crross-Dissolvee Morphing

Figure 2. 26 feature po
oints, and manually detecteed
feature points (white dots) in sourrce and targ
get
images, reespectively
The RBF (Radial Basis
B
Functio
on) network is
structured with only one input I (degreee of morph), tw
wo
Gaussian bells
b
in HL (hid
dden layer), an
nd 52 OL (outp
put
layer) neu
urons (x and y coordinates of 26 featurres
points), as shown in figurre 3.

Unllike one-dimeensional morphhing, cross-diissolve
morphhing does noot determine the feature points
detectiion from sourrce image to target image. Cross
dissolvve morphing tr
transforms onee image into aanother
image using linear interpolation.. This techniqque is
visuallly poor becausse the featuress of both imagges are
not aliigned, and thatt will result inn double expossure in
misaliggned regions. IIn order to oveercome this prooblem,
the addditional methood called image warping is uused to
align tthe two imagees before crosss dissolving. Image
warpinng controls the color transition inn the
interm
mediate images produced. To morph one im
mage to
anotheer, image warrping determinnes the way pixels
from one image arre correlated with correspoonding
pixels from the otheer image. New
w positions andd color
transitiion rates for thhe pixels in eaach of the imaages in
the seqquence must be calculated [10]. The ressult of
cross-ddissolve morphhing is shown iin figure 5.

Figure 3. One-dimensio
onal morphing
g RBF networrk
with one input, two hiidden layer neurons, and 52
5
outputs.
The deg
gree of morph is set to be in the range of [0,
[
1]. At the learning
l
stage, the RBFs netw
work maps fro
om
input I = [0
0, 1] to corresp
ponding trainin
ng image featu
ure
points. At the second staage, the traineed RBF network
generates in-between
i
imaages according
g to a given neew
input vecto
or Inew = [0 0.333 0.667
7 1]. These inbetween im
mages (4 fram
mes) are show
wn in figure 4.
Frame no.1 and frame no
o.4 (source and target imagees)
are originaally given as traaining images, and frame no. 2
and frame no.4 are gen
nerated by RBF network. Th
he
second image, obtained by a degree of
o morph 33.3%
which meaans that the im
mage as 33.3%
% source imag
ge
and 66.7 taarget image. More
M
works on one-dimension
o
nal

Figure 5. C
Cross-dissolvee morphing

2.3 M
Mesh Warpingg
Me sh warping oor Mesh morrphing computte the
mation of the m
mesh from the source to the target
deform
domainn based upon interpolation and/or extrapoolation
of the vertex coordiinates. Mesh oof the source image
specifiies the coorrdinates of control pointts, or
landmaarks. The seccond mesh oof the target image
specifiies their correesponding possitions in the target
image [10]. The meeshes are overrlaid on sourcce and
target images. Featurre points selecttion such as thhe eyes,
nose, and lips lie bbelow correspoonding grid linnes in
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both meshes. The spatial transformation for mapping
all points in source image onto target image is defined
later on using the meshes. Figure 6 shows the
deformation of mesh using warping method.

Figure 7. Grid partitioned of source and target
images, respectively
Figure 6. The deformation of mesh using warping
method (Source images:
http://1024d.wordpress.com/tag/tutorial/, last
retrieved 14.06.2014)

2.4 Field Morphing
Field morphing [11] is more expressive and
intuitive than mesh warping. This method uses the
specification of feature points as lines, line features
have been specified in both source and target images.
For every intermediate position in morphing sequence,
a line feature set is generated by interpolating the two
sets between source and intermediate line feature sets.
Every pair of line features represents a coordinate
transformation for a point from source image to target
image. A warp can be considered using the total warp
function (a weighted sum of displacements due to all
line pairs give net displacement of a point), then both
source and target images have been warped to get two
intermediate images. The color interpolation is then
used to obtain the morph image. The field morphing
algorithms is repeated for every position in the
sequence to obtain the morph sequence.

3. Proposed Method: Grid-based image
Morphing

Since the feature points of source and target images
are at different positions, the images have to be warped
in order to match their feature points. Figure 8 shows
the morphed image (all 10 feature points must be
matched; otherwise, the morphing process will
generate the result image with too many eyes, noses,
and mouths).

Figure 8. Warped image and matched 10 feature
points
Next, in order to generate the sequence of animated
images between source and target images, the
weightings parameters for source and target images are
assigned which are alpha and 1-alpha, respectively. For
a feature point A in source image, and the
corresponding feature point B in target image, by using
linear interpolation, the position of the new feature
point F would be generated as follow:

Based on 10 feature points, which are 2 positions of
eyes, 2 positions of mouth, and the other 6 conture
points of the face (which are the 6 intersection points
of eyes and ending points of mouth), the method
defines the grid-partition as shown in figure 7.

F

αA

1

α B

The derived equation of F has been presented by
[12], and the new feature point F is used to construct a
point set which partitions the image in another way
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different from source image and target image. Source
and target images are warped such that their feature
points are moved onto the same positions of all new
feature points, and thus their feature points are matched.
In the warping process, coordinate transformations are
performed for each of the 16 regions respectively.
Since there exist many coordinate transformations
for the mapping between two triangles or between two
quadrangles (triangles and quadrangles within the grid).
This study uses the affine and bilinear transformations
for the triangles and quadrangles, respectively. In
addition, bilinear interpolation is performed as pixel
operation.
An affine transformation is a linear mapping from
one triangle to another [12, 13]. For every pixel p
within triangle ABC, assume the position of p is a
linear combination of A, B, and C vectors. The
transformation from triangle ABC to triangle DEF is
given by the following equations,
p
β1A β2B β3C
β1 β2 β3 1, βi
0
q T p
β1D β2E β3F
where T

is transformation function

1

u 1

q

1

u 1

v A u 1
u vD, 0
v E u 1
u vH

v B
,
v F

C x, y
αA x, y
1 α B x, y , 0
1
where A,B are source and target images, and C is
the morphing result.

4. Experimental Result
The study uses this method to build the sequence of
morphing based on grid transformation and crossdissolve algorithm. As the results are shown in figure 1,
the morphing software constructed the sequence of 10frame images morphing from source to target images
with the execution time 1.35 seconds. This approach
produces the smooth transformation of animated
morphing images. As seen on the mid-way of
morphing process, the transition of source image
towards target image is smooth, and it is little clear but
seems like another image is rising up from the
background. Experiments reveal that the proposed
algorithm gives good results and yields the good runtime in most PC environment.

5. Conclusion

Here, there are two unknowns, β1 and β2, and two
equations for each of the two dimensions.
Consequently, β1 and β2 can be solved, and they are
used to obtain q (the affine transformation is a one-toone mapping between two triangles).
The bilinear transformation is a mapping from one
quadrangle to another [12, 13]. For every pixel p
within quadrangle ABCD, assume that the position of
p is a linear combination of vectors A, B, C, and D.
Bilinear transformation from quadrangle ABCD to
quadrangle EFGH is given by the following equations,
p

dissolve algorithm. Cross-dissolve method is described
by the following equation,

uvC
1
uvG

1
1

So, u and v can be solved (2 equations with 2
unknowns), and they are used to obtain q (the bilinear
transformation is a one-to-one mapping for two
quadrangles).
As a result of the coordinate transformations for
each of source and target images, the feature points of
these images are matched. As seen on figure 8, all 10
feature points in the source image will be at the same
positions as in the target image. To complete morphing
process, the proposed method has implemented cross-

This paper presents a very simple but important
matter in image morphing. The study is useful to
morph between two still images. The grayscale images
are used in this study. The results of animated
morphing sequence are smooth frame by frame. The
experiments reveal that the algorithms based on grid
transformation give good morphing quality run-time
and the smooth transition during the morphing process.
In the future, the further study of grid transformation
for image registration might be investigated and the
implementation in the other image applications must be
surveyed.
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Abstract
It is vital for the automated system to accurately
detect and classify ECG signals very fast to provide a
useful means for tracing the heart’s health in the real
time. Making a random training set can lead or cause
negative results. Simply, training set must designed
carefully to consider all possible classes of the overall
arrhythmia, so as to train the algorithm with the right
group. Not only, considering all possible arrhythmia,
but also with the same ratio, which means giving the
algorithm a richness group to be trained in the right
way with effective training set. Therefore, a means is
needed for determining which record in the main file to
be selected to replace the removed one from the active
training data set. Our proposed methodology
automatically trains the classifier model, using
efficient set. Accordingly the experimental works show
an improvement in the performance of some
classification models to detect cardiac arrhythmia.
Keywords: Electrocardiogram (ECG); Arrhythmia;
Classification; and Training dataset

1. Introduction
ECG signals are a very important medical
instrument that can be utilized by clinicians to extract
very useful information about the functional status of
the heart. So to detect heart arrhythmia, which is the
anomalous heartbeat map with a different shape in the
ECG signal notice by deflection on the P, QRS, and T
waves, some parameters are acquired and an enormous
finding is produced [1].
The ECG gives two major kinds of information.
First, by measuring time intervals on the ECG, the

duration of the electrical wave crossing the heart can
be determined, and consequently we can determine
whether the electrical activity is normal or slow, fast or
irregular. Second, by measuring the amount of
electrical activity passing through the heart muscle, a
pediatric cardiologist may be able to find out if parts of
the heart are too large, or overworked.
Electrocardiography has evolved over time and is
becoming more accurate as it is being automated by
making use of several software techniques available.
There has been a great deal of interest in systems
that provide real time ECG classification through an
intermediary local computer between the sensor and
control center [2]. It is vital for the automated system
to accurately detect and classify ECG signals very fast
to provide a useful means for tracing the heart’s health
in the right time. The effectiveness of such systems is
affected by several factors, including the ECG signals,
estimated ECG’s features and descriptors, the dataset
used for learning purpose, and the classification model
applied [3].
This paper, concerned with the challenges for
training the classifiers model with updated data to
facilitate the process of developing real time cardiac
health monitoring systems. It presents a method that
propos solution to solve this problem. In the rest of this
paper, we will provide a brief description of related
work, associative learning method, and then we present
the experimental works and finally the conclusion.

2. Arrhythmia Detection Training Methods
Confirming local and global dataset are the main
two approaches of training dataset used to learn the
classifier model. Global is built from a large database
that most automatic ECG analysis research works refer
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to this technique such as [3], [4]. Simply, there are
training and testing datasets with different percentages
through which the classifier is trained using the
training dataset, and later predict the unseen group of
data through the testing dataset. (Rodriguez, J. et)
attempted to derive approach that can build the most
accurate model for classifying cardiac arrhythmia
based on feature extraction [5]. He divided the dataset
into random groups one for training (66%) and another
for validation (33%). He used the “weka” and
“answertree” tool in his experiment. Sixteen methods
were used in the experiments. One main challenge
faced by this technique is the morphologies of the ECG
waveforms that widely vary from patient to patient.
Accordingly, the classifier learned by specific data
related to an identical patient will perform very well
when tested with unseen data of that patient often fail
when presented with ECG waveforms for other
patients. To overcome this problem, the literature
shows that there is a trend to learn the classifier via
training dataset as much as possible. This was the
commercial trend introduced by the ECG device
vendors. However, such an approach criticized in
different aspects. First, when using a huge amount of
ECG records to build a classifier, development,
maintaining, and updating will become very
complicated. Second, it is difficult to learn the
classifier by abnormality ECG during the monitoring
process. Therefore, there is the possibility to be unable
to detect specific arrhythmia when applying that model
to patient records. Moreover, it is impossible to
introduce all ECG waveforms from all expected
patients [6].
In previous works, we suggested a nested ensemble
technique to solve the problem of training dataset by
manipulating the training dataset for learning the
classifier through up-to-date data, and manipulating the
ECG features to select the proper adequate set
(morphological features) to enrich accuracy [7].
Although the results are favorable, synchronizing the
two components is expensive, which negatively affects
the detection of the arrhythmia in real time. Moreover,
it is quite static to some extent. Then Trigger Learning
Method [8] and Active learning method [9] have been
suggested to detect cardiac arrhythmia on line in very
sufficient manner; simply introduced to learn the
classifier model by up-to-date training data.
The local learning set is a customized to a specific
patient; in other words, it is a technique focused on
developing a private learning dataset corresponding to
each patient [10]. Its intention is to familiarize the
classification model with the unique characteristics of
each patient. Although this technique looks to alleviate
the problem of the learning process, it suffers from a
clear problem related to the difficulties to distribute an

ECG database because it is time consuming and labor
intensive. Moreover, few patients are accepted to be
involved in the development of the ECG processing
method. Thus, there are limitations to the advantages
provided by such technique among the expected
audience, even if it is permissible.

3. Associative Learning Method
The associative learning method comes to solve the
problem of feeding the arrhythmia detection algorithm
with updated training sets. The associative technique
has four steps as shown in Figure 1. First, an initial
learning stage is introduced to learn the classifier by a
random set of data without any further consideration.
The classifier performance is evaluated (check) and
updated (improve) for consistency, and applied the removement stage to avoid a combat situation. In the
initial learning step, the learning process starts by
utilizing a random group of records (categories), which
represent (50%) of the overall dataset. In the check
stage, the overall trusted mark, which is calculated
using the local trusted mark that can be measured using
a label assigned to the specific category with a specific
vector of features.
LM ( x ) 



f  features

f

( F , i ).C S ( x )

(1)

where f is the feature number, F is the contribution
of the feature, and CS(x) represents the category score
when labeled as arrhythmia (i), which calculated as
follows:
C S (x) 



f  features

f

( F , i)

(2)

The function βf (F, i) checks the set of features (F)
in specific category labeled as arrhythmia (i). It returns
"+1” if the label (i) is assigned to category (x),
otherwise it returns “−1.”
The local trust index LM(x) is considered in
determining the overall trust index TrustM(X), which
is defined using a sigmoid function Sigmoid(X) (0.5 <
TrustM(X) < 1).
The checking step ends by two judgments; either
the current training set is reliable or not, depending on
different classes of arrhythmia assigned to categories.
Accordingly, the unreliable set needs to be modified by
a new group of data. This process has two parts, first,
specifying the useless category or categories; and
second, replacing it or them with newly selected one(s).
In the first step, category (x) in the active training set
(X) is removed if the category score CS(x) is less than
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a threshold δremove. Second, for the record selection
the method introduce in-between set of data file to
avoid delay, which is called cache the cache is used to
substitute the partial or complete modification of the
current active training data set. The objective is to
minimize hitting the main database as much as possible,
so as to save time and increasing the accuracy by
double filtering. Starting from the second modification
stage, the substitutions take place from the cache not
from the main database. The improvement step is
active when there is a limited number of bad labeling
using the current group, while it is useless when there
are multiple defects among the categories the thing that
requires
an
inherited
improvement
process
consequence. It is very expensive in terms of time,
which negatively affects the performance of the
classifier model to label different types of arrhythmia.
Therefore, the re-movement step is introduced to deal
with this problem.
The selection of the substituted category depends on
record reference by permitting each record belongs to
specific arrhythmia class to be selected when
replacement is required. In this case, the cache control
point interprets a recode reference simply as a tag and
a feature set with arrhythmia class. The tag field
uniquely identifies a recorded to determine whether it
is in the cache or in the main file, the cache control
point must simultaneously examine every line’s tag for
a match.
The removed category or categories will be sent to
the cache not to the main database. Thus the removed
categories will be sent to the cache with their record
references. The cache size is fixed so as not to exceed
20% of the total dataset size.
Category will be removed from the cache if selected
twice and removed from the active learning set. In this
case, it will be replaced with a new category from the
main database to avoid selecting the same one.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Environment
We used a database generated at the University of
California, Irvine [11]. It was obtained from Waikato
Environment for Knowledge Analysis (WEKA),
containing 279 attributes and 452 instances [12]. The
classes from 01 to 15 were distributed to describe
normal rhythm, Ischemic changes (Coronary Artery
Disease), Old Anterior Myocardial Infarction, Old
Inferior Myocardial Infarction, Sinus tachycardia,
Sinus bradycardia, Ventricular Premature Contraction
(PVC), Supraventricular Premature Contraction, Left
bundle branch block, Right bundle branch block,
degree Atrio ventricular block, degree AV block,
degree AV block, Left ventricle hypertrophy, Atrial
Fibrillation or Flutter, and Others types of arrhythmia
Respectively. Some instances related to specific
arrhythmia classes are duplicated generating overall
573 instances. The experiments were conducted in
WEKA 3.6.1 environment. Our experiment was carried
out by a PC with an Intel Core processor (T M) 2 DUO,
speed to 2.40 GHz. And RAM 2.00 GB.

4.2. Necessity
Parameters

of

Including

All

ECG

First, we proved the necessity of including the P and
T waves in conjunction with the QRS complex to
evaluate arrhythmia the right way. We measure the
performance of five different algorithms including
OneR, J48, Naïve Bayes, Dagging, and Bagging
according to the parameter(s) used to classify the
arrhythmia. Table I summarizes the results obtained by
each algorithm.
Table 1. The accuracy according to specific ECG
parameter
Features

OneR

J48

Dagging

Bagging

91.2

Naïve
Bayes
76.5

QRS
only
QRS + P
QRS + T
QRS + P
+T

60.4

63.5

81.0

60.4
61.3
61.1

91.4
91.2
92.3

77
76.7
77.7

62.4
63.0

81.6
82.3

64.2

83.0

4.3. Arrhythmia Detection
Figure 2 compares the accuracies achieved by the
OneR, J48, naïve Bayes, dagging, and bagging
methods when using the assciative learning. We also
show their original performance without the proposed
method for comparison.
Figure 1. Associative learning process flow
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Percentage of Accuracy

OneR

Dagging

Naïve Bayes

Bagging

J48

100
90
80
70
60
50

Table 2. Accuracy comparison with other methods
Method
Accuracy %
Before

Associative Learning

Figure 2. Accuracy achieved by different methods
when using associative technique
Figure 3 illustrates the improvements due to the
proposed associative learning in all algorithms tested
here. We specifically compare the best-case accuracies
when including all features related to the P, QRS, and
T waves with that obtained after using the associative
learning .
Bagging
Percentage of Accuracy
Improvement

method outperforms the other methods with an
impressive accuracy of 98.6% in discriminating 15
ECG beat types.

J48

OneR

Naïve Bayes

Dagging

30.00
25.00
20.00
15.00
10.00
5.00
0.00
Associative Learning

Figure 3. Accuracy improvement achieved by
associative technique
Figure 3 clearly show that the associative learning
improve the detection accuracy for the different types
of arrhythmia. The improvement is noticeable for all
algorithms with different weights due to their
mechanisms. Specifically, improvements of 23.7, 6.8,
20.2, 28.1, and 8.4 percentages were achieved in
performance for OneR, J48, naïve Bayes, dagging, and
bagging, respectively, when applying the associative
technique. In general, these are significant
improvements.
It is also interesting to compare the accuracy of
associative technique using the J48 algorithm with that
of other methods presented in the literature. Methods
from two representative studies were chosen for this
comparison, which including trigger learning method
[8] and active learning method [9]. Table II
summarizes the comparative results of these methods,
in which the last row lists the results of associative
method. Among the two methods, the proposed

Trigger learning method
Active learning method
Associative learning method

96.1
97.6
98.1

5. Conclusion
Cardiac health monitoring is a challenging problem
in the field of data mining and knowledge extraction,
and has received considerable attention over the past
few years because of its importance in saving lives and
reducing health risks. Today, cardiac health monitoring
has reached a level of maturity when operating directly
on or off-line. However, current methods are far from
adequate for automated, remote cardiac health
monitoring by detecting arrhythmia in real time. This
is partly because of inter- and intra-patient variabilities.
Thus, developing one classifier model to satisfy all
patients in different situations using static training
datasets is not practical. Furthermore, analyzing the
QRS, P-wave, and other elements of ECG, and
measuring the time interval between these elements, is
necessary for real-time cardiac monitoring. This is
technically infeasible with current systems because of
computational limitations.
In this paper, we presented a associative technique
as a proposed solution to solve these problems. The
performance of our method was evaluated using
various approaches, which demonstrate their
effectiveness. In future, we plan to perform more
experiments to account for interrelated ECG features.
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Abstract
The Human body shapes are typically represented by
the ordered treble Bust Waist Hip (BWH) measurement.
Further classification of those shapes into body types
classically employs the culturally biased “Apple, Pear,
(Inverted) Cone, Hourglass, and Cylinder” descriptions.
Even with the advent of the 3 D body scanner, those
systems persist because of their simplicity and there are
practically no other competing descriptive systems. This
article proposes an equally simple, mathematically
oriented, body shape descriptive system based on
Geometric We use Polynomial Curve Fitting to represent
cross section (top view) and side profile (front view)
obtained from individual’s 3 D body scan. The proposed
system has the advantages of retaining more individual
information without sacrificing its simplicity, and is also
backward compatible with the classical systems.
Keywords: Body Shape; Body Shape Representation;
Polynomial Curve Fitting; Geometric Curve Fitting;
3-D Body Scan

1. Introduction
In healthcare, Body type is used for workout and
disease prevention. For workout, Pear shapes have
lager bottom than top that means Pear shape has fat in
hip thigh and butt more than other shape [23], so this
shape should be exercise by focus on lower body than
upper body to balance out body. For disease
prevention, Apple shapes have more fat around
abdomen that cause more risk for some conditions
such as heart disease and diabetes than other shape. In
fashion, Designer design cloth to match each
shape .The right cloth to the right shape can improve
your look instantly.
Classification of body type can do by Expert or
general formula [24]. Expert often use one-view
picture, generally front-view, of body for classification
which cause multi-expert disagreement of body type in

some cases. For non-experts, they use general formula
[24] for classification but the formula doesn’t have
reference or concrete experiment result to support it.
shape description has many techniques in the literature
such as Manifold Representation[1], Topology
Matching[2] and Volumetric[3].Oren Freifeld[1]
define human shape as point on manifold, every point
represents a deformation form template. That can
measure via a geodesic distance (tangent space, vector
space). M. Hilaga[2] present a technique, call
Topology Matching, in which similar to polyhedral
models by comparing Multiresolutional Reeb
Graph.This technique describe shape in tree structure.
As a result, that can’t describe difference shape of
body model in same posture. To descript difference
shape, This technique often use for posture checking
of human model. And Jigi Zang[3] proposes a shape
signature, called Volumetric Extended Gaussian Image
(VEGI). It captures the volumetric distribution of a 3D
mesh model along the latitude-longitude direction
without conventional pose normalization. This method
isn’t effected by translation and scaling. This
technique is able to differentiate between non-convex
and convex objects. This technique uniformly
decomposes a 3D model into N concentric spheres.
Which N for each model may not same N. JigiZang
isn’t describe method about find proper N for each
model. However, all method above needs mesh data is
input but raw data from 3d body scanner is point cloud
and It need some preprocessing to build mesh. This
article use simple mathematical equation to descript
body shape by utilized side profile(side edge torso
from bust to hip) and cross section of bust, waist and
hip follow which base on BWS Measurement[10,11].
This has several advantages. First, this method is
independence form translation, scaling and rotation.
Second, this method can handle missing point of the
edge of body model (number of missing point is much
not more than thirty percent) Finally, This technique is
not require mesh data; it can be applied to point cloud
model directly.
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2.1. 3D Body
B
Scannin
ng

Fitting Lines and Polynom
mial Curves too Data
2.2.1 F
Pointss Polynomial eequation is use to curve fittingg.

A 3d body scannin
ng is a techn
nology for th
he
digitization
n of the humaan body. It en
nable to rapidlly
collect thrree-dimensionaal (3D) data (F
Figure 2) for a
more efficcient use of thee resulting datta such as masss
customizattion, movie ind
dustry and man
nufacturers.

2.2.1.11 First Degreee Polynomiall Function Thhis is a
line ith
th slop a. line will connect aany two pointss, so a
first deegree polynom
mial equation iss an exact fit thhrough
any tw
wo points.
f x
ax b

2. Backg
ground

2.2.1.22 Second Degree Polynom
mial Function
n This
will eexactly fit a simple curvve to three points
(quadrratic polynomiial).
f x

ax

bx

c

2.2.1.33 Third Degreee Polynomiall Function Thhis will
exactlyy fit a simpple curve to four points (cubic
polynoomial).
f x

ax

bx

cx

d

1 constraints (n being
If tthere are moree than
the deegree of the ppolynomial), thhe polynomial curve
can stiill be run throuugh those consttraints.
In general, the ggraph of a polynomial functtion of
degreee n has at most n x-interceppts, and at moost n-1
turningg points.
Figure 1. 3D body scann
ner

2.2.2 Fitting Otherr Curves to Data Points These
types of curves, ssuch as conicc sections (circular,
ellipticcal, parabolic, and hyperbolicc arcs)
Algebraic Fit versus Geometric Fit for C
Curves
2.2.3 A
For allgebraic analyssis of data, "fittting" usually means
trying to find the cuurve that minim
mizes the verticcal (yaxis) displacement of a point frrom the curvee (e.g.,
ordinaary least squaares). Howeverr for graphicaal and
imagee applications ggeometric fittiing seeks to provide
the best visual fit.

Fig
gure 2. 3D datta of 3D body scanner

2.2 Curvee Fitting
Curve fitting is process fits equation of
o
approximaating curves to
t the raw series
s
of datta.
Nerveless, for a given seet of data, the fitting
f
curves of
o
pe are generallly not unique. Thus,
T
a curve is
a given typ
a minimal deviation from
m all data. Diifferent types of
o
curve fittin
ng [8]

2.2.4 F
Fitting a Circcle by Geomettric Fit This m
method
trying to find the best visual fit off circle to a set of 2D
data ppoints. The m
method eleganntly transform
ms the
ordinaarily non-lineaar problem intto a linear prroblem
that caan be solved without usingg iterative num
merical
methoods
2.2.5 Fitting an E
Ellipse by G
Geometric Fitt This
methood extended to general ellipsses by adding a nonlinear step, resultingg in a method tthat is fast, yett finds
visuallly pleasing elllipses of arbittrary orientatioon and
displaccement.
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3. Data Acquisition
A
and Processsing

3.3. Q
Quartic Funcction with Sid
de Profile

We usee two view of 3d model, that is top view as
a
cross secttion and frontt view as sid
de profile .Ou
ur
method baase on two simple mathem
matic to descrip
pt
shape reprresentation(Fig
gure3.). First method,
m
we usse
Quaratic function
f
with side profile to retrieve th
he
polynomiaal function of side
s
profile, th
hen use Leadin
ng
coefficientt as
a feature
f
to identify
i
shap
pe
representattion .Second method
m
we use Ellipse fit witth
cross secttion of bust ,waist and hip
h
to retriev
ve
perimeter of
o each. Then use three ratios as a feature to
t
identify sh
hape representaation.

Thee first methood we proposse polynomiall. For
descripptor side prrofile (Figure44). We requuire 2
coordiinate axis (e.g. x, z) side edge form bust to hip of
humann body (Figuree 4) to calculaate coeffient oof nonliner polynomial, tthat is a 4th degree polynnomial
(Quarttic function).W
We use 4th degree polynnomial
becausse this funcction has thrree turning points
[21].F
First turning pooint represent ccurve of bust. S
Second
turningg point repressent curve of w
waist. Third tuurning
point rrepresent curvee of hip.
y

ax4

bx3

cx2

dx

e 1

Thee first-order coefficient (Leaading coefficieent) is
“a”. W
We use sign of ffirst-order coeffficient. For deescribe
behaviior (Trend of ppolynomial graaph), that is poositive
(Figurre 5.) or negativve.

Figure
F
3. Overrview of the prrocess

3.1 Size Thailand
T
Datta
y of the Thai population
p
usin
ng
This is a sizing survey
3d body sccanning techno
ology. That agee between 16 to
t
59 years an
nd data collectted from 13,44
42 subjects from
m
all parts off country.

3.2 3D Bo
ody Shape Prrototype
We ran
ndom 209 subjects from Sizee Thailand datta
and it are to three experts for classify
ying body type.
o
the data that got at leeast two expeert
We use only
agreement. We need at least fifty
y subjects fo
or
prototype. As a result we got three body types that
ubjects. That is Pear, Conical
have moree than fifty su
and Tube

m bust
Figuree 4. The whitee line that is sside edge form
to hip
p
3d body scanner softtware providee hip
coordiinate but not bbust coordinatee, So bust coorrdinate
we caalculate from bbust height. W
We use only toorso of
modell.
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Figure 5. Show positive 4th degree Polynomial

Figure 7. show ellipse with closed data with Ellipse
Fit [9]

3.4 Ellipse Fit with Cross Section
The second method of body shape descriptor. We
use ellipse fit [22] to calculate perimeter of bust waist
and hip because it produce minimal deviation of
perimeter from cross section data.
ax

2bxy

cy

2

2

0

We calculate semi major/minor axis length (semi
axis length)from formula(3) and use semi axis length
calculate perimeter by formula (4)
a

2
b

3

2π

2

4

3.5 Shape Pattern
We use leading coefficient from 3.3 and three ratios
from section3.4 to identify shape representation

4. Experimental Results
4.1Quartic Function with Side Profile

Figure 6. Show position of bust, waist and hip
We can calculate waist position by waist height
from TC23d body scanner software

In Pear, 35models are negative and 15 models are
positive. That is 70% of data are negative. Positive is
consisting of ten shape expert and five shape global. In
Tube, 41 models are positive and 9 models are
negative. That is 81% of data are positive. In Conical,
48 models are positive and 2 models are negative.

4.2 Ellipse Fit with Cross Section
Pear has largest perimeter of hip. Conical has
largest perimeter of bust. Those are the same with
global description [10,11].Tube has average of three
ratio as Bust-waist ratio is 1.136,Waist-hip ratio is
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0.849and Bust-hip is 0.974. In Pear, Waist-hip ratio
is1.081, Waist-hip ratio is 0.801and Bust-hip is 0.865.
In Conical, Waist-hip ratio is1.133, Waist-hip ratio is
0.942and Bust-hip is 1.065
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Three-dimensional image processing using Integral Imaging
Ganbat Baasantseren
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, National University of Mongolia
ganbat@num.edu.mn
Abstract
Our world is three-dimensional (3-D), so researchers are developing 3-D technology to use in everyday life. In 3D computer graphics, 3-D model is developing a mathematical representation of any 3-D surface of the object with
specialized software. 3-D rendering what coverts 3-D models into 2-D images because all most all displays are twodimensional (2-D). However, 3-D technologies are depleovping and used a narrow array such as entertainment,
medical application, ingreenig design. Among 3-D technologies, an Integral Imaging (InIm) is most important
because because it has advantages such as pull parallax, without special glasses, mute-viewers, and color. In this
presentation, we introduce two things. Both are 3-D image processing based on InIm technology. In the first, we
introduce a new method to reduce a processing time what creates an Elmental image, what is sub 2-D images of 3-D
objects, for the InIm display of the 3-D model. We did not check satisfying condition because the closest elemental
lens from the elemental pixel is corresponding elemental lens. It can reduce one loop for matching elemental lens so
new method can reduce the processing time. From the result, the proposed method is 60 times faster than
conventional methods. Also, InIm technology also can create a fully parallax image. We used this unique property
to generate an arbitrary view image in the second method. It is like that we can see different images at different
positions if we see the real 3-D object. Our method can create 25 different images from one set Elemental image of
3D object. It is like that we see a 3-D object at 25 positions. The elemental images have been captured by
experiment..
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Abstract
This paper is aimed to develop a new algorithm to
mine all frequent itemsets with minimum support
threshold from a transaction database. The new
mining algorithm performs database only once and
without generating any candidate itemsets. The new
algorithm uses itemset tree which is not only the
number of tree construction is reduction but also its
recursive of mining steps is reduced. The experiments
in which run time and memory consumption of the
propose algorithm are tested in comparison with
frequent pattern growth algorithm. The experimental
results demonstrate that the new algorithm provides
better performance than frequent pattern growth in
terms of run time and space consumption.
Keywords: Association rule mining; Data mining;
Frequent itemsets mining; Knowledge discovering

1. Introduction
The association rule mining is an essential task of
data mining. It is to decompose into two major steps.
First, the generation of all the frequent itemsets which
satisfy the minimal support threshold or minsup.
Second, the extraction of all high confidence rules
from frequent itemsets found in previous step. Our
work focuses on the first step. The first classic
algorithm is Apriori which is proposed in [1]. The
Apriori principle is “If an itemsets is frequent, then all
of its subsets must also be frequent” [2]. The Apriori
algorithm uses a level-wise and breadth-first search
approach for generating association rule. It uses the
support-based pruning to control the exponential
growth of candidate itemsets. The algorithms based on
generated and tested candidate itemsets have two
major problems which are shown as follows. The

database must be scanned multiple times to generate
candidate sets which increase the I/O load and is timeconsuming. Moreover, the generation of huge
candidate sets and calculation of their support will
consume a lot of CPU time. The drawbacks which
presented as above were overcome by using the next
generation of algorithm, called the FP-growth
algorithm [3]. The advantages of mining of frequent
itemsets by using the FP-growth algorithm are shown
as follows. The database is scanned only two times, so
time consuming is decreased. The generating of
candidate sets is not required, so the I/O load is
reduced. The FP-growth algorithm performs depth-first
search approach in the search space. It encodes the
data set using a compact data structure called FP-tree
and extracts frequent pattern directly from this prefix
tree [4]. The following researches have improved this
idea. In reference [5], the H-mine algorithm was
introduced by using array-based and trie-based data
structure. The Patricia Mine algorithm was proposed in
[6] that compressed Patricia trie to store the data sets.
The FPgrowt* algorithm reduced the FP-tree traversal
time by using array technique [7]. In reference [8], the
SFI-Mine algorithm which constructs pattern-base by
using a new method which is different from patternbase in FP-growth and mines frequent itemsets with a
new combination method without recursive
construction of conditional FP-tree. However, most of
the FP-tree algorithm base has the following
drawbacks. First, mining of frequent itemset from the
FP-tree, it generates huge of conditional FP-tree and
takes a lot of time and space. Second, when the
changing of minimum support, this algorithm may
restart and scan database twice. Many researchers have
proposed ways to scan database once. The Eclat
algorithm was proposed by using the join step from the
Apriori property to generate frequent pattern [9]. In
Reference [10], the new data structure, called LIB-
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graph is proposed to contain data when database is
scanned and discovery of frequent patterns by using
recursive conditional FP-tree. The Sorted-List structure
which created from the Vertical Index List was
proposed to contained data from scanning database
once and mining of frequent itemsets by using depthfirst search [11]. Moreover, in case that the decision
maker wants to change the minimum support
threshold, an algorithm is performed without
rescanning of database [12].
This paper proposed a new algorithm to mine all
frequent itemsets. The feature of the proposed
algorithm presented as follows. The database is
scanned only one time to mine frequent itemsets and a
new algorithm mines frequent itemsets without
generation of candidate sets. The decision maker can
change of the minimum support threshold all time
without rescanning of the database. The proposed
algorithm reduced the number of sub-trees and loops in
mining steps. Therefore, the proposed method can
reduce both of run time and space consumption, the
experiments in which the run time and memory
consumption are test for the VIL-tree and FP-growth
algorithm. The results of this method are still obtaining
complete and correct frequent itemset. This paper is
organized as follows. The prior knowledge is
presented in section II, followed by the approach
which is presented in section III, the results and
discussions is shown in section V and the finally, the
conclusion is addressed in section VI.

2. Prior knowledge
The basic concepts of mining frequent itemsets are
presented as following.
Let I = {x1 , x 2 ,..., x m } be a set of items and
DB = {T1 , T2 ,..., Tn } be a transaction database, where
T1 , T2 ,..., Tn are transactions that contain items in I.
The support, or supp (occurrence frequency), of a
pattern A, where A is a set of items, is the number of
transactions containing A in DB. A pattern A is
frequent if A’s support is no less than a predefined
minimum support threshold, minsup. Given a DB and a
minimum support threshold minsup, the problem of
finding a complete set of frequent itemsets is called the
frequent-itemsets mining problem. All above
terminologies are proposed by Han et al [4, 12].
A data structure called a vertical index list (VIL)
which introduced in [2, 9, 11] is summarized as
follows. Let Ti  {x1, x2 ,..., xm } be a transaction in DB,
where i  1,2,..., m and x j is an item for j  1,2,..., n.
A vertical index list (or VIL) is the structure

constructed from a scan of each Ti in DB only once.
Each row in VIL contains an item in I, support of item
in I, and transactions in DB which contain such an
item. The set of transaction will be written in order
according to the ascending of its identification number.
The set of items will be written in order according to
the descending of its support. The algorithm of VIL
construction is shown in [13].

3. The approach
The transaction database is scanned once to
construct a VIL. Then an itemset-tree structure is a
general tree structure constructed from the VIL. It is a
finite set of one or more nodes. It consists of the root
of tree, a set of item subtrees as the children of the
root, and a set of header tables.
Algorithm: Mining frequent itemsets
Begin
For each frequent item in vertical index list do
Find a set of frequent itemset length-1 which
supp(item) not < minsup and save all of it to
answer-buffer-length-1
End //For
For all frequent itemset length-1 do
Create itemset-tree and then create a set of
sub-header-length-1
Generate candidate root of sub-tree(length-1)
For all candidate root do
While (candidate root is not in answer-buffer-length-m
and level of tree is greater than 2) do
//where m=2,3,…,n
Create sub-tree(length-m) and then create subheader-length-m
Generate candidate root of sub-tree(lenfth-m)
End //While
Combine root node&child node and save it to answerbuffer-length-m
End //For
End //For
Union all answer-buffer-length-m and save to answer set of
frequent itemsets
End //Begin

Figure 1. Mining frequent itemsets
Each node in tree comprises five fields. There are
two fields of value which are item-name and support
and there are three fields of pointer which are sameitem, parent, and child. Each member of the header
table consists of two fields, item-name and head of
node link. Each node of tree is of the form (frequent
itemset :support). The algorithm of itemset tree
construction is presented in [14]. The proposed
algorithm in Figure 1 shows how to mine all frequent
itemsets.
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4. Results and Discussion

Figure 3. Memory consumption

5. Conclusion
This section presents the experiments in which the
run time and memory consumption are test for the new
algorithm and FP-growth algorithm with a synthetic
datasets and varying minimum support thresholds. The
experiments were performed on a Microsoft Windows
7 Home Premium, processor is (Intel (R) Core (TM)
i5-2467M, and 4 GB of RAM. All algorithms were
coded using C language. The synthetic datasets
generated by the IBM Almaden Quest research group
[15-16] were used for presented the experimental
results. The datasets serve as the FIMI repository,
which is a result of the workshops on frequent itemset
mining implementations [16-17]. The original database
of synthetic datasets is T10I4D100K.
In Figure 2, when the minimum support is high, the
number of frequent itemsets is low. The minimum
support is low, many frequent itemsets are obtained. A
new method is always faster than FP-growth method
because frequent item in vertical index list is
performed in order of high support. The node
construction and sub-trees are reduced, resulting in a
reduction in run time and memory consumption. The
Figure 3 shows that the memory consumption of a new
method is less than FP-growth in every minimal
support threshold.

We have developed a new algorithm to mine all
frequent itemsets with minimum support threshold
from a transaction database. This new mining
algorithm performs database only once and without
generating any candidate itemsets. The research
provided the experiments in which run time and
memory consumption are tested in comparison with
FP-growth algorithm. The experiments of both
algorithms are evaluated by applying to the bench
mark synthetics datasets. We summarize the feature of
this research as follows. This news algorithm scans
database only once. Moreover, this algorithm uses
sorted vertical index list, so amount of the frequent
itemsets are generated at first. The next tree is resized
down and sub-trees are reduced which reduced the
number of loops of mining steps. Therefor, run time
and space consumption is reduced. The experimental
results demonstrate that the new algorithm provides
better performance than FP-growth in terms of run
time and space consumption.
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Abstract
Recent years, e-learning became a common delivery
media for education all over the world. While elearning technology introduced relatively late in
Mongolian universities, there isn’t any successful
implementation history yet. Evaluation of the
institutional soundness of e-learning as well as the
readiness of learners is crucial to engage e-learning
successfully. The purpose of this study was to support
the development of an instrument to measure readiness
in online learning environments, assess students’
readiness in National University of Mongolia (NUM)
and identify influencing factors among instrumental
items. In this study, we used 15-item instrument with 5point Likert-type scale answers. Results were based on
responses from 400 undergraduate students covering
13 departments of NUM. The study has found that
majority of the students are ready for e-learning,
demonstrating high score level of preparation and five
major factors were identified that highly affects
students readiness.

1. Introduction
Recent years, e-learning became common delivery
media for education and training and designing and
implementing web-based education systems and
platforms have grown dramatically. In United States of
America, for example, more than 1.9 million students
took at least one online course and one-third of them
choose all their courses online in the Fall semester of
2003 [6]. This number has increased dramatically and
surpassed 7.1 million in 2013 [7]. Herewith many
universities started to develop Massive Open Online
Courses (MOOC) since 2012 [7].
E-learning improves students’ learning method,
time management skill and promotes ability to work

independently. Moreover, advantages like cost
reduction, elimination of time and space constraint
make it more important and popular. However,
integrating online courses into curriculum cannot be
done overnight, just solving technological issues.
Today’s Mongolian students have experience in
traditional classroom learning, but may not have
experience in online learning environments. Therefore,
it is essential to evaluate e-learning system’s different
aspects and understand factors which influence its
effectiveness. In this work, the following three main
questions are considered:


How much students ready for e-learning in NUM?



What can be the important factors affecting
students’ readiness greatly?



What should we concern to ensure successful
implementation of e-learning?

2. Background
An online course is defined as one in which at least
80 percent of the course content is delivered online [7].
Few years back, it’s assumed that online courses are
available only in higher education institutions. Today,
many universities offer online undergraduate and
graduate courses for students and MOOCs for those
outside of the institution’s student body. Since
effective use of technology in delivering the
curriculum has begun to take importance in many
universities, National University of Mongolia did not
pass over the movement toward e-learning. From 2012,
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences allowed
students to collect credits taking Small Private Online
Courses (SPOCs) in edX, which is MOOC platform
founded by MIT and Harvard University. It clearly
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showed that student’s learning style, self-sustainability
affects online learning effectiveness considerably. And
there were less issue in terms of technical access and
use of technological tools, because students were from
engineering school.
Readiness for e-learning refers to three major
aspects, (a) students’ preferences for online learning as
opposed to face-to-face learning instructions, (b)
students’ capability and confidence in using
technological tools, (c) students’ ability to learn
independently [8]. In order to assess the e-learning
readiness, it is crucial to have a valid and internally
consistent questionnaire as instrument. Although, the
development of instrument items on literature review is
necessary, it is pretty important to define the factors of
the effective measure and determine internal
consistency of the recommended items.
Self-assessment is one way of gauging potential
online-learner’s readiness. R. Watkins, D. Leigh and
D. Triner used 27 statements (6 categories) with 5point Likert-type scale answers [1]. In a study at the
Business School in a Malaysian Private University,
authors used 4-point 13 items, which can be grouped in
4 main categories [2]. In this work, we developed 15
questions based on the works mentioned above,
adjusting to the circumstances of Mongolia. Questions
grouped into 4 categories and have a 5-point Likerttype scale responses.

3. Research methodology
In this study, survey strategy is adopted. The survey
is popular and common strategy in business research
that is usually associated with deductive approach [9].
Survey allows the collection of larga amount of data
from a sizeable population in a highly economical way.
Random sampling without replacement has been used
in this study because the main population is not so
large, requires minimum advance knowledge of the
population other than frame, and it is free of
classification error.
The sample of this study was made up from 400
students from National University of Mongolia
(NUM). After reviewing the collected paper based
questionnaire data, it was found that 399 students were
filled completed and one student was missing one
answer. Therefore, 399 responses were entered into a
data file and analyzed with SPSS.

Questionnaire
The questionnaire has been designed to measure
students’ socio-demographic characteristics including
age, gender, enrollment date, school, as well as the four
factors including self-study management, reflective

thinking, interaction support and learning setting. In
addition, the questionnaire comprised 19 items
distributed over two sections. Part II included factors to
be evaluated using a five-point scale, ranging from
strongly disagree (1), disagree (2) neutral (3), agree
(4), and strongly agree (5).
The data from students of this sample were obtained
by asking them to fill a paper based questionnaire. To
help the respondents truly understand everything that
was being asked, designed to be as easy and was in
Mongolian. Also it was not too long, so it could be
filled out within 10 minutes. Questionnaire used in this
study is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Questionnaire
Group
a1
a2

Technology
Access

a3

a4

a5
b1
Interaction
Support

b2
c1

Reflective
thinking

c2
c3

d1

d2
Self-study
management
d3
d4
d5

Items
I have a personal computer with an Internet
connection at home.
My computer is fairly new (performance is good
enough).
My computer has an adequate softwares for elearning environment (browser, Microsoft Word,
Adobe Reader, etc).
I have a basic skills for finding my way around
the Internet (using search engines, browsers,
login using accounts, etc).
I think that I would be able to communicate
effectively with others using online technologies
(email, chat, forum, discussion, etc).
I think that online learning is at least equal
quality to traditional classroom learning.
I am willing to actively communicate
electronically with my classmates and instructors
who are in different time zones.
I feel that my background and experience will be
beneficial to my studies.
I am comfortable with written communication.
I believe looking back on what I have learned in
a course will help me to understand it better.
I think that I would be able to complete my
assignments on time even when there are
distractions (television, chat with friends, web
surfing, etc).
I am able to manage my study time effectively
and complete assignments on time without
someone’s instructions
I usually set goals and have a high degree of
initiative for my studies.
I am willing to dedicate 8-10 hours per week for
online learning.
I enjoy working/studying independently.

Mean

4. Data analysis
The data collected was analyzed using the IBM
SPSS version 19. Descriptive statistics were used as a
mean
of
describing
the
socio-demographic
characteristics of the students, as well as their
pe9rceptions of the variables.

4.21
3.99
4.24

4.29

4.49
3.52
3.93
4.49
3.42
4.47

4.06

4.11
4.13
3.89
4.17
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4.1. Socio
o-Demograph
hic characterristics

12%
21%

Figure 1 represents the distributiion of studen
nts
across sch
hools of NUM
M. The study reveal that th
he
majority of
o the respon
ndents were not IT relateed
majoring students. On
nly 11 percent respondeent
students were
w majoring IT
T.
SMCS

SIT

SMLS

SL

SSS

SGG

SCCE

SES

SIS

SC

SFLC

SPE

SBB

Fig
gure 1. Fieldss of study prefferences
Figure 2 represents th
he distribution
n of the studen
nts
by schooll year. As shown,
s
most of the samp
ple
consisted of
o first year stu
udents.

Under 117
18

221%

19
Over 200
46%

Figure 2. A
Age spectrum of students

4.2. R
Reliability analysis
Croonbanch’s Alppha reliability test was perfformed
on 15 items, and thee obtained resuults are presennted in
Table22. Value, whicch are greater tthan 0.7, weree taken
as inddicators of relliability for thhese measuress. The
commoonly accepted threshold valuue for social science
is thatt alpha shouldd be 0.70 or higher for a set of
questioons to be connsidered reliabble because at alpha
0.70, tthe standard eerror of measuurement will bee over
half off a standard ddeviation. Wheen tested, the ooverall
questioonnaire showeed a high vallue of Cronbanch’s
Alpha reliability coefficient as show
wn in Table 2.
Reliability charracteristics
Table 2. R

8%
9%
9

Freshman
Sophomore
Junior, senior

83%

Fig
gure 1. Year diistribution of students
Figure 3 represents th
he distribution
n of responden
nts
across age. It reveals thatt 46 percent off the responden
nts
were age of
o 18, with the minimum ag
ge being 15 an
nd
the maxim
mum of 21 yearrs old.

Cronbach's Alpha

N of Items

.810

15

4.3. C
Correlation analysis
Thee value for a Pearson’s ccorrelation caan fall
betweeen 0.00 (no correlation betw
ween variabless) and
1.00 (ddirect correlattion between vvariables). Knnowing
the vallue on one of thhe variables prrovides no assiistance
in preddicting the valuue on the seconnd variables.
As shown in Taable 3, correllation table hhas no
correlaations that aree >0.70, whichh shows that multicollineearity is not a significant prrogram in thiss case.
Thereffore, there is no need to conssider eliminatinng any
variablles.
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Table 3. Correlation
C
tab
ble

In tthis, 15 factorss would be needed to explain 100%
variancce in the data.. Four componnents were extrracted,
then 566.666% of the variance woulld be explainedd.
Tabble 5 providess a far more innterpretable soolution
that vaarimax rotationn because thee difference beetween
high aand low loadinng is more appparent in the ppattern
matrixx, which eliminnates the compllex variables annd has
a simppler structure. T
There are severral things to coonsider
about the format off this matrix. F
First, factor looading
less thhan 0.4 have nnot been displaayed because I asked
for thhese loadings to be supprressed. Secondd, the
variablles are listed in the order of the size off their
factorss loading becaause I asked ffor the output to be
sorted by size.
Table 5. Rootated Compoonent Matrix
Compone
ent
1

4.4. Facto
or analysis
The researchers [2][3]][5] did not have strong theory
about the constructs underlying resp
ponses to theeir
measures. Therefore, we
w did an exp
ploratory facttor
analysis.
Table 4. Totall Variance Exp
plained

d3

.726

c1

.647

d2

.599

d1

.583

a5

.549

d5

.459

2

a2

.808

a3

.785

a1

.776

a4

.552

3

b1

.762

b2

.655

d4

.472

4

c2

.796

c3

.533

Exxtraction Method:: Principal Component Analysis.
Ro
otation Method: V
Varimax with Kaiser Normalizatio
on.
a. Rotation converg
ged in 10 iteratio
ons.

Table 4 lists the eigeenvalues assocciated with eacch
linear facttor before exttraction, after extraction an
nd
after rotatiion. Before exttraction, 15 lin
near componen
nts
were identtified within the
t data set. The
T eigenvalu
ues
associated with each factor
f
represen
nt the variancce
explained by the that paarticular linear component an
nd
percentagee of variance explained,
e
so factor
f
1 explain
ns
28.862 % of
o total variancce.

4.5. M
Multiple regression analyssis
Thee main purposee this study waas to determinee what
factorss affects e-leearning readinness of studennts at
NUM. To achieve tthis goal, a reegression analyysis is
used. IIn this study, ssimple linear reegression is thee most
approppriate means too compare a sett of factors.
Thee regression model is rrepresented byy the
follow
wing equation:
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∑

∗

where, for ith case, Y is the
t response vaariable, Xij aree p
repressor, and ui is a meean zero errorr. The quantities
bis are unkknown coefficieents.
Table 6. Regression coefficcients

Based on
o the result shown in Tab
ble 6, the maain
factors dettermined by this study are a1
1, b1, c3, d1 an
nd
d5. The oth
her 10 factors can be removed. The analyssis
shows the importance off all factors hav
ve an effect. Th
he
e-learning readiness of the
t students iss represented by
b
the equatio
on:
0.193

0.182
0..272

0.173

0.227

Online couurse’s good ccontent and qquality
compared too classroom leaarning

3.

Possibility of watchingg course maaterials
repeatedly

4.

Students’ seelf-managemennt skill

5.

Students’ teendency for woorking independently
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w friends,
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52
3.5

4.4
47

06
4.0

4.17

5. Conclusion
The study found that NUM
N
studentss are ready for elearning with
w 77 percent of readiness.
We ideentified five main factors that affect elearning reeadiness of stud
dents greatly, as
a follows:
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Abstract
The rapid proliferation in the intersection between data mining, information retrieval, and social network analysis
has made it possible to analyze unstructured big-data at a massive scale. In this paper, motivated by the sheer
amount of unstructured big data generated by online newspapers, we are proposing a framework for extracting
political networks of the Sudan from news articles. In essence, our proposal consists of a crawler that collects news
articles from famous online news outlets, a preprocessing module and a network formulation module. The crawler is
able to fetch the news as it is updated. Therefore, it feeds the system with useful data. The preprocessing module
includes named entity recognition for identifying the key players and an event extraction to detect political events.
In addition, the preprocessing module is able to resolve duplicates. The network module initiates the actual network
of the names and events detected. The framework resembles the base for future structural and content analysis of
political networks.
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Abstract
General way of fuzzy measure and integral were
introduced. Relation with meta-heuristic measure and
issues such as decision making and classification was
also investigated.

1. Introduction
Fuzzy measure and integral application to decision
making has been studied by numerous researches [1, 4
and references there in]. From the introduction of
Sugeno, fuzzy measure and integral has provided an
important background for theoretical and practical
point of view[2]. Actually, monotonic non-additive set
function was considered as fuzzy measure by Sugeno,
and it has been appeared as achievements of Choquet’s
and in cooperative game theory [3, 4].
In order to get reasonable decision value, it is
required to conduct the calculation based on
optimization or rational approach. There are several
ways of conducting optimization such as least mean
square algorithm. With the first application of the
concept of fuzzy measure to the field of multi-criteria
decision making [2], fuzzy measure has become an
efficient and validity method of evaluation real
problem. By considering the fuzzy set , in which
elements have various membership values. For fuzzy
set ,
| ∈ ,0

1 , where
discourse.

is universe of

It means that fuzzy set can provide more general
expression including individual opinion [5]. By
calculating of the fuzziness, we could evaluate degree
of uncertainty and similarity through designing of
fuzzy entropy and similarity measure [6-10]. With the
help of fuzzy entropy and similarity, we can also
provide solution of clustering, reliable data selection.
Because of these flexible characteristics, it constituted
the expert system with neural network. Specially, it

provided very efficient supporting tool for human
decision of strategies.
Decision theory has been studied as rationale basis;
its related topics deal optimization with/without
constraint, linear and nonlinear optimization. Including
control strategies, multiple strategies can be composed
as candidates of solution. In order to get solution, it is
also needed to consider constraint, whether it is
uni/multi-criteria. Furthermore, is it coalition or not?
We studied decision under the condition of multicriteria, which means that we have to consider multiple
constraint or condition to get proper decision. By
analyzing an illustrative example, a complete system of
making decision will be established to the reader. This
example acts as the main clue of the report and the
author will establish all relative values with detail
process of calculation.
Shapley index and Interaction index are calculated
to show the process of making decision and then the
model outputs are calculated. However, several
problems are coming with the output of the model;
they are expected to be solved with further study.

2. Preliminaries
Some important terminologies and methods are
briefly introduced.

2.1. HLMS
HLMS is short for heuristic least mean square,
which is a new algorithm raised by Michel Grabisch
[5]. It solves the problem that a 2n representation is
difficult to calculate for a large number of ‘n’ and the
standard optimization algorithms are not suitable to
fuzzy measures. It also has a superior behavior than the
algorithm raised by Mori and Murofushi [6].
This algorithm uses the obtained data to do a series
calculation and represent fuzzy measures in the finite
case by using a lattice representation. Combine with
the example just illustrated in the last part, the
following figure is the illustration of the lattice.
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⊂ \

!| |!

| |

⋃

!

(1)

is a collection of all possible combinatioons of
criterioon except criteerion .

2.5 In
nteraction ind
dex
Inteeraction indexx is used to display the relatioonship
betweeen different eleements, it alsoo has the equattion to
compuute numerical vvalue.
∑
⋃
ur criteria
Figurre 1. Lattice sttructure of fou

2.2 Multii-criteria
Multi-ccriteria means that several crriteria affect th
he
decision of
o the instructo
or at the same time. But th
he
effect of one
o criterion iss different from
m the other on
ne.
In the Mu
ulti-criteria casse, the algorith
hm firstly offeers
the data an
nd then the imp
portance of eveery criterion an
nd
their relationship can be established in a clear form by
b
using Shap
pley index and Interaction ind
dex.
The mu
ulti-criteria anaalysis is differeent from the un
nicriterion method.
m
In the second
s
case, on
nly one criterio
on
affects the decisions whiich do not need other method
ds
to verify whether
w
it is thee best choice. However, in th
he
multi-criteria case, there need other method to verify it,
which is caused by thee fact that th
here are severral
criteria inffluence the cho
oice simultaneo
ously and we do
d
not know the
t priority betw
ween those criiteria.

2.3 Coalittion
A coaliition is a treaty
y among group
ps or individuaals
(between two
t
criteria in this case), du
uring which theey
have jointt part [4]. Itt has significcant effects on
o
calculating
g the interaction index, which
w
is mo
ost
informative. With the instruction
i
of the interactio
on
index, the importance off the coalition is
i obviously an
nd
can help th
he reader to ju
udge and evalu
uate the behavior
of the instrructor.

2.4 Shaplley index
Shapley
y index can be
b considered
d as an averag
ge
value of on
ne item that co
ontributed to th
he whole system
m,
it is an im
mportant index that helps deecision maker to
understand
d the importancce of every critterion.
It can be caalculated by th
he following eq
quation:

| |

⊂ \ ,

⋃

!| |!
!

⋃ ,
(2)

Again,, is a collecttion of all posssible combinattion of
elemennts except aand and | | is the numbber of
membeers of set K.

3. Ap
pplication too Example
In this example, we consider the problem of the
selecti on of electriccal products; different kinnds of
produccts are evaluaated based on the followingg four
criteriaa, cost, life sppan, popularityy and stabilityy. Fors
cost annd lifespan weere given as nnumeric valuess. And
populaarity and stabillity were givenn as evaluationn. The
score going from
m A(Recomm
mend) To E(Not
recomm
mend) and A((perfect matchh) to E(Unstabble). In
this exxample five prroducts are connsidered, namee from
A to E
E. The followinng table displayys their perform
mance
on eveery criterion.
T
Table 1. Produ
uct evaluation over 4 criteriia
Life
Poppularity Stabbility
Nam
me
Cost
span
A
550
10
B
D
B
700
8
B
B
C
500
7
C
A
D
900
6
B
B
E
850
11
C
B
Thee instructor cann make following judgments based
on thee following criiteria. (Cost): Under 600 C
CNY is
best chhoice and overr 1000 is unaccceptable. (Life span):
Less thhan 2 years iss totally unaccceptable and ovver 10
years is the best chhoice. Just follow the quallitative
score ggiven by the innstructor.
Bassed on the judggments given bby the instructtor, we
can drraw the utility curves and derive the degrrees of
satisfaaction. The uttility curves aare displayed in the
Figuree 2.
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Fig
gure 2. Utility
y function of 4 criteria
The numerrical score bassed on differen
nt criteria can be
b
given in th
he following tab
ble.
E
of 4 criteria via utility functio
on
Table 2. Evaluation
and globall score
Name
A
B
C
D
E

Cost
NY)
(CN
1.0
000
0.7
750
1.0
000
0.2
250
0.3
375

Life
span(Year)
1.000
0.750
0.625
0.500
1.000

Popularity

Stability

0.750
0.750
0.500
0.750
0.500

0.250
0.750
1.000
0.750
0.750

Glob
bal
scorre
0.13
33
0.91
17
0.83
33
0.26
67
0.57
75

But baased on overalll considerationn, it has less vvalidity
and praacticability thaan product B.
Prooduct D costs most in five products a reelative
short llife span, but some customeers also recom
mmend
this onne due to its hiigh stability. B
Based on the coost and
life spaan it should bee put into the laast class but thhe high
stabilitty makes it bettter than A.
Prooduct E just coosts slightly leess than D but it has
the lonngest life spaan. For the ppopularity, there are
severaal people ever uused it which m
make the inform
mation
may nnot be accurrate but it hhas a relativee high
perform
mance in stabbility. Considering four criteeria, it
will bee label as averaage.
Theen we can oobtain the prriority amongg five
produccts, that is:
B>C>E>D>A
B aand C belong too the first classs, E is in the avverage
level while D andd A come froom the third class.
Becausse the fuzzy measures reggard 1 as thee fully
satisfieed and 0 as ttotally unacceeptable, we caan put
these ffive points on one line distribution and thhen the
global score can be obtained. Wee can put the global
score iinterval for firrst class to be [1, 0.75], [0.755, 0.4]
for thee average levell and [0.4, 0] foor the third claass [5].
Then tthe following ffigure will helpp instructor to obtain
the dettail global scorre.

4. Imporrtant indexees and valuees
4.1 Globa
al score
Global score is decid
ded by the insttructor. And th
he
following paragraph willl give detail description
d
abo
out
how to div
vide those five products
p
into three
t
groups.
For the product A, it has
h a cheap price and long liife
span and there are a large num
mber of peop
ple
recommending this prod
duct, howeverr, the degree of
satisfaction
n to our sysstem is only 0.25 which is
unacceptab
ble. Thus, it belongs to the lasst class.
Productt B has an acceeptable price and
a long enoug
gh
life span, while
w
many people also recom
mmend this on
ne.
For the staability, it can fit our system
m, but there also
exist the possibility
p
thatt the system will
w break dow
wn
which mak
kes this produ
uct belongs to first class. Th
he
balance disstribution of sccore make it iss the best choicce
for the insttructor.
Productt C costs least to the instructtor, but it havee a
relative sh
hort life span. And there are few peop
ple
recommending this one
o
which indicated
i
som
me
omings. This one
o can fit th
he
unknown latent shortco
he
system verry well, almosst no possibilitty to trigger th
failure, wh
hich also makees it belongs to
o the first classs.

Figure. 3

4.2 Caalculation prrocess
4.2.1 L
Lattice repreesentation
0.05 and iterattion to
Firsst we have to set α β 0
be 3000. Iteration meaans the times tthat every poinnt been
modifiied or verifiedd according too the HLMS. IIn this
case, eevery point coonducts a seriees of steps that just
introduuced for 300 tim
mes.
Table 33. values of the point
μ∅
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ

0
0
0.16929
0
0.175353
9.1
11165
08
4.5
55582
08
0
0.175396
0
0.175396
0
0.613114
0
0.175396
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μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ
μ

0.4253
354
4.55582
2
08
0.1753
396
0.7877
705
0.7397
775
0.4253
375
1

Table 4. V
Value of Shap
pley index
Shapleyy index
V
Value
Cost
0.3343535
Life sspan
0.2209463
Populaarity
0.0064143
Stabiility
0.3382806

4.2.2 Shapley index
i
for i a ,
Recall the equation (1), Shapley index
x
b, c, d , K ∅, b , c , d , b, c , b, d , c, d ,
b, c, d haave the followin
ng eight kinds of combinatio
on,
respectivelly.
4
4

4

4

4

4

4

0 1 ! 0!
4!

∅

1 1 ! 1!
4!
4

1 1 ! 1!
4!
4
1 1 ! 1!
4!
4
2 1 ! 2!
4!
4
2 1 ! 2!
4!
4
2 1 ! 2!
4!
4
4

3
4!

1
0.16929
0
4

0

Figure 4. Disttribution of data in table 6
Froom this figuree, it is not haard to find ouut that
stabilitty is the m
most importaant criterion when
conduccting the deciision and popuularity has thee least
signifi cance. For thee cost and life span, they inffluence
the de cision made bby the instructoor, however, iit does
not as important as stability. Theen we can makke the
concluusion that coost and life span show their
importtance only undder the condittion that the ddegree
satisfaaction of stabiliity is large enoough (0.75 and larger,
indicatted by the instrructor)

1
0.175396
12
1

0.175353

1
0.175396
12
2

9.11165

1
0.613114
12
2

4.55582

4.2.3 IInteraction iindex

0.175396

Reecall equation (2), if we set i a and j b then
cc, d , then theere are follow
wing four kinnds of
x
possib ility.

1
0.175396
12
1
1
0.787705
12
1

1
0.739775
12
2
1 ! 3!
1
1
4

0.425354

4.55582

0.4
425375

The su
ummation of above eigh
ht equations is
0.343535. Applying thiss method and we can get th
he
ndex for the oth
her criteria whiich are displayeed
Shapley in
in the follo
owing table.

∅
∅;
4 0 2 ! 0!
∅
3!
1
0.175396 0.16929 0.175396 0
3
;
4 1 2 ! 1!
3!
1
0.17539
96 0.175396
6 0.175396
6
9.11165
5
;
4 1 2 ! 1!
3!
1
0.78770
05 0.613114
4 0.425354
6
4.55582
2
, ;
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4

2 2 ! 1!
3!

1
1
3

1

0.739775

0.425375

0.343535

‘i’=2
1

4.55582

The summation of above four parts is -0.182492
Applying this method and we can get the interaction
index for the other criteria which are displayed in the
following table.

0.209463

‘i’=3
0.75

0.5
0.182492
0.493931

0.09390
0.0416262

0.5
0.182492
0.239819

0.027545
0.015465

0.064143

Table 5.Values of interaction index
Interaction index

Value

a, b

-0.182492

a, c

0.093900

b, c

0.027545

a, d

0.493931

b, d

0.239819

c, d

0.090860

‘i’=4
0.25

From this table we can find that the interaction of ‘a’
and ‘b’ is negative while others are positive. The
negative one indicates that criterion ‘a’ and ‘b’ can
compensate each other. And there are significant
positive interaction index between ‘a’, ‘d’, and ‘b’, ‘d’,
which display the fact that stability is the most
important criterion.

4.2.4 Model output
The Shapley index and interaction index influence
the output of the model. There is an equation of
Choquet integral for 2-additive measures, that is:
……

∑
∑

∑

∧
0.5 ∑

∨
(3)

Equation can be divided into three parts, the
following procedures use product A as an example to
display the process of calculating. The values for
criteria on A are 1, 1, 0.75 and 0.25. Recall the values
in table 5 and table 6, the calculation can be processed
without problem. For the first two parts the result is
0.75

0.0939

0.75 0.027545 0.25
0.493931 0.25 0.239819
0.25 0.090860 1
| 0.182492| 0.29723625

The last part has four conditions.
‘i’=1

0.382860

0.5
0.09390
0.090860

0.027545
0.031507

0.5
0.493931
0.090860

0.239819
0.007361

The summation of above three items is 0.383769,
and by the same procedure we can obtain the other four
model outputs. The relative data are established in the
following table.
Table 6. Output of the lattice representation and
desire value
Product name

Model output

Desire output

A
B
C
D
E

0.383769
0.750002
0.830721
0.368300
0.567847

0.133333
0.916667
0.833333
0.266667
0.575000

4.3 Analysis
From the lattice representation we can obtain the
model outputs which are given in table 6 and the order
of choosing is then: C>B>E>A>D which does not
satisfy the instruction given by the decision maker.
There exist two inversions when comparing with the
original sequence; however the two inversions are very
close. This phenomenon is affected by the method of
choosing global score, or the instructor’s decision is
not good enough. The primary goal of this algorithm is
to help to verify whether the decision made by the
instructor is correct or not. If there are inversions, the
decision may not be the best one. There comes the
problem, once the instructor changes their minds (the
order of products in this case), the global score will
change and the whole model should be modified. This
means that we may need to build several models before
the model results satisfy the instructor’s willing. At the
same time, the value of parameter α and β and the
number of iteration will also affect the model, whose
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influences are still need to be discovered with further
study.

5. Conclusions
With the help of the algorithm, the problem has
been put into the model; however, the model output
does not match the desire output. HLMS algorithm is
an estimation of the model error, thus only when the
error is small enough that the model becomes reliable.
In this case the error is 0.019493 which is acceptable
and indicates that the output is correct to some extent.
Meanwhile, this also reveals the fact that instructor’s
judgment is very important to the result of the model.
With the modification of the global score, the model
output will change as well. To make the model much
more close to the real conditions, it is better for the
instructor to consider the example thoroughly; after all,
the model is used to verify the correctness of the
decision maker, if two results cannot match, the
product selected will not reach the expectation. As a
conclusion, we recommend the instructor to take
another evaluation method due to the poor similarity
between two results.
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Real-Time Data Warehousing and Online Analytical Mining of Re-designed
Large Database: Challenges and Solutions
Oyun-Erdene Namsrai
School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, National University of Mongolia,
Ulaanbaatar, Mongolia
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Abstract
Nowadays data volumes are exponentially growing and accurate business intelligence is also constantly
increasing. Batches for data warehouse needs to be loaded as fresh as possible. Traditional approaches are becoming
harder to solve these problems. Solutions for Real–Time Data Warehousing and Developing Decision support
systems for these real time data is time consuming and expensive specially for Very Large Databases. We observed
not the whole content of Database needs to be analyzed in real time. So we offered re-designed database and some
of these data flows in real-time for further analysis. Also this research aims at discussing the various aspects of
mining of data stored in real-time data warehouses. Various issues like data summarization, multi-objective mining
and multi-level mining are also focused upon. At the end, the challenges involved in this domain are also
highlighted. Finally this work summarizes our research and development activities within last year.
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Differrential wheeled
w
mobile
m
robot self-llocalizatiion
meth
hod for 8 bit microocontrolller
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N
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Mongolia,
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ol of Engineering and Appply Sciencees
Deepartment off Electronicss and Communication Enngineering
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Absstract
Purpose off this paper iss simplifying self
s localizatio
on
algorithm of differential driving mobile robot
r
in order to
make robot’s function smarrter. Rotary en
ncoder is one of
the reliable an
nd cheap meth
hod in terms off room conditio
on.
Most of algorrithms for a seelf localization
n are based on a
fully floating point operatio
on and trigono
ometry function
ns.
Because of these
t
reasons high-performa
ance controlleers
should be applied. We propose self-localizatio
on
calculating algorithm
a
for low-performa
ance controlller
without usin
ng operation
ns mentioned
d above. Th
his
algorithm uses only intteger add and
a
subtractio
on
operations. Algorithm
A
faiils more in long distancce.
Experimentall results for thee simulation presented.
Key words: Differential wheeled mob
bile robot, seelf
localization, localization,
l
au
utonomous rob
bot,

ound
1. Backgro
Real timee localization is a most important for
f
autonomous robot
r
control. Main purposee of paper is to
calculate locaation of differen
ntial driving mobile
m
robot wiith
low-performaance controlleer –especially
y 8 bit AVR
R.
Former calcu
ulations use the
t
location which
w
we giv
ve.
During this fu
unction robot shifts
s
goes diffferent way cause
of track slipp
pery and curvee and errors can’t be defineed.
Solution of th
his problem iss that robot caalculates its ow
wn
location. Furtthermore mobiile robot fixes errors caused of
track while robot is mov
ving. Although
h we made an
a
experiment on
o math-based
d GAZ algoriithm with low
wspeed microco
ontroller errorss occur when robot moves fasst.
We have been
n doing GAZ algorithm
a
expeeriment on ARM
M
processor. Also we implemeented following
g algorithm.

2. Theory
Rotary enccoder transmitss data in the impulse
i
from to
controller. Length
L
of the path
p
is defined by amount of

impulsse transmitted. Encoder that we are using transmits
500 im
mpulse when rootates once. E
Encoder wheel is 20 cm
in diam
ameter which means robot goes 0.04 cm
m in one
impulsse. Figure 1 shoows encoder data transmissioon.

Figgure 1. Data ttransmission oof rotating enccoder
Enco der transmits two series off impulse as sshown in
Figuree 1. When firsst impulses innterrupt occurss decoder
definess wheel rotation direction bbackward or foorward if
next im
mpulse is high or low respecttively.

3. Moodeling
We modeled the differential ddriving mobilee robot’s
single step as shown in the followinng figure 2. Thhere is no
need tto calculate prrecisely becauuse an accuraccy of the
rotary encoder we aare using is not good enoughh. Mobile
robot’ss single step ccreated tiny-lenngth arc so thee arc can
be moddeled as straigght line. This w
way our estimatte will be
easy. A Beta angle,, as shown in Figure 2, is tthe angle
which is created thenn the robot’s rright wheel croosses one
impulsse or l = 0.04 ccm path. The L is a distancee between
two rootary encoder w
wheels.
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Fig
gure 2. Model of rotating en
ncoder
If mobile rob
bot’s two wheeels go straigh
ht with differeent
velocity, robo
ot will deviate due to differeence of velocitty.
Hence we can
c
calculate robot’s anglee by using th
he
difference of two rotating encoders.
e
Also
o we are able to
calculate robo
ot’s coordinate on every step of robot.

4. Algorith
hm
The main form of algoriithm shown by (1) and (2).

mplementatioon
5. Im
A llosing resourcces (time) of this algorithm
m is that
calculaating (form (33) and (4)) flooating point m
mutilations
and trrigonometry ffunctions on every rotary encoder
interruupt. But result of that operatiions are not a dynamic.
You caan see from figgure 4 –how thhe coordinates X
X, Y will
be chaanged dependiing on the moobile robot’s angle on
coordinnate plane.

(1)
(2)
Present x axis value
Present y axis value
Previewss x axis value
Previewss y axis value
X axiss projection vaalue
Y axiis projection vaalue

ngle step correespoding valuees
Figure 4. Sin
So wee can use sstatic array cconsist of sinngle step
correspponding valuees on
0.044 cm. It uses memory
resourcce, not timing resource.
∗
∗

Figu
ure 3. Robot movement
m
of one step

M
Mobile robot’s aangle
Rootary encoder oone step lengthh
Taable index

It means ad
dd x and y axis’s projection
ns of one step of
rotary encod
der on preseent X, Y of
o location for
f
determining next
n X, Y.
∗
∗

(3)
(4)

obot’s angle
Mobile ro
Rotary en
ncoder one step
p length
It only calcculates on one rotary encoderr wheel of robo
ot.
Because we can
c determine any other poiint’s location of
robot by rob
bot angle, dim
mensions betw
ween the rotary
encoder and point. But this calculatiion needs hig
gh
performance, because of trigonometry functions an
nd
floating pointt mutilations.

(5)
(6)

The m
main algorithm rrepresented byy following.
0
90

90 ,

,

180 ,

180

270 ,

270

360 ,

β Roobot angle
Preesent x axis vaalue
Preesent y axis vaalue
P reviews x axiss value

,

(7)

,

(8)

,

(9)
(10)
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Previewss y axis value
X axiss projection vaalue of table
Y axiis projection vaalue of table
o Robot is 30,
3
Robot wallks one step, when angle of
additional value of X, Y and
a angle must be known. To
T
find angle of Robot is diffeerence between
n encoder of tw
wo
wheels. The angle of onee impulse is dividing
d
360 to
number of im
mpulse to circle around.
(11)
n –number off impulse to cirrcle around
Figure 6. Zoooming of num
mber eight patth
An averagee L of robots th
hat we use is ap
pproximately 50
5
cm. Hence beeta angle chang
ge slowly comp
parative one steep
of rotary enco
oder.

Erroor of 7000 imppulse, on the oother hand 2800 cm path
is 2.5 ccm for X and 1 cm for Y.

6. Experim
ment
We made mobile robo
ot model in the
t
Matlab for
f
experiment to
o test. We co
ompared with GAZ algorith
hm
which is closse to test on the real time processor. Th
he
green line is result
r
of our ex
xperiment. But the red and blu
ue
line is result of
o GAZ algoritthm. We tested
d it on few oth
her
paths and maade some concllusion. We draaw eight numb
ber
and result is in
n the figure 5 and
a 6.

Figu
ure 7. Straigh
ht path

Figure 5. Num
mber eight pa
ath
Error of 71
100 impulse, on
o the other haand 284 cm paath
is 1 cm for X and 1cm forr Y. You can see
s the result of
walking on th
he straight patth which is in the figure 7, 8.
For straight path,
p
our algoriithm’s error is so little. This is
because of go
oing for shorten
n. Error of 100
0000 impulse, on
o
the other hand
d 4000 cm path
h is 1 cm for X and nothing for
f
Y. For curved
d path, you can
n see result in the figure 9 an
nd
10.

We will save ourr string as ann non characteer 32 bit,
which is we can describe 4’294’9967’295. We ccan make
our caalculation thatt can be 42 meter. Funcction that
calculaates the anglee is same as mathematical function
algoritthm, so we diddn’t compare 2 of them. Thaat is 1248
cycle; on the other hand it is 160 uus in 14MHz. M
Maximum
velocitty to circle is 66.25 RPS, thenn our calculatioon will be
true. D
Duration of oour algorithm’’s performancee is 102
cycles which is 13..3 us. For maaximum value,, we can
calculaate 30 m/s for ssteps of mobilee robot.
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№
1
2
3

Tablee 1. Error com
mparison
h
Length
Type of path
h
of
m)
Error(cm
path(ccm)
Number 8 paath
284
X=1, Y=
=1
Straight pathh
4000
X=1, Y=
=0
Curve path
280
X=2.5, Y
Y=1

7. Coonclusion

Fig
gure 8. Zoomiing of straightt path

Thhis method is easy to use annd which requuires low
perform
mance controlller to find loccation of mobiile robot.
This aalgorithm requuires angle of the robot musst be true
and w
will use floatinng point operration. But it is slow
compaaring to the ddegree movem
ment robot’s vvalue and
won’t be any prooblem to callculate floatinng point
operatiion. We testedd error on the Matlab prograam. Time
for obttain robot’s location is 10 tim
mes faster thann method
of flooating point operation.
S
So we can use low
perform
mance controlller.
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Policies for Promoting Basic Convergence Research by the National Research
Foundation (NRF) of Korea
Cha Eun Jong
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Abstract
The NRF was established in 2009 to balance among different academic areas and to create an efficient support
system for basic research. More than 500 people are serving for NRF and this year (2014) budget reaches 3,572
million US dollars. To break down any disciplinary barriers, a mission was announced in 2013 to nurture a
convergence research friendly ecosystem. Convergence research areas were re-categorized into 5 and supported 103
US million dollars. A 5 step convergence research review process was also introduced to select best proposals. The
NRF commits herself to promotion of basic convergence research activities nationwide.
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Comparison of Prognosis Factors between ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial
Infarction and non-ST-Segment Elevation Myocardial Infarction of Patients
with Atrial Fibrillation
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Abstract
Background: A trial fibrillation means irregular heartbeat as the most common arrhythmia. Despite the
importance of atrial fibrillation in acute myocardial infarction, it has currently not defined for antiarrhythmic drug,
kinds of inserted stent, medicine for regulating appropriate heart rate, factor influencing to long-term prognosis. In
this paper, we compare and analyze STEMI (ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction) patients and NSTEMI
(non-ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction) patients among the patients with acute myocardial infarction and
atrial fibrillation in Korea, find out the factor with significant difference, and intend to help classification of the
patients.
Methods: Among 14,886 patients registered with acute myocardial infarction in Korea from November of 2005
to March of 2008, the target is 574 patients (male : female = 382 : 189, 77±12 years) with atrial fibrillation. Among
them STEMI patients are 300, and NSTEMI are 268.
Results: The incidence rate of atrial fibrillation in acute myocardial infarction is 3.8% (574/14,886), the
incidence rate of major cardiac event is 3.1% (18/574). In comparison between STEMI and NSTEMI, there seems
no odds in diastolic blood pressure (p=0.366), total cholesterol (p=0.202), and so on. But there is significant
difference in biomarker, systolic blood pressure (p=0.001), heart rate (p=0.001), Glucose (p=0.028), NT-proBNP
(p=0.008). There is significant difference in every step of Killip class in multivariate analysis of NSTEMI.
Conclusions: In case of having atrial fibrillation in acute myocardial infarction in Korea. Glucose, NT-proBNP,
and Killip class are predictive factor for classifying STEMI and NSTEMI. Especially, it is possible to classify in
every step of Killip class. Also it is possible to help diagnosis and treatment for the patients using this theory.
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Abstract
Electricity price forecasting is an important issue in competitive electricity markets. A lot of techniques have
been used for forecasting the electricity price. However, to the best of our knowledge, there is little work on
forecasting electricity price with Cascade 2 training algorithm. In this paper, we present its forecasting results
performed on real-world Spanish electricity price datasets. The experimental results that the cascade neural network
with cascade 2 training algorithm could achieve satisfactory results in electricity price forecasting.
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Abstract
For the selection of most significant microRNAs
and its use in human cancer classification, traditional
feature selection methods are widely used like filter
approach, embedded approach and wrapper approach.
The weakness of these methods is that it would
decrease the stability of biomarkers. Recently,
ensemble feature selection methods are very popular
in bioinformatics to improve the stability of
biomarkers. However, there are still no studies about
application of ensemble feature selection in
microRNAs based human cancer classification. In our
study, we describe a Cascading-and-Sharing and 10fold cross validation based ensemble feature selection
of microRNAs and human cancer classification. The
results show that our approach can select most
significant microRNAs with high quality of
classification.1

1. Ensemble Feature Selection
When looking for biomarkers from DNA, RNA and
microRNAs expression data, only a small subset of
biomarkers are selected which are related to specific
diseases. One of the most common approaches is
through ordering or ranking the genes by its
importance. Ordering genes by its importance is very
similar to feature selection which is a preprocessing
step of data mining. The feature selection methods can
return a set of features that are most important to the
problem at hand. Feature selection methods can be
applied to several issues in biological and genetics:
distinguishing between healthy and diseased tissue [1,
2, 3, 21]; identification and classification of different
types of cancer [4, 5]; prediction of drug treatment [6,
7], etc.
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In bioinformatics, data sets usually contain few
samples (often less than a hundred) and thousands of
different genes (curse of dimensionality). This will
decrease the stability of feature rankers and lead to
generating different results after slightly changing the
data set [8].
In order to improve the stability of feature selection
techniques, researchers have proposed new
frameworks such as ensemble feature selection
methods [9-15]. The idea for ensemble feature
selection is derived from ensemble learning methods
wherein different classifiers are applied to a dataset
and their results are aggregated. Ensemble feature
selection techniques apply feature selection algorithms
multiple times and combine the results into the
decision making. Because combining multiple results,
the features which are frequently chosen as the best
performers will be marked as top-ranked features,
while features with poor performance will be lowranked features; thus, the final top-ranked features will
be more stable. There are three main types of ensemble
feature selection techniques [16]. (1) Data diversity
consists of applying a single feature selection method
to a number of differently sampled versions of the
same dataset and then an aggregation technique is used
to aggregate the results. (2) Functional diversity is
performed by applying a set of different feature
selection techniques on the same dataset. (3) Hybrid
ensembles use both of these, applying different feature
selection techniques to different sampled versions.

2. Decision Tree Ensemble based Feature
Selection
In data mining, ensemble methods are used for
improving the classifier’s accuracy. Ensemble methods
are used to construct a set of base classifiers from
training data set and perform the classification work by
voting on the predictions made by each classifier.
Since the idea of ensemble feature selection is derived
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from ensemble learning methods, it is possible to apply
ensemble learning methods in feature selection if the
method can decide which features to construct the set
of classifiers.
The ensemble of classifiers can be constructed in
many ways [17] and most widely used is by
manipulating the training set like Bagging and
boosting. Three interesting observations are described
in [18] based on the study of many ensemble methods:
(1) Many ensembles constructed by the Boosting
method were singletons. Due to this constraint,
deriving classification rules have a limitation: decision
trees are not encouraged to derive many significant
rules and they are mutually exclusive and covering the
entire of training samples exactly only once. (2) Many
top-ranked features possess similar discriminating
merits with little difference for classification. This
indicates that it is worthwhile to employ different topranked features as the root nodes for building multiple
decision trees. (3) Fragmentation problem is another
problem does those ensemble methods have: as less
and less training data are used to search for root nodes
of sub-trees.
Base on those observations, if we want to apply
ensemble learning method to feature selection in
bioinformatics, we need a method that can break the
singleton coverage constraint and solve the
fragmentation problem. Cascading-and-Sharing is
proposed to solve these problems [18, 19].
In this study, Cascading-and-Sharing is used as
feature selection techniques, and K-fold cross
validation is used to produce differently sampled
versions of the same dataset. Cascading-and Sharing
method is applied on these datasets to compose the
Data diversity (ensemble feature selection) of
microRNAs and human cancer classification.

3. Experimental Results
3.1 microRNA Dataset
The microRNA expression dataset was first
published by [20]. They used a bead-based method to
present a systemic expression analysis of 217
mammalian microRNAs from 186 samples including
multiple human cancers. The used data set in this paper
is described in Table 1.
Table 1. The number of samples for each cancer type
Cancer Name
Colon
Pancreas
Uterus

No. of Tumor Samples
10
9
10

Mesothelioma
Breast
B Cell ALL
T Cell ALL
Follicular Cleaved Lymphoma
Large B Cell Lymphoma
SUM

8
6
26
18
8
8
103

3.2 Feature Selection and Classification
The CS4 algorithm with different number of topranked microRNAs is running on the datasets
produced by 10-cross validation. The top-ranked
microRNAs with higher performance is chosen and
marked as most significant microRNAs. Figure 1
shows the classification accuracy of our approach on
the 10 ~ 217 microRNAs with interval of 10. When the
given top-ranked microRNAs are 10 ~ 60, the
accuracy is increasing with bigger number of
microRNAs. And, the classifier shows the higher
accuracy when the given number of microRNAs is 60
and 80. Therefore, it is better to choose top-ranked
microRNAs as most significant microRNAs in the
interval of 50 ~ 80.
Figure 2 shows the classification accuracy of the
method on the 50 ~ 80 microRNAs. We can see that
the classifier shows higher accuracy when the given
microRNAs are 55 ~ 64 and 73 ~ 80. When the given
number of top-ranked microRNAs is 65 ~ 72, the
accuracy is decreased. It means there are several
microRNAs that are not suitable to build decision tree
committees when the number is bigger than 64 even it
shows higher accuracy on 73 ~ 80 microRNAs. Also,
the cost of decision tree induction will become
expensive when considering too many features during
the process. From Table 2, we can see that the
performances on 55 ~ 64 and 73 ~ 80 microRNAs are
same. Therefore, we are choosing 55 top-ranked
microRNAs as most significant microRNAs in human
cancer classification.

4. Conclusion
In data mining, traditional feature selection methods
can be divided into filter approach, embedded
approach and wrapper approach. In bioinformatics, the
weakness of these methods is that it would decrease
the stability of biomarkers. Recently, ensemble feature
selection methods are very popular in bioinformatics to
improve the stability of biomarkers. The ensemble
feature selection methods can be divided into three
types: Data diversity, Functional diversity and Hybrid
ensemble. However, there are still no studies about
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application of ensemble feature selection in
microRNAs based human cancer classification. In our
study, we described a Cascading-and-Sharing and 10fold cross validation based ensemble feature selection
of microRNAs and human cancer classification. The
experimental results show that our approach is useful
to define most significant microRNAs by evaluating
the classification performance of top-ranked features.

Also, we have found several most common
microRNAs which are most often used in decision tree
induction with different number of top-ranked.
Our future work will be focusing on the application
of Functional diversity and Hybrid ensemble method
on microRNAs and trying to design new ensemble
feature selection method.

Figure 1. Classification accuracy on different number of
top-ranked microRNAs

Figure 2. Classification accuracy on 50~80 top-ranked
microRNAs

No. microRNAs
55 ~ 64

73 ~ 80

Table 2. Detailed classification performance
Classes (No. of instances)
Precision
Colon (10)
0.778
Pancreas (9)
0.778
Uterus (10)
0.7
Mesothelioma (8)
0.833
Breast (6)
0.75
B Cell ALL (26)
0.926
T Cell ALL (18)
0.947
Follicular Cleaved Lymphoma (8)
0.714
Large B Cell Lymphoma (8)
0.625
Colon (10)
0.778
Pancreas (9)
0.778
Uterus (10)
0.7
Mesothelioma (8)
0.833
Breast (6)
0.75
B Cell ALL (26)
0.926
T Cell ALL (18)
0.947
Follicular Cleaved Lymphoma (8)
0.714
Large B Cell Lymphoma (8)
0.625
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Recall
0.7
0.778
0.7
0.625
1
0.962
1
0.625
0.625
0.7
0.778
0.7
0.625
1
0.962
1
0.625
0.625

F-measure
0.737
0.778
0.7
0.714
0.857
0.943
0.973
0.667
0.625
0.737
0.778
0.7
0.714
0.857
0.943
0.973
0.667
0.625
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Abstract
Heart disease is the leading cause of death in the world over the past 10 years and its attack rate has been on the
rise. A lot of studies for prevention of heart disease were progressed, and risk factors that affect in heart disease
were published through study results. However, a study for various environmental factors that might cause heart
disease is unprepared, because previous researches were studied based on patient’s clinical information. Therefore,
we aim to develop a prediction system to prevent outbreak of heart disease through correlation analysis with
environmental factors and heart disease. As first step in our research, we describe the construction of an integrated
database that can be basis of association analysis of heart disease and meteorological information using KAMIR and
meteorological data. To integrate two sources of data, we classified 79 locations of meteorological sites and
assigned a meteorological site to each patient’s location information. Thereafter, we matched meteorological
information with patient’s arrival date to the hospital. We are expecting that correlation analysis between heart
disease and meteorological information might reveal causal relationship.
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Abstract
Cardiovascular diseases are still increasing in modern societies due to the adaptation of western life, smoke and
obesity. Especially, the acute myocardial infarction (AMI) which shows higher mortality compared with other
cardiovascular diseases. Following this trend, research of AMI is being carried out actively to find the factors
affecting its outbreak. However, existing factors lack predictive power raising a demand for more representative
factors. Therefore, we propose a novel fusion factor (FF) in order to diagnosis AMI using causal association rule
mining. We expect that the FF should support the prediction of AMI effectively.
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Abstract
As biomedical literature on servers grows exponentially in the form of semi-structured documents, biomedical
text mining has been intensively investigated to find information in a more accurate and efficient manner. Extraction
of biomedical event has received recent attention, as it allows uncovering the complex structured knowledge from
biomedical event descriptions written in text data.
In this paper, we introduced a pipeline approach with more complex classification model for biomedical event
extraction. The event extraction task is decomposed into five different stages, preprocessing, named entity
recognition, trigger detection, edge detection and event construction. The each stage other than the preprocessing
one becomes a machine learning classification problem. We use random forests for the main classification problem
by applying feature weights of SVM classifier as feature selection criterion while most of the previous approaches
are based only on a simple linear classification model, namely SVM with Linear kernel because of the high
dimensionality of the dataset.
During the experimental analysis, we notice that higher performance level is achievable with more complex
model than the linear models, even though we were not able to train the random forests with more than 10K features
on a single machine. Future research might be in a direction where the multiple machines are used as cluster for the
building such a complex model with more features to incorporate necessary knowledge.
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Abstract
In statistics, regression analysis is estimating the relationships among variables. Many applications of regression
analysis involve more than two independent variables. A regression model that contains more than two independent
variables is called Multiple Linear Regression(MLR) model. MLR is one of the most famous predictive method in
many various fields including the medicine area. However, as the size of medical data has increased in recent years,
the traditional algorithm would be unsuitable or spend a lot of time for handling this large dataset. Therefore, it is
need to find solution to address these problems. One solution is the parallel computing technique on Graphics
Processing Unit(GPU). GPU is originally designed to compute computer graphics only. Nowadays, GPU is widely
used not only graphics rendering but general computation in many application domains. Today’s GPU has more
than hundreds of cores, it can be used to solve large problem rapidly using thousands of threads. Compute Unified
Device Architecture(CUDA) is a parallel computing platform and programming model which is include compiler,
debugger and graphics card driver by NVIDIA. It provides some CUDA-accelerated library and standard C-like
interface to developer to help easily use parallel programming on CUDA GPUs.
In our study, we implements a CUDA based MLR algorithm to predict prognosis of cancer patients. To estimate
the regression coefficients in MLR, matrix based least square estimation is used. CUDA basic Linear Algebra
Subroutines(cuBLAS) and GPU accelerated linear algebra library are used to compute the matrix operation, because
of there are many matrix operations in least square estimation such as matrix multiplication, matrix transpose and
inverse matrix. The results shows that CUDA based parallel MLR is suitable in our study for prediction of
prognosis of cancer patients from large cancer. In the future, we consider many various statistics method and data
mining techniques and optimize that to analyze huge amount of data.
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Abstract
With the development of the large software systems,
the software maintain is becoming more and more
difficult. One reason is the discretionary copy-paste
source code blocks (called code clones) which greatly
decreases the quality of the whole systems, causes a lot
of error prone and time consuming effect during
software maintenance phase, and obeys the
encapsulation rule of the software engineering. In this
paper we briefly introduce a progressive architecture
for token-based source code clone detection and
extraction by using data mining (DM) methods and
MapReduce paradigm. Preprocessing, the first stage of
research has already been done to support our further
research. And an exploratory research by using
MapReduce paradigm for parallel source code
detection will be demonstrated and the DM methods
for clones classification and clustering will be briefly
introduced in this paper.

1. Introduction
The maintenance of large scale software projects
are becoming more and more difficult, one reason is
because these projects consist large amount of the
discretionary and unmarked copy-paste source code
blocks which can be called as source code clone
among hundreds of thousands lines of code (LOC).
When a fraction of source code block need to be
modified, all the other clone code need to be located
and modified as well. It is a time consuming and error
prone process. Though these clones save a lot of time
for programmers, it greatly decreases the quality of the
whole systems, and obeys the encapsulation rule of the
software engineering. It is important and necessary to

locate these clones, classify them and encapsulate them
in the super classes or global functions.
There are a lot of challenges to detect and extract
source code clones from lager scale software systems.
The first problem is that these systems often consist
hundreds of thousands LOC that clones are buried
among the sea of code, the second challenge for source
code clone detection and extraction is the
preprocessing of the source code as it is unstructured
data which contains a lot of irrelevant data such as
comments, repeating statements, embedded code etc.
The third challenge is clone detection because it is
hard to figure out where is the start and where is the
end of one clone block and how many clones and how
many groups (or clusters) of clones the systems
actually have. The third challenge is clone extraction,
after all clones having been detected, it is hard to
group these clones and figure out how similar the
clones within the same group are. Also there are many
other challenges such as what is a good way to
calculate the similarity between two clones, what kind
of the data structure can be used to record the clone
groups and so on.
Data mining and MapReduce techniques provide a
promising way to detect and extract the source code
clones from large scale software systems. In this paper
we provide a progressive architecture for source code
clone detection and extraction by using these
techniques and give an exploratory research. The first
stage of research has already been done by our
previous work [1]. This paper just gives guidance for
further research.

2. Related Work
This section concludes some of the related work
and important methods or concepts.
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2.1 Code Clone
Code fragments: is a contiguous piece of source
code [2], usually concludes several lines (more than
one line in our work) of code. Sometimes it is also
called statements. In [2] it said that clone consisting
out of more than 5 statements are considered
interesting.
Code clone: is a copy or several copies of a code
fragment. Generally, code clone can be categorized
into different types [3] which are listed in Table 1.

Type
1
2
3

4

Table 1. Code clone type
Comments
Identical code fragments except for variations
in whitespace, layout and comments.
Syntactically identical fragments except for
variations in identifiers, literals, types,
whitespace, layout and comments.
Copied fragments with further modifications
such as changed, added or removed
statements, in addition to variations in
identifiers, literals, types, whitespace, layout
and comments.
Two or more code fragments that perform the
same computation but are implemented by
different syntactic variants.

Code clone can be divided into different levels [4]
which are listed in Table 2.

Level
1

2

3
4

5
6

7

Table 2. Code clone level
Comments
Repeating groups of simple clones
A
In the same method
B
Across different methods
Repeating groups of simple clones
A
In the same file
B
Across different files
Method clone sets
Repeating groups of method clones
A
In the same file
B
Across different files
File clone sets
Repeating groups of file clones
A
In the same directory
B
Across different directories
Directory clone sets

In the work [2], types 1~3 from belong to simple
clones.

The ways to detect the code clones can be generally
classified into 6 categorizes such as String-based,
Token-based, Parse trees-based, Program dependency
graphs-based, Metrics-based and Hybrid approach.

2.2 Preprocessing
In real world of data, the quality of data
always cannot satisfy the requirements of data mining.
It always suffers from the noise, incompletion,
inconsistence, and too many dimensions. These
problems come from all aspects of the lifetime of data
management, like obtaining, transmission, and storing
[7].
So we need preprocessing step to enhance the
quality of data, and then to enhance the efficiency and
validation of data mining so as to get mining results
with good quality. There are several major tasks of
preprocessing:
 Data cleaning routines work to “clean” the data by
filling in missing values, smoothing noisy data,
identifying or removing outliers, and resolving
inconsistencies.
 Data reduction obtains a reduced representation of
the data set that is much smaller in volume, yet
produces the same (or almost the same) analytical
results.
 Data transformation consists of normalization,
data discretization, and concept hierarchy
generation.
 Data integration merges data from multiple
sources into a coherent data store such as a data
warehouse.
These techniques are not mutually exclusive; they
may work together. For example, data cleaning can
involve transformations to correct wrong data, such as
by transforming all entries for a date field to a common
format.

2.3 Related Data Mining Techniques
Three techniques can be used for our work.
Frequent patterns are patterns (e.g., itemsets,
subsequences, or substructures) that appear frequently
in a data set. It searches for recurring relationships in a
given data set.
Classification consists of predicting a certain
outcome based on a given input. In order to predict the
outcome, the algorithm processes a training set
containing a set of attributes and the respective
outcome, usually called goal or prediction attribute.
Clustering is the process of grouping a set of data
objects into multiple groups or clusters so that objects
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within a cluster have high similarity, but are very
dissimilar to objects in other clusters.

2.4 MapReduce Paradigm
MapReduce is a programming model and an
associated implementation for processing and
generating
large
data
sets
with
a parallel, distributed algorithm on a cluster [8,9].
The Map and Reduce functions of MapReduce are
both defined with respect to data structured in (key,
value) pairs. Map takes one pair of data with a type in
one data domain, and returns a list of pairs in a
different domain:
Map(k1,v1) → list(k2,v2)
The Map function is applied in parallel to every pair
in the input dataset. This produces a list of pairs for
each call. After that, the MapReduce framework
collects all pairs with the same key from all lists and
groups them together, creating one group for each key.
The Reduce function is then applied in parallel to
each group, which in turn produces a collection of
values in the same domain:
Reduce(k2, list (v2)) → list(v3)
Each Reduce call typically produces either one value
v3 or an empty return, though one call is allowed to
return more than one value. The returns of all calls are
collected as the desired result list.
Thus the MapReduce framework transforms a list of
(key, value) pairs into a list of values. This behavior is
different from the typical functional programming map
and reduces combination, which accepts a list of
arbitrary values and returns one single value that
combines all the values returned by map.
It is necessary but not sufficient to have
implementations of the map and reduce abstractions in
order to implement MapReduce. Distributed
implementations of MapReduce require a means of
connecting the processes performing the Map and
Reduce phases. This may be a distributed file system.
Other options are possible, such as direct streaming
from mappers to reducers, or for the mapping
processors to serve up their results to reducers that
query them.

3. Main Framework and Methods
This section gives a brief introduction to the main
framework and how the data mining methods can used
for our purpose. Figure 1 shows the work flow of the
main framework.

Figure 1. Progressive architecture of the system

3.1 Preprocessing
In data mining area, including source code mining,
preprocessing plays an important role for further
processing. Just like the old saying goes: well begun is
half done. The output of the preprocessing---tokens are
the most important data for clone detection. In our
work [1], we provide a novel way to preprocess the
source code files of the large scale software systems
such as Linux, Wildfly, VTK etc. All the words,
numbers, punctuation marks, parentheses and
quotation marks are considered as tokens. The tool we
developed called OPP (one pass preprocessor)
integrates all the tokens into a single txt file for
mining. The experiment performs well as is shown in
table 3.
Table 3. Case study system result
System

Directory
number

Accepted File
number

CPU
time(ms)

Wildfly1.02
Linux core-3.6
VTK

4509
2477
1116

8787 (java)
17448 (c)
4556 (c++)

21984
297778
49334

3.2 Clone Detection
In clone detection step, first we define some
problem formulations: A project consists of blocks of
source code P: {B1, B2, B3, ...} A block of source
code consists of various source terms B: {T1, T2, T3,
...}. Given two projects P1 and P2, a similarity
function f, and a threshold parameter t, the aim is to
compute and find all block pairs P1.B and P2.B where
f(P1.B, P2.B) ≥ T. The principle idea of the approach
is to hash partition the source code blocks across the
network based on the computed keys and group
together source code blocks which have the same key.
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In our work, we use the output of the previous step
as the input of this step. For each block B it is one line
of the output file. For each token T it is one token of B.
Then we use map-reduce procedure three times: for
the first time, the mapper produces a key-value pair of
the form<T,1> for each term in B. The reducer
computes the total occurrence for each source term and
output<T, value> key-value pairs, where value is the
total frequency for the term across all blocks. For the
second time, the map function exchanges the input
keys and values so that the input pairs of the reduce
function are sorted based on their frequencies. The
reducer just outputs the values without keys, the output
is called as rarity term list. For the third time, the
mapper retrieves the original blocks one by one,
tokenizes it and reorders the tokens based on their
frequencies, using the rarity term list as a reference.
Next, it computes the prefix length and extracts the
prefix terms (The basic idea behind prefix terms
principle is that if two blocks of source code share rare
terms, there is a chance that it might be similar).
Considering each source term as a key, we produce
<key, value> pair for each of its prefix terms. Hence
we project a source code block multiple times (the
number of its prefix terms). The reducer groups
together all the values sharing same prefix tokens. In
the end, a single reducer, for each pair of code block
projections applies length and positional filters and
checks the pair if it survives. If a pair passes the
similarity threshold set by the user, the reducer outputs
block pairs as clones with their similarity values.
In our work, we plan to setup cluster using Amazon
web services with the following node speci- fication:
1.7 GB memory, 160 GB storage, 1 EC2 compute unit
(1 virtual core), Hadoop 0.20. We speculate
performance gain to improve with larger dataset (order
of 100 and 1000 of projects) as HDFS performs better
with large files.

3.3 Clone Classification
Then classifying methods of data mining will be
explored to classify the clones and put them into
different clone pools. The classifier can be established
during this process, and it is a self-improving process
as more and more training data will be used to improve
the precision of the classifier.

3.4 Clone Clustering
After that, clustering method of data mining will be
used to improve the quality of each pool or cluster.

4. Conclusion
In this paper we briefly introduce a main framework
for token-based source code clone detection and
extraction. The first step has already been implemented
by our previous work. The next few steps will be done
in our next stage of research. Data mining techniques
such as frequent pattern mining, classification and
clustering have been explored to do support our
purpose. The final goal of our work is to help
improving the quality and productivity of software
products.
Also we hope our source code clone detection
techniques can be used to automatically detect new
coming source code and give some suggestions to the
programmers or software architect to reuse or abstract
clone code. Finally we hope our tool can help to
improve the quality and productivity of software
products.
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Abstract
Recently, the emergence of next-generation sequencing (NGS) technology brings significant changes in many
biological applications. Whole transcriptome shotgun sequencing, also known as RNA-Seq, is rapidly become the
standard method for transcriptomics. In the past year, a lot of researches have been done utilizing RNA-Seq for
quantifying expression levels, detection of alternative splicing, and discovery of novel transcripts. However, the
primary objective of many biological studies is to identify differentially expressed genes in different conditions. For
the past decade, microarrays have been widely used to simultaneously measure the expression levels of tens of
thousands genes, but RNA-Seq is increasingly being used for quantification of expression levels of mRNAs as an
alternative for microarray nowadays. It is because RNA-Seq has the advantage of i) low background noise, ii)
dynamic range to quantify gene expression level, iii) ability to identify different isoforms, and iv) relative low cost
compared with microarray.
Generally, RNA-Seq analysis pipeline for differential expression analysis consists of the following procedures.
An RNA sample is converted to cDNA fragments or RNA fragments with adapters and sequenced on a highthroughput sequencing platforms, such as Illumina and Roche 454. As a result, millions of short reads are produced.
Next, these short reads are mapped back to a reference genome or transcriptome. After that, the expression levels
are estimated for each gene. Then, the count data are normalized. Finally, statistical testing is adopted to identify
differentially expressed genes. Various studies have been shown that the choice of normalization procedure have a
decisive effect on identifying differentially expressed genes. The aim of data normalization is to minimize the
effects caused by technical variations, such as library size or sequencing depth, gene length, and GC-content. In
general, larger sequencing depth results in higher counts, which means that the observed counts are not directly
comparable between different samples. Likewise, long genes tend to be mapped larger number of reads. These
systematic variations make it difficult to capture true differential expression. Several normalization methods have
been developed, such as Total Count, Upper Quality, Median, Trimmed Mean of M values (TMM), Quartile, the
Reads Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads (RPKM), and RSEM, to reduce the biases existed in RNA-Seq
analysis. However, it is difficult to decide which normalization methods should be used among the various
approaches.
In this paper, we evaluated the performance of seven normalization methods in terms of the correlation with
qRT-PCR data. The results show that RSEM performs well on various RNA-Seq datasets.
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Abstract
In the recent years, biometrics has been very significant to the automatic and user-friendly personal identification
based on physiological and behavioral characteristics. Gait identification is recently one of the most important
research topics in biometric identification, because gait is unobtrusive and typifies the motion. To acquire a gait
dataset for user identification, we used 3L lab’s footlogger and this product composed of 8 pressure sensors in
insole. The environment conditions we assume that, the number of users is smaller than 5 and all user walk with
footlogger everyday. This paper presents methods for footprint-based user identification using gait pattern. We
extract various features for user identification and we divided 2 categories domain: time domain and frequency
domain.
We defined time domain as a spatiotemporal variation such as stride, swing, and swing interval and swing/stride
ratio, stance/stride ratio for both foot that can be extracted from sequence of each step. Stride time is between
successive instant of foot floor contact of the same foot, stance is the foot is in contact with the floor, swing is the
foot is not in contact with floor. The frequency domain is defined as a temporal variation such as foot angle,
accumulated each pressure sensor, heel-strike response first sensor of the footstep and toe-off response last sensor
of the footstep.
In our study we used Multilayer perceptorn method to user identification based on the extracted time domain and
frequency domain. The results show that, the extracted from time domain and frequency domain features are
distinguishable enough to identify the users. In the future work, we consider many people gait data set and compare
other classification techniques to identify the users.
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Abstract
CCTV(Closed Circuit Television) have been widely
used as the effective approach for preventing crime. In
a case of the South Korea's government office, it was
first used to prevent the robberies at night in 2002, and
it began to expand throughout the whole country.
However people have been arguing about the
effectiveness of CCTV because of a research that the
crime rate decrease slightly for the increase of
installed CCTVs. In spite of these problems,
Government office, private enterprises and etc have
been utilizing to prevent crimes and manage facilities
on a small budget.
In this paper, we develop a system to measure
length of moving object on CCTV Image. This system
can help in decision making about a risk of an intruder
to the observer.

can help in decision making about a risk of an intruder
to the observer. This System are not only showing
camera images but also helping to decide rapidly
through displaying calculation of object's length.
This paper is structured as follows: in section 2 we
mention the status of installed CCTVs and problems.
Section 3 describe our system. Finally, in section 4 we
present our conclusions and future works.

2. The status of installed CCTVs and
problems

1. Introduction
CCTV(Closed Circuit Television) have been widely
used as the effective approach for preventing crime.
However This way also have strengths and weaknesses.
These are strengths. First, a crime rate can be reduced
due to CCTV installation. Second, some people will
feel safe from crimes when they passed by the location
that is installed CCTVs. Third, It is helpful to reduce
operational costs for observing about Facility and
Security Zone. We could benefit more from adopting
CCTV, except for the aforementioned advantages. But
there are also the opposite side. First, the proliferation
of CCTVs was criticized for violating privacy. Second,
people have been arguing about the effectiveness of
CCTV because of a research that the crime rate
decrease slightly for the increase of
installed
CCTVs.[1, 2].
In this paper, we develop a system to measure
length of moving object on CCTV Image. This system

Figure 1. A Statistics of installed CCTVs in
government offices
Figure 1. shown the statistics of the installed
CCTVs in government offices of the South Korea. An
amount of installed CCTVs for facility monitoring and
preventing crimes are on an increase trend, However
an increasing rate is declining due to problems of
violations of privacy[3].
The current CCTV monitoring system is not
almost possible to watch on real-time basis, except
some place that have an integrated control system and
sufficient human resources. Therefore CCTV image
have been using to corroborative facts to judge about
situations after the crime.
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In spite of a important issue to protect the primary
school and the kindergarten, the official are hard to
place many guards due to lack of budget.

3. Implement of System to Measure Length
of Object on CCTV Image
In this paper, our system could contribute to prevent
crimes through measuring length of an object and
showing on screen. The approach of measuring a
length are using length ratio between object in a image.
The restrictions for usage system are defined as
follows. First, The CCTV should be fixed. Second, the
surveillance zone must be bright. And third, the
criterion object have to exist in the zone in order to
measure a length.

4. Conclusion
Our system can display length of object that we
want to measure on screen. And it is able to replenish
the lack of budget and human resources. We expect to
help preventing crimes in such conditions.
In the future work, we need to measure and track
length of object on real-time basis.
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Figure 2. Implement of our System to Measure
Length of Object on CCTV Image
Figure 2 present a application program of this system.
1 is shown a image of the current surveillance zone. 2
is a object that we want to measure a length. The blue
line is a criterion object. And the red line is a target
object. 3 present a measuring length value of object.
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Abstract
Morphology operations has been widely applied in image processing application. Morphology operations most popular
method of shape detection and post processing, normally takes a long time to achieve reasonable results, especially for
large images. Such performance makes it almost impossible to conduct real-time image processing with sequential
algorithms on community computers. Recently, NVIDIA developed CUDA programming paradigm to explore the
tremendous computational power for operations on vectors, matrices and high dimensional matrices. In this paper, some
morphology algorithms are designed to run on both CPU and GPU computing platforms. Experimental results indicate
that the better morphology algorithm on GPUs can achieve up to many times speedup over the version on CPU.
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Abstract
CORDIC, an acronym for Coordinate Rotation Digital Computer, is a class of shift-add algorithms that rotate a
vector in a plane. The CORDIC computing technique a highly efficient method to compute elementary
trigonometric functions and this paper presents how to calculate sine and cosine values of the given angle using
CORDIC algorithm. Often trigonometric functions are used in embedded applications such as motion control,
digital signal processing, filtering and waveform synthesis. Pipeline architectures are used in CORDIC algorithm to
reduce the critical path, increases the clock speed. An angle recoding method is used to reduce the latency and
obtain the desired angle in least number of iteration. This is implemented using Spartan 3 Fpga XC3S200FT256 and
Xilinx ISE design and verification tools.
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Abstract
Nowadays, use of 3D is increasing in computer
graphics, moreover in movie, medical use, and
robotics or in everyday needs. In this paper, we
demonstrate some basic ideas of 3D reconstruction
methods. Reconstruction methods have been developed
in many ways. Some of them are used in industrial
uses.

1. Introduction
As increasing computing power of technology, we
are becoming to create more powerful, creative, and
intelligent technology. 3D reconstruction is the process
of capturing the shape and appearance of real objects,
and building its model in 3D coordinate systems or in
virtual environment. In recent times, movie industries,
game, medical research needs are why this technology
needs to be developed.
Many of 3D reconstruction methods have been
developed. But the basic idea of the 3D reconstruction
is derived from the human visual perceiving system, or
eyes. Every person could classify objects they are
seeing by distance from him. This neural function is
called brain stereoscopy. Ever since computer was
entered into science, expressing human sense in
computer have been the one of the most challenging
topics.

2. Background
Basic idea of 3D reconstruction is to find depth
information from object and create objects in virtual
environment using the data. But before researchers can
gather depth data they were studying about human
perception or computer vision.
Early reconstruction methods include getting main
shape from real world. Those kinds of algorithms
called Shape from X. The cues getting shape are shape
from shape, shape from texture and shape from focus.

3. Methods
3.1. Cues from monocular vision
Those types of methods have similar way to gather
data. Data gathered from single view camera.
3.1.2. Shape from shading
One of the monocular cues that human eyes sense
depth by their eyes is reaction to brain when we see
shaded object or even when we see just shaded
drawing. Basic concept of this function is not only
based on human brain system, but also on law of
reflectance. Shape can be recovered from a single
image by human visual system based on the shading
information. [1]
The shading algorithms consider on shade
reflectance coefficient and reflectance, and light source
directions are either known or can be calibrated by the
use of a reference object. Under the assumptions of
distant light sources and observer, the variation in
intensity (irradiance equation) become purely a
function of the local surface orientation,
I(x; y) = R(p(x; y); q(x; y));

(1)

Where (p, q) = (zx; zy) are the depth map derivatives
and R(p, q) is called the reflectance map. For example,
a diffuse (Lambertian) surface has a reflectance map1
that is the (non-negative) dot product between the
surface normal ň = (p, q, 1)/
and the light
source direction v = (vx; vy; vz),
R(p; q) = max

(2)

Where is the surface reflectance factor (albedo).
Using multi-resolution techniques [2] can help
accelerate the convergence, while using more
sophisticated optimization techniques (Dupuis and
Oliensis 1994) [3]can help avoid local minima.
1

Relates Image Irradiance to surface orientation for given source direction
and surface reflectance
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In practice, surfaces other than plaster casts are
rarely of a single uniform albedo. Shape from shading
therefore needs to be combined with some other
technique or extended in some way to make it useful.
One way to do this is to combine it with stereo
matching [4] or known texture (surface patterns) [5].
The stereo and texture components provide
information in textured regions, while shape from
shading helps fill in the information across uniformly
colored regions and also provides finer information
about surface shape.

a)

b)

c)

When surfaces are specular, more than three light
directions may be required. In fact, the irradiance
equation given in (1) not only requires that the light
sources and camera be distant from the surface, it also
neglects inter-reflections, which can be a significant
source of the shading observed on object surfaces, e.g.,
the darkening seen inside concave structures such as
grooves and crevasses [7].

d)
Figure 2. Adjustment of Photometric Stereo
3.1.3 Shape from Texture

e)

f)

g)

h)

Figure 1. Synthetic shape from shading [20]
(a–b) with light from in front (0; 0; 1) and (c–d)
with light the front right (1; 0; 1); (e–f)
corresponding shape from shading
reconstructions using the technique of Tsai and
Shah [21]
3.1.2. Photometric Stereo
Photometric stereo is a technique in computer
vision for estimating the surface normal of objects by
observing that object under different lighting
conditions. This method originally introduced by
Woodham in 1980 [6].
For each light source, we have a different
reflectance map, R1(p, q), R2(p, q), etc. Given the
corresponding intensities I1, I2, etc. at a pixel, we can
in principle recover both an unknown albedo and a
surface orientation estimate (p, q).
For diffuse surfaces (2), if we parameterize the
local orientation by n, we get (for non-shadowed
pixels) a set of linear equations of the form
Ik = pň*vk ,

(3.3)

from which we can recover pň using linear least
squares. These equations are well conditioned as long
as the (three or more) vectors vk are linearly
independent, i.e., they are not along the same azimuth
(direction away from the viewer).

The regular repetition of an element or pattern on a
surface carries a lot orientation information of this
surface. This element is called texel. Shape from
texture algorithms require a number of processing
steps, including the extraction of repeated patterns or
the measurement of local frequencies in order to
compute local affine deformations, and a subsequent
stage to infer local surface orientation [8].
Recover the orientation of a textured 3D surface from a
single image based on the following assumptions
- The image projection is orthographic
- The 3D surface is approximately planar
- The 3D texels are small line segments, called
needles
- The needles are distributed evenly in all
orientations and evenly on the 3D surface
The deformations induced in a regular pattern when it
is viewed in the reflection of a curved mirror, as shown
in Figure 3c–d, can be used to recover the shape of the
surface [9] [10] [11] [12] [13].
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-

a)

b)

c)
d)
Figure 3. Synthetic shape from texture
(a) regular texture wrapped onto a curved
surface and (b) the corresponding surface
normal estimates. Shape from mirror
reflections (c) a regular pattern reflecting off a
curved mirror gives rise to (d) curved lines,
from which 3D point locations and normals can
be inferred.
3.1.4. Shape from Focus
Fundamental to Shape From Focus/Defocus is the
relationship between focused and defocused images of
a camera. According to paraxial-geometric optics, the
basic image formation process is shown in Fig. 1. For
an aberration-free convex lens, (i) the radiance at a
point in the scene is proportional to the irradiance at its
focused image (photometric constraint) i.e., light
beams radiated by the object point P are intercepted by
the lens and are refracted by the lens to converge at a
point P’ on the image plane, and (ii) the position of the
point P in the scene and the position of its focused
image P’ are related by the well-known Gaussian lens
formula (geometric constraint).
- The amount of blur increase in both directions as
you moves away from the focus plane. Therefore,
it is necessary to use two or more images
captured with different focus distance settings
[14] [15] or to translate the object in depth and
look for the point of maximum sharpness [16]
- The magnification of the object can vary as the
focus distance is changed or the object is moved.
This can be modeled either explicitly (making

correspondence more difficult) or using
telecentric optics, which approximate an
orthographic camera and require an aperture in
front of the lens [15].
The amount of defocus must be reliably
estimated. A simple approach is to average the
squared gradient in a region but this suffers from
several problems, including the image
magnification problem mentioned above. A better
solution is to use carefully designed rational
filters [17].

Figure 4. (b–c) input video frames from the two
cameras along with (d) the corresponding depth
map;

3.2. Stereo Imaging
3.2.1. Triangulation
In most 3D reconstruction methods, triangulation is
used as basic method to get depth information. Main
purpose of triangulation is to determine the location of
a point by measuring angles to it from known points at
either end of a fixed baseline, rather than measuring
distances to the point directly. Triangulations are
widely used as a basis for representing geometries and
other information appearing in huge variety of
applications.

3.3. Model-based reconstruction
In previous methods, we have seen that 3D
reconstruction methods that use special requirements to
setup environment or some that requires some
hardwares to build the reconstructed models. Model
based reconstruction methods aims to reconstruct 3D
models by using image that could build.
Architectural modeling, especially from aerial
photography, has been one of the longest studied
problems in both photogrammetry and computer vision
[18]. The work by Debevec, Taylor, and Malik [19]
solved some image-guided reconstruction tools with
model-based stereo matching and view-dependent
texture mapping to their system footnotes altogether
and include necessary peripheral observations in the
text.
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[3] P. a. O. J. Dupuis, " An optimal control
formulation and related numerical," 1994.
[4] P. a. L. Y. G. Fua, "Object-centered surface
reconstruction: Combining," 1995.
[5] R. a. F. D. White, "Combining cues: Shape from
shading and texture.," 2006.
Figure 5. Interactive architectural modeling using
the Facade system (a) input image with userdrawn edges shown in green; (b) shaded 3D solid
model; (c) geometric primitives overlaid onto the
input image; (d) final view-dependent, texturemapped 3D model.

4. Conclusion
Each of techniques gather depth information in their
way and each of them have their advantages and
disadvantages. Some can be very good used to
reconstruct buildings, and some can be good for living
things.
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Monitoring and Assessment
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Intelligent Wireless Network Group, Department of Computer Engineering ,
Faculty of Engineering, Kasetsart University, Bangkok, Thailand
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Abstract
Thailand is located in the tropical area with high amount on rainfall for certain months in each year. Areas closed
to the mountain with landslide hazard are scattered in the country. Accurate rainfall information are vitally
important to the local people. Normally, the rainfall data collectors mostly placed in the convenient places for
installation and maintenance such as district or village head office. However, the most effective location for sensing
and gathering data should be the place closed to the source of the landslide such as the top and surrounding
mountain areas. Also traditionally, to quickly and accurately monitor the situation, human staff and simple tools
such as rain gauges are required to operate. Recently, in Krabi province, we have deployed a low-cost wireless
sensors along with both short range and long range communication system for landslide hazard assessment. In
addition, a debris flow detector enhanced with the wireless communication unit is installed in the area to
immediately send alarm once the land slide has been detected. Villagers in the area and landslide researchers can
access the current system status and monitoring information via our web-based monitoring system.
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Abstract
Recently, Indoor LBS is getting interested by many
scientists as well as companies because of fast growing
up of internet, smart phones, and specially buildings.
The systems works well on the ground similar to GPS,
but they are replaced the defined GPS trajectories
device with signaling equipment installed in a fixed
location on the ground. There are many different
methods, technologies that can be used for indoor
positioning. However, those based on Wifi platform
are the most feasible in Vietnam because Access points
are set up almost buildings and smart phones are
popularly used in Vietnam today. In this paper points
out practical problems in developing Indoor
positioning systems using Wi-Fi platform, those should
be studied in future.

1. Introduction
With more than 770 million smart-phones using a
global positioning system, LBS has been gradually
changing mobile ecosystem by its versatility and
maneuverability. LBS brings a new vitality into mobile
advertising, mobile applications, to meet the user’s up
information and sharing needs, helping the
manufacturers in business services, providing trendy
revenues advertising, and profitable for retailers as
well. However, GPS systems seem uneffect in the
home that makes the in inside positioning market
become more atractive:
Google has made a determination to upgrade map
positioning technology by buying WifiSlam, which
invented the indoor positioning technology, with the
price of 20 milion USD (according to The Wall Street
Journal on March 24th 2013). Moreover Google has
applied for indoor positioning technology in some
public places, such as airports, shopping centers and
stadiums.

However, to restrict opponents in developing
positioning technology, Apple and Google have both
taken the trade technological barriers. Apple forces
their iPhones and iPads products to use location
services, - the genuine Apple. Google had retracted the
license for using of the two Android phone makers;
Samsung and Motorola when the company launched
two smart-phones products using the Google’s
Android operating system, but replace the Google's
location services to theirs.
Thus the indoor positioning technology is being
developed but concealed, prevented technologically by
the "big", the developers also have the inside
positioning devices however the devices are difficult to
apply in Vietnam, that make us study about the indoor
positioning in Vietnam.
Besides, there hardly had any deeply researches in
the indoor positioning in VietNam. Most of projects
mainly for security area with Bluetooth infrared
equipments with foreigner’s solutions.
There have been no studies or testing navigation
systems using available wifi so far. The first proposed
of designing positioning systems in wifi hotspot
available buildings, and using, improving the located
algorithms to build the test program to the actual
results.

1.1 The development ability of positioning
technology based to Wifi in Vietnam
In Vietnam, the statistics of smart-phone users is 17
million which are equipped with wireless tuner. The
number of internet users is about 40 million and this
country is also in the top 20 of internet users in the
world. To serve the needs of increasing Internet users
and marketing products, the numbers of airing stations
are increasing more and more, and even more
condense in buildings, commercial centers.
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So far, Vietnam is absolutely suitable environment
to develop indoor positioning system using wifi. About
the market, a practical demand survey is also pointed
out the great demand especially in the buildings,
commercial centers, stations, airports the numbers of
passengers in / out is very frequently leads to the
monitoring security need from the administration
building while on the customers side, the guidance
system need to go to the required position. In hospitals,
it is needed to locate the patient / physician especially
in the emergency case.
In Section 2 we study and evaluate the indoor
positioning technology. Section 3, we propose the
algorithm about the located indoor using wifi platform.
Section 4 gives conclusion of the paper studies and the
future deployment directions.

2. Methods, technologies being used Today
2.1. Technologies
Currently, there are many individuals and
organizations working on indoor positioning methods.
Every method has its own technology. It is easy to
make a list of some common technologies used in
indoor positioning process as follows:
•Infrared: A number of prototypes developed in
research projects are based on infrared signals for
realizing positioning methods based on proximity
sensing [1]. Unlike radio signals, infrared signals have
the advantage in that their emitters have a short range
of some meters only and do not penetrate walls. These
properties predispose them for use in conjunction with
proximity sensing for applications that require to
resolve a target’s position at least with the granularity
of rooms inside a building.
•Bluetooth: This technology has higher popularity
levels than infrared technology due to slightly stronger
wave range. Unregistered 2.4 GHz frequency
Bluetooth band is used on the ISM frequency bands
[2]. However, cause of the high cost system if it is
implemented on a wide area by using the huge
numbers of aired stations.
•Ultrasound [3]: Ultrasound signals do not
penetrate walls and do not require a line of sight
between sender and receiver. Unfortunately, their
propagation range is very limited, which makes them
impracticable for localization in large coverage areas
and thus as an alternative to cellular positioning
methods. However, inside buildings ultrasound can
achieve positioning accuracies in the range of
centimeters, assuming that there exists a close-meshed
network of transmitters and receivers respectively.

• WLAN: WLAN technology has been widely used
in some recent years [4]. Typically, when using this
technology, the system will measure the signal strength
emanating from the access point (AP), the model uses
spreading radio waves to identify the distance from the
access point to mobile devices or to match them in a
data table available. WLAN technology will ensure
broad coverage area, have the power to through some
obstructions such as walls or devices in the home such
as tables, chairs, ...
With the current popularity, the use of WLAN will
make the application of navigation systems become
easier for the users.
Thus, WLAN technology allows overcoming
weaknesses in coverage area of infrared technology
and expensive prices of devices using ultrasonic
waves. Moreover, WLAN is equipped with a wide
range of mobile devices such as laptops or mobile
phones.

2.2. Basic Positioning Methods
2.2.1. Proximity Sensing
The easiest and most widespread method to obtain
the position of a target relies on the limited range of
coverage of radio, infrared, or ultrasound signals [5].
The position of a target is derived from the coordinates
of the base station that either receives the pilot signals
from a terminal on the uplink or whose pilot signals
are received by the terminal on the downlink. In the
following discussion, this principle will be denoted
asproximity sensing. It is illustrated in Figure 1. Figure
1 (a) shows a configuration with omnidirectional
antennas, while figure 1 (b) shows proximity sensing
with a sectorized antenna. The known position of the
base station that either sends or receives the pilot
signals is then simply assumed to be the position of the
target.

Figure 1. Proximity Sensing
In cellular systems, proximity sensing has become
very popular, because it requires only minor
modifications on existing infrastructure and causes less
overhead. However, the major drawback here is
obviously the limited degree of accuracy it provides,
which is strongly related with the cell radii, and may
vary between 100 m in urban areas and several tens of
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kilometers in rural areas. Whether this degree of
accuracy is tolerable depends on the respective LBS.
In indoor systems, accuracy is much better, which is
due to the limited coverage range of the radio, infrared,
and ultrasound technologies used here.

3 (a)). If the range to an additional base station is
taken into account, then the target’s position can be
further reduced to the two points where both circles
intersect (see Figure 3 (b)). The range to a third base
station then finally leads to an unambiguous position
of the target (see Figure 3 (c)).

2.2.2. Angulation
Angulation is another method to estimate a target’s
position from the known coordinates of several base
stations. In contrast to lateration, the observables here
are the angles between the target and a number of base
stations. Angulation is also termed Angle of Arrival
(AoA) or Direction of Arrival (DoA) [5].
The basic principle behind angulation is illustrated
in Figure 2. The angle of an incoming pilot signal is
measured at the base station and thus restricts the
target’s position along a line that intersects both the
target’s and the base station’s position. If the angle to a
second base station is taken into account, another line
is defined and the intersection of both lines then
represents the target’s position. Thus, from a
theoretical point of view, it is sufficient to make angle
measurements at two base stations in order to obtain a
position in 2D.

Figure 2. Angulation
However, angulation may suffer from a bad
resolution of antenna arrays, and hence the observed
angle is rather a rough approximation of the actual
angle. This approximation is more accurate if the target
is located closer to the base station and vice versa.
Furthermore, like for lateration, multipath propagation
is a major problem if no line of sight exists between
target and base station.
2.2.3. Lateration
For lateration, the observable is either the range or
the range difference between the target and a number
of at least three base stations [6]. The 2-D solution is
then demonstrated in Figure 3. Knowing the range
between a terminal and a single base station limits the
target’s position to a circle around the base station,
with the range being the radius of the circle (see Figure

Figure 3. Circular lateration in 2D
The circular multilateration for 3D is shown in
Figure 3. Instead of a circle, each range now defines a
sphere around each base station where the target may
be located. The intersection between two spheres
results in a circle and the intersection between three
spheres restricts the arget’s position to two points. In
most cases, one of these points can be canceled, as its
coordinates usually represent a rather curious or
unrealistic place, for example, somewhere in outer
space. Alternatively, the range to a fourth base station
can be included to get an unambiguous position. In
some systems, for example, GPS, ranges to at least
four base stations (i.e., satellites) are needed for clock
synchronization.
2.2.4. WLAN Fingerptinting
A location fingerprinting method is often used
instead of the radio propagation model, as it can give
better estimates of the user’s locations for indoor
environments [7]. This method is divided into two
phases: offline and online phases. During the offline
phase, which is also referred to as the training phase,
the RSS readings from different APs are collected by
the WLAN-integrated mobile device at known
positions, which are referred to as the reference points
(RPs) to create a fingerprint database, also known as
the radio map. Since the orientation of the device’s
antenna affects the RSS readings, a more
comprehensive fingerprint database can be built by
collecting RSS readings for different orientations at the
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same RP. The actual positioning takes place in the
online phase. The mobile device, which is carried by
the user collects RSS readings from different APs at an
unknown position. Then, these RSS online
measurements are compared to the fingerprint database
to estimate the user’s location by using different
methods described in the next section.
Another disadvantage of this fingerprinting
approach is the maintenance of such databases. Since
the RSS propagation environment varies with time, the
accuracy of using the database degenerates over time,
as the current RSS readings slowly deviate from the
readings in the database.
2.2.5. Dead Rockoning
Dead reckoning is obviously one of the earliest
positioning methods that had been applied [8]. It
means that the current position of a target can be
deduced or extrapolated from the last known position,
assuming that the direction of motion and either the
velocity of the target or the traveled distance are
known. In order to distinguish the position deduced in
this way from a position fix (which basically is the last
known position derived by an alternative method such
as GPS), it is referred to asposition estimatehere. The
principle behind dead reckoning
demonstrated in
Figure 4:

2.3 Summary
So there are many methods, indoor positioning
technology and every technology, these methods have
different strengths and weaknesses. Each technological
approach will suit the environment, different
platforms. Looking back on wifi platform in Vietnam
as well as in the building environment in Vietnam we
found the indoor positioning method used in
combination with wifi Fingerprinting is more viable if
applied in building Vietnam.

3. Proposed using of indoor positioning
system available WIFI platform
3.1. System Design
Indoor positioning systems are deployed on cloud
platforms which is eveloped on the use of cloud
computing resources in the system, the ability to
centrally manage and minimize hardware size at the
client ... Mobile devices will only interact with the
location-based services in the cloud to send and
receive data in XML or Json format (Figure 5). All
data on maps, points of reference information and
location calculations are done on the cloud servers to
increase the security of users, support running on other
mobile platforms together, management and
maintenance becomes much more simple.

Figure 4. Dead reckoning
Obviously, the crucial point in dead reckoning is to
obtain the starting position, the direction of motion as
well as the distance and speed respectively. The
starting position must be determined by another
positioning method, preferably one with increased
accuracy such as lateration or angulation, for example,
GPS. That is, dead reckoning is not a standalone
technique but always used in combination with another
method (in the earlier days of navigation, when
technologies for positioning were not available, one
used well-known control points registered on a map).

Figure 5. Interaction with mobile devices to cloud
services
Indoor positioning method based on RSS proposed
scheme consists of two stages (Figure 6):
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Figure 6. Describe the indoor positioning system
based on WiFi availability
Figure 7.a describes the interaction between servers
and mobile devices in off-line stage and Figure 7.b
describes the interaction between servers and mobile
devices in the on-line phase.

The deployment of sampling throughout the
corridor along with a total of 92 reference points
southward and 0.8 m apart each point corresponds to 2
brick size (Figure 8).
Here are the devices and test platform:
•Samsung Galaxy S3: run the Android 4.3 platform,
has the task of RSS data collected at every reference
point and is used to determine position.
•Server: running Windows Server 2008 R2
Standard 64-bit, 20GB RAM, CPU 2:27 GHz Intel
Xeon. WCF services are available to run the request,
process and outcome feedback on the phone.
•Applications running Android 4.0 platform
includes two main modules that collect data and
determine the user's location. Using software tools
maps storey building, fitted coordinate system and
determine the reference point in the area of interest.

4.2 Test Script

Figure 7. Describe the interaction between servers
and mobile devices

Indoor positioning system is designed based on 2
RSS applications. The first application, also known as
Offline applications are used to collect data and
transfer data directly to the host (Figure 9a). 2nd
application is location-based applications (Online), it
uses a database of offline applications to locate objects
(Figure 9b).

4.Experimental and evalution
4.1. The test environment
Indoor positioning system was tested on Samsung
Galaxy S3 phone at 1 floor of the Institute of
Information Technology - Science Academies and
Vietnam. Figure 8 shows the test environment with an
area of approximately 28m x 22m. The 3 Wi-Fi
hotspot are set at 3 positions so that they are capable of
covering the entire 5th floor building. All APs support
IEEE 802.11n, has coverage in indoor environments of
about 35 m2 and are capable of radio signals on both
2.4 GHz and 5 GHz frequency bands.

Figure 8. Map of sampling

Figure 9. indoor positioning application.

4.3. Offline Application
Before sampling maps revealed a deployment area
is attached to the oxygen coordinate system to obtain
the coordinates of the reference point. Then, at every
reference point users will scan the signal strength from
the AP and have enough saved to the data. If the
sampling process, users encounter errors in the
standing position, direction they can use the delete
function and retrieve the data.
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4.4. Online Applications
Online applications use databases to be collected
from the application offline. The application will
automatically turn on WiFi when users open the app; it
also automatically scans the signal strength from the
AP. This data will be matched with the database to
estimate the location. After that, it will display a user's
location to the map. However, users can also use the
navigation buttons are displayed in the upper right
corner of the screen.

RSS value is measured approximately 15m by AP1
and is prevented by two walls (Figure 10b).
In Figure 10b shows the RSS values change in the
range -91 dBm to -87 dBm. Thus, deviation RSS is
still 4 units and is still the most stable around the
average of extremes.
A small cause and effect that RSS is electrical
power input per change AP, location receivers in every
day only relativity and RSS special values are also
affected by mild weather (Figure 11).

4.5. Assessment results
Based on the theory that the ability to estimate the
location of the system for high accuracy. However, the
actual deployment of emerging issues such as the
change of RSS over time, the antenna of a mobile
device, location accuracy can be evaluated using the
estimated position and the real position is based on the
principle of geographic information system of PA
Burrough. This method can be used to check the
accuracy of object location, space or map drawn on
different environments, also known as the Root Mean
Square Error (RMSE) values as lower the higher the
accuracy.
The change of RSS
During sampling, the RSS values change
continuously at the first point of reference, the first
direction and a height of about 1.4 m. This is the main
cause of error in the estimates. Figure 10 shows the
change of RSS value after 30 times of loss scan
Samsung Galaxy S3 is set to 10m AP1 and no
obstructions.

Figure 10: The change of RSS
Figure 10a shows the RSS values change
continuously after each scan at the same location and
directions ranges from -74 dBm to -70 dBm, the RSS
is the difference of 4 units. However, they do have
certain stability at -72 dBm signal strength. So the
arithmetic mean method can be applied to reduce the
position error estimates. For the case of obstruction,

Figure 11. The change of the Day RSS and different
Figure 11a shows significant changes between 3
days with different weather. In which, there is a
deviation 2 days of sunshine and a little light on the
change similarity, contrast, with drizzling rain, the
RSS value vagaries and large deviations RSS (11
units).
Figure 11b shows the change of RSS in 4 different
directions. Northern and southern showed the most
difference. Mobile device receives in the South has the
most intense because of the antenna direction towards
mobile devices AP. When turning the device back in
the opposite direction (to the north), the signal
intensity change in the most significant in comparison
with the other direction. Besides, east and west have 2
signal intensity changes in light and average of 2 north
and south by the antenna direction of mobile devices
nature balance. It is shown that the application can take
the average of the four directions will reduce the
estimated position error of the system.
The next cause is due Wifi chips are integrated in
smart-phones. Currently on the market there are many
companies in the phone running the Android operating
system. Each company will integrate different wireless
chip, and in each product line also integrate different
chips. This is a vexing when taken out of the market
applications. Figure 11 shows a clear difference in the
3 Samsung, HTC and Google. The most obvious
difference is the computer version of the Google
Nexus 7 and Asus get the strongest signal intensity
compared with the other 2. Thus, the problem of
technology for very large errors result oriented and
should resolve this later.
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Figure 12. Signal strength of the AP were collected
by many different devices

4.6 Accuracy
In navigation stage, the K-NN algorithm gives
fairly accurately results when tested on the sampling
device (Samsung Galaxy S3). The accuracy location is
calculated by RMSE method with k = 3 and k = 10, the
larger the RMSE values correspond to greater position
errors. During sampling the reference point is taken
spaced 0.8m, while implementing the test RMSE =
0.764 m and 3.455m respectively with k = 3 and k =
10. Thus, when k = 3 precision much better when k =
10. This is obviously when the estimated position is
calculated as the arithmetic mean k nearest reference
point. In Figure 12 shows the position error of 10
attempts at the same location and orientation. Thus the
choice of the nearest neighbor k also affects on the
estimated position.
Some mobile devices are also included in the
testing process on the basis of the Samsung Galaxy S3
data were collected (Figure 13) to test the adaptability
of applications running on many different phones.

Figure 14. Positioning been tested on many smartphone devices
Figure 14 shows the Samsung Galaxy S3 has just
been tested positioning sample which has the lowest
error position one. In contrast, two phones with lower
price whose wifi chip works far weaker than the
Samsung S3.
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Abstract
In the modern society, cardiovascular diseases
rapidly rise because of obesity, smoking, and eating
fast-food. Especially, acute myocardial infarction
account for most of death caused by cardiovascular
diseases. In order to solve this problem, we propose a
diagnostic framework of myocardial infarction using
RNA expression, which is high dimensional data,
following steps: at first, feature selection utilizing
differentially expressed gene (DEG), and diagnosing
patient with acute myocardial infarction with C4.5 and
Naïve Bayes classifier.

1. Introduction
Acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is due to
atherosclerotic plaque rupture followed by thrombosis
and coronary artery occlusion leading to ischemic
myocyte damage so that Myocardium becomes
necrosis [1]. This ischemic heart disease remains one
of the 10 leading causes of death in the world [2]. To
solve this problem, researchers have addressed the
problem of identifying biomarkers using gene
expression or mRNA Sequence data [3, 4]. In
particular Zhang T et al [4] discovered biomarkers
responsible for AMI using RNA interaction network,
however they didn’t attempt to diagnose patients with
AMI using those biomarker. Hence, in this paper we
present a method for diagnosing patients with AMI,
applying the following steps: first, we selected features
using differentially expressed gene, shortly DEG, and
then diagnose the patient using C4.5 and Naïve Bayes
classifier. This paper is organised as follows: Section 2
introduces related work; section 3 describes framework
of diagnosing AMI. Experimental results are shown in
section 4, while section 5 concludes this paper and
presents future work.

2. Related work
Zhang T et al [4] studied how to reveal biomarkers
through analyzing interaction network in RNA
expression of patients with AMI. They showed that
biomarkers may be exhibited by comparing patients of
AMI and healthy controls; however they lack diagnosis
of patient with acute myocardial infarction utilizing
biomarker. Hence, we conducted this study which
diagnoses the patient using classifier. Rosalba Giugno
et al [5] proposed MIDClass[17] (Microarray Data
Classification Method) , which is a kind of associative
classification method, utilizing the idea – “gene
expression interval values could better discriminate
subtypes in the same class”. This algorithm follows
three steps: first, they filtered insignificant genes using
statistical method, and then decided range of interval
for gene expression exploiting discretization
algorithms, finally extracted association rules from
frequent item sets of gene expression interval and to be
predicted. Even Though MIDClass shows good
accuracy in microarray data, the weakness of this
algorithm is that the accuracy changed depends on
support of frequent item sets. Table 1 shows an
example of the accuracy of this algorithm using
Lymphoma Cancer data set published by Rosalba
Giugno et al.
Table 1. Accuracy of MIDClass
cancer
threshold:0.1
86%(ID3,0.1,2)
accuracy
31
1
Confusion
matrix
17
9

for lymphoma
threshold:0.05
74%(ID3,0.05,2)
27
5
10
16

Marcin Czajkowski et al [6] applied Multi-Test
Decision Tree (MTDT) in order to categorize
microarray data. This algorithm attempted to reflect
low ranked significant rules. Hence this algorithm
allowed several univariate tests in each non-terminal
node of the decision tree by fixing C4.5 algorithm. It
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showed go
ood performancce in mRNA prrofiles. Howev
ver,
this algoritthm is ambigu
uous to determ
mine the numb
ber
of test condition and it may
m easily overr-fit training daata
sets.

3. Frameework of Diiagnosing AMI
A
The outtline of our pro
oposed framew
work is illustrateed
by Figure 1. We extract features
f
from RNA
R
expressio
on
data using differentially expressed genes. And then we
w
input data to classifier

FDR
R

Q

2 1
11

Wee utilize DEG as feature seelection methood for
diagnoosis on the basiis of biomarkerrs.
Wee obtained 45 features from
m DEG result of 12
patientts of AMI andd 12 healthy coontrols. The criiterion
was
10 . Tablle 2 shows the selected attributes.
Table 2. List of attrributes
Pro be ID
15628553_x_at
2006544_at
2007077_at
2023588_s_at
2025133_s_at

Geene
P4H
HB
PRK
KCS
H
SNX
X19
PPP
P2R5
D

2028499_x_at

GRK
K6

2041922_at

CD337

2057844_x_at

ARV
VCF

Figure 1. the
t framework
k of diagnosin
ng patients witth
acute myo
ocardial infarcction

2068922_at

AM
MHR2

2073533_s_at

3.1 Data Set

2086466_at

Same as
a Zhang T et al [4], we
w downloadeed
GSE22229
9 [7] and GSE29111 [8] dataa set from Gen
ne
Expression
n Omnibus. GSE29111
G
[8]] is a data set
s
gathered from patient’’s blood tisssue with acu
ute
myocardial infarction an
nd unstable an
ngina , that was
collected after
a
7 days and
d 30 days. GSE
E22229 includes
12 health control samp
ples. We used
d amount of 86
8
samples ex
xcluding 18 saamples gathereed after 30 day
ys
from GSE2
29111 data set..

2088344_x_at

HM
MX1
RPS
S14P
3
RPL
L23
A

3.2 Preprrocessing: Feeature Selectiion
Charactters of RNA expression is not only hig
gh
dimensionaal but also feew amount off data. Featu
ure
selection need
n
to apply data
d mining techniques becau
use
a number of data min
ning algorithm
ms show goo
od
performancce in low dimensional datta. We utilizeed
differentiallly expressed genes (DEG
G) as a featu
ure
selection method
m
which is based on t-test and False
Discovery Rate, originallly this is a lisst of statisticallly
R can be applieed
significant genes [9]. T--test and FDR
following these
t
formulas:
t

̅
⁄√

1 10

2098433_s_at
2102955_at
2109244_at

SOX
X10
MA
AGE
A100
OLF
FM1

2114455_x_at

NAC
CAP
1

2115288_x_at

HLA
A-G

2129699_x_at

EM
ML3

2133566_x_at

HNR
RNP
A1P
P10//
/HN
NRN
PA11L2//
/HN
NRN
PA11

Description
prolyl 44-hydroxylase, beeta
polypepptide
protein kinase C substraate
80K-H
sorting nnexin 19
protein pphosphatase 2,
regulatoory subunit B', deelta
G proteiin-coupled recepptor
kinase 6
CD37 m
molecule
armadilllo repeat gene deleted
in veloccardiofacial synddrome
anti-Muullerian hormonee
receptorr, type II
H6 famiily homeobox 1
ribosom
mal protein S14
pseudoggene 3
ribosom
mal protein L23a
SRY (seex determining rregion
Y)-box 10
melanom
ma antigen family A,
10
olfactom
medin 1
nascent--polypeptideassociatted complex alphha
polypepptide pseudogenee 1
major histocompatibilityy
complexx, class I, G
echinodderm microtubulee
associatted protein like 3
heterogeeneous nuclear
ribonuclleoprotein A1
pseudoggene
10///heterogeneous nucllear
ribonuclleoprotein A1-liike
2///heterrogeneous nucleear
ribonuclleoprotein A1

2143866_at
2143944_x_at

EEF
F1D

eukaryootic translation
elongatiion factor 1 deltaa
(guanine nucleotide excchange
protein))

2164855_s_at

TPS
SAB
1

tryptasee alpha/beta 1

2166466_at

DSC
CC1

DNA reeplication and sisster
chromattid cohesion 1
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217466_x_at
218012_at
218378_s_at
218600_at
220960_x_at
221379_at

RPS2
TSPYL
2
PRKRIP
1
LIMD2
RPL22

ribosomal protein S2
TSPY-like 2
PRKR interacting protein 1
(IL11 inducible)
LIM domain containing 2
ribosomal protein L22

KIAA12
11L

KIAA1211-like

230290_at

SCUBE3

signal peptide, CUB domain,
EGF-like 3

230813_at

LEPRE
L1

leprecan-like 1

231974_at

KMT2D

lysine (K)-specific
methyltransferase 2D

229320_at

233894_x_at
234873_x_at
236206_at
236744_at

COL26
A1
RPL7A
FAM53
A
PHPT1

collagen, type XXVI, alpha 1
ribosomal protein L7a
family with sequence
similarity 53, member A
phosphohistidine phosphatase
1

238150_at
241486_at
242735_x_at
243917_at
37872_at
48580_at
49327_at
61874_at
MI

E74-like factor 2 (ets domain
transcription factor)
chloride intracellular channel
CLIC5
5
JRK
jerky homolog (mouse)
CXXC1 CXXC finger protein 1
SIRT3
sirtuin 3
CACFD calcium channel flower
1
domain containing 1
Labels of patient with AMI or not
ELF2

3.3 Classifiers

4. Experimental Results
We performed our experiments using R version
3.1.0 and weka 3.7. R packages used by us are Biobase
[14], GEOquery [15], and limma [16] etc. In Weka tool,
we utilized J48 (C4.5) and Naïve Bayes classifiers. In
order to obtain best classifier for diagnosing patients
with AMI, we used 10-fold cross-validation method.
Table 3 and Figure 2 show the performance of
classifiers.
Table 3. comparison of classifier performance
Items
J48(C4.5)
Naïve Bayes
90.7%
81.4%
Recall
89.9%
92%
Precision
90.698%
81.395%
Accuracy
6
6
12
0
Confusion
Matrix
2
72
16
58

Classifier Performance
100.00%
80.00%
60.00%

3.3.1 C4.5 algorithm C4.5 algorithm [12], which is
presented by J. Ross Quinlan in 1993, is most popular
learning algorithm which is decision-tree based. This
algorithm induct learning model using top-down,
greedy algorithm manner. It uses information gain ratio
as sprit criteria, which normalizes information gain on
the basis of information theory. Information gain ratio
is calculated as follows:
3 12
Where
calculates the difference between
pre-split information entropy and post-split entropy,
| |
| |
∑
and
12
is
| |
| |
the total number of splits.

3.3.2 Naïve Bayes Classifier [12] Naïve Bayes
Classifier or simple Bayesian classifier calculates
conditional probability by assuming that attribute
set X
X , X , … , X is independent, given class
label Y . This algorithm estimates P X |Y instead of
computing conditional probability of all combination
of X.

Recall
J48(C4.5)

Precision

Accuracy

Naïve Bayes

Figure 2. Graphs of classifier performance
Precision is a measure of the accuracy provided that
MI class has been predicted. Thus table 4.1 indicate
that Naïve Bayes classifier is more exact than J48
(C4.5) classifier. Whereas recall is a measure of the
ability of a prediction model to select instances of a
certain class from gene expression data set of AMI.
Therefore Naïve Bayes is more complete than J48.
Accuracy is used for measuring overall performance of
classifier. Hence it is evident that J48 show better
performance than Naïve Bayes classifier.
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5. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, J48 (C4.5) classifier demonstrated
good performance to diagnose patients with acute
myocardial infarction. We expect that this classifier
can be used on clinical field. In the future we will
collect more data sets and study data mining
algorithms and domain knowledge for improving the
model for diagnose patients with acute myocardial
infarction.

6. Limitation
In this paper, J48 (C4.5) classifier show better
performance than Naïve Bayes classifier due to nonGaussian distribution caused by the few amount of data
volume. Hence experiment need to efficiently verify
classifiers using a large scale of universe consist of
biomarkers.
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Abstract
The researches about microRNA expression profiles
showed a new aspect of human cancer classification.
Since the high dimensionality of the miRNA expression
data, the feature selection is necessary to reduce the
dimensionality. However, most of the feature selection
algorithms used for miRNA expression data have a
drawback that they just consider the high-ranking
features whereas remove the low-ranking features. But
the low-ranking features may perform will in terms of
classification accuracy since one miRNA may have
influence for more than one kind of cancer.
Considering this shortcoming, we proposed the
information gain feature selection method to select
both the high and low-ranking features, and then used
the decision tree classifier to construct the multi-class
human cancer classification. For decision tree
classifier, we adopted different algorithms, including
C&R tree, CHAID method, exhaustive CHAID method,
and C5.0 algorithm. After numerous tests, the results
proved the usefulness of the m-to-n feature subset in
cancer classification since considering the lowranking miRNAs can get higher classification accuracy.

1. Introduction
The first microRNA (miRNA) was characterized in
early 1990s. However, the miRNAs were not
recognized as a distinct class of biological regulators
with conserved functions until early 2000s. With more
and more miRNAs have been discovered, it has been
proved that the dysregulation of miRNAs has
association with disease, especially human cancer [1,
2]. Chronic lymphocytic leukemia [3] is the first
discovered human disease which is known to be
associated with miRNA deregulation. Since then,
many miRNAs have been found to have links to some
types of human cancers.

With these discoveries, many analyses about cancer
classification using miRNA expression profiles have
been done by using different machine learning
methods since the miRNAs have the significant
advantage in cancer classification compared with the
messenger RNAs (mRNAs). Unlike measurements of
mRNA, which must be translated to protein to have a
biological effect, miRNA expression levels represent
more closely the functional level of the gene. And it
has also been proven that some tumor samples that are
difficult to classify with mRNA expression profiles can
be discriminated with high accuracy by using miRNA
profiles.
Although there are many studies using different
feature selection methods to do the cancer
classification based on miRNA expression profiles,
there still has a lot of room for improvement. The high
dimensionality of the miRNA expression profiles lead
to the necessary of the feature selection process.
However, for feature selection, these methods just
consider the condition that the relationship between
feature and class is 1:1 or n:1, but not consider the
condition that the relationship between feature and
class is 1:n or m:n. But since the miRNA expression
data is a special kind of data, one miRNA may have
influence to more than one type of cancers. If using the
traditional feature selection algorithms, these miRNAs
may be deleted, since they will be considered as the
low-ranking features. But this kind of miRNAs are
also very important, removing them may lead to the
loss of important information. Therefore, we made a
new hypothesis that consider both of the high and lowranking features to cover all the cases (1:1, n:1, 1:n,
m:n) can get better accuracy in the cancer
classification.
In this work, we chose the information gain feature
selection method to build the m-to-n feature subset.
Also we adopted the decision tree classifier to
construct the multi-class classification using miRNA
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expression profiles. Different algorithms were adopted
to build the decision tree classifier including the
classification and regression (C&R) tree, the chisquared automatic interaction detection (CHAID)
method, the exhaustive CHAID method, and the C5.0
algorithm. After numerous tests, the results proved the
usefulness of the m-to-n features in cancer
classification since the results showed that considering
both the high and low-ranking miRNAs can get higher
classification accuracy than just considering the highranking miRNAs.
The remainder paper is organized as follows. The
methods used in this work are introduced in Section 2.
The data and performance evaluation are discussed in
Section 3. The conclusion of our work is presented in
Section 4.

2. Classification Method
The decision tree classifier [4] is a structure in the
form of a tree. In the tree, each internal node represents
a test on an attribute each branch represents the
outcome of the test and each leaf node represents a
class label. The path from the root to the leaf
represents classification rules.
The classification and regression (C&R) tree [5] is a
recursive partitioning method that first exams the input
fields to find the best split, then the split defines two
subgroups, each of which is subsequently split into two
more subgroups, this step is repeated until one of the
stopping criteria is met. The chi-squared automatic
interaction detection (CHAID) method [6] builds
decision trees by using chi-square statistics to identify
optimal splits. The exhaustive CHAID method is a
modification of the CHAID method that does a more
thorough lob of testing all possible splits and thus
takes more time to compute. The C5.0 algorithm can
be used to build either a decision tree or a rule set, and
it splits the samples based on the maximum
information gain. A decision tree is just a direct
expression of the C5.0 algorithm. A rule set is a set of
rules that aims to make predictions for individual
records, and these rules sets are derived from the
decision tree using the C5.0 algorithm.

3. Experimental Results
We built the multi-class classification using miRNA
expression profiles from the work of Lu et al [7]. The
data set consists of 73 tumor samples, these samples
belong to five types of cancer including ten colon
samples, nine pancreas samples, ten uterus samples,
twenty-six B-cell acute lymphoblastic leukemia

samples, and eighteen T-cell acute lymphoblastic
leukemia samples. Each sample has expression value
of 217 miRNAs. The structure of the data set is shown
in Figure 1.
Then we used the information gain method to do
the feature selection process, and ten high-ranking
features and seventeen low-ranking features were
selected to build the m-to-n feature subset. Then we
used these features to construct cancer classification
using decision tree classifier. We compared the
accuracy of just using the m-to-n feature subset with
the accuracy of using the ten high-ranking features.
The result is shown in table 1. When considering lowranking features the CHAID and the exhaustive
CHAID training method can get higher accuracy than
just using the high-ranking features. While for C&R
Tree and C5.0 training method they get the same
results for both using m-to-n feature subset and using
just high-ranking features.

Figure 1. The miRNA expression profiles using in
this data set

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we used the decision tree classifier to
build multi-class cancer classification, and built the mto-n feature subset considering both high and lowranking miRNAs. For decision tree classifier, we chose
six different kinds of training methods including the
C&R tree method, the CHAID method, the exhaustive
CHAID method, the C5.0 for decision tree method,
and the C5.0 for rule set method. After numerous tests,
we found that considering both the high and lowranking features can get higher accuracy than just
considering high-ranking method when using CHAID
and exhaustive CHAID method.
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Table 1. The classification accuracy (%) of decision tree classifier with different training methods
Relationship

C5.0-

C5.0-

Decision Tree

Rule Set

C&R Tree CHAID E-CHAID

m:n

98.63

97.26

98.63

95.89

95.89

1:1 or n:1

98.63

91.78

90.41

95.89

95.89

1:1, n:1 and m:n indicate the relationship between feature and class: 1:1 and n:1
mean high-ranking features; m:n means both high and low-ranking features.

Our work indicated the usefulness of the lowranking miRNAs. But the right choice of training
method for cancer classification is also very important.
For decision tree classifier, the CHIAD method and
exhaustive CHAID method are right choices for lowranking miRNA expression data, while other three
methods used in this work are not suitable for lowranking miRNAs. There is also another problem in our
work that it is difficult to select the right number of
low-ranking features. So in the future work, we will
build the optimal algorithm to select the low-ranking
miRNAs automatically, and find the right classification
method to construct cancer classification using the mto-n feature subset.
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Abstract
RNA-seq is recently developed to solve biological
questions by sequencing technology. RNA-seq data
make digital gene expression data by some protocol
like sequencing, alignment, and estimating gene
expression. TCGA site support well-made RNA-seq
gene expression data from a lot of many kinds of
cancer patients. We use these data for multiclass
cancer classification. For exact comparisons with each
sample, TMM-normalized genes expression data are
used and combinations of feature selection and
classification method apply to this data. Combinations
of SU & NB, CFS & SMO show high performances
than others..

1. Introduction
Microarray was a good tool for researching gene
expression studies about cancer diagnosis and
multiclass cancer classification. But this technology
had one limitation related to probes design, we need to
know about target information about DNA sequences
or RNA sequences. As this reason gene expression
studies was prone to difficult for finding new gene
expression information.
RNA-seq is a new tool for researching deeply DNA
or RNA. Gene expression data can be obtained from
RNA-seq reads data. RNA-seq extract mRNA from a
target cell or tissue and make a lot of reads. The
number of reads count are used for estimating gene
expression abundances after alignment process which
specifies reads position to reference genome. RNA-seq
don’t need probe design like the microarray
technology to know gene expression. That RNA-seq
characteristic make new gene expression to be found
less difficultly than the microarray technology.

But RNA-seq data generate different the number of
total read counts from each sample. It mean that gene
expression from measuring RNA-seq reads data should
be normalized to reduce technical bias for acute
comparison with each samples. Two normalization
methods, which are DESeq and TMM, are evaluated as
good performance (Marie-Agnes et al, 2012). These
methods reduce technical bias related to sequencing
depth.
RNA-seq gene expression data are similar with
microarray gene expression data. A lot of features are
more than the number of samples. One column
represent one sample and one row is gene ID and gene
expression value. But format of raw gene expression
data is different. Microarray gene expression raw
values are continuous due to measuring dye-light
densities but RNA-seq gene raw values are discrete
due to measuring reads
Although RNA-seq gene expression data have huge
multi-dimension, All features are unnecessary for
multiclass cancers classification. Because all features
are not considered as cancer genes and some features
can distort classification results. Therefore feature
selection technique is important role for good
classification performance. Feature selection technique
reduce redundant attributes, unrelated features and
give high score to good features according to their
algorithm and then remain a features set.
In this paper, we prove that RNA-seq gene
expression data are appropriate for multiclass cancer
classification and use feature selection technique to
improve multiclass cancer classification performance
.

2. Material & Methods
2.1. Data sets
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RNA-seq data can obtain from NCBI web sites and
TCGA web sites. TCGA web site support many broad
type of cancers and many kinds of formats of cancers
data. We downloaded RNASeqv2 data which is
generated from state of the art sequencer named as
IlluminaHiSeq.
We downloaded each thirty samples of breast
invasive carcinoma (BRCA), colon adenocarcinoma
(COAD), glioblastoma multiforme (GBM), liver
hepatocellular carcinoma (LIHC), lung adenocarcinoma (LUAD), ovarian serous cystadenocarcinoma (OV) prostate adenocarcinoma (PRAD),
thyroid carcinoma (THCA). Downloaded cancer data
contents include 20531 of gene id, raw count for a
gene, scaled estimation, transcription id. We only use
gene id and raw count and then make gene expression
table for a multiclass cancer classification experiment.
We use only each thirty samples because it is too
difficult to acquire over thirty patients data of each
cancer from RNA-seq in general

2.1. Data sets
Each sample of multiclass cancer gene expression
have the different total number of reads, hence direct
comparison of each sample is not available. TMM
normalization reduces bias of sequencing depth. Each
gene expression of each sample is normalized by
TMM.

Figure 1. Flow diagram of experiment
Figure 1 shows our flow of experiment. After raw
counts of gene expression in gene expression table are
normalized, various feature selection methods are
applied to improve classification performance. Feature
selection methods are symmetrical uncertainty (SU),
ReliefF, correlation based feature selection (CFS), CV,
gain ratio (GR), chi-squared (Chi), Significance. 6
feature selection methods are used by WEKA. After.
100 features are selected from 20531 features by
feature selection methods due to exact comparison of

effect of each feature selection method. After
normalized gene expression data are through 7 feature
selection method, 100 feature of genes expression data
are classified by 5 kinds of classifier which are
naivebayes(NB), sequential minimal optimization
algorithm for training support vector machines(SMO),
nearest-neighbor-like algorithm using non-nested
generalized exemplars(NNge), J48, logistic model
trees(LMT) by WEKA

3. Results and Discussion
After 7 feature selection methods and 5
classification methods are applied to normalized genes
expression data, Table 1 show multiclass cancer
classification accuracy result.
Table 1. Multiclass cancer classification accuracy
results of 10 fold cross validation
Feature Selection

Selected
genes

NB

SMO

NNge

J48

LMT

Average

None

20531

97.0833

96.6667

95.4167

89.5833

93.75

94.5

SU

100

98.75

97.9167

97.5

93.75

97.0833

97

ReliefF

100

96.25

97.5

96.25

95

97.0833

96.41666

CFS

100

97.5

98.3333

95

92.5

97.9167

96.25

CV

100

48.3333

46.6667

55

78.3333

79.5833

61.58332

GR

100

95.8333

93.3333

91.25

92.0833

93.75

93.24998

Chi

100

98.75

95.8333

95.8333

95

95.4167

96.16666

Significance

100

98.3333

96.6667

95.4167

94.1667

94.5833

95.83334

From the classification accuracy table, NB is the
highest than other classification methods in none
feature selection methods & all genes. TCGA data are
very well made, therefore classification results are very
high, but classification of all genes spend many cost.
After feature selection methods are applied, many
classification performances are increased. In NB, SU
feature selection method show the highest accuracy.
SU feature selection method improve performances of
other classification methods. But CV feature selection
method show bad performances of classification
methods. Hence CV is not appropriate for RNA-seq
gene expression data
We can show that SU and CFS feature selection
methods be able to select good features sets than others.
Hence classification performances of SU and CFS are
better than other feature selection methods

4. Conclusion
From results of our experiment, Combinations of
SU & NB and CFS & SMO show good accuracy from
RNA-seq genes expression data than other
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combinations. But CV feature selection methods are
bad permances for RNA-seq genes expression.
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Abstract
In this special talk, an application of morphological granulometries in shape representation of white blood cell
nuclei is reviewed. Morphological granulometries are one of powerful tools for objects’ shape representation. It is
derived from successive applications of morphological opening which result in the granulometric size distributions
or pattern spectra. The pattern spectra of different types of white blood cells nuclei are illustrated. The spectra show
that morphological granulometries can be used to represent nuclei shapes of white blood cells. A simple set of
features extracted from the pattern spectra can be used efficiently for white blood cell classification.
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Abstract
This paper proposes a personalized u-commerce
recommender system using Bayesian learning and
weighted preference under ubiquitous computing
environment which is required by real time
accessibility and agility. In this paper, using an
implicit method without onerous question and answer
to the users, it is necessary for us to keep the Bayesian
learning and the FRAT(Frequency, Recency, Amount
and Type of merchandise or service) score, in order to
calculate the weight based on the number of customers
by the rank of customer’s score, to reflect frequently
changing preference of customer as time goes by
emphasizing the important items and to improve the
accuracy of recommendation with high purchasability.
To verify improved performance of proposing system,
we make experiments with dataset collected in a
cosmetic internet shopping mall.
Keywords: FRAT; Bayesian network; Clustering; kmeans algorithm

1. Introduction
Due to the advent of ubiquitous computing
environment, it is becoming a part of our common life
style that the demands for enjoying the wireless
internet using intelligent portable device such as smart
phone, PDA and smart pad are increasing anytime or
anyplace without any restriction of time and
place[2][4]. In these trends, the personalization
becomes a very important technology which could find

exact
information
to
present
users.
The
recommendation system helps customers to find items
easily and helps the ecommerce companies to set easily
their target customer by automated recommending
process. Therefore, customers and companies can take
some benefit from recommendation system. The
possession of intelligent recommendation system is
becoming the company's business strategy. A
recommendation system using segmentation analysis
technique to meet the needs of customers, it has been
actually processed the research[1-4]. We can improve
the accuracy of recommendation using FRAT method
for item segmentation and clustering by item category
so as to be able to reflect the attributes of items. As a
result of that, we can propose a personalized ucommerce recommender system using Bayesian
learning and weighted preference. The next section
briefly reviews the literature related to studies. The
section 3 is described a new method for
recommendation system in detail, such as system
architecture with sub modules, the procedure of
processing the recommendation, the algorithm for
proposing system. The section 4 describes the
evaluation of this system in order to prove the criteria
of logicality and efficiency through the implementation
and the experiment. In section 5, finally it is described
the conclusion of paper and further research direction.

2. Related Works
2.1. FRAT
The RFM(Recency, Frequency and Monetary)
score is correlated to the interest of e-commerce[2]. It
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is necessary for us to keep the analysis of RFM to be
able to reflect the attributes of the item in order to find
the items with high purchasability. For the analysis of
FRAT, RFM formula was further expanded by Robert
Kestnbaum who added a new factor known as T for
type of merchandise or service purchased and
introduced the new formula identified by the acronym
FRAT where F stands for frequency, R for recency,
and A for amount. The FRAT score will be shown how
to determine the customer as follows, will be used in
this paper. The categories (F, R, A, T) have five bins.
The variables (A, B, C, D) are weights.
FRAT score = F × A ＋ R × B ＋ A × C + T × D

(1)

He suggested that what a person buys at present would
be indicative of what that person would buy in the
future. In this paper, we can make the task of
preprocessing for clustering purchase data to join
customer's data using demographic data and FRAT
scoring method to recommend the item they really
want exactly. In this paper, we can use the analysis of
FRAT in order to consider the importance of type of
many different items in purchase data, then reflect their
different importance of type of merchandise and adjust
the preference of weight for recommending service by
emphasizing the important transactions. And also, we
can use frequent pattern mining for recommending
service so as to meet the needs of customers
considering type of merchandise or service on ecommerce.

2.2. Bayesian Network
Bayesian networks can be used to model the joint
probability distribution of multiple random variables.
With the Bayesian network, we formulate a item
preference model in the form of a joint probability
distribution. In the case of item recommendation, the
problem is finding items that a given user is likely to
rate highly. For this purpose, we calculate the
conditional probability for the target user U=u, the
candidate item C=c and then recommend items in
order of probability.
Alternatively, we may calculate the conditional
probability for the target user and rating to find items
that are highly likely to obtain a positive rating. The
recommendation system may receive user feedback for
final purchase behavior, and periodically, the system
updates the parameters of the item preference.
Bayesian network model using final purchase data by
using the Bayesian inference engine as the decision of
behavior of buying additional item in order to increase

the precision of the recommendation. Although the
preference model can be used in many ways, here, we
explain the typical ways for item recommendation.
Here, since a recommendation system can use the same
item preference Bayesian network model can have two
type of the calculation of probability, one is prior
probability, the other is posterior probability. The users
can be commonly used to update the parameters of the
model and thus increase the precision of both the
recommendation and promotion. Bayesian probability
measures a degree of belief. Bayes theorem then links
the degree of belief in a proposition before and after
and
accounting for evidence. For proposition
evidence X,
· P( ), the prior, is the initial degree of belief in
· P( |X), the posterior, is the degree of belief having
counted for X.
· the quotient P(X| )/P(X) represents the support X
provides for
Bayes' theorem gives the relationship between the
and X, P( ) and P(X), and the
probabilities of
conditional probabilities of given X and X given ,
P( |X) and P(X| ). For example, suppose an
experiment is performed many times. P( ) is the
proportion of outcomes with property , and P(X) that
with property X. P(X| ) is the proportion of outcomes
with property X out of outcomes with property , and
P( |X) the proportion of those with
out of those
with X. In Bayesian inference, the posterior
distribution is proportional to the product of the
likelihood and the prior distribution. For parameters
and data X. It is most common form as follows[5]. For
and X, provided that P(X) ≠ 0,
events
P( |X) =

,1

(2)

The denominator is the marginal likelihood of the
data, which is the integral of the likelihood against the
prior distribution. In many applications, the event X is
fixed in the discussion, and we wish to consider the
impact of its having been observed on our belief in
various possible events . In such a situation the
denominator of the last expression, the probability of
the given evidence X, is fixed. For more on the
application of Bayes' theorem under the Bayesian
interpretation of probability, we can apply it in the
application using Bayesian learning. we can apply the
algorithms for the preference of item category based
RFM using Bayesian theorem in previous paper.
For any set of random variables, the probability of
any member of a joint distribution can be calculated
from conditional probabilities using the chain rule
(given a topological ordering of X) as follows:
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2.3. Clustering
=
(3)
=
A belief network structure encodes the assertions of
conditional independence in Equation 3, and it is a set
of probability distributions corresponding to that
structure. To compute prior/posterior probability, we
typically have made the assumptions, which we
explicate here. Assumption 1 The table of purchase is
consisted of the sample data from the database of
purchase data made by the behavior of purchase.
Consider a domain U of User variables { , , , },
that is if a user( ) of site on e-commerce bought some
brand items in item category of a domain C of brand
item variables {C1, C2, C3, C4}, first, the system
could suggest the brand item recommended by the
preference of customer(a user( ) as prior probability
using purchase counts {1, 1, 2, 2} and total purchase
count has 6 counts. By the way, if a user( ) had 4
times of the behavior of purchase at the bran items
(C4,), total counts is increased 10 purchase counts,
then the system can provide the information of
recommendation by the preference of customer(a
user( ) as posterior probability of which is shown by
table 1, the process of computation in Equation 4 after
changing by the decision of the behavior of
purchase[5].

(4)
=

Table 1. Comparing Table of Preference
item

Clustering is the process of organizing objects in a
database into clusters. It involves classifying or
segmenting the data into groups based on the natural
structure of the data. Clustering techniques [6,7] fall
into a group of undirected data mining tools. The
principle of clustering is maximizing the similarity
inside an object group and minimizing the similarity
between the object groups. Clustering algorithm is a
kind of customer’s segmentation methods commonly
used in data mining, can often use to k-means
clustering algorithm. k-means is the most well-known
and commonly, used partition methods are the simplest
clustering algorithm. In the k-means algorithm, cluster
similarity is measured in regard to the mean value of
the objects in a cluster, which can be viewed as the
cluster's center of gravity. This algorithm uses as input
a predefined number of clusters that is the k from its
name. Mean stands for an average, an average location
of all the members of a particular cluster. The
euclidean norm is often chosen as a natural distance
which customer a between k measure in the kmeans
algorithm[8]. The means the preference of attribute i
for customer a.
(5)
There are two part of k-means algorithm. The 1st
part is that partition the objects into k clusters. The 2nd
part is that iteratively reallocate objects to improve the
clustering. The system can use euclidean distance
metric for similarity. In this paper, we can do
clustering the purchase data to join customers’ data
using clustering of item category with weight, then we
can use the groups of this cluster for the
recommendation by customers' segmentation such as
users' propensity, user’s score and finally also forms
the groups of customers with different features.

3. Proposing System
3.1. System Architecture
0.1

Prior

Posterio
r

0.1

0.3

0.3

7

7

3

3

0.07

0.07

0.23

0.65

We can depict the system configuration concerning
a personalized u-commerce recommender system using
Bayesian learning and weighted preference under
ubiquitous computing environment which is required
by real time accessibility and agility. This system had
four agent modules which have the analytical agent,
the recommendation agent, the learning agent, the data
mining agent in the internet shopping mall
environment. We observed the web standard in the
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web development, so developed the interface of
internet to use full browsing in mobile device. As a
matter of course, we can use web browser in wired
internet to use our recommendation system. We can
use the system under WAP in mobile web environment
by using feature phone as well as using the internet
browser such as safari browser of iPhone and Google
chrome browser based on android so as to use our
system by using smart phone.

3.2. Bayesian
Preference

Learning

and

Step 1 : When the user joins the membership, user’s information is created,
managed the code of classification reflected demographic variable such as
age, gender, occupation and skin type, as users' propensity.
Step 2 : The system can extract the purchase data with the login user's same
propensity from the whole purchase data for pre-processing.
Step 3 : The system can set the purchase data in order by each user and by
each brand item in item category.
Step 4 : The system can calculate the preference of item category as the rate
of purchase.

Weighted

In this section, we can describe a personalized ucommerce recommender system using Bayesian
learning and weighted preference. We can use the
whole purchase data to join the customer information
for pre-processing so as to be possible to recommend
the items with efficiency. Then, the system can create
the cluster with neighborhood user-group using the
task of preprocessing for clustering purchase data to
join customer's information with demographic
variables: the code of classification such as age,
gender, occupation, region, and FRAT variable. The
system can take the preprocessing task using the whole
purchase data, to apply the rate of weight based on the
number of customers by the rank of customer’s score
and then create the cluster of purchase data sorted by
item category, joined the cluster of user information
called by customer DB, neighborhood user group.
After that, the system can apply weight to the
preference of brand item, that is, reflect the results of
weighted preference by emphasizing the important
item to recommend the item with high purchasability
to be reflected frequently changing preference of
customer as time goes by emphasizing the important
item. The procedural algorithm of the Bayesian preference
of item category is depicted as the following Table 2. The
procedural steps using Bayesian learning and
clustering of item category with weighted preference is
depicted as the following Table3.

Table 2. The procedural algorithm of the Bayesian
preference of item category

where i=1,2,3,...,n and j=1,2,3,...,k and

: number of purchase frequency

Step 5 : The system can calculate the preference of item category in order
by each user in the cluster.

where

and

That is, it’s

is calculated as the following expression.

Step 6: The login user's preference of item category as a prior probability is
changed to a posterior probability through Bayesian learning, if an user
wanted to buy any items as additional purchase.

,

where
Step7 : The system can recommend the brand item with the highest score in
item category selected by descending order of the preference by each item
category in the cluster with the login user's same propensity.

Table 3. The procedural steps using Bayesian
learning and clustering of item category with
weight
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professionally and do the experiment. It is the

Step 1 : The FRAT score of customer is computed so as to reflect the
environment of implementation and experiment below.
attributes of the customer, consists of four attributes(F,R,A,T), each attribute
has five bins divided by each 20%, exact quintile.
Step 2 : The system can count up all the number of customers by each rank of
- OS: Windows
customer's FRAT scores, to make the table of the rate of weight.
- Web Server: Apache HTTP Server Version 2.2.14 /
Step 3 : The system can calculate the rate of weight based on the number of
WAP 2.0
customers with each rank of FRAT score, then make the table of the rate of
- XML/WML2.0/HTML5.0/CSS3/JAVASCRIPT
weight.
Step 4 : The system can scan whole database(sale) and calculate the weighted
- Server-Side Script: JSP/ PHP 5.2.12
preference, weighted by each rank of FRAT score.
- Database : MySQL Version 5.1.39
Step 5 : First, the system can recommend the item using prior probability
- Java 2 SDK(1.7.0_11)
according to the preference in the cluster selected by the code of classification
- MySQL JDBC
reflected demographic variable and customer's FRAT score.
Step 6 : Then, the system could recommend the item according to the
- jQuery Mobile
information of recommendation which is applied by posterior probability
- jakarta-tomcat (5.0.28)
through Bayesian learning, if a customer wanted to buy any items as
additional purchase

3.2.
The
Procedural
Recommendation

Algorithm

for

The system can search the information in the cluster
selected by using the code of classification reflected
demographic variable and customer's FRAT score. It
can scan the preference of brand item in the cluster,
suggest the brand item in item category selected by the
highest preference as the average of brand item. This
system can show the list of recommendation with
TOP-N of the highest preference of item as prior
probability to recommend the item with purchasability
efficiently, then the system could recommend the item
according to the information of recommendation which
is applied by posterior probability through Bayesian
learning, if a customer wanted to buy any items as
additional purchase. This system can recommend the
items with efficiency, are used to generate
recommending item according to the basic the
weighted preference through clustering of item
category with weight. It can recommend the associated
item to TOP-N of recommending list if users want to
have the cross-selling or up-selling. This system takes
the cross comparison with purchase data in order to
avoid the duplicated recommendation which it has ever
taken.

4. The Environment of Implementation
and Experiment & Evaluation
4.1. Experimental Environment
This system proposes a new recommending method
using Bayesian learning and clustering of item
category with weight based on FRAT under ubiquitous
computing environment. In order to do that, we make
the implementation for prototyping of the internet
shopping mall which handles the cosmetics

We have carried out the implementation and the
experiment for proposing system through system
design, we have finished the system implementation
about prototyping recommendation system. It could be
improved and evaluated to new system through the
result of experiment with MAE and the metrics such as
precision, recall, F-measure as comparing proposing
system using clustering of item category with weighted
preference based on FRAT Score with other previous
system using clustering of item category with weighted
preference based on RFM score and existing system
without weight.

4.2. Experimental Data for Evaluation
We used 319 users who have had the experience to
buy items in e-shopping mall which handles the
cosmetics professionally, 580 cosmetic items used in
current industry, 1600 results of purchased data
recommended in order to evaluate the proposal system.
It could be evaluated in MAE and Precision, Recall, Fmeasure for the recommendation system in clusters. It
could be proved by the experiment through the
experiment with learning data set for 12 months,
testing data set for 3 months in a cosmetic cyber
shopping mall. We’d try to carry out the experiments
in the same condition with dataset collected in a
cosmetic internet

4.3. Experiment & Evaluation
The proposing system's overall performance
evaluation was performed by dividing the two
directions. The first evaluation is mean absolute
error(MAE). The mean absolute error between the
predicted ratings and the actual ratings of users within
the test set. The mean absolute error is computed the
following expression (6) over all data sets generated
on purchased data.
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MAE =

Cl

(6)

Previous(W_RFM)

Existing

ust
er

Preci

Recall

N represents the total number of predictions, ε
represents the error of the forecast and actual phase i
represents each prediction.

sion1

1

C1

47.12

81.22

Table 4. The result for table of MAE by
comparing proposal system with existing system

C2

47.36

C3

F-

Precis

Recall

ion2

2

59.64

46.82

80.66

64.73

54.70

48.00

54.52

82.86

65.77

C4

43.50

81.95

C5

63.30

No

MAE

Proposal(W_FRAT)

.

F-

F-

Precis

Recall

ion3

3

59.25

56.98

50.89

50.21

55.27

51.38

38.97

15.18

20.88

52.67

79.26

63.28

42.08

16.07

22.34

56.84

42.23

80.66

55.44

48.79

31.32

35.64

94.64

75.86

55.91

92.59

69.72

50.60

13.88

21.03

mesur
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mesur
e2

mesur
e3

P_count
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0.34

0.47

0.65

C8

42.92

65.23

51.77

42.81
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51.47

52.49

34.98

39.75

100
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0.23

0.32

C7

48.57

78.57

60.03

41.58

74.08

53.26

47.41

26.81

32.26

300

0.06

0.07
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C8

31.09

78.57

44.55

27.72

74.08

40.34

46.68

25.19

30.28

500

0.04

0.05

0.06

C9

49.94

86.47

63.32

46.39

85.19

60.07

46.53

18.32

25.10

The p-count is the number of count for purchase data
based on the number of customers

Figure 1. The result for the graph of MAE by
comparing proposal system with existing system
The next evaluation is precision, recall and Fmeasure for proposing system in clusters. The
performance was performed to prove the validity of
recommendation and the system's overall performance
evaluation. The metrics of evaluation for
recommendation system in our system was used in the
field of information retrieval commonly [10].

Figure 2. The result of recommending ratio for
recommendation each cluster by precision

Figure 3. The result of recommending ratio for
recommendation each cluster by recall
Table 5. The Result for Table of Precision, REcall,
F-Measure for Recommendation Ratio by Each
Cluster
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Figure 4. The result of recommending ratio for
recommendation each cluster by F-measure
Above table 5 shows the result of evaluation
metrics (precision, recall and F-measure) for
recommendation system. It shows the improvement in
the result of evaluation rates for proposing system
comparing with both previous system and existing
system. The proposed is higher 30.31% in precision,
13.41% in recall, 17.76% in F-measure than the
existing system. As a result of that, the performance of
the proposal system is improved better than both
previous system and existing system. The following
figure 5 shows cosmetic items on the web of a
recommendation system using Bayesian learning and
weighted preference and also, a smart phone is
available to show that. This system can be used
immediately in u-commerce under ubiquitous
computing environment which is required by real time
accessibility and agility after finishing a particular
tasks such as Bayesian learning and weighted
preference through the task of calculating weighted
preference and clustering of item category for preprocessing to reduce the processing time.

system using Bayesian learning and weighted
preference in order to reflect frequently changing
preference of customer as time goes by emphasizing
the important item, to improve the accuracy of
recommendation with high purchasability. The existing
system did not reflect the importance of the item, and
do not consider these dynamic changes of the
preference of customer as time goes by emphasizing
the important items in item category. It is crucial to
have different weights for many different items and
reflect the results of weighted preference. We have
described that the performance of the proposing
system using Bayesian learning and weighted
preference is improved better than both the previous
system (W-RFM) and existing system. To verify
improved better performance of proposing system, we
carried out the experiments in the same dataset
collected in a cosmetic internet shopping mall. It is
meaningful to present a personalized u-commerce
recommender system using Bayesian learning and
weighted preference under ubiquitous computing
environment. The following research will be looking
for ways of recommending service using an implicit
method without onerous question and answer under
ubiquitous computing environment.
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Abstract
Most machine learning algorithms strongly depend on a distance metric. For example, an appropriate distance
metric is crucial for k-Nearest Neighbor (kNN) classifier that does not require a training phase. Learning the metric
from a given training set can improve the performance of the machine learning algorithms instead of just using
Euclidean distance. Recently, distance metric learning methods that is trained with a given data set have reported
significant improvement of the kNN classifier. In general, the performance of a distance metric learning method is
variable for each application. The DML methodsZA can be categorized into two groups; supervised and
unsupervised methods. The supervised method learns the distance metric using the training data with their class
label. The unsupervised method learns the distance metric using the training data only. Specifically, the goal of the
supervised method is to compute the covariance matrix of a Mahalanobis distance metric.
In case of the unsupervised method, it finds out a linear transformation. In this thesis, we review both methods
and focus on the supervised methods for face recognition. Then, we compare the performance of the state-of-the-art
distance metric learning methods; Principal Component Analysis based methods, Neighbor Component Analysis,
Large Margin Nearest Neighbor, and Energy-based method. To find out a proper method for face recognition, we
did several experiments on the public face database; ORL, PIE, and YaleB. Each method achieves its best
performance with different parameters from those of others. Therefore, we evaluated all the number of dimensions
and parameters to find out the proper parameters for each method and database. For overall performance comparison
on three databases, we analyzed both the correlations and t-test on the error rates of all the methods and databases.
We also evaluated the time complexity of them with the same dimension. 00Our experimental results on the public
face databases demonstrate that the Mahalanobis distance metric based on PCA is still competitive with respect to
both performance and time complexity in face recognition.
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Abstract
Globally, during the intensified competition of
science and technology, the goal of the country is to
create economic benefits through the development and
utilization of new technologies. In this knowledgebased society, linkage of University-IndustryGovernment is important for technological advances.
Linkage structures of University-Industry-Government
usually were analyzed by Triple Helix model. Triple
Helix model describes the structure of the knowledgebased innovation system in knowledge economics.
Using this model, we can analyze development
capability and predict research trends. In this paper,
we designed Triple Helix model framework using
bibliographical information analysis.

1. Introduction
Today, in the international community, each
country’s goal is the creation of economic interests
through development and utilization of new
technologies as a promising area. However, now as in
a knowledge-based society, it is too hard to develop
high technology without linkages and synergies of
University-Industry-Government.
Knowledge infrastructures in knowledge-based
innovation systems were described in terms of the
network approach. The network approach is a method
to identify the structure of the society system based on
the relationship among the elements of the system
rather than the properties of the each object[1].
Triple Helix model is commonly used to describe
the structure of the knowledge-based innovation
system in knowledge economics[2]. Triple Helix
model was used to analyze and track the dynamics of
the research system of some countries.
We can predict the future trends through analysis of
national research system and identify technology
capability of all the countries of the world.

When data was analyzed by triple helix method,
bibliographic information data analyzed by triple
helix-based method is mainly used in bibliometrics. It
required Triple Helix model which provides to analyze
and to standardize a number of bibliographical
information.
So, in this paper, we designed Triple Helix model
framework using bibliographical information analysis.

2. Related Work
The term of Triple Helix was formed in order to
emphasize that universities, industry, and government
influence each other closely while receiving the triple
spiral shape to participate in knowledge production
and innovation like a double helix form of DNA.
Triple Helix thesis was formulated a scholastic
exchange between Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff in
1994[3]. Etzkowitz is professor in U.K. who was
steadily interested in research of university-business
relationship. And Leydesdorff is professor in Dutch
who focused on the evolutionary models to generate
hyper cycle.
Alan poter in Georgia Institute of Technology in
USA was built Vantage Point software which using
text mining concept[4]. It analyzes bibliographic and
R&D database quickly, then creates charts and graphs
to extract relevant information for help better decisions.
Leydesdorff made a calculation program for Triple
Helix[5].

3. Triple Helix Model
Triple Helix indicator which is based on the
mathematical theory of communication methods used
analysis
for
University-business-government
cooperative system to organic. It uses methodology
developed by Leydesdorff in order to measure the
degree of dynamism in the network between
University-Industry-Government[6].
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In Triple Helix model, measuring T value of crosslinking is derived from “A mathematical theory of
communication” based on the second law of
thermodynamics, the entropy of physics concepts [7].

4. Triple Helix Model Framework

The entropy calculation formula is as follows:

(1)
The following expression is case of university

(2)
Here, P is the probability, and u means college.
Also i is the enterprise, g is the government, and H
represents the entropy.
T (transmission) is the amount entropy which is the
probability
of
increasing
university-businessgovernment interaction, and the transfer of information
in the network level, in other words, is Triple Helix
indicators
Therefore, when T value is negative, the entropy
decreases. However, the dynamics of the network
between university-business-government increases.
(3)
All values are represented by bit which is the basic
unit of information.
Triple Helix data analysis is mainly used in
bibliometrics based on information from the paper.
Therefore, it uses bibliographical information to
analyze the activity of mutual knowledge
communication with university-business-government.
UI = the number of joint paper with university and
industry.
UG = the number of joint paper with university and
government research institutions.
IG = the number of joint paper with industry and
government research institutions.
UIG = the number of joint paper with university,,
industry and government research institutions
U, I, G = the number of own thesis each universities,
industry, government research institutions
UI, UG, IG, UIG, U, I, and G are independent
values.

Figure 1. Design of Triple Helix model framework
This figure 1 is triple helix model framework
designed in this paper.
First, we get bibliographic information from
databases as a Web of Science, SCOPUS, and Google
Scholar. Then this unstructured data is normalized
based on organization address. It uses pattern matching
of text mining, for example. When comparing the
address of data, we converted it to the full name of
organization from the name of organization as
abbreviation if they are matched. And we build
integrated database using normalized data. Triple Helix
model is standardized bibliographic information
classified as University-Industry-Government and
calculated each activity values of mutual knowledge
communication, i.e., entropy. Finally, we provided
network analysis, statistic and visualization of results.
The proposed Triple Helix model framework
normalized unrefined bibliographical information in
conventional methods before the data is analyzed. It
can provide more accurate and a user-centered
convenient analysis because it contained the data
cleaning process in this program.

5. Conclusion and Further Work
In this study, we designed Triple Helix model
framework which uses bibliographical information in
order to analyze the technical development capability
of each country. It standardized unstructured
bibliographical information as organization name.
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Then we analyze the interaction among university,
industry, and government. Thus it will give high
performance such as processing speed and accuracy of
analysis.
Also, we will implement Triple Helix model
framework in future research. When we make
systematization of this framework, it will be applied to
help the National Science and Technology Policy
decisions using analyzed development capability of the
country and predicted future trends.
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Abstract
Heart disease is a leading cause of death in four of
Korean. Also, heart disease is currently No.1 cause of
death in the U.S. Korea has increased the incidence of
Acute myocardial infarction which is the leading cause
of cardiovascular disorders. Myocardial infarction
(MI) or acute myocardial infarction (AMI) is the
medical term for an event commonly known as a heart
attack. MI occurs when blood stops flowing properly
to a part of the heart, and the heart muscle is injured
because it can’t get enough oxygen. Usually this is
because one of the coronary arteries that supply blood
to the heart blocks the flow of blood due to an unstable
buildup of white blood cells, cholesterol and fat.
If this problem can’t be solved early, patients with
acute myocardial infarction death tend to have a
higher fatality rate. Acute myocardial infarction also
leads to serious complications if it's not treated. So it
is very important to diagnose and treat the patients as
early as possible. Because there include a lot of
structured and unstructured data of patients with acute
myocardial infarction, database applied to big data
platform skill is required.
In this paper, we designed frameworks based big
data environment for various data analysis about
myocardial infarction patient. We contrived predictive
models of patients with acute myocardial infarction by
developing each modules about designed framework.
We expect risk of recurrence of patients discharged
after treatment.

1. Introduction
In Korea, cardiovascular disease caused by
atherosclerosis is steadily increasing, because of
changes in diet and lifestyle habits. According to
census data about cause of death in National Statistical

Office, cause of death from cardiovascular disease and
cancer has been reported as the leading cause as 47.1%
of all [1].
Main disease of arteriosclerotic heart disease is
myocardial infarction and angina. MI occurs when
there is a diminished blood supply to the heart which
leads to myocardial cell damage and ischemia [2, 3].
The prevention of the disease is important for
patients with acute myocardial infarction. For the
treatment of the disease, first aid and any other
necessary medical treatment is very important. So, we
need analysis model to analyze the data.
But structured data and unstructured data include
various properties. So, another big data need to differ
from original data base.
In this paper, we designed frameworks based
various data analysis about acute myocardial infarction
patient.

2. Related work
Recently, IBM Big Data was used to predict heart
disease. IBM, Sutter Health, Geisinger Health Systems
found the signs of heart disease through big data
analysis [4].
Subject of the experiment is analysis of health
records such as taking the drug, medical history, and
genetic analysis. So, we need to search the common
factors that cause heart disease.
Recently, big data processing and analysis of
medical data are important and emphasizing issues.
For example, in the case of heart disease, big data
analysis can be applicable to judge whether or not stent
technology is applicable [5].
In IBM and medical insurance company's WellPoint,
doctors and other medical staff offer diagnosis and
treatment to the patient through big data analysis.
Integrated data and information of health insurance
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registered in the 34M people search complex medical
treatment [6].

time or hadoop and cloud computing in a distributed
data.
In data analysis stage, data patterns were founded
by natural language processing, machine learning
method or analysis using data mining and serialization.
Finally, in visualization stage it is processed by
visual expression as chart or graphic about data
analysis in order to easily pass data to user.
Acquisition stage is processes for reinterpretation of
the data.
In this paper, if you save a typical DBMS with
various properties of data, the business model designed
by the data framework can be uniformly reduced to
consumption of resources about patients with acute
myocardial infarction.
Table 1. The difference between old database and
database based on Big data.

Figure 1. Data collection, enhancement, delivery
process of WellPoint.

3. Framework for big data process
We contrived and designed the framework about
big data analysis of acute myocardial infarction
patients.

4. Conclusion

Figure 2. Analysis of patients with acute myocardial
infarction based framework for Big data.
Data collection scattered in various locations is
unified into one database about personal, clinical, drug.
In data storage step, the consolidated data is stored
into NoSQL DB or the Storage or Server.
In data processing stage, data is processed by InMemory computing and data stream method in real-

This study deviates from DBMS of the traditional
method for the various analyses of patients with acute
myocardial infarction. Also, we designed frameworks
for analysis of big data environment. big data-based
database can resolved difficult to deal with
unstructured data including basic existing DBMS. It
will be able to show high performance in various
sectors such as processing speed and data size and so
on.
In the future, we will contrive the predictive models
of patients with acute myocardial infarction by
developing each modules about designed framework.
We expect risk of recurrence of patients discharged
after treatment.
This processing system of big data can be
established by close connection among the patient,
hospitals and insurance companies.
Therefore, if IT technologies are introduced in
order to reduce health care costs, online health care
and various online web services would be utilized.
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author assigned keyphrases. Despite a number of
previous studies for keyphrase extraction, performances
of them aren't perfect as other area such as the pos tagger,
named-entity recognition. So the task of keyphrase
extraction is still an important topic. Previous works can
be generally categorized into either unsupervised and
supervised methods. Supervised methods first extract a
features from candidate phrases for training and
supervised machine learning algorithms have been used
to learn the model on extracted features. Finally, the
model classifies a candidate noun phrase either
keyphrase or not. In [9-12] works of supervised learning,
Naive Bayes, Decision Tree, and Neural Network
machine learning techniques have been widely used.
Weakness of supervised method is that requires a big
human-annotated datasets and the trained model can
only work well on the trained area. Since TextRank,
which is graph-based ranking algorithm using word cooccurrence relation, was proposed by Mihalcea, most of
unsupervised methods exploit and extend his invaluable
idea and developed many variants of Textrank. These
approaches are state-of-art methods for keyword
extraction.
Most approaches for keyword extraction have a one
common stage, which is a generation of candidate
keyphrases. Supervised methods, based on Naive Bayes
and Neural Networks, and unsupervised methods rank
candidate keyphrases and top ones are selected as the
keywords. Moreover, although a many number of
studies for keyword extraction were proposed, our
proposed new ideas aren't used in any other work. We
introduce a novel graph, called the dependency graph,
and an anti-pattern. Our research is based on the
combination of anti-pattern and graph-based
unsupervised ranking algorithm Textrank. For our study,
a dependency graph are used instead of using a word cooccurrence relation-based graph on Textrank. When
comparing the dependency graph with a state-of-art
graph, this graph aren't caught in any window size and

Abstract
Keyword extraction has been utilized to improve
many applications such as document summarization
and clustering. Despite of a number of studies for
graph-based keyphrase extraction, all of them use only
the word co-occurrence relation graph. This paper
introduce a novel graph named dependency graph and
anti-pattern. Motivated by them, we proposed a novel
graph-based keyword extraction using anti-pattern. An
anti-pattern which usually appears in non-keyphrases is
used to filter out candidate phrases. For experimental
works, we have conducted the experiments showing
comparison between a co-occurrence graph and
dependency graph, compare with other existing
methods for keyphrase extractions, and find out the
experimental results of how anti-patterns impact and
improve the performances of unsupervised keyphrase
extraction.

1. Introduction
Text document understanding, summarizing, and
information retrieving required that this kind of
techniques must always be better than before because of
size of text information have been increasing
dramatically. A keywords can be considered as brief
summary of a text document. Consequently, a machine
can easily understand them for some task. Therefore,
keyword extraction have been utilized to improve many
applications of Natural Language Processing and Text
mining. For example: a document clustering and
summarization information retrieval. The task of
keyphrase extraction is to automatically identify in a
text a set of terms that best describe the document.
Even though keyphrases of research articles are
usually assigned by authors, many other documents
such as the news articles, review articles don't have

-1-
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based on grammatical relations. Furthermore, some
opportunities have been opened by using the
dependency graph and many sentence structural
information can be obtained from the graph. These
opportunities can be very useful for the definite task
such as keyword extraction.
After generating candidate noun phrases, most of
them are non-keyword. After long-term monitoring
them, many non-keyphrases are known with same
patterns. Therefore, we extracted these patterns called
anti-pattern which often occurs in non-keyphrases.
When using anti-patterns to prune candidate phrases,
performances of our method increased unbelievably.
The our purposed method combined advantages of both
supervised and unsupervised methods to improve a
state-of-art keyword extraction. Hence, anti-patterns
contain some general advantages of supervised method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In
section 2 we will review some related works. Section 3
contains more details about our proposed a novel ideas
and method: Dependency graph and Anti-patterns.
Subsequently, A Novel Graph-based Keyphrase
Extraction using Anti-pattern is explained. In section 4,
the experimental analysis, discussion and the related
results are provided. Last section addresses our
conclusion.

where wji is the weight of direct edge (Vj,Vi), In(Vi) is
the set of vertices that point to vertex Vi , and Out(Vj) is
the set of vertices that vertex Vj points. d is the damping
factor usually set to 0.85, as in the PageRank algorithm.
Many unsupervised methods for keyword extraction
are recently proposed. Most of them exploits the idea of
Textrank. ExpandRank [7] is a Textrank extension
which uses a small number of nearest neighbor
documents to provide more knowledge to improve
keyphrase extraction. After finding k nearest neighbors
documents of the document using Tfidf and cosine
similarity, the graph for the document is built using the
their similarities and co-occurrence statistics. Once the
graph is constructed, the rest of the procedure can be
similarly performed as Textrank. A topic decomposition
framework was proposed by Liu et al [8]. Its first
recognized a topic distribution from the dataset using
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) model in [9].
Extracted topic distribution has a number of topics, each
of which related to a group of words. In their work,
multiple random walks are performed for the topics
instead of the traditional single random walk through the
graph. After this work was published, topical keyphrase
extraction methods [10-11], which are quite similar to it,
were applied to Twitter dataset.
A number of supervised machine learning method in
this area has been proposed to classify a candidate
phrase into either a keyphrase or not. Keyphrase
extraction program called KEA was developed by Frank
et al. [4-5], uses a Bayesian classifier. A Neural
Network based approach in [2-3] has been presented.
Medelyan and Witten propose KEA++ that enhances
automatic keyphrase extraction by using semantic
information on terms and phrases gleaned from a
domain specific thesaurus. Before training a model of
all the above supervised methods, the features are
extracted from the training data set. Moreover, the most
important features are the frequency and location of the
phrase in the document. More linguistic knowledge has
been explored by Hulth et al. [12]. Nguyen and Kan
presented keyphrase extraction in scientiﬁc articles by
using features that capture the logical position and
additional morphological characteristics of scientific
keywords. Keyword extraction using Naive Bayes in the
medical domain has been presented in [13], which has
been tested on a small set of 25 documents. These
studies have been utilized in many different domains
such as medical domain, computer science articles, web
pages, and news. When comparing unsupervised
methods for keyword extraction with supervised
methods, the performances of unsupervised methods are
relatively worse than a supervised methods. However, a

2. Related works
The proposed method is based on the combination of
anti-pattern and graph-based unsupervised ranking
algorithm Textrank [6]. When learning the anti-patterns,
it requires a training data set. Therefore, our work is
actually related to both unsupervised and supervised
keyphrase extraction. Graph-based ranking methods are
state-of-art in unsupervised keyphrase extraction.
Mihalcea et al [6] first applied a graph-based ranking
algorithm (TextRank) for keyword extraction.
TextRank was inspired by Pagerank by using the
ranking algorithm for a text and builds a graph
representing a text. Every node Vi corresponds to a
lexical unit. The goal is to calculate the score of each
node WS(Vi) which reflects its importance, and then
adopt the words types that correspond to the highestscored vertices to form keyphrases for a given text.
WS(Vi) is initialized with a default value and computed
in an iterative manner as follows a recursive formula.
WS (Vi )  (1  d )  d *



V j In (Vi )

wij

w

Vk Out (V j )

WS (V j ) (1)
jk

2
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sample dependency graph for an abstract from Inspec
dataset is shown. The sample abstract is "Compatibility
of systems of linear constraints over the set of natural
numbers. Criteria of compatibility of a system of linear
Diophantine equations, strict inequations, and nonstrict
inequations are considered. Upper bounds for
components of a minimal set of solutions and algorithms
of construction of minimal generating sets of solutions
for all types of systems are given. These criteria and the
corresponding algorithms for constructing a minimal
supporting set of solutions can be used in solving all the
considered types systems and systems of mixed types."
that same as a example abstract on Mihalcea's study [1].
The basic dependency graph can be modified for
the task of keyword extraction. In order to improve the
performances of our method, we modified the basic
dependency graph. The vertices of the graph are
categorized into noun, adverb, adjective, adverb, and

supervised method with high performances requires a
big training corpus with a keywords assigned by a
human. But a size of the training corpus with a keywords
is actually very rare. Furthermore, these corpuses are
only covering a specific domain. Therefore, a model for
a specific domain that it is trained on, can only recognize
features of keyphrases for this domain. Moreover, if it
is used on another domain, it reaches a poor result.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose a novel graphbased keyphrase extraction method using dependency
parsing and anti-patterns.

3. Dependency graph and Anti-pattern
In this paper, we introduce the dependency graph
and the anti-patterns that our proposed method is based
on. Let us first define what the dependency graph is and
how it can be constructed, and then explain what the
anti-patterns are, categorize the different types of the
anti-patterns, and how it can be measured.

3.1 Dependency graph
In order to apply graph-based ranking algorithms on
a text, we need to construct the graph for a text. The
Dependency Graph represents the text document and
interconnects words with grammatical relation. The text
is split into a tokens, which represent the nodes of the
graph. After parsing all typed dependency relations
from all sentences, a nodes are connected with weighted
and directed edges based on typed dependency relations.
A value of the edge is a sum of values of dependency
relations between its nodes. A process of building
dependency graph consists of following main steps:
 Parse a typed dependency relations for each
sentence
 Identify terms that best define the proposed task
and add them as vertices in the graph
 Draw edges between vertices in the graph using
these relations. Edges are directed and weighted.
Stanford Dependency parser is utilized to extract
grammatical relations between words in a text. It
provides a representation of grammatical relations
between words in sentence. The current representation
contains approximately 50 grammatical relations.
Moreover, Stanford dependency parser has four kinds of
models. In our research approximately 30 collapsed
dependencies are utilized because the collapsed
dependency summarize two basic dependencies and
some dependencies aren't necessary for our task.
Therefore, these unnecessary dependencies such as det,
predet, aux, and advmod aren't used. In figure 2, the

Figure 1. Basic Dependency Graph
verb vertices. Moreover, nouns and adjectives are more
important than determiner, adverbs and verbs due to
keyphrases are consists of adjectives and nouns.
Therefore, the purpose of our modification is to
consider the noun and adjective nodes as more
important than other types of nodes. This modification
are consists of following steps:
1. Assign the unique id for every verb and adverb
in each sentences before constructing graph, and

3
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assume each verb and adverb in each sentences
are different than each other although verbs with
same value and meaning are used in two
sentences. Finally, add them as vertices in the
graph.
2.

Set the value of term frequency to the value of
directed edge which connect a node to itself.

3.

Draw edges between vertices in the graph using
these relations. Edges are directed and weighted.

Anti-pattern is pattern that are usually occurred in
non-keyphrases and are used to recognize a definite
non-keywords from candidate keyword list. By
detecting a definite non-keywords from a candidate
phrases, the performances of keyphrase extraction
methods will be increased. Anti-pattern can be
classified into four types: head word, tail word, single
word, and anti-word.
Table 1. Anti-pattern

After processing first step, the importance values of
the adverb and verb nodes in the graph would be
decreased and it helps to increase an importance of the
noun nodes. At second step, the noun and adjective
nodes have their term frequency (TF>=1). However, all
adverb and verb nodes have the term frequencies of 1
due to every adverb and verb in the document are
different than each others. By doing step 3, the noun
vertices only recommend other noun and adjective
vertices as an important, and the adjective vertices only
recommend noun vertices because of adjective words
can only connect noun words in dependency tree. After
this modification, the importance values of the noun and
adjective nodes would be increased and the
importance values of other types would be decreased. In
Figure 2, the example of the modified dependency graph
is shown.

Type

Description

c

1

Head word

first word of candidate phrase

5

2

Tail word

last word of candidate phrase

5

3

Single word

candidate phrase with one length

2

4

Anti-word

any word of candidate phrase

8

The four kinds of anti-patterns are illustrated in Table
1. Let's consider this example: "new ranking algorithm"
and "new method" phrases are generated in a candidate
list and both classes of them are "No" then we can learn
a "new" head word for anti-pattern. Then, a candidate
phrases, a first word of which is new, are pruned from
the candidate phrase list by using a "new" head word for
anti-pattern.
Many single words are recommended as keyphrases
after generating candidate noun phrases. Most of them
aren't usually keywords. So Learning process provides
many pattern with one length such as "system",
"method". The four kinds of anti-patterns are trained as
described in Table 1.
When measuring a strengths of anti-patterns, we used
following formula:

3.2 Anti-pattern

Power ( X ) 

P(Class " Keyword "| X )
, (| X | c) (2)
P( X )

X is pattern, |X| is representing number of candidate
noun phrases which matches X. And c is threshold. If
Power(X) is near by a zero, it is strong pattern. When
learning anti-pattern, it requires training set. Although
anti-patterns are only covering a training domain, some
strongest pattern can help to prune non-keyphrases of
other domains.

4. Proposed methods
The goal of our study is to improve state-of-art
approach for keyword extraction. Our proposed method
consists of three primary components: a candidate
phrase filtering, a term weighting, and a post processing.
At first stage of the candidate phrase filtering, all
candidate noun phrases are generated from the dataset.

Figure 2. Modified Dependency graph

4
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Then Anti-patterns are trained from candidate phrases
for the training in order to filter a candidate keyphrases
for testing dataset. For term weighting, the dependency
graph is first built using dependency parsing. Once the
graph is constructed, the random walk algorithm as
TextRank are iterated until a convergence. For post
processing, top-ranked phrases are selected as keywords.
On the Figure 3, Flowchart of our method is displayed.

(adjective)*(noun)+, which represents zero or more
adjectives followed by one or more nouns.

4.2 Graph-based Term Ranking
After the dependency graph is constructed, the score
associated with each vertex is set to an initial value of 1,
and graph-based term ranking algorithm as described in
equation 1 is run on the dependency graph until
convergences. Once a final score for each vertex in the
dependency graph is calculated, post processing phase
would be run.

4.1 Candidate phrase filtering using Antipatterns
For preprocessing phase, LingPipe sentence
extractor are first used to detect sentences from a text
document. Then Stanford dependency parser are
utilized to extract the relations from each sentences
separately in document. Even though Stanford
dependency parser has the library to tokenize sentences
on a text, it is unsupervised traditional approach.
Moreover, LingPipe sentence extractor is supervised
method based on the large training corpus. Before
extracting relations, sentence structure and proper
grammar of a document are very important. Therefore
some preprocessing techniques such as tokenization,
stemming, removing stop words mustn't be used on a
document. After extracting a dependency relations, the
dependency graphs are constructed as described in the
dependency graph section.
For preprocessing, another important work is
candidate phrase generation. When extracting the
dependency relations, a part-of-speech tags of the
documents can be obtained. Therefore, any other pos
tagger aren't needed to use for candidate phrase
generation. Finally,
candidate noun phrases are
generated by matching sequential words with pattern

4.3 Learning anti-patterns
For processing, anti-patterns are learned from
candidate noun phrases for training dataset. First, each
candidate phrase for every document is assigned by a
label that is representing whether the candidate phrase
is keyphrase or not. The output of learning anti-patterns
is the four lists of four kinds of words. Therefore, we
first all possible words for the candidate phrases into the
four lists. For example: if the candidate phrase has a
three words, the first and last words would be added
separately into the head and last lists, and all words
would be added into the anti list. Otherwise, if the
candidate phrase has only one word, this word would be
added into the single list. In order to extract a useful
patterns, the weak patterns should be removed by
measuring the strength of patterns as described in
equation 2. In equation 2, a value of threshold c is
different for each kind list. The default value of
threshold c for each kind of anti-pattern is shown in
Table 1. if a support of the pattern doesn't satisfy
threshold c, the pattern word would be removed from
the list. Then a power(X) for every survived patterns

Filtering candidate phrases using Anti-patterns

Graph-based Term Ranking

Candidate noun
phrases generation

INSPEC
corpus

Extract sentences
for each document

Parsing dependency
tree
for
each
sentences

TextRank is run on
dependency graph
until convergence

Build dependency
graph
for
each
document

Yes
Traini
ng

Train
anti-patterns

No

Post-processing
Candidate
phrases
for test

Filter candidate
phrases using
anti-patterns

Survived
candidate
phrases

Weighting
candidate phrases

Figure 3. Flowchart of Proposed System
5

Ranking weighted
phrases and select
top-ranked phrases

Keyword
s for each
document
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which satisfy threshold c is calculated using formula 2.
Finally, the anti-patterns, which satisfy the condition
Power(X) < 0.15, are survived and considered as strong
anti-patterns.

where ccorrect is the total number of correct keyphrases
extracted by a method, cextract the total number of
automatic extracted keyphrases, and cnormal the total
number of human-labeled standard keyphrases.

4.4 Post-processing

5.1 Influences of Anti-patterns

Before starting post processing phase, all candidate
phrases and anti-patterns are generated. Therefore, for
this phase, all candidate phrases was filtered out by
using anti-patterns. Then the survived candidate phrases
are ranked as described in equation 3. The score of a
candidate phrase pi is computed by summing
importance scores of words contained in the phrase.

There are four kinds of anti-patterns including: a
single word, head word, tail word, and anti-word. In
Figure 5, the performances of each kind of anti-patterns
are shown. Moreover, Figrue 5 shows the performances
of the combination of all four kinds of anti-patterns and
the baseline unsupervised method. From Figure 5, we
can see clearly that when a number of keyphrases is
smaller than 12, the f-measure of each method increases
where the anti-word patterns beat other kinds patterns.
However, when a number of keyphrases increases than
12, the f-measure of some method is dropping where
single-word patterns is the best performing pattern.
Because candidate phrases list contains a few phrases
with one length if a number of keyphrases is small.
Otherwise, a number of candidate phrase with one
length increases dramatically. When a threshold
parameters is set lower than the default values, the
precision and recall of our method drops with together
from the best result. Thus when a threshold parameters
is set higher than the default values, recall of our method
increases as precision and f-measures drop than the best
result.

PhraseScore( X ) 

WordScore(v

v j  pi

j

(3)

)

All survived candidate phrases in the document are
ranked in decreasing order of the phrases scores and top
ranked k phrases are select as the keywords. k ranges
from 1 to 25.

5. Experimental results and Evaluation
The Inspec corpus used in the experiments is a
collection of 2000 abstracts with a paper title from
journal papers for Computer Science and Information
Technology. Each abstract has two sets of keyphrases
assigned by the indexers: the controlled keyphrases
which appear in the Inpsec thesaurus, and the
uncontrolled keyphrases which do not necessarily
appear in the thesaurus. The reason why we selected
Inspec corpus is that is relatively the popular dataset for
automatic keyphrase extraction, as it was first used by
Hulth in [12] and later by Mihalcea and Tarau in [6] and
Rafiqul in [14]. In her experiments, Hulth is using a
total of 2000 abstracts, divided into 1000 for training,
500 for development, and 500 for test. Our system is
based on the supervised learning. Therefore we used
1000 abstracts for training and 500 for test to compare
previous existing systems. The evaluation was
performed by comparing the system output to the
human-annotated corpus in terms of the precision (p),
recall (r) and their harmonic mean, the F-measure (F).
These are based on the number of true positives (TP),
false positives (FP) and false negative (FN) returned by
the system

c
c
p  correct , r  correct ,
cextract
cnormal

2 pr
f 
pr

50
45
40

F-measure

35
30
25
20

all anti-patterns
Single word
Head
Tail

15
10
5
0
0

5

10

15

20

25

Keyphrases number

Figure 5. Influences of anti-patterns

5.2 Comparison between Dependency Graph
and Word Co-occurrence Graph
In order to evaluate the efficiency of the dependency
graph, this experimental work aims to demonstrate the
difference between the word co-occurrence graph, the
basic and modified dependency graphs. In Figure 6, we
plots curves of each graph for both supervised and

(4)

6
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Table 2. Comparing proposed method with other existing methods
Assigned

Method

Correct

Precision

Recall

F-measure

4.2

31.2

43.1

36.2

3.9

25.2

51.7

33.9

2386

4.8

39.1

48.7

43.4

1,946

3.9

32.5

39.6

35.7

4.2

47.0

42.5

44.7

Total

Mean

Total

Mean

Textrank [6]

6,784

13.7

2,116

Hulth [12]

7,815

15.6

1,973

Rafiqul [14]

6114

12.23

Unsupervised,EnglishPCFG

5,984

12.0

Supervised.EnglishPCFG

4,446

8.9

2,095

unsupervised methods. In general, the modified
dependency graph is the best performing graph for both
supervised and unsupervised methods. But when a
number of candidate keyphrases is smaller than 5 for
supervised method, the word co-occurrence graph beats
the modified dependency graph. From Figure 6-A, we
can see that it clearly outperforms other graphs for
unsupervised method. After modifying the basic
dependency graph, the performance of the keyword
extraction method have been slightly improved.
However, we prefer the modified dependency graph
than the basic dependency graph. According to the
results of Tfidf and Textrank on previous several studies
in [18-19], these works proved that Tfidf is the best

5.3 Comparing with other existing methods
In order to verify efficiency of a novel-graph based
keyword extraction using anti-pattern, in Table 5, we
compared its performances with a several previous
works on the Inspec corpus. For each method, the table
lists the total number of keywords assigned, the mean
number of keywords per abstracts, total number of
correct keywords, as evaluated against the set of
keywords assigned by professional indexers, and the
mean number of correct keywords. The table also lists
precision, recall, and F1-measure.
When our method comparing with the best results of
other existing methods on Inspec dataset, our system
offered more few keyphrases than other systems.
However, from Table 1, we can see that our novel
graph-based keyphrase extraction method clearly
outperformed other existing methods.

performing unsupervised method although Tfidf is the
simplest method. Moreover, the modified dependency
graph exploits the main characteristics of Tfidf.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 6-B, the modified
60

6. Conclusion
50

In this paper, we introduced the novel graph-based
keyphrase ranking method using anti-patterns and
showed how it can be successfully used. Our novel
graph, called the dependency graph, is based on
grammatical dependency relations between words.
Furthermore, the important aspect of the dependency
graph is that its grammatical relations between words
are not limited by any window size. The anti-patterns
are utilized to filter out some unwanted phrases from the
candidate phrase list. Moreover, an important aspect of
anti-pattern is that the strongest anti-patterns can help to
filter out unwanted phrases in any domain, although the
anti-patterns only covered on one specific domain.
While the effect of each kind of anti-pattern was
significant, these effects overlapped with each other
when all kinds of anti-patterns were combined. The best
balanced f-measure was the case where all kinds of antipatterns were used. This suggests that the effect of each
kind of the anti-pattern was small when all kinds of antipatterns were combined. We have conducted the
systematic evaluation of our proposed method. Several

F=50

Precision

40

F=40

30

20

F=30

dependency graph, antipattern
dependency graph
modified dependency graph, antipattern
modified dependency graph
co-occurrence graph
co-occurrence graph, antipattern
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0
0
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F=20
F=10
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Recall

Figure 6. Comparison between Dependency graph
and Co-occurrence graph
dependency graph is the graph with the best
performance.
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conclusions can be drawn from our experimental works.
Finally, the performance of our proposed method
outperforms any other existing methods.
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Abstract
The use of traditional parallel of multilingual
corpora gives good contribution to better translation
study and developing advanced machine translation
technique – however, it still provides unclearness and
confusion between different languages as these
corpora relies on word-to-word compare and literal
relationship provided from only one language. This
paper describes of designing graph-based database
corpus with basis of non-lingual representative of
notions and object, annotated with words from various
language instead of giving POS tags or other linguistic
annotation to texts. We explain how this corpus can
aid much flexible translation and be more helpful for
multilingual translation study.

1. Introduction
Text corpus, a large structures data set of texts is
used for computational linguistic research, often for
developing better machine translation system, speech
recognition and natural language processing [1].
Not just a database of words, many corpora are
annotated with part-of-speech tagging or grammatical
tagging to help analyze language by relationship
between words and recognizing phrase and sentence,
or lemma indication. Also there are not only
monolingual corpora but as well as multilingual
corpora too.
Corpora can be especially useful for translation
study. A parallel corpus, which consists of texts
originally written in a language A alongside with
translation of language B, is good for providing links
between source language and target language with
alignment techniques, or information of language-pair
specific translational behavior [2][3]. A multilingual
corpus, unlike parallel corpus, is more like a set of untranslated original monolingual corpora but it could

help to easily spot the practical problem of translation
occur between different languages [4].
To combine these useful features of differently
structured corpora, we suggest of designing a new way
of creating multilingual corpora. We show how we
can use graph-based database for creating a corpus
more suitable for translation study involving more than
two languages.

2. Multilingualism and Graph
When a multilingual speaker (including bilingual
speaker) tries to translate a sentence, it can be seen that
they are usually paraphrase instead of literally
translating. This happens due to their knowledge of
gap between simple word-to-word match and word-tomeaning match. For example, a verb going along with
certain noun is shown to be presented in similar word
pairs in various languages; ‘a man goes’ in English is
translated ‘사람이 가다’ in Korean. The noun ‘man’
can be literally translated into noun ‘사람’ in Korean,
and the verb ‘go’ and ‘가다’ are the same also. On the
other hand, ‘Peel an apple’ and ‘Peel an orange’ is
translated with different verbs in Korean despite
English use the same verb; to smoothly translated them,
each sentence should become ‘사과를 깎다’ and
‘오렌지를 까다’. In English, a verb ‘peel’ means
‘stripping off a surface’ while ‘깎다’ in Korean is
more close to ‘cutting off a surface with a knife’ and
‘까다’ to be ‘taking off a shell from something’. Even
when all these verbs are capable of indicating a
behavior of eliminating skin from a fruit, we see that
initial meaning can be quite different by not including
same details depending on relationship with a specific
noun. Translation with existing corpora can face
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difficulty in connecting more plausible verbs or
adjectives with a noun around multiple languages,
because it depends on grammatical tagging of a word
but not the actual detailed action or situation. Using
frequency of certain noun-verb matching or adjectivenoun matching could fail also, as sometimes even noun
isn’t the same literal translation of one another.
To solve such problem, we present a design of
multilingual corpus which does not use any language
for the source or the basis for language comparison.
Instead, we first construct a graph database
representing relationship between objects and notions
expressed with ID with no linguistic meaning as nodes,
and tagging words from different languages. Instead of
giving POS tags to a word, we distinguish nodes by
grammatical position at the first place so each words
from different languages can naturally gathered by
their position in a sentence. A graph can successfully
capture and map of any kind of relationship between
words in any position if proper nodes distinguisher is
given. This “relationship” represented in edges inside
graph is able to map any structure of a sentence and
even provide delicate differences between various
languages.

3. Reverse Tagging
The construction of our corpus database and idea of
reverse tagging in described in Figure 1 and Figure 2.

Figure 1. Graph-based corpus based on non-lingual
indicator nodes
Notice that in Figure 1 singular noun and plural
noun are clearly separated and verbs are meant to be
representing more specific use of an action instead of
being a lemma. Nouns having relationship indicates
they are closely related objects thus sometimes share a
same verb. The level of being general or much detailed
idea of an object and action along with verbs in
different tense can be given by adding nodes and
proper IDs. Developing efficient ID system for such
corpus will be studied further in the future.

Multiple annotations of words from different
languages are provided for each node. Flexible
translation is available when a sentence ‘나무를
태우다’ is given, for example, literally this can be
simply translated as ‘burn a tree’, but if the original
Korean text is meant to be N1-a and V1 relationship, it
can also return the sentence ‘burn a firewood’ as well.

Figure 2. The reverse tagging
Because ‘나무’ itself is too broad to mean ‘firewood’
simple alignment cannot easily capture the alternative
translation. If postposition or preposition is added, it
could achieve more clear and explicit translation. The
more nodes are created, the better translation becomes
possible, because it will create more detailed
relationship between notions and object.
As mentioned earlier, this graph-based corpus can
capture both information of translational behavior of
different languages by letting researchers to analyze
which words are gathered along with which nodes of
detailed concepts and the picture of how various
languages draw divergent map when trying to describe
similar objects and ideas.

4. Conclusion and Further Research
As traditional parallel or multilingual corpora could
show limited efficiency in aiding translation, we have
suggested a new design of corpus which is graphbased with non-linguistic ID annotated with actual
words from different languages. Such design of corpus
can promise new efficient way of multilingual
translation study and flexible translation but there are
problems to be noted.
First, to make this corpus to return better translation
a good ID system must be developed for creating
nodes with very much detailed meanings to capture
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even small gap between words sharing similar
meanings, but still not exactly the same.
Second, for the actual translation an algorithm to
analyze source language, recognizing the context,
creating new sentence with target language from the
context and corpora match should be developed.
Third, if not adding nodes and annotations manually
by multilingual speakers, another computational text
analyzer and annotation method for automatically
picking up any possible “hidden” contextual meaning
of words have to be developed.
With these three problems we will continue to
enrich the graph-based corpora and perform
experiments of testing the accuracy of translation
outcome with sample texts in the future.
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Abstract
As the demographics of society shift towards a more
aging society and national income increases, various
medical expenses influence the medical service
industry. With this social structure and changing
environment, actions for new diseases are needed
urgently. However, to date there is only a disease
prediction model for specific diagnosis, not a
generalized prediction model on the national level.
This paper suggests methods for classification of
diseases and interprets the distribution of classified
diseases by position where diseases come from visually.
There are 4 generalized types of diseases. These are
environmental diseases, lifestyle related disease,
mental illness, endemic diseases.
Through this classification, this paper makes
developing and evaluating a disease prediction model
possible. Also, this result could contribute to the
evidence base for public health and healthcare policy
decision making.

1. Introduction
Since 2000, due to increasing national income, the
needs of various customers have started surfacing in
the medical service industry. Also Medical treatment
demand has been changing from major diseases to new
diseases because of the increasing aging society, along
with increasing stress from rapidly change societal
factors and food life. As these changes occur, we need
action for new diseases. There is no generalized
prediction model, only a diffusion model. A risk
model and prediction model for specially fixed
diagnosis is developing nationally [1].

Also there is a health belief model generally related
to diseases. However, this model does not influence
enough the prediction of diseases [2].
The Korean Standard Classification of Diseases and
Causes of Death are used to classify diseases and other
health problems recorded on many types of health and
vital records including death certificates and health
records. In addition to enabling the storage and
retrieval of diagnostic information for clinical,
epidemiological and quality purposes, these records
also provide the basis for the compilation of mortality
and morbidity statistics[3].
Administrative district of Korea consists of 1
metropolitan city, 6 megalopolis, 8 provinces, 1
Special Autonomic City, and 1 Special Autonomic
province which uses sovereign power. The gross 17
administrative districts are classified as metropolitan
municipalities [4].

2. Subject
2.1. Collecting data
In this study, gross data from a 36 month period
from January 2010 to December 2012 was used. The
classification of diseases, three-stage diagnosis, is 1725.
There were 16 administrative districts except for
Sejong-si during the period of data collection. But
there are 17 fiducially administrated districts for 2014.
Table 1. Information from Collected Data
Collecting data
Classification
Separate cities
time (month)
of Diseases
and provinces
2010.1 ~
third-degree
Administrative
2012.12
diagnosis
District
36
1,725
16
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Table 2. Classification of the graph is defined by four types of diseases from basic theory
List
Diagnosis and Definition
J30
Other diseases of upper respiratory tract
Environmental disease
J45
Asthma
L20
Atopic dermatitis
I10-I15
Hypertensive diseases
Lifestyle related disease
E10-E14
Diabetes mellitus
F31
Manic episode
Mental illness
F32
Bipolar affective disorder
F33
Depressive episode
Endemic disease
B50-B54
malaria

2.2. Classification of diseases
Before developing a prediction model, the diseases
should be defined using the available model. Diseases
in the graph are classified based on the four main types
that come from basic theory. There are 3 typical
environmental diseases such as diseases of the upper
respiratory tract, Asthma, and Atopic dermatitis. In
diseases related to lifestyle, there are diseases of the
upper respiratory tract. In mental illness, there are
diseases of manic episodes, bipolar affective disorder
and depressive episodes. In endemic diseases, there are
diseases of malaria [5].
Many other diseases are included in the 4 types.
Several specific diseases which are not available in the
upper part are included in other types. The prediction
model should be started from these types.

2.3. Occurrence distribution of patients with
the disease
Seoul

Geonbuk

Chungbuk

Occurrence for patients of lifestyle-related disease is
slightly different from occurrence for seasonal patients
and normally has a wide confidence interval.
Seoul

Chungbuk

Geonbuk

Kyungnam

Figure 2. Distribution of Lifestyle related Disease
Occurrence for patients of environmental diseases
changes seasonally and normally has a short
confidence interval.
Seoul

Chungbuk

Geonbuk

Kyungnam

Kyungnam

Figure 1. Distribution of Environmental Disease

Figure 3. Distribution of Mental Illness
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Distribution of mental illness is similar in each
area but both environmental diseases and lifestyle
related diseases have a different distribution.
Seoul

Chungbuk

Health Belief Model to Examine Older Adults’ FoodHandling Behaviors”, Journal of Nutrition Behavior, 2002,
Vol 34, pp.25-30.
[3] Korean Classification of Diseases(KCD), National
Statistical Office, 2004.
[4] Classification of
Statistical Office, 2014.

administrative

district,

National

[5] http://www.hira.or.kr/main.do

Geonbuk

Kyungnam

[6] Akaike, H., "A New Look at the Statistical Model
Identification”, IEEE Transaction on Automatic Control,
AC–19, 1974, 716–723.
[7] Anderson, T. W., The Statistical Analysis of Time Series,
New York: John Wiley & Sons, 1971.

Figure 4. Distribution of Endemic Disease
Endemic diseases are have a different occurrence
distribution depending on the region.

3. Conclusion and Future Work
Diseases are defined as four types from basic theory.
In environmental diseases, occurrence points of
patients are seasonal and have a short confidence
interval. In lifestyle-related diseases, occurrence points
of patients are few seasonally and have a wide
confidence interval. The distribution for patients of
regional diseases varies greatly. We could develop a
general prediction model using the occurrence
distribution of diseases. In a general prediction model,
health behavior and health condition will be added as
variables for internal factors. For other factors, weather
and national policy will be added.
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Abstract
This paper constructs a nutrient database and
implements system for analysis of urinary cancer
patients. The proposed system stores diet, eating habits
and lifestyles from questionnaire, and a web-based
system calculates nutrient to manage the patients. This
system would be helpful to analyze the relationship of
urinary cancer, nutrient, eating hobby and lifestyle.
Also our research is expected that can be meaningful
research for prediction of the prognosis of the urinary
cancer patients.

1. Introduction
In recent years, there have been many researches
for relevance of cancer prevention, diet and lifestyle.
The relationship between cancer and diet is closely
related, it is proven much throughout many studies.
Dietary fiber was found to have effect to prevent
colon cancer and rectal cancer [1]. Beta carotene has
efficacy of prevention of gastric and lung cancer [2].
Vitamin E has efficacy of prevention of lung cancer
and prostate cancer [3]. Vitamin C is effective in
preventing lung cancer and gastric cancer [4].
However, the results of many researches are not
consistent with relevance between cancer and diet, and
we don’t know which nutrients effective in the
prevention of cancer [5]. Therefore we need to analyze
the relationship between cancer and diet for prediction
of prognosis of cancer.
In this paper, we construct a database for history of
disease, diet and patients lifestyle. And we propose a
web-based system for analysis of urinary cancer
patients from the disease prevention questionnaire. The

proposed system is expected that manage the patients
data and analyzes the relationship of urinary cancer,
nutrient, eating hobby and their lifestyle efficiently.

2. Related Work
Han et al. developed computerized nutrition
counseling system for patients with diabetes [6]. In this
system, they designed to find out a personal dietary
history and to give suggestions about his incorrect
dietary habit. And they analyzed the energy and
nutrients of food consumed.
Han purposed system for nutritional assessment and
diagnosis of dietary intakes through internet [7]. This
study assessed the general status of the body such as
ideal body weight, an obesity index, basal metabolic
rate and total energy requirement. And they analyzed
energy and nutrients of dietary intake including intake
of dietary fatty acids and evaluated the nutritional
status of dietary intake by comparing the energy and
nutrient intake with recommended dietary allowance.
Son et al. proposed a system for analyzing nutrition
status based on hierarchical fuzzy inference approach
[8]. In this system, they analyzed the transition process
on the nutritional status from an obesity degree, the
previous nutritional status, and the eating pattern with
an individual. And they evaluated obesity degree and
final nutrition status.

3.
Web-based
Disease
Prevention
Question-naire Management System
This system framework is as shown Figure 1. Each
patient’s data investigated from disease prevention
questionnaire, answers to each question were stored in
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nutrient database. After selecting data of patients, each
data was loaded in nutrient database and calculated
total nutrients of each data. Finally, users can confirm
the each amount of nutrients like energy, protein, fat,
carbohydrate, Ca, vitamin, and so on. This overall
system was developed using Flex 4.6 and JSP, and
database was constructed using MySQL.

Figure 2. Nutrient, lifestyle, history of disease data
collection from questionnaire
Nutrient, lifestyle, history of disease data collection
from questionnaire is as shown Figure 2. It was
designed to select or write answer about patients. After
answered all questions, they can store data about
patients in disease prevention questionnaire database.
Database design is as shown Figure 3. It was
designed based on the questionnaire, answers of
question were stored in each table. This database
consists of 11 tables such as history of use of drug,
history of family, food, job, medical, operation, patient,
sleep, smoking and standard.
Each table included data of answer about detailed
question of each category. For example, food table
included data of answer about amount and number of
intake of each food for a year. Other table included
data of answer like food table. But standard table has
nutrients weight degree on each food and question.
When calculate nutrients, this table is used.

Figure 1. The framework for web-based disease
prevention questionnaire management system
Disease Prevention Questionnaire Database
We collected data using questionnaire from the
hospital. This questionnaire consists of 28 pages, and it
included basic data of patients, history of medical,
history of family, details of smoking, drinking,
sleeping,
physical activities and dietary intake.

Figure 3. Disease
database design

prevention

questionnaire

Calculation of patient’s annual nutrient intake
This system was designed to calculate patient’s
annual nutrient intake. We imported data of answer of
selected patient from disease prevention questionnaire
database. Data of answer included amount and number
of intake of each food for a year. We calculate amount
of intake of each food using standard table. It
calculated the product of amount and number of intake
and weight degree which each nutrients. And it
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summed amount of intake each nutrient of all food.
Finally, we can confirm calculation of patient’s annual
nutrient intake. Calculation of patient’s annual nutrient
intake is as shown Figure 4. Association of cancer and
nutrients can be analyzed using calculated amount of
nutrient intake.

American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, Vol 62(6), 1995, pp.
1393-1402.
[3] J.M. Chan, M.J. Stampfer, J. Ma, Rimm E.B., Willett
W.C. and Giocannucci E.L., “Supplemental vitamin E intake
and prostate cancer risk in a large cohort of men in the
United State”, Cancer Epidemiol Biomarker Prev, Vol 9,
1999, pp. 893-899.
[4] Voorrips L.E., Goldbohm R.A., Brants H.A., van Poppel
G.A., Sturmans F, Hermus R.J. and van den Brandt P.A., “A
prospective cohort study on antioxidant and folate intake and
male lung cancer risk”, Cancer Epidemiol Biomarkers Prev,
Vol 9, 2000, pp. 357-367.
[5] M.S. Lee, I.P. Chung and J.J. Jang, “Cancer Prevention
and Diet”, Journal of Korea Association of Cancer
Prevention, Vol 7(2), 2002, pp. 210-214.

Figure 4. Calculation of patient’s annual nutrient
intake

4. Conclusion and Future Directions
In this paper we constructed database for history of
disease, nutrients and patients lifestyle from disease
prevention questionnaire. And we developed the webbased system which analyzes relevance between
cancer and nutrients to predict prognosis and
prevention of cancer. This system can manage the
patient’s questionnaire data and calculate their annual
intake nutrients. It can be expected to help analysis of
relevance between cancer and nutrients. Currently, we
stored to database only questionnaire data such as
disease history, food, job, sleeping and smoking. In the
future, it is possible to integrate the cancer patient’s
clinical database and provide various analysis methods
for comprehensive analysis of cancer patients.
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Abstract
The seasonal and diurnal variation of radio
refractivity over Mongolia was studied. The values of
radio refractivity have been determined in Ulgii,
Khatgal,
Bayan-Ovoo,
Baitag,
Dalanzadgad,
Bayandelger and Ulaanbaatar. The seasonal and
diurnal refractivity was calculated for the period of
thirty years meteorological data from 1984 through
2013. A total of more than one million refractivity
measurements was considered in this analysis. The
results indicate that the radio refractivity of a seasonal
variation with high value in the wet season and low
value in the dry season. This is a result of variations in
meteorological parameters such as humidity,
temperature and atmospheric pressure. The yearly
maximum radio refractivity, 328 N-units was in
Khatgal in the January and minimum one, 295 N-units
was in Dalanzadgad in the May
Keywords : Radio refractivity; radio-wave propagation; atmospheric propagateion; meteorological
parameters

1. Introduction
The radio refractive index n of the troposphere is an
important factor in predicting performance of
terrestrial radio links. Near the surface of the earth
radio refractive index, n, is a number of the order of
1.0003 [1]. The radio refractive index in the
troposphere is affected by the variations of
meteorological parameters such as temperature,
pressure and relative humidity. The changes in the
value of the radio refractive index can curve the path
of the radio wave. Even small changes in these
variables can make a significant influence because
radio signals can be refracted over the whole of the
signal path [2].

Radio refractivity N is used in order to notice the
changes in the values of the refractive index which is
usually small. These N is obtained by subtracting 1
from the refractive index and multiplying the
remainder from the refractive index and multiplying
the remainder obtains units by a milling (N=(n-1)*106)
[3]. In this way more manageable numbers are
obtained.
Change in refractive index with height causes
radiowaves to curve downwards, and to a degree
which depends on the vertical refractivity gradient.
Refractive bending causes extension of the radio
horizon beyond the optical horizon. Surface radio
refractivity Ns is known to have a high correlation with
radio field strength values [4] while the surface
refractivity gradient which depends on NS determines
the refractive condition of the atmosphere which may
result in a normal, sub-refractive, super-refractive or
ducting layer, each of which has important influences
on propagation of VHF, UHF and microwaves in the
atmosphere. Under normal atmospheric conditions the
refractive index of air decreases uniformly with height,
and the surface value Ns is known to have a good
positive correlation with the parameter ∆N
representing the refractivity gradient in the first 1
kilometer above the surface. Thus, good knowledge of
Ns is practically useful in planning and design of
microwave communications systems. This work is
aimed to find out the diurnal and seasonal variation of
the surface radio refractivity over Mongolia.
Mongolia is a landlocked country in Northeast Asia
located between the latitudes of 41o35’N and 52o09’N
and the longitudes of 87o44’E and 119o56’E.
Mongolia’s territory reaches relatively high altitudes:
while the average altitude is 1580 meters above sea
level, 81.2% of the territory is higher than 1000
meters, and half of the territory is higher than 1,500
meters. In Mongolia, all natural zones such as high
mountains, valleys between the mountain ranges, wide
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steppe, desert and semi-desert zones are combined.
Ecologically, Mongolia occupies a critical transition
zone in Central Asia: here the great Siberian taiga
forest, the Central Asian steppe, the high Altai
mountains and the Gobi desert converge. The
northwest and central parts of Mongolia are high
mountainous regions, while the eastern part is a vast
steppe region. The southern part of the country
represents the semi-desert and desert area that is
known as Mongolian Gobi [5].
Since Mongolia has many types of landscapes, in
this study, we investigated the diurnal and seasonal
variation of surface refractivity over seven localities
(Ulgii, Khatgal, Bayan-Ovoo, Baitag, Dalanzadgad,
Bayandelger and Ulaanbaatar) to cover all the climatic
regions in Mongolia. Meanwhile, this study covers a
period of thirty years' meteorological data from 1984
through 2013.

2. Climatic characteristics of Mongolia and
Data Acquisition
The climate of Mongolia is a harsh continental
climate with four distinctive seasons, high annual and
diurnal temperature fluctuations, and low rainfall.
Average annual temperatures range between 8.5oC in
the Gobi and -7.8oC in the high mountainous areas.
The extreme minimum temperature is usually between
-31.1oC and -52.9oC in January and the extreme
maximum temperature ranges from +28.5oC to
+42.2oC in July. The average annual precipitation is
low (200-220 mm) and represents a range between
38.4mm per year in the extreme South (Gobi desert
region) and 389 mm per year in limited areas in the
North. Most precipitation occurs in the months of June,
July and August; the driest months occur between
November and March.
Seven weather stations (located at Ulgii, Khatgal,
Bayan-Ovoo, Baitag, Dalanzadgad, Bayandelger and
Ulaanbaatar) which studied in this work were selected
from six regions according to their landscape
characteristics. First weather station at Ulgii is located
in coldest region, which includes the Lakes Basin.
Second weather station at Khatgal is located in wettest
region, which includes the Khangai and Khuvsgul
mountains and arable land areas. Third weather station
at Bayan-Ovoo is located in a region where receives a
moderate amount of precipitation and includes the
steppe and the Khentei mountains. Fourth weather
station at Baitag is located in the driest and hottest
climate region, covering the Altain-Gobi and GobiAltain mountains. Fifth weather station at Dalanzadgad
is located in the Gobian zone. Sixth weather station at

Bayandelger is located in the Dornod-Gobian zone.
Seventh weather station is located in Ulaanbaatar,
capital city of Mongolia. Latitude, longitude, altitude,
station number and locality of the weather stations are
presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Latitude and longitude of the stations
Latitude Longitude
Station
Altitude
Localities
(North) (East)
Number

Climatic region

44214

Ulgii

48.93°

89.93°

1715

Coldest region, includes
the Lakes Basin

44207

Khatgal

50.43°

100.15°

1668

Wettest region, includes
Mountains area

44302 BayanOvoo 47.78°

112.11°

926

Steppe and Khentei
mountains

44265

46.11°

91.46°

1186

Hottest region, covering
Altain-Gobi

44373 Dalanzadgad 43.58°

104.41°

1465

Gobian zone

44352 Bayandelger 45.73°

112.36°

1101

Dornod-Gobian zone

44292 Ulaanbaatar 47.92°

106,84°

1306

Capital city

Baitag

3. Calculation of Radio Refractivity
Radio refractive index, n, is equal to approximately
1.0003. Since n never exceeds unity by more than a
few parts in 10-4, it is convenient to consider scaled-up
by 106 and measured by radio-refractivity N, which is
related to the refractive index, n as:

N  (n  1)  10 6

(1)

Radio refractivity [3] N is expressed by:

N  N dry  N wet 

e
77.6 
 P  4810  (2)
T 
T

with the dry term, Ndry, of radio refractivity given by:

N dry  77.6

P
T

(3)

and the wet term, Nwet, by:

N wet  3.732  105

e
T2

(4)

where P is the atmospheric pressure (hPa), e is the
water vapor pressure (hPa) and T is the absolute
temperature (K).
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Hes
e
100

(5)

es is the saturation vapor pressure (hPa) at the
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4. Results and Discussions
The values of the refractivity N have been
determined by using (2). Thirty years (1984-2013)
values of temperature, humidity and atmospheric
pressure were taken from seven weather stations (see
Table 1). Dry term, Ndry, and wet term, Nwet, of radio
refractivity were determined by using (3) and (4)
respectively. The partial water vapor pressure e was
determined by using (5) and (6). All calculations have
been performed using Mathematica [6].
The seasonal variation of dry term, Ndry, wet term,
Nwet and radio refractivity N in Ulgii, Khatgal, BayanOvoo, Baitag, Dalanzadgad, Bayandelger and
Ulaanbaatar are presented in Figures 1-3. The result
showed an increase in the value of refractivity from a
minimum value of about 295 N-units at Dalanzadgad
station to a maximum value of about 328 N-units at
Khatgal station. It is observed from the results that
refractivity values at Dalanzadgad station are lower
than other stations. Dalanzadgad is located on Gobian
zone and is dominated by dry and hot season within
the year. The result also showed that higher values of
refractivity are in December, January, July and August.
Most precipitation occurs in these months in Mongolia.
Refracvity dropped in April, May, September and
October which are the driest months of the year.
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Figure 1. Seasonal variation of dry term
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where H is the relative humidity (%) and t is the
Celsius temperature (oC). For water a 6.1121,
b 17.502, c 240.97 (valid between -20o to + 50o,
with an accuracy of ±20%) [3].
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Figure 2. Seasonal variation of wet term
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The relationship between water vapor pressure e and
relative humidity is given by [3]:
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Figure 3. Seasonal variation of radio refractivity
Temperature, humidity and atmospheric pressure,
which are main meteorological parameters used for
calculation of radio refractivity in seven localities are
presented in Figures 4-6.
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Dalanzadgad and Bayandelger and different months
are depicted in Figure 7 to Figure 10 respectively.
Each day, eight measurements of temperature, relative
humidity and pressure were taken at 0.00, 03.00,
06.00, 09.00, 12.00, 15.00, 18.00 and 21.00 hours
local time at all six stations.
The diurnal variations of radio refractivity at six
localities in January are shown in Figure 7. January is
the coldest month in Mongolia. From the result, the
value of refractivity reached a minimum around 09.00
to 08.00 hours local time and a maximum value around
21.00 to 0.00 hours local time for all localities. The
maximum value of radio refracvity about 332 N-units
was in Khatgal around 0.00 hours and the least values
312 N-units was in Dalanzadgad around 09.00 hours.

Figure 4. Seasonal variation of temperature
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Figure 5. Seasonal variation water vapor pressure
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Figure 6. Seasonal variation of atmospheric
pressure
The diurnal variations of refractivity in different
places at Ulgii, Khatgal, BayanOvoo, Baitag,
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Figure 7. Diurnal variaion of radio refractivity for
january
The dependencies of diurnal values of N on the time
of day in different places in April are presented in
Figure 8. The driest month occurs in April. Figure 8
shows that the refractivity is high (about 312 N-units
in Khatgal and Baitag) in the midnight (around 0.00
hours) for all localities. It gradually drops from 0.00
hour reach a minimum of around morning and
gradually risen till the end of the day. The minimum
value (291) of refractivity was in Dalanzadgad.
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Figure 8. Diurnal variation of radio refractivity for
april

Figure 10. Diurnal variation of radio refractivity
for august

Figure 9 and Figure 10 representing the diurnal
variations of radio refractivity of July, the hottest
month and August, the wettest month of the year
respectively. Most precipitation occurs in August. The
results showed that the variations of refractivity values
in July and August are almost same for all regions. A
maximum value of about 331 N-units was observed
about 21.00 hours over BayanOvoo and Bayandelger
in July. In July and August, minimum diurnal
variations (302 N-units) were observed over
Dalanzadgad at 09.00 in August.

Comparison of Diurnal variation of radio refractivity
with time in January, April, July and August in
Ulaanbaatar is depicted in Figure 11. The hourly
variations of meteorological parameters for each day
for the thirty minute interval for each day were
recorded in Ulaanbaatar. In Figure 11, diurnal average
values of refractivity in January are higher than other
months and the diurnal variations of N-values are
smaller in April. The variations in the daily N-values
was almost same pattern for months.
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5. Conclusion
The above discussion has emphasized the following
points:
a. Radio refractivity shows a seasonal variation
with high value in the wet season and low
value in the dry season.
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b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

From the diurnal and seasonal radio
refractivity values, the values of refractivity at
drier and warmer localities are lower than
colder and wettest region.
Radio refractivity value over Mongolia
increases from about 295 N-units gobian zone
to about 328 N-units in the north.
The yearly maximum radio refractivity, 328
N-units was in Khatgal in the January and
minimum one, 295 N-units was in
Dalanzadgad in the May.
The variation of refractivity from northern
Mongolia to gobian zone have a maximum of
about 33 N-units.
Diurnal variation of radio refractivity shows
that the values of N the highest at midnight
and gradually decrease until sunrise and
gradually increase after about 09.00 hours.
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Abstract
Ground water plays an important role in daily
activities and production of human. It is the major
used water source for Vietnam and industrial purpose.
We build a system to collect, and analyze the
spatiotemporal data of hydrological and hydrogeological characteristics of shallow and deep
groundwater aquifers in northern Hanoi industrial
zones and in nearby Red River water. Groundwater
level, electrical conductivity were measured in four
monitoring wells, complemented by anion, cation, and
stable isotope analyses of ground and surface water.
The system also could help us: understand how aquifer
systems work, determine direction and gradient of
groundwater flow, determine annual and long-term
changes of groundwater in storage, estimate recharge
rate, gain insight for well construction and where to
set pump bowls for efficient extraction, as well as
predict the water level, water quality in future.

1. Introduction
Because of urbanization, industrialization, and
agricultural development rapidly in Vietnam, surface
water in lakes, rivers, are increasingly polluted which
in turn negatively impacts the quality of groundwater
[1]. Groundwater resources are important in supplying
water for domestic and industrial use. Especially, over
large regions such as capital city of Hanoi. These
resources are limited, so it is important to introduce a
plan for efficient management by studying spatial and
temporal variations of aquifer quality.

Figure 1. Relationship between spatial, temporal
and spatiotemporal DB
Spatiotemporal databases aim to provide database
support for applications which show both spatial and
temporal characteristics. It provides extensions to
existing models of Spatial databases to include
temporal aspects, in order to better cater to dynamic
environment, like moving objects, traffic flow etc.
Spatiotemporal databases can be defined as a database
that embodies spatial, temporal and spatiotemporal
database concepts and captures both spatial and
temporal aspects of data. In real world applications
often time and space exists together, hence dealing
with spatial aspect without considering temporal aspect
is of limited use. Figure 1: provides an idea about the
relationship,
between
spatial,
temporal
and
spatiotemporal database.
This paper introduces a system for monitoring and
managing the conductivity and groundwater level
varies continuous-time in the Northern Hanoi
industrial zones, Vietnam. Then the paper study a
model for spatiotemporal database management
system. The diagram definition of spatiotemporal
database also will be described into details[2]. The
method for analyzing the topology relationships
between binary geographical objects, especially the
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model: 9-intersection [2] will be presented for
calculating the relationship of objects. For providing
an interaction help with users efficiently and quickly,
this paper designs operators related to search
conditions of spatial, space and spatiotemporal data.
Several illustration examples for that operators will be
implemented. A system is finally built with that
operators was embedded into the system. The
experimental results can then be utilized as a
convenient efficient system for monitoring, managing
groundwater in the Northern Hanoi industrial zones,
Vietnam.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 overviews related work related. Section 3
explains to design the database system. Section 4 will
apply operators for data query . Section 5 shows the
experimental results. Conclusion and future work is
presented in Section 6.

2. Related Work
2.1 Spatiotemporal database concepts
Spatiotemporal concepts, involves both spatial and
temporal concepts. Spatiotemporal database concepts
need to supply both spatial and temporal database
concepts while implementing spatiotemporal database.
Hence it is essential to understand the different
database concepts needed to create spatiotemporal
database systems, they are:
- Spatial databases
- Temporal databases
- Spatiotemporal databases
Spatial databases are designed to store and process
spatial information systems efficiently. Spatial
databases store the spatial attributes, which have space
related properties usually the temporal extent is not
present. The fundamental spatial data types are point,
line and region shown in figure 2 as well as their
relationships like intersects, lies within, lies outside,
touches shown in figure 3.

Figure 2. Fundamental data types in spatial DBMS,
point line and region

Figure 3. Few relationships between spatial, objects
covered, intersects and adjacent.
Temporal databases represent attribute of objects
which are changing with respect to time i.e. like
functions with continuous range or functions which
represent discrete values at different points in time.

2.2 Spatiotemporal
models

groundwater

database

The fundamental aspect of spatiotemporal
groundwater systems, is the spatiotemporal
groundwater data models. These define entity data
types, relationships, operations and rules to maintain
database integrity for spatitemporal entities. It must
also provide efficient support for spatiotemporal
queries and analytical methods to be performed in the
spatiotemporal information systems. When designing
temporal data models, center, temporal operations,
time density and time representation need to be taken
into account , whereas for spatial data models,
orientation, direction, structure of space,etc need to be
considered.
Different models have been proposed for modeling
spatio-temporal information systems, such as: The
Snapshot Model, Space-Time composite, Simple Time
Stamping, Event-Oriented model, three domain model,
History Graph Model, Spatio-Temporal EntityRelationship, Object-Relationship (O-R) Model,
Spatio-temporal object-oriented data models, Moving
Object Data Model.
Recently, there have been several researches on
groundwater management [3, 4, 5, 6]. These works
have some weaknesses in the following:
These works almost focus to analyze the statically
data collected. The works didn't have visualization
model to query the data changes over time and also
didn't predict the groundwater level, groundwater
quality in future. Hence, this paper will build a
spatiotemporal database model for monitoring and
managing the groundwater data, the data collected are
then used for data visualization. The paper also build
operators to query data changes over space and time.
Finally, a experimental system for managing the wells
in the industrial zones of Hanoi city will be deployed.
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3. Design the database system
3.1 The structure of system
In this paper, we design an architectural system to
monitor the groundwater information for using the data
efficiently.

Figure 4. The system to monitor and manage the
ground water
The architecture includes many modules as shown
in figure 4 such as: location monitor module, collection
module, data preprocessing module, spatiotemporal
data warehouse module, module for monitoring the
groundwater's information, module manages the tool
for analysis and information visualization with user
interface.

3.2 Description of system
Effective groundwater management will protect the
quantity of groundwater and ensure a dependable and
affordable supply of groundwater into perpetuity. It
will also protect the water quality to ensure that the
groundwater remains suitable for domestic, industrial,
agricultural, and environmental uses and it will seek to
prevent land subsidence that can damage expensive
public and private infrastructure such as water
conveyance and flood control facilities, and water
wells.
Each well is determined by a point and assigned by
a label. In this paper, We use the sensors to measure
the groundwater level and groundwater quality of each
well. It will help us to understand how aquifer systems
work, determine direction and gradient of groundwater
flow, determine annual and long-term changes of
groundwater in storage, estimate recharge rate, gain

insight for well construction and where to set pump
bowls for efficient extraction, as well as predict the
water level, water quality in future.

3.3 Design database
As the data described above, this paper designs the
entity relationship (ER) as shown in figure 5:

Figure 5. Entity relationship (ER) model
GIENG entity includes the attributes that: Gid, Rid,
TenGieng and Vitri. Gid is the primary key of GIENG
entity to distinguish with other well, Rid is the foreign
key references to REGION entity. TenGieng is the
name of well, Vitri is the position of well.
The second entity that GIENGDES describes
specifically GIENG entity, this entity includes the
attributes: Gid is the foreign key references to GIENG
entity, time of measurement, time, height of well,
conductivity, temperature, depth of well
The attributes of REGION entity are: Rid is the
primary key of REGION entity, TenVung is the name
of region, the border of region is a set of points
that:x1,y1; x2,y2,... xn, yn
The attributes of REGIONDES entity are: Rid is
the foreign key to references to REGION entity,
specialized, length and width.

4. Apply operators for data query
In spatio-temporal domain, several operators for
logical relationships, arithmetics, position, orientation,
extent, surface area, volume, shape and perimeter,
spatial topology and set oriented operators like union,
cardinality, intersection etc need to be studied. In the
case of spatio-temporal operators, in addition to the
above mentioned spatial operations, operators related
to temporal operations like, event duration,
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intersection, union, negation and comparison need to
be taken into account.
This paper use the operators have built and
embedded in the system such as: time operator for two
region, spatial operator for point and region and
spatiotemporal operator.
Function: Boolean ST_Operators(R, S/P, Top, Sop)
Input: 1st region (R), 2rd region (S)/point (P), time
operator (Top), Space operator (Sop)
Output:
st_predicate: boolean
Begin
st_predicate=FALSE;
Step 1: Check time condition
- Select time gap between 1st region and 2rd region
(VTs, VTe), (begin, end)
- Call function Temporal_Operators() with parameters
Top, VTs, VTe, begin, end;
Step 2: check space condition
If (Temporal_Operators(VTs, VTe, begin, end) =
‘true’ then
If space condition is region-region then
- call function S_Operators() with parameters R, S,
Sop;
- If (S_Operators()=TRUE then st_predicate =
TRUE
If space condition point-region then
- call function isContained() with parameters P, R;
- If (isContained()=TRUE then st_predicate =
TRUE
endif
Return st_predicate
End
Algorithm 1. Spatiotemporal operator
Hence, the user easily find the data without
remember the operators as shown in the Table I:
Table 1. Comparison the algorithm have operators
and without operators

5. Experiment and results

This section presents the experimental settings as
well as shows several experimental results.

5.1 The experiment integrates time operators,
space operators and spatiotemporal operators
This paper built a system with the experiments
integrate time operators, space operators and
spatiotemporal operators.

Figure 6. The user interface
The role of operators are the filter to find entity.
The priority of data query follow order: time, space.
That mean when the user finds the entities have both
these conditions, the entities satisfy the time condition
then will be continued to check the space condition.
Hence the time for finding the entity will be reduced
because to find the entity in the spatiotemporal
database is very complicated and need a lot of time.
There are several experimental examples using the
operators for finding the entity.
Figure 6 shows the user interface uses to input the
values
The user interface have the input values:
- Khu Cong Nghiep: use to choose the Region
- TT khong gian: the type of space operator:
IsContained.
- TG bat dau t1 and TG ket thuc t1 are: start and
end of the interval time T1 of time operator's name:
during
- TG bat dau t2 and TG ket thuc t2 are: start and
end of the interval time T2 of time operator's name:
during
- TT Thoi gian: the type of time operators:
overlabs and during

5.1.1 Data query with space conditions
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Figure 7. Input values with spaces condition
Input values are shown in figure 7:
- Khu Cong nghiep: Bac Thang Long
- TT khong gian: Iscontained to find the position
of wells in the table: GIENG in Bac Thang Long area
have MBR (Rx1, Ry1, Rx2, Ry2)

Figure 10. Output values with time condition
Figure 10 shown the results to query groundwater
level in two intervals time: T1=‘6/2008, 8/2008’ and
T2=’1/2008,12/2008’ use time operator: during. With
this query condition, the groundwater level of all wells
(four wells: w1, w2, w3, w4) are shown.

5.1.3 Data query with spatiotemporal condition
Input values are shown in figure 11

Figure 8. Output values with space condition
Output values are shown in figure 8 include the
groundwater level of two wells in the Bac Thang Long
area: w3 and w4.

5.1.2 Data query with time condition

Figure 9. Input values with time condition

Figure 11. Input values with spatiotemporal
condition

Figure 12. Output values with spatiotemporal
condition
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Figure 12 shown the results to query groundwater
level of two well (w3, w4) in two intervals time:
T1=‘6/2008, 8/2008’ and T2=’1/2008,12/2008’ use
space operator: IsContained and time operator:
during. With this query condition, the groundwater
level of all wells (w1, w2, w3, w4) are shown and
satisfy the time condtion

6. Conclusion and future work
The WHO (World Health Organization) have
warned that lack of open access to clean drinking
water is the one of the major adverse influences on the
general health and life expectancy of people in many
developing countries. With the development of
information technology has been a main factor for
determining groundwater information. A lot of works
have reported that urbanization, industrial and
agricultural activities directly or indirectly affect
groundwater. However, there is still very little
information on this quality in Vietnam and this should
be redressed.
Spatiotemporal databases have become very
important in recent years, as many real world
applications, one of important application is
hydrogeology information. The hydro-geological data
have attributes related to both space and time, and
managing them using existing database management
system is complex and inefficient, as these entities
which
show
spatiotemporal
behavior
are
multidimensional. Hence, this paper built a system use
the spatiotemporal operators embedded in the system
to query the groundwater data in northern Hanoi
industrial zones. The system is very convenient and
efficient for knowledgeable about aquifer systems
work, direction and gradient of groundwater flow,
annual and long-term changes of groundwater in
storage, recharge rate, etc, as well as help us make a
plan to manage groundwater efficiently.
In ongoing work, I will build a system for predicting
the groundwater level and groundwater quality in
future, it will help us to warn the status of groundwater
resource better.
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Abstract
In this paper we use a picoseconds pulsed laser
facility to investigate the SEE (single event effects) of
CVLSIC (Complex Very Large Scale Integrate
Circuits). A 32-bit microprocessor based on SPARC
V8 architecture has been chosen to explore the
contribution of different parts to the single event effect
in details. The sensitivity mapping of cache, regfile and
the sensitivity thickness of devices which are fabricated
in 180nm technology, with a substrate thickness of
400μm are obtained. In this way, three-dimensional
distribution of the sensitive areas is obtained which
offers essential information to the radiation hardening
work in the future.

1. Introduction
Pulsed laser technology is a new experimental
verification technology developed in recent years, it
offers numerous advantages for SEE testing compared
to conventional testing. For example, laser testing
doesn’t cause degradation, has lower cost and is
repeatable, etc. Nowadays the use of a pulsed laser
beam as a test and hardness assurance tool to simulate
single event phenomena (SEP), such as upsets (SEU)
or latch-up (SEL), in microelectronic devices has been
becoming more and more popular [1]. The laser
facility can assess the hardened level and may ensure a
faster detection and diagnosis of radiation sensitivity
weaknesses. The laser pulse can be used to
characterize sites on the same chip having specific
sensitivities to radiation impact. Moreover, the laser
pulse can be synchronized with circuit clocks and,
thus, can be used to characterize the influence of
dynamic circuit operation on its sensitivity to radiation.
Currently, a portion of devices have been conducted
laser experimental for single event effects study
,including SRAM, FPGA, optoelectronic devices, etc.
Whereas studies of the sensitive thickness of sensitive
areas for CVLSIC by pulsed laser at home and abroad

are rarely seen in published literature. Therefore, in
this paper a detailed study on the performance of the
SEE of microprocessor based on picoseconds pulsed
laser equipment were carried out to analyze the
discrepancy between different functional units of the
device. Simultaneity the curves of sensitive thickness
in different sensitive sites of various functional units
are presented. Accordingly pulsed laser test as an
effective and economic experiment method will be
used to estimate the reliability and capability of
domestic CVLSIC in the near future.

2. Background
Experimented circuit is a 32-bit embedded RISC
microprocessor based on SPARC V8 architecture
illustrated in Figure 1 which can be used for on-board
embedded real-time computer system, to meet a variety
of aerospace missions. We just need to add memories
and related peripheral circuits to form a complete
single board computer system. The target circuit was
fabricated in bulk silicon CMOS 180nm technology,
with a substrate thickness of 400μm.
The operating frequency of microprocessor is
100MHz. Device has many different function blocks
among which I-cache, D-cache, Regfile, IU/FPU units
are susceptible to upsets [2]. It has six metal layers,
inability to penetrate metal overlays, making the
sensitive areas beneath them difficult to access.
Therefore a new approach has been developed to
interrogate SEE phenomena through the wafer using
backside irradiation, eliminating any interference from
the metallization layer stacks [3]. Laser test system is
illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 1. Architecture of the microprocessor

Figure 2. Laser test system

3. Experiment details
A picoseconds pulsed laser system is used to
perform the tests. It generates pulses of 1064nm
wavelength and 17 ps temporal optical duration,
operating either in a single-shot mode or with a high
repetition rate of 1k Hz. The chip is connected to a test
board mounted on a motorized xyz stage with 0.125μm
resolution. The optical pulses are focused onto the
backside of the target circuit with a 100× microscope
objective. The diameter of the focused laser spot is
approximately 1.5 microns at the sample surface.
Several areas selected for scanning are illustrated in
Figure 3. When tested, corresponding test programs
are implemented to explore the sensitivity in different
function units. During scanning the selected area, any

errors in the contents of the memory units are
recorded.
Large step increases in the pulse energies are used,
to ensure quick detection and location of SEP. A
subsequent SEP characterization algorithm is then
performed for each detected sensitive site. This
consists in determining the laser pulse energy
threshold that triggers the event, with the pulsed laser
beam in the single-shot mode [4]. This measurement
has been performed for different locations in the
sensitive site area with a certain value of Z-Axis offset
which is the distance of laser focal plane from it
reaches the surface of the substrate to the deep inside
the device.
As the laser focus plane close to the sensitive
volume, laser energy required for triggering SEE is
reducing and when the laser focal plane move away
from sensitive volume, laser energy required for
triggering SEE is gradually increasing. So during the
section that laser focal plane just reaches the sensitive
volume to it departs from the sensitive volume, the
energy required for triggering an SEE is the minimum.
Record the sensitive sites, laser threshold energy and
then plot them in a curve. Then we change the value of
Z-Axis offset. The above tests are repeated for a range
of different values of Z-Axis offset sufficient to define
the optimal Z-Axis value when the trigger energy is
lowest. In this way, we get the E-Z curves in different
sensitive sites.
A 20μm×20μm cache/regfile area is selected for
scanning. The scanning step is 1μm per second. This
test is done under various laser energies. Record the
coordinate where occurs SEE and then plot them in a
curve, we obtained the sensitive mapping of different
units.
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Figure 5. The sensitive thickness of sensitivity site 2
in cache areas

Figure 3. Scan areas sketch map

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. E-Z curves in different sensitive sites
Change the focus depth namely Z-Axis offset
we can obtain the sensitive nature of the DUT. We
have obtained the SEE data of several sensitive points
in cache areas, regfile areas and IU/FPU areas.

As is shown in Figure 4 and Figure 5, the
horizontal axis is the distance of laser focal plane from
it reaches the surface of the substrate to the deep inside
the device and the vertical axis is the threshold laser
energy to trigger an event. During the section that laser
focal plane just reaches the sensitive volume to it
departs from the sensitive volume, the energy required
for triggering an SEE is the minimum. So the distance
of two dots which have the lowest laser energy is the
thickness of sensitive area. From the above figures, we
can see that the thickness of cache sensitive area is
about 1μm.
Figure 6 and Figure 7 is the SEE data of regfile
area, in which the horizontal axis and the vertical axis
have the same meaning as in Figure 4 and Figure 5. As
can be seen from the Figure 6 and Figure 7, the
sensitive thickness in regfile area is about 1μm.

Figure 4. The sensitive thickness of sensitivity site 1
in cache area
Figure 6. The sensitive thickness of sensitivity site 1
in regfile area
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Figure 7. The sensitive thickness of sensitivity site 2
in regfile area

Figure 9. Scatters of cache

Similarly to the above, Figure 8 is the SEE data of
IU/FPU area, in which the horizontal axis and the
vertical axis have the same meaning as in Figure 4 and
Figure 5. As can be seen from Figure 8, the sensitive
thickness in IU/FPU area is about 1μm.

Figure 10. Sensitive mapping of cache

Figure 8. The sensitive thickness of sensitivity site
in IU/FPU area
In short, as can be seen from the above results, we
can draw a conclusion that the sensitivity thickness of
device is about 1μm which is fabricated in 180nm
technology, with a substrate thickness of 400μm.

4.2. Sensitive mapping of different function
units
The scatters of test results under different energies
are illustrated in Figure 9. It implies that the number of
errors increases with the increase of laser energy. Then
the test results under different conditions are plotted in
a curve. In this way, we obtain the sensitive mapping
of cache which is shown in Figure 10.

In Figure 10, the X-Axis and Y-Axis is the
coordinate of horizontal axis and the vertical axis that
occur SEE. Different colors represent the probability
of SEE. As can be seen from Figure 10, black color
area has the greatest probability of SEE and the gray
color area has the relatively smaller probability of SEE.
The laser threshold energy of cache is about 2nJ.
Similarly, we obtained the scatters of test results
under different energies which are illustrated in Figure
11 and the sensitive mapping of regfile shown in
Figure 12. In Figure 12 the X-Axis and Y-Axis and the
different colors have the same meaning as in Figure
10. As can be seen from Figure 12, the laser threshold
energy of regfile is about 7nJ.
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5. Conclusion and future work

Figure 11. Scatters of regfile

The use of a focused picoseconds pulsed laser
system can generate SEE phenomena rapidly and
efficiently. We can draw a conclusion from the laser
energy and Z-Axis offset curves that devices fabricated
in 180nm technology, with a substrate thickness of
400μm, have a 1μm thickness of sensitive volume.
Also we get sensitive maps of different units. Finally,
three-dimensional distribution of the sensitive areas is
obtained which offers essential information to the
radiation hardening work in the future. Summing-up,
the approach of using an array of pulses covering a
selected die area provides a new solution in
investigating the reliability and capability of domestic
CVLSIC before they are applied in spaceflight [7].
The next step is to perform a different test vectors
under various duty factors to obtain the relationship
between duty factor and the SEU sensitivity. So we
can predict a device’s SEE sensitivity through
analyzing its programs which will be used in space
application.
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Abstract
The PBRS(Public Bike Rental System) is a bike
sharing system operating to rent a bike rental station
installed at key points in the city and after moving to
the destination, then to return to the nearest bike
station after moving to the destination. That now
contribute to public transport activation and individual

’s physical strength. But the current system integrated
management is difficult because each operated by a
municipality and deteriorate the quality of service.
Therefore in this paper designed Integrated Public
Bike Rental System as national standard.

1. Introduction
The PBRS(Public Bike Rental System) achieved a
nation’s vision that low-carbon and green growth is a
bike sharing system operating to rent a bike rental
station installed at key points in the city and after
moving to the destination, then to return to the nearest
bike station after moving to the destination.
PBRS started in the way of environmental
protection but now contribute to public transport
activation and individual ’ s physical strength. Also
recently, the Clean Development Mechanism is a
global concern and the trend is enforce a act of bicycle
use and regulations of each municipality so national
interest and the continued operation is necessary[1].
But the current system integrated management is
difficult because each operated by a municipality and
deteriorate the quality of service. Therefore in this
paper designed Integrated Public Bike Rental System
as national standard.
This paper is structured as follows: In section 2 we
mention the current state and problems of PBRS in
Korea. Section 3 describe our system design and
finally, in section 4 we present our conclusions and
future works.

2. Current State and Problems of Public
Bike Rental System in South Korea
Local Governments of the South Korea have been
adopted public bike rental system for aspects of
benefits such as reducing an emission of carbon
dioxide with using public transportation, and realizing
the promotion of national health using bicycles.
Classic examples of Public Bike Rental System in the
South Korea are as follow: "Tashu" of Daejeon
Metropolitan city, "Nubija" of ChangWon city,
"FIFTEEN" of Goyang city, and so on.
According to the analysis of the trend about the
rental bikes after adopting Public Bike Rental Service,
it has many potential strengths and demands. However
this service need to improve the quality[2]. The earlier
services have not been supporting a rental of the other
local bike between neighboring districts. Particularly
this service have been operating 4 areas in Seoul:
Sangam, Yeouido, Seodaemun-gu, and Seocho-gu.
The service of Sangam and Yeouido have managed at
the Seoul City Hall. And others are handled by their
borough offices. Figure 1 is shown the state of bike
stations in Seoul. But here is marked just Sangam and
Yeouido on the map.
Like this Figure 1 clearly show that separated
operating bike rental system in one Seoul so they are
not interchangeable and have constraints to be used.
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system need the national data, the National Server send
a request data to Local Server.

Figure 3. Block Diagram of Public Bike Rental
System

Figure 1. Status of public bike stations in Seoul
Furthermore municipalities operating PBRS have
difficulties of maintenance costs such as labor and
shipping costs. Meanwhile many countries of the
world are trying to reduce greenhouse gases in the
atmosphere such as the Convention on Climate Change
and Kyoto Protocol, and South Korea also intend to
pursue the voluntary reduction to 30% by 2020.
Therefore it need to operate to regulate carbon
emissions and support measures at national level.
In this paper designed Integrated Public Bike Rental
System as national standard for resolve the problem of
service, cost and environmental aspects of current
separate system.

Figure 3 is shown a block diagram of the system.
This system consist of five parts such as User
Management Module, Bike Management Module,
Station Management Module, Region Management
Module, and Payment Information Management
Module. Firstly User Management Module have
functions as User Registration/Modification/Secession,
Inquiry of available bike classified by station, and Web
Log-in/out. Secondly Bike Management perform Bikes
Registration/Modification/Disuse. Thirdly Station
Management
Module
have
Stations
Registration/Modification/Disuse function. Fourthly
Region Management Module also have function as
Region Registration/Modification/Erasure. Finally
Payment Information Management Module manage
particulars of payment. In addition, All modules are
able to inquire details of usage about each information.

3. Design of Integrated Public Bike Rental
System

Figure 2. Concept of Public Bike Rental System

Figure 4. E-R Diagram of Public Bike Rental
System

Figure 2 present a concept of the proposed system.
A user can rent a bike using a Kiosk. And then the
rental data is handled at the Local Server. When the

Figure 4 is shown ER Diagram of our system. This
system have six tables. The rental history data is stored
in Rent_Detail table.
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4. Conclusion
We analyzed the status and problems of Public Bike
Rental System and were presented and designed
integrated public bike rental system to solve this
problem. If this designed system adopted the real
public bike rental business, standardized systematic
management is possible because operating jurisdiction
will be changing from local government to the country.
Through integrated management system can be
achieved to improve the quality of service of
membership
management,
asset
management,
operations management, accounting systems, etc. And
also we expected to increase the share of bicycle
transportation.
In the future work, we need to develop the
operating system based on the design of this system
and then measure actual effect.
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Abstract
Vast store of database has been established through
the project for establishment of database executed by
the companies and national institutions. However,
there are numerous problems including the difficulties
in provision of services to the public and occurrences
of civil petitions due to deterioration in the quality of
the database. Accordingly, generalized error test
method and standardized error verification technology
for the database that can be applied under any
environment whatsoever are in urgent need. In this
Study, the composition of Data Warehouse for multidimensional error verification and designing of the
multi-dimensional error test system structure are
proposed as a means of resolving these issues.

1. Introduction
The error test is performed by using S/W at the data
test stage among the process of establishing database.
The S/W error test developed cannot be used for error
test at other institutions or business sites, and the S/W
must be customized for application every time.
However, since large scale correction is needed, the
costs to be incurred would be similar to the cost of new
development. Supplementation through relevant
technology development is necessary as there are
numerous inadequacies in applying them without
corrections. Although vast store of the database has
been established through the project for the database
establishment executed by the national institutions,
problems such as deterioration of the database quality
and lack of compatibility of S/W error test arising from

the quantitative expansion of thedatabase. Therefore,
there is an urgent need to define and establish
generalized error testmethod and standardized
technology that can be applied in the establishment of
the data base. In this Study, the literature on the means
of general composition of Data Warehouse and quality
factors as well as definition of the data will be
examined, and structural design for the multidimensional error verification system will be proposed.

2. Literature review
2.1 Date processing method of Data Warehouse
Corporations or public institutions with sales
revenues or work activities that are above the
prescribed level are those who frequently establish
Data Warehouse. Data Warehouse is the database for
work analysis composed in the format of processed
data by regularly extracting information that users need
from the database system that processes the work
transactions. Corporations must acquire strategic
information and forecast the future by using the
information they acquired in order to survive and grow
in the midst of rapidly changing corporate
environments. For example, in the marketing domain,
various attempts are made to achieve the effect of
maximizing the sales revenue and elevate the level of
satisfaction of the customers by analyzing the mid to
long-term consumption trend of the customers,
analyzing and assessing the characteristics and
preference level for the products of certain customer
groups, and analyzing the temporal and regional
demands by establishing Data Warehouse. [1]
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Important common factor discovered from the
experience of establishing the Data Warehouse is the
lower quality of the transaction information inputted
into the information system during the process of
conducting business in comparison to the expected
quality. Therefore, the process of Data Warehouse
establishment includes the process of cleansing the
data. That is, various measures are taken to secure the
quality of the data extracted from the work system
prior to storing the data in the storage location of the
Data Warehouse . These procedures are referred to as
the Extraction, Transformation and Loading (ETL)
process in the domain of the Data Warehouse
illustrated in the Figure. 1.

that the maintenance of concordance between the data
is of great importance. It is expected that the data
quality will enhance the level of the satisfaction among
the users and the interested parties, and, as such, the
level of expectation needs to be evaluated by the
satisfaction level of the users. The elements of data
quality in the Data Warehouse include Accuracy,
Completeness, Consistency and Timeliness. [1][2]
- Accuracy: Signifies whether the value contained in
the database accurately coincides with the True Value.
- Completeness: Signifies whether the value of the data
demanded to satisfy the business demands is being
held.
- Consistency: Signifies that the state of consistency is
maintained without two or more data being in conflict.
- Timeliness: Signifies whether the data of the Data
Warehouse are being updated with the latest data.
Service procedures are as follows.

3. Designing of Error Verification System
Figure. 1 ETL Process in the Data Warehouse

3.1 Generation of Data Warehouse for error
verification

This is a process of transferring the various data
dispersedly stored in multitude of source database to
the storage location of the Data Warehouse. It is
possible to establish the Date Warehouse by extracting
and loading accurate data through the ETL process.
[3][4]

2.2 Definition and elements of data quality
With rapid increase in the Informatization of the
works of corporations, the problem of severe
redundancy and non-concordance of data between the
information systems for each of the domains of the
works is being highlighted. For example, although an
increasing number of organizations are operating the
Data Warehouse which integrates the data at the
company-wide level in order to effectively support the
decision making by the information system users,
erroneous data loaded into the information system in
the process of integrating and operating the dispersed
information system are not being managed properly.
Damages are occurring due to wrong decision making
arising from such erroneous data and the
dissatisfaction of customers resulted from low quality
data is also increasing. Data quality is the measure of
the consistent satisfaction of the expectation of the
users. Here, the term consistency refers to the
satisfaction of the expectation of the majority of all
users rather than a small portion of users, signifying

Figure. 2 Flow chart for generation of Data
Warehouse for error verification
The flow process of the generation of Data
Warehouse for error verification has to undergo the
common ETL process of Data Warehouse as illustrated
in the Figure. 2. This is the process of generating the
Data Warehouse for error verification through
extraction, conversion (transformation), integration
and loading of the data to be subjected to error
verification at the built-up (source) database. Form and
items to be subjected to error verification will be the
subject of extraction, and the subject data will be
extracted by selecting the data from the immediately
preceding date or from the past as the subject. Then,
the subject items of error verification are selected,
enriched, and transformed by separating and
integrating the items subjected to verification in
accordance with use.The detailed processing
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procedures and contents of ETL process are separately
registered in the Meta database for management.

3.3 Composition of multi-dimensional error
verification system

3.2 Composition of Data Warehouse for error
verification

Figure. 4 illustrates the composition of module for
the multi-dimensional error verification system where
the algorithm that converts the multi-dimensional error
verification inquiries into the relationship-type
inquiries is applied. The inquiries are the multidimensional error verification inquiries composed on
the basis of the intuitive understanding from the
perspectives of the user and to be used at the time of
error verification. However, the data that have to be
subjected to the actual error verification is stored in the
Data Warehouse for error verification in the format of
relationship-type database. In order to obtain the
outcome of multi-dimensional error verification
inquiries from the relationship-type database, the
module and algorithm that convert the relationship
type inquiries into SQL are needed. In addition, in
order to use the results of having executed error
verification inquiries in the drafting of the analysis
report and collection of multi-dimensional statistics, it
(what is meant by “it”?) is composed of the modules
that store the outcome of the error verification into the
database.

The composition of the Data Warehouse Module
for error verification is illustrated in the Figure.
3.Provision of multi-dimensional perspectives on the
data becomes the basic foundation for the efficient
error verification and analysis by the user through
intuitive and quick understanding of the data with
complex relationship.The structure of the multidimensional error verification perspective is composed
of more than one dimension and item value, and
provides multi-dimensional perspective to the user

Figure. 3 Composition of Data Warehouse Module
for error verification
- Management of linking of built-up (source) database:
Function for setting of access information for the builtup (source) database, and manages database IP
Address, account information and service ID, etc.
- Extraction of subject data: Select and extract the
forms and items that are the subjects of error
verification from the built-up (source) database.
- Conversion of subject data: Select and enrich the
items to be subjected to error verification, and convert
(transform) the items to be subjected to verification
subject for the use.
- Loading of subject data: Once the Meta data is
generated by extracting and converting the data, load
the subject data onto the built-up (source) database.
- Management of Meta data: Manage the data
extraction and conversion, and multi-dimensional
schema generated information.
- Management of multi-dimensional schema: Manage
the multi-dimensional schema composition information
of the items to be subjected to error verification.

Figure. 4 Compositional diagram of the multidimensional error verification system module
- Management of multi-dimensional error verification
inquiries: Manages the registration and setting of the
multi-dimensional error verification inquiries.
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- Relationship-type SQL conversion: Converts the
multi-dimensional inquiries into the SQL inquiries
used in the relationship-type database.
- Saving of the outcome of error verification: Stores
and manages the outcome of the inquiries executed
into a separate outcome database.

4. Conclusion
The error test is executed using S/W at the data test
stage among the processes for establishment of
database. The developed error test S/W cannot be used
for error test at other institutions or business sites, and
the S/W must be customized for application every
time. Moreover, supplementation through development
of relevant technology is necessary since there are
extensive range of inadequacies in application
including the problems of increase in the cost due to
occurrence of large-scale correction and difficulties in
securing of specialized development personnel.
Although vast store of the database has been
established through the project for establishment of the
database executed by the national institutions,
problems such as deterioration of the database quality
and lack of compatibility of error test S/W arising from
quantitative expansion of the database. To solve this
problem, this study proposes a method for
establishment of Data Warehouse for error
verification, and design for the error verification
system composed of modules for management of
multi-dimensional
error
verification
inquiries,
conversion of relationship-type SQL, storing of
outcome of error verification, and error verification
analysis and statistics. For future research project, it is
suggested that evaluation be conducted on the
possibility of utilization of the designed error
verification system developed as a prototype as a tool
to enhance the quality of the database.
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Abstract
Uroflowmetry is a non-invasive clinical test to
diagnose benign prostate hyperplasia (BPH) frequent
in aged men. Urine weight is measured in the standard
method, while the present study suggests a new
technique measuring pressure in toilet for self home
care. Feasibility test was performed in simulated
urination experiment followed by experiments with 8
normal adults. A very high correlation coefficient of
0.99998 close to an ideal value of 1 was obtained
between volume and pressure in both wired and
wireless transmissions. Volume measurement error
was within 5% in average, demonstrating that
accurate measurement was made during urination into
toilet. Diagnostic parameters were evaluated from the
volume signals in normal adults, all within the normal
range. The present study verified feasibility of the
wireless uroflowmetry on in-house toilet, which will be
useful for self test and management of BPH.

1. Introduction
BPH is an important disease in aged societies, in
particular, seriously causing problems in the quality of
life [1-7]. Uroflowmetry may be the most popular
screening test for BPH diagnosis owing to its noninvasiveness as well as simplicity[8], measuring the
urine flow rate signal followed by evaluation of
various diagnostic parameters. The standard technique
measures changes in urine weight with a load cell, but
resulting in significant impulsive noise generated on

the bottom of the urine container. The authors
previously suggested a new pressure measuring
technique to minimize noise [9, 10]. The present study
implemented a wireless uroflowmetry on toilet for
convenient self test at home.

2. Materials and methods
2.1 Measurement principle
As shown in Figure. 1, pressure (P) accumulated
while urination into a container with bottom area of A
is proportional to the level (h), and accordingly
proportional to the volume (V) of urine.
P=ρgh=ρgV/A ∝ V

(1)

where ρ and g are density and gravitational constant,
respectively. By definition, flow rate (F) is obtained
by taking a time (t) derivative of V.
F(t) 

dV(t) A dP(t)


dt
ρg dt

(2)
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Figure 1. Uroflowmetry principle by pressure
measurement

demonstrating that P measurement provided very much
accurate V.
1.5

The urine container in Figure. 1 could be replaced with
in-house toilet for self test as described below.
P[cmH2O]

1.0

0.5

2.2 Experiment
0.0

P=0.00214xV
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Figure 3. Relationship between V and P
3.2 Simulated urination
During simulated urination, the measured P signal
was inserted into the P-V line shown in Figure 3. to
obtain V signal. The results are presented in Figure 4.
At end of simulated urination, the measured volume
was 237 mL with approximately 5% relative error.
300
237.0217[mL]

200

V[mL]

Experimental set-up is depicted in Figure. 2. A
catheter was dipped into toilet with appropriate
curvature and connected to a pressure transducer (264,
Setra, U. S. A.). Water was poured into toilet 10 times
with each steps of 50 mL. P signal was acquired at end
of each step, then transmitted to a personal computer
(PC) in a wireless way with zigbee protocol, followed
by evaluation of P-V relationship.
Simulated urination was performed by slowly
pouring water of 250 mL with continuous acquisition
of P in both wired (RS-232C) and wireless (zigbee)
ways, simultaneously. V was compared for both
transmission protocols. Experiment with 8 normal men
with ages ranging 20-50 years was also performed
after drinking 500 mL of water and waiting for enough
time before voluntarily requiring urination.
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Figure 4. Volume signal example during simulated
urination
3.3 Human experiment

Figure 2. Experimental setup

3. Results

During normal urination, V signal was obtained
from P signal then differentiated to get F signal. A
typical subject showed a very similar bell-shaped F
signals in both wired and wireless transmissions as
demonstrated in Figures. 5 and 6, respectively.
Therefore, feasibility of the wireless uroflowmetry on
toilet was verified appropriately.
60

P and V were mathematically fitted with a linear line
as shown in Figure. 3. The last (10th) data point was
significantly deviated from the line, thus eliminated in
linear fitting. At this point, the curvature of toilet might
have become significant, but V was 500 mL well
higher than the usual volume during urination,
justifying data elimination. The correlation coefficient
was close to an ideal value of unity (0.99998),
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3.1 P-V relationship
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Figure 5. Uro flow rate signal (wired)
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[5] Y. G. Na, “ Textbook of voiding dysfunction and
female urology” , Ilsogak, Seoul, 2003, pp. 321-327.
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Figure 6. Uro flow rate signal (wireless)

4. Conclusions
The standard uroflowmetry measures urine weight
with a load cell to obtain flow rate, which accompanies
inconveniences of isolated urine container with
measurement devices. Another problem may be
significantly large impulsive noise generated on the
container bottom. To prevent these problems, the
present study implemented a new technique measuring
pressure instead of weight and transmitting the signal
in a wireless way, which makes possible convenient
self test at home. Wireless transmission provides
another advantage protecting the patient’s privacy
since the test can be self performed in bathroom with
the door closed.
The mathematical relationship between volume and
pressure obtained in the simulated urination
experiment was a simple linear line with almost ideal
correlation coefficient. The measurement error was
within only 5%. Normal urination experiments
demonstrated that the wireless transmission did not
distort the flow waveform. Therefore, the feasibility of
wireless uroflowmetry on toilet for self test at home
was appropriately verified.
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Abstract
Background: In modern society, thanks to the development of Ubiquitous and IoT(Internet of Things)
techniques, a lot of users can be provided personalized information. Among a variety of Ubiquitous techniques,
using context ontology and user’s context information it is possible to provide personalized information which users
request. In this paper, we propose the mobile information retrieval system which finds out the information that users
want, constructing the context ontology using the context information.
Methods: To construct the mobile information retrieval system for providing the personalized information which
users want, constructing the context ontology using the context data, we used tour data as context information in
this paper. We used internet sites which provide tour information to construct tour ontology, extracting tour
information. We extracted tour site information such as the address of tour site, famous restaurant related to tour
site, accommodation information, traffic information, and so on. Using the extracted information we developed tour
context ontology. To develop tour ontology, we represented it using the ontology language OWL (Web Ontology
Language), RDF(Resource Description Framework), RDFS(Resource Description Framework Schema) and so on.
Also we used protégé to construct tour context ontology.
Results: It is possible to provide the exact and rapid retrieval results to user’s request using the tour context
ontology. In modern society, because we have been living in the flood of information, we need the method that can
provide the information consistent to the user request information exactly and rapidly. Using the method proposed
in this paper, it is possible to provide the information that the user wants.
Conclusion: In this paper we represented the mobile information retrieval method that can provide the
information which user wants exactly and rapidly, using the tour context ontology. The method can improve the
information retrieval efficiency compared with the existing retrieval system.
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Protected health information for research on computer forensics
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Abstract
Background: With the development of ICT skills in the field of telemedicine medical services are being
launched. Beginning stages of yet, but if we get started telemedicine services a patient's medical information should
be legally protected. Telemedicine in accordance with the patient's medical information is kept digital materials, as
well as easy, because the copy is also difficult to distinguish the original and the copy. Therefore, any computer that
acts as a mediator to investigate whether the facts prove that the protected health information is necessary techniques.
Methods: In this paper, the integrity of the patient's medical information regarding the disk or file replication
pattern is analyzed. And legal analysis of the evidence available to the pattern analysis technique is proposed.
Results: The proposed digital analysis techniques applied to a patient's medical information is a pattern that can
be analyzed hacking. Through analysis of the pattern of digital data that can receive the legal protection can be
based on collected data.
Conclusion: In this paper, the remote medical condition of the patient digital medical information disclosure can
be proposed for the analysis of patterns. And it is based on a pattern of legal protection for computer forensic
analysis techniques are presented.
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Abstract
The backbone of any software system is its code
design. In software engineering, the most popular
design technique is the Object-oriented design, and
when using design patterns it provides good solutions
for common OO problems and improves code design
quality. In order to assess software quality, software
metrics appeared a powerful and effective technology.
This paper presents the results of an experimental
study of OO Code design which is investigating the
relation between design patterns and OO Code design
metrics.
Keywords: Software Quality; OO Code Design Metrics;
Design Patterns; Code Design, Software tools

1. Introduction
In software engineering, one of the most influencing
factors of software quality is the structure of software
design. To assess software quality more quantitatively
and objectively, software metrics appear to be a
powerful and effective technology.
There are a lot of OO metrics have been proposed in
the literature [1]. Chidamber and Kemerer [2] proposed
one of the most prominent metrics, which are used
design measures for OO systems focusing on class and
class hierarchy. Other relevant and important metrics
are MOOD (Metrics for Object-Oriented Design)
metrics which are proposed by Abreu et al. [3]. These
metrics aim to measure the OO design in terms of
encapsulation,
inheritance,
polymorphism and
coupling. Lorenz and Kidd [4] proposed eleven metrics
focuses on size, inheritance, internals and externals.
Briand et al. [5] proposed metrics which are the
measurement of the coupling between classes.

On the other hand, software design patterns are one
of the most important topics that are language
independent strategies for solving common OO design
problems. Design pattern guarantees reusable design
by avoiding creating objects directly, avoiding
dependencies on specific operations, avoiding
algorithmic dependencies and avoiding tight coupling
[6].
The most famous collection of design patterns was
presented in the book Design Patterns: Elements of
Reusable Object-Oriented Software [7] where the
authors have been known as Gang of Four (GoF). We
used GoF design patterns in our experimental work.
Tuna Turk [8] investigated the relationship between
the usage of software design patterns and software
maintainability, as measured by MOOD and
Chidamber and Kemerer metrics. Tuna Turk used
Accepter Connector Pattern and Reactor Pattern, Smart
Pointer Pattern, Forwarder Receiver Pattern and
Command pattern on his/her master thesis.
Brain Huston [9] presented the analysis of the effect
when applying various patterns on coupling,
inheritance and method counts metric scores. The
analysis undertaken has considered the three patterns
Mediator, Bridge and Visitor.
The aim of this paper is to study the relation
between design patterns and OO code design metrics,
and review the improvements of software design using
the value of design metrics after applying design
patterns.

2. Software Design metrics and Design
Patterns
2.1. Suit of Metrics for OO Design
In this study, we used the following suite of metrics.
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The Chidamber and Kemerer metrics
The most prominent metrics of OO design are listed
by Chidamber and Kemerer[2]. The following metrics
used in this paper:




Weighted Methods Per Class (WMC)
Depth of Inheritance Tree (DIT)
Number of Children (NOC)





Number of attributes in the class having
another class of interface as their type
(IC_Attr)
Number of times the class is externally used
as parameter type (EC_Par)
Number of parameters in the class having
another class of interface as their type
(IC_Par)

CK metrics plays key role to know design aspects
of the software and enhance the quality of software.

2.2 Software Design Patterns

The MOOD metrics
The metrics of OO Design (MOOD) [3] set includes
following metrics:
 Method Hiding Factor (MHF)
 Attribute Hiding Factor (AHF)
 Method Inheritance Factor (MIF)
 Attribute Inheritance Factor (AIF)
 Polymorphism Factor (PF)

According to the [7], design patterns classified into
three categories:
 Creational patterns, which deal with the
process of object creation.
 Structural patterns, which deal primarily with
the static composition and structure of classes
and objects.
 Behavioral patterns, which deal primarily
with dynamic interaction among classes and
objects.

MOOD metrics were defined to measure the use of
OO design mechanisms such as inheritance (MIF and
AIF) metrics, information hiding (MHF and AHF
metrics), and polymorphism (PF metric).
The Lorenz and Kidd metrics
Lorenz and Kidd [4] proposed eleven metrics, the
following OO metrics used in this experimental work:
 Number of Public Instance Methods (PIM)
 Number of Instance Methods (NIM)
 Number of Instance Variables (NIV)
 Number of Class Methods (NCM)
 Number of Class Variables (NCV)
 Number of Methods Overriden by a subclass
(NMO)
 Number of Methods Inherited by a subclass
(NMI)
 Number of Methods defined in a subclass
(NMA)
 Class size metrics (Number of ClassNumClass, Number of Operations - NumOps,
Number of Attributes - NumAttr)
Lorenz and Kidd metrics were defined to measure
the static characteristics of software design, such as the
usage of inheritance, the amount of responsibilities in a
class.

In this experimental work, we used Builder design
pattern from Creational pattern category, Adapter
design pattern from Structural pattern category and
Chain of Responsibility, State Design Pattern from
Behavioral pattern category.
The Builder pattern - is intended to separate the
construction of a complex object from its
representation so that the same construction process
can create different representations.
Adapter design pattern - is intended to convert the
interface of a class into another interface clients expect.
Adapter lets classes work together that couldn’t
otherwise because of incompatible interfaces.
Chain of Responsibility pattern - is intended to
avoid coupling the sender of a request to its receiver by
giving more than one object a chance to handle the
request. Chain the receiving objects and pass the
request along the chain until an object handles it.
State design pattern - is intended to allow an object
to alter its behavior when it’s internal state changes.
The object will appear to change its class.

3. Experimental Work
Briand et al.’s metrics
Briand et al. [5] proposed metrics which are the
measurement of the coupling between classes. We used
following metrics:
 Number of times the class is externally used
as attribute type (EC_Attr)

Evaluating the impact of design patterns on OO
code design mechanism includes following processes:
1. Implement example projects – In order to
calculate the metric values, we collected two source
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codes (in Java) which are before applying design
pattern and after applying design pattern for each
design patterns.
2. Calculate metrics – To achieve the goal of
metrics calculation of source code, we used Eclipse
plug-in [11] for Metrics which calculates the metrics
value from source files. To know that the calculated
metrics values are correct, we verified it by the OO
design quality measurement tool for the UML named
SD metrics [10].
Figure 1 provides an overview of the tools and
processes developed.
Tool

Builder Design Pattern
Adapter Design Pattern
Chain of Responsibility
State Design Pattern

Table 3. Evaluating Results for Coupling (Briand)
Metrics
Design
Patterns
Builder Design
Pattern
Adapter
Design Pattern

Development tools
/Eclipse/

Chain
of
Responsibility

Java code

State
Design
Pattern

Metrics tools
/Eclipse plugin for Metrics,
SD metrics/

Design
Patterns
Builder Design
Pattern
Adapter
Design Pattern
Chain
of
Responsibility

EC_Par

IC_Par

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

State Design
Pattern

NumAttr

NumOps

4
5
3
5
2
2
2
6

3
10
0
2
1
2
1
1

6
14
2
4
1
3
2
7

1

0

Design
Patterns
Builder Design
Pattern
Adapter Design
Pattern

State
Design
Pattern

Using
DP
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After

Mood Metrics
MHF

AHF

MIF

AIF

PF

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

Table 6. Evaluating Results for Lorenz and Kidd Metrics
Lorenz and Kidd Metrics
Design
Patterns

Using
DP

Builder Design
Pattern

Before
After

Adapter
Design Pattern

Before
After
Before

Chain

of

NMA

NumClass

11

After

NMI

Size Metrics

NOC
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Table 5. Evaluating Results for Mood Metrics

Chain
of
Responsibility

Table 1. Evaluating Results for Size Metrics

CK Metrics
DIT
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

NMO

The metrics chosen for analysis can be divided into
6 categories: Size, Inheritance, Coupling, CK metrics,
Mood metrics, Lorenz and Kidd metrics as shown in
the following tables. The shaded part represents the
metrics value did not change after applying design
patterns.

WMC
23
22
6
6
5
8
9

NCV

4. Analysis of Experimental Results

Using
DP
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before

NCM

Figure 1. Tools and Processes used

Using
DP
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After

IC_Attr

Table 4. Evaluating Results for CK Metrics

Value of metrics

Design
Patterns
Builder Design
Pattern
Adapter
Design Pattern
Chain
of
Responsibility
State Design
Pattern

Coupling Metrics
EC_Attr

NIV

2. Calculate
metrics

Using
DP
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After

3
10

2
1
1

0
0
0

0
0
0

1
1

0
2

0
0

N
N
N
N
N

N
N
N
N
N

NIM

1. Implement
example projects

Inheritance
NOC
DIT
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Using
DP
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After
Before
After

Design Patterns

PIM

Process

Table 2. Evaluating Results for Inheritance Metrics

N
N
N
N
N

6
14
2
4
1

0
2
1
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Responsibility
State Design
Pattern

After
Before
After

N
N
N

3
2
7

2
1
1

1
2
2

2
0
0

0
0
0

N
N
N

N
N
N

Followings are the observations made from applying
the design patterns on samples:
 NumAttr is increased for all Design pattern except
of State pattern, and both NumOps, NumClass are
increased for all Design pattern except of Chain of
Responsibility. This change indicates the
functionality is improved.
 The increase of WMC in Design patterns Chain of
Responsibility and State indicate the classes are
little complex, therefore complexity of classes
increased a little.
 The increase of NIM, NIV except of State pattern
and zero value of NCV instead of Chain of
Responsibility, shows the information hiding
mechanism implemented well.
 NMO value is zero for all patterns. This shows the
increase of cohesion and decrease of coupling.
 The values of PIM, NMA, NMI, MOOD Metrics
and Briand Metrics are not direct calculated with
eclipse plug-in [11] we are used.

5. Conclusions and Future Works
In this paper, we have taken and experimented few
small sized examples for design pattern to keep effort
to a minimum. However, we reached good usable
results. In order to achieve a good result, we did not
use all metrics because the value of WMC and
NumOps, Coupling metrics and Briand metrics were
the same.
For all Design Patterns, good encapsulation is
achieved by better reusability and functionality, but
complexity increases a little. Especially in State design
pattern, we observed reusability increased meaningly
in comparison to the design pattern unused version.
In this paper we experimented only for class source
codes, in order to get more precise and good results we
plan to experiment in another levels such as package,
project, etc in the future.
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3D Reconstruction from uncalibrated images
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Abstract
Reducing massive work of modeling environments of architect is interesting problem in computer vision. In this
paper, we developed a method of this topic covering the 3d reconstruction process. People use methods
reconstructing buildings that are manually modeling, 3D scanning and reconstructing from photographs. 3D
reconstruction from uncalibrated image is one of the most fundamental and extensively researched topics in
computer vision. The reconstruction of a building from uncalibrated image of scene might ease process of modeling
3D building.
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Abstract
In order to improve the radiation of the micristrip
patch antenna, the impedance of the antenna must
match with the impedance of the feeding cable.
Hence, the impedance of the feeding cable is
constant, we have to find the points on the microstrip
patch antenna with a fixed impedance of feeding
cable. To find the explicit form of the dependence of
impedance from the position of the antenna is a
difficult task. Instead, by measuring on the certain
position the values of the function of impedance, we
can approximate it on entire antenna. For this
purpose, we used Lagrange and Taylor polynomial in
this paper. From the results, we made a conclusion,
that the approximation by Lagrange polynomials was
close enough from direct measurement, and the
difference did not exceed 5 percent.
Keywords:
Approximation;
polynomials; patch antenna, impedance.

Lagrange

1. Introduction
Now, a microstrip antenna is widely used because
the microstrip antennas are low profile, conformable
to planar and nonplanar surface, simple, inexpensive
to manufacture using modern printed-circuit
technology and mechanically robust when mounted
on a rigid surface. Major disadvantages are their low
efficiency, low power, poor polarization purity. For
identical antennas the directivity, S parameter (the
reflection coefficient) is fundamentally different,
depending from the feeding point. S parameter impact
directly on the radiation of the antenna, i.e. the
antennas with a poor S parameter, there will be no
radiation. In order to increase efficiency, impedance
of the antenna has to be matched with the feeder
impedance. Hence the feeder impedance is constant
and fixed, we have to find the points on the
microstrip patch antenna with given feeder
impedance. But the find the explicit form of the
impedance of microstrip patch antenna is a difficult
task. Instead, we can obtain the values of impedance

by direct measurement on the fixed points. In other
words, by dividing the antenna into equal intervals
and measuring the impedance, we get the empirical
information about impedance, varies over the surface
of the antenna. But if we go over the interval of
measurements in step, we can miss the optimal
coordinates of the feeding point between intervals.
Therefore, it is essential to know the explicit form of
the impedance function, or approximate it by union of
elementary functions. Our task is by table of the
values finding the unknown form of function of
impedance. In order to do this, in this paper, we used
mathematical approximation by several series of
polynomials, and choose the best appropriate series
with less error. In this paper, to measure the value of
impedance at given coordinates with given intervals,
we used the CST Studio. In approximation, we used
Taylor and Lagrange polynomials. The problem
reduces to the fact that from the given empirical
values find the coefficient of the both polynomials,
and check the difference between the value of the
approximated function with value of direct
measurement. From the results, the Lagrange
polynomials were better approximating to the seeking
unknown function, than the Taylor series for the rim
of the antenna. The difference between sixth or
higher order was less than 1% of the value of
measurement. The difference of the direct
measurement of the antenna at given point and value
of the Lagrange polynomials at that point, for the
patch antenna wasn’t exceeding the 5% of its value.

2. S parameter
S parameter indicates the interrelation between
input and output ports of the electrical system. Figure
1 shows the general block diagram of the electrical
system with two input ports.
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Figure 1.. Block diagraam of electricaal system with
h two
input porrts

Expreession (1) sho
ows the inteerrelation betw
ween
receivingg and reflectedd power by S matrix:
m
 b1   S11
   
 b2   S 21

S12  a1 
   
S 22  a2 

Here a1 indicates the
t signal poower in comin
ng to
the first input, b1-outtcoming signaal power from
m the
first inpuut, a2-signal power
p
in com
ming to the seecond
input, b22-outcoming signal power from
f
second in
nput,
S12- pow
wer, transmitteed from input 2 to input 1, S21power trransmitted froom input 1 to input 2. S22reflected power from
m the second input while S11reflected power from first
f
input.
In thiis case, our electrical
e
systtem has onlyy one
input andd S matrix is a scalar. This scalar
s
is denotted

S
S11. S11 paraameter indicattes a portion of power,
that is reflected from
f
the antennna and it is called the
refleection coefficcient. In som
me cases it is called
refleected loss andd denoted by Г.
Г Therefore, if S11=0,
thenn all the poweer is reflected from the anttenna, and
nothhing has radiatted from the antenna.
a

3. Approxima
A
ation Metho
ods
Inn solving maany problems often can bee obtained
onlyy empirical innformation abbout the processes and
phennomena. Typiically, this information is a table of
valuues of the un
nknown functtion. Find the explicit
form
m of this functtion – practicaally significannt. We can
chooose a differennt, more sim
mple function F (x), in
som
me sense, is cllose to the unnknown functiion of the
proccess. In additio
on, other consstruction of fuunctions is
usedd, in cases whhere the valuees of the calcuulation are
veryy difficult and requires leess accuracy. With the
selected function, you can calculate the appproximate
valuues that are noot contained inn the table.
T
The general problem is thaat we have the table of
the function:
f

Table 1. Values of the approxiimating functiion

x

x0

x1

…

xk

…

xn

y  f (x)

y0

y1

…

yk

…

yn

Requiired to constru
uct a function F(x), that tak
kes at

xk

1 x 0

X  

1 x n

, k  0, n

the poinnts
the sam
me values ass the
unknownn function, i.e.
i
the equaality holds (bbasic
property of interpolaation),

F ( xk )  f ( xk )  y k ,

k  0, n .

y  ( y 0 ,  , y n ) T 

x , x ...x

Pn ( xi )  f ( xi )  yi , i  0, n .
If we exppand the latestt, the we get thhe equation:
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The fu
function F(x) is
i called interrpolating funcction,
and pointts 1 1 n are
a interpolatiion nodes.
Geom
metrically interrpolation meaans, that you need
to find a curve y=F(x), passing thhrough a givven a
system of points M ( xk , yk ), k  0, n .
seek
a
mials
We
polynom
Pn (x)  an x n  an1 x n1  ...  a1 x  a0 , such that

x 02

thenn the system caan be written in matrix form
m:


Xa  y 

T
To find the coefficients
c
of the polynom
mials, we
havee to solve the matrix equation above.
A
Another way
y of interp
polation is Lagrange
polyynomials. Lett the functionn f (x ) on the interval

[a, b]  [ x0 , xn ] is specified table of itts values
[ xi , yi  f ( xi )],, i  0, n . Reequired to coonstruct a
L (xx )
polyynomial n
of degreee n , satisffying the
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L ( x)  yi , i  0, n

conditionns n
sought inn the form:

. Succh a polynom
mial is

n

Ln ( x)   li ( x) 



i 0

nomial of deggree n , accorrding
where li ((x) is a polyn
to the baasic property of
o the interpollation must saatisfy
the condiitions:

By dividing the length
l
in stepp of 2mm, annd width 3.1m
mm, we made a 56 measureements. And we
w had 56
impedance value of feeding position.
F
Figure 2a dem
monstrates the relation betw
ween input
impedance magniitude and feed
ding point in 3D.
3 Figure
2b shows
s
upside of Figure2a. The graph shhows, that
minimum of the impedance
i
is in
i the center oof antenna
(5.88 Om) and inncreases at thee boundary (994.4 Om).
Notee there was 195 coordinattes because we
w mirror
refleected into otheer quarters.

 y , i  k,

li (xk )   i
0 , i  k .



f
We will sseek it in the form:

li ( x)  ci ( x  x0 )    ( x  xi 1 )  
 ( x  xi 1 )    ( x  x n ) 

where thhe coefficients ci to be deetermined. Affter a
simple calculation,
c
w find the coefficients ci ,
we
substitutiing it back, wee get a Lagrannge polynomiaal:


 y (x  x )

n



Ln ( x) 

n 1

i

i 0

i

( x)
'
n 1


( xi )

In thee case of equuidistant nodes, with a connstant
pitch
he Lagrange polynomial
p
haas the
h  x k 1  x k  Const th
form:


n

Ln ( x0  th) 


i 0

(1) n  i n 1
yi

i!(n  i )!
) (t  i )

4. Simu
ulation
To sim
mulate, the seeveral modelss of the microostrip
patch anttenna, are used. The impedaance, the radiation
power aand the resonant frequenncies dependss on
feeding ppoint. Therefoore, finding thhe optimal feeeding
point is typical subjeect to be stuudied, to impprove
antenna pparameters.
We seeek to find thhe optimal feeeding point of
o the
microstriip patch antennna to improvee the efficienccy of
radiationn. To make a simulation and calculatee the
mpedance, S11 parameteer dependingg on
input im
feeding ppoint, we usedd CST Microw
wave Studio.
We pproved that the
t
antenna has symmetrry in
respect too input imped
dance and S11 parameter [55]. So
we share the antenna into
i
4 symmettrical quarters, and
the calcuulations were made only inn the first quaarter.

Figgure 2. Input im
mpedance maggnitude vs feed
ding point

5. Approxima
A
ation of Sim
mulation
W
We have imppedance valu
ues. Now wee need to
calculate impedaance of arbitraary feeding point.
p
We
t function using
u
a table of values.
will use specify the
We use two meethods and compare
c
them
m: Taylor
seriees and Lagrannge polynomiaal.
T
The first, wee found coeffficients of 33rd order
Tayllor polynomiaals when x po
osition of feedding point
was fixed. And wrote
w
3rd order Taylor pollynomials.
der Taylor poolynomial
Tablle 2 shows the 3rd ord
coeffficients.
Taable 2. 3rd ord
der Taylor poolynomial coeefficients
Position
off x
(mm
m)

y

y2

y1

y0

0

0.18122

-0.8287

0.3975

23.37

3..1

0.6321

-4.9375

9.4367

21.5

6..2

0.13944

- 0.0525

– 1.1025

16.4

9..3

-0.3

4.2358

– 10.1533

10.93

9..5

0.07355

0.51

– 1.1692

10.57

122.6

-0.025

– 1.1845

– 1.6086

5.99

155.7

-0.0471
1

1.3863

– 2.1392

5.83

18

-0.042

0.9088

– 1.6508

8.9

3rd order Taylorr series coefficients
3

T
Then, we foun
nd coefficiennts of 6th ordder Taylor
polyynomials when
n the x positioon of feeding point was
fixed. And write 6th order Tay
ylor polynomiials. Table
3 shows the 6th order Taylor polynomials
coeffficients.
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Table 3. 6th order taylor polynomials coefficients
6th order Taylor series coefficients

x
(mm)

y

y

y

y3

y2

y

y0

0

-0.0016

0.0054

-0.7025

4.3522

-11.8794

10.6261

23.37

3.1

-0.0011

0.0391

-0.5439

3.5332

-9.3433

7.644

16.4

6.2

-0.0011

0.0391

-0.5439

3.5332

-9.3433

7.644

16.6

9.3

-0.0001

0.064

-0.1163

0.9379

2.1311

1.4687

10.93

9.5

-0.0006

0.0218

-0.3034

1.9762

-4.7242

3.768

10.57

12.6

0.0002

-0.0041

0.0279

-0.0722

1.094

-1.4018

5.99

15.7

0.001

-0.031

0.3616

-1.9908

6.1580

-6.336

5.83

18

0.0006

-0.0191

0.2005

-0.968

3.0452

-3.3882

8.9

6

5

4

In Lagrange, we use 5.1 expressions:

Ln (2t ) 

6



Zi

i 0

Last, we checked our expression by CST
Microwave Studio. Table 4 presents a comparison of
the Taylor polynomials result and Lagrange
polynomial’s result. Table 5 shows their errors in
percentage.

(1) 6  i 7

i!(6  i )!(t  i )

Table 4. Comparison of the Taylor polynomials and Lagrange polynomials’s results
y
/mm/

3rd
order /Ω/

6th
order /Ω/

Lagrange

Simulation
result
/Ω/

1

23.48

25.81

24.37

22.90

5

27.65

25.20

28.06

27.85

9

91.91

58.71

62.74

63.10

9

167.29

78.99

68.03

68.90

1

15.38

17.74

17.74

15.97

9

107.67

59.97

70.8

72.85

1

4.7

11.09

11.09

10.80

9

43.95

96.98

72.04

72.99

1

9.98

11.32

11.32

10.54

Feed position
x
/mm/

0

3.1
6.2

9.3

9.5

12.6

15.7

18

Taylor polynomials

9

94.93

80.42

72.85

72.78

1

5.54

5.63

5.63

6.07

9

69.23

76.59

60.43

60.37

1

5.03

3.99

3.99

5.7

9

64.53

69.69

58.15

58.86

1

8.11

7.77

7.77

8.7

9

37.03

25.90

51.69

53.11

Table 5. Comparison of errors in percentage
Feed position
x
/mm/

0

Taylor polynomials

Lagrange

y /mm/

3rd order

6th order

1

2.53%

12.70%

6.4%

5

1.72%

9.52%

0.78%

9

45.65%

6.95%

0.57%
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Feed position

Taylor polynomials

Lagrange

x
/mm/

y /mm/

3rd order

6th order

3.1

9

143%

14.60%

0.86%

1

3.60%

11%

11%

9

47.80%

17.65%

2.78%

1

56.50%

2.68%

2.68%

9

39.79%

32.86%

1.31%

6.2

9.3

9.5

12.6

15.7

18

1

4.50%

8.32%

8.32%

9

30.43%

10.49%

0.01%

1

8.74%

7.25%

7.25%

9

14.70%

26.86%

0.09%

1

11.76%

30%

30%

9

9.63%

18.39%

1.21%

1

6.90%

10.68%

10.68%

9

30.28%

51.24%

2.68%

6. Conclusion
In order to improve the radiation of the antenna,
the impedance of the antenna must match with the
impedance of the cable. The antenna impedance of
varies with the location of the feeding point.
Therefore, finding the dependence of the impedance
of feeding point, the problem is almost significant,
but difficult to achieve. Instead of specifying
impedance functions from feeding points,
approximating it based on some measured points
much faster. In this paper, we used approximation by
two types of polynomials. First is a Taylor
polynomials, and the second is Lagrange polynomials.
In Table IV we see that Lagrange polynomials
approximately match simulation results. In Table V
we see, that Lagrange polynomial’s maximum error is
11% and minimum error is 0.01%. As we see from
the results Lagrange polynomials better than Taylor
polynomials.
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Ab
bstract

let thee boosting annd cascade meethod learn hhow to
detect a hand region using the featuures [5].

Depth data
d
acquired by current low
w-cost real-tim
me
depth cameras provide a very informa
ative descriptio
on
of the hand pose, that can be effectiveely exploited for
fo
gesture reecognition pu
urposes. In this
t
paper, we
w
introduce recognition ha
and location and
a touch eveent
sensing allgorithm using
g a “asus xtiion pro” dep
pth
camera. Th
he hand is firsttly extracted frrom the acquireed
depth mapss with the aid also of color in
nformation fro
om
the associa
ated views. Then the hand iss segmented in
nto
palm and finger
f
regions.. The proposed
d we developin
ng
a hand gessture controlled
d drawing tooll based on dep
pth
data.
Keyword
ds—Depth data;; Hand controlleed drawing tool

1. Introd
duction
Hand geesture recognittion and hand tracking
t
system
ms
are an intriiguing problem
m that has many
y applications in
different fields,
f
such as human computer interactio
on,
robotics, computer
c
gam
ming, automaticc sign-languag
ge
interpretatiion and so on [1]. A certain number of han
nd
gesture reccognition apprroaches, based on the analyssis
of images[[2, 3], but it iss difficult and many problem
ms.
Bi dimensional representation is not always
a
sufficieent
to capture the complex movemen
nts and inteerocclusions characterizing hand gesturres. The receent
introducing
g low cost deepth camera iss giving us big
b
chances off analyses based
d depth inform
mation.
Sample images contaiins x and y two
o dimension an
nd
intensity, but
b depth imag
ges contains two dimension
ns
and depth
h information
n (show in fig 1). Dep
pth
information
n is very impo
ortant for reco
ognition to han
nd
location an
nd gesture. Allso the depth information caan
not only im
mprove the han
nd location, bu
ut also enable th
he
estimation of 3D han
nd positions instead of 2D
2
positions [4]. The purposse of features iss to ease the faast
and accuraate detection of
o the hand reegion in a dep
pth
image. Maany researcherss use very sim
mple features an
nd

h images difference
Figurre 1. RGB imaages and depth
Thee Gaussian mixxture model is used for calcuulating
the proobability distribbution of the 33D x-coordinattes and
then too detect the haand and the foorearm regionss. This
methodd detects a sttatic pose, butt it is limited when
used ffor dynamic gesture recoggnition becausse the
distribuution model nneeds to be revvised when thee depth
data cchange. Suryaanarayan et all. [6] proposeed 2D
figure data, a comprressed 3D figuure descriptor, and a
3D voolume metric figure descripptor for handd pose
recognnition that usess depth data. T
The hand is deetected
by creeating a histoogram of deppth values annd the
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detected hand
h
is separrated from oth
hers by Otsu
u’s
threshold method.
m
This method is alsso limited wheen
there is an
nother object between the camera and th
he
hand. Oikonomidis et al.
a [7] used a Kinect cameera
nd. It uses the hand
h
model wiith
sensor [8] to detect a han
all degreess of freedom. Then, it initiializes the han
nd
model with
h the hypothesized pose and keeps tracking
ga
hand in reeal time by up
pdating the haand model. Th
his
method op
ptimizes the haand model parameters throug
gh
minimizing
g the differencce between thee assumed han
nd
model in th
he 3D space an
nd the actual haand. However, it
recognizess the hand pose
p
by comp
paring adjaceent
distances; therefore, an error may occur because th
he
hand posee becomes increasingly
i
blurry
b
with an
a
increase in
n the distance [5
5].
The prroposed "hand controlled drawing too
ol"
consists off main two steeps with hand detection and to
draw. In this
t
study, wee use the deptth data acquireed
from the "aasus xtion pro"" depth cameraa.

2. Hand detection
The pro
oposed system detects hand click
c
events an
nd
performs hand
h
tracking on
o depth imagees. When a clicck
event is deetected, the sy
ystem takes thee 3D location of
the event as
a the initial position
p
and acctivate the han
nd
tracking allgorithm. In th
his section, th
he hand trackin
ng
algorithm and the meth
hod to detect click
c
events are
a
depicted. For
F each frame t, the input image takes th
he
form of deepth image D where each pix
xel indicates th
he
distance frrom this point to the depth sensor. Since th
he
intrinsic paarameters of th
he depth sensorr are known, th
he
input deptth D can be transformed into
i
a 3D poiint
cloud P containing 3D points witth known
oordinates.
, , co

me, the
Givven the hand pposition in the previous fram
hand trracking algoritthm finds the nnew hand posittion in
the cuurrent frame. T
The proposed algorithm invvolves
three sstages. The firsst stage is handd position preddiction
based on the hand m
moving velocitty. The secondd stage
segmennts the entire hhand region usiing a region grrowing
techniqque on the 3D point cloud. G
Given the segm
mented
hand region, the laast stage estim
mates the new 3D
positioon of the hand.. The estimated position shoould be
semanttically consisteent across fram
mes because it serves
as the output of the tracking algorrithm, as well as the
initial hand positionn for the next frame. (show in Fig
2). Givven the previoous hand posittion Ht−1, we ppredict
the neew hand posiition based onn the hand m
moving
velocitty:


wheere v is the hannd moving veloocity estimatedd from
hand ppositions trackeed in previous frames.
Thee entire hand rregion can be ffound as a connnected
compoonent in the pooint cloud P . To begin witth, we
first uuse the predictted hand posiition to find a seed
point:
arg min



,

∈

wheere d(·, ·) denotes the Euclidean diistance
betweeen two points. The seed pointt H
is the nnearest
point in the point ccloud P from the predictedd hand
positioon H
. As shhown in Fig. 2 for white poiint, the
predictted hand poosition and thhe seed poinnt are
indicatted as red annd blue circlees respectivelyy. The
connecctivity betweenn two points p,, q in the pointt cloud
P cann be defined based on Euuclidean distannce as
ws:
follow
,

o depth cameera images
Figure 2. 3D plot of



,

1
0



wheere δ is a pre--defined threshhold specifyingg how
far froom each other two connectedd points can bbe. We
use δ = 30 mm throuugh our experim
ments.
Givven the seed point H
aand the conneectivity
definedd in (3), the enntire hand regioon can be segm
mented
as a connected coomponent usinng standard region
growinng techniques. Beginning att the seed poinnt, the
hand rregion grows iincrementally and stops wheen two
neighbboring points are no longerr connected, thhat is,
their ddistance exceeeds the specified threshold δδ. The
regionn growing also stops when thhe geodesic diistance
from thhe current poinnt to the seed ppoint is longer than τ
, whichh is set as 250 mm so that thhe entire hand region
can bee found withouut including other body partts. We
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denote the set of hand points
p
found in
n this process as
Ω, and thee set of depth boundary
b
pointts as ξ where th
he
region gro
owing stops beecause of deptth discontinuitty.
Where Ω and ξ are shown in green and reed
respectivelly. Once the en
ntire hand regio
on is segmenteed,
the remain
ning task is to localize the hand
h
center. We
W
first estimaate a rough haand center acco
ording to the set
s
of depth bo
oundary pointss ξ:
arg maxx

∈

∑

∈Ω 1

,



where 1 statement = 1 when the statement
s
is tru
ue
and 0 otheerwise. H boun
ndary t is deterrmined to be th
he
point in Ω with maxim
mum boundarry points in its
i
neighborho
ood. The sizze of the neighborhood is
specified by
b r, which is 120 mm in our
o experimentts.
The intuitiion behind thiss operation is that
t
there shou
uld
be more bo
oundary pointss around the paalm than aroun
nd
the forearm
m.
Boundaary points ξ aree rendered in reed. Then we use
mean-shiftt to refine the hand
h
center loccation and try to
locate the very
v
center of the palm. H
is used as
the initial point
p
in the mean-shift algorrithm. The meaan
is
position of
o hand pointss inside its neighborhood
n
calculated as follows:
∑ ∈

∙

,

∑ ∈

3. Exxperimental results
In tthis section, W
We developed oof a sample drrawing
tools aand we definedd as H
com
mposed by x, y and z,
in prevvious section. So we can sennsing for verticcal and
horizonntol moving of the hand, and we can detect
distancce between thee camera and haand.
.



,

Althoug
gh this meaan-shift proceedure can be
b
performed iteratively, we
w found that one iteration is
good enou
ugh in our exp
periments. Notte that after th
he
mean-shiftt step, H mean
n t is not guaraanteed to be on
ne
of the hand
d points Ω, sincce it is the meaan position of all
a
nearby han
nd points. So we
w finally deteermine the han
nd
center as the point in Ω with the nearest
n
viewin
ng
direction from
fr
the sensorr:
arg max

It ccan be seen thhat the hand center is locaated at
similarr semantic possitions regardleess of differennt hand
shapess. The hand ceenter position determined wiith the
elaboraated techniquee employed inn this stage suuffices
for hannd tracking alggorithm outputt and avoids jitttering
across frames withouut smoothing fiiltering [4].

∈Ω

,



where cos
c p, H
is the cosine of the ang
gle
between tw
wo vectors p and H
starting from th
he
sensor, as illustrated
i
in Fig. 3.

Figure 3. Hand
H
center localization aftter one step
mean shiftt

F igure 4. Samp
ple form of thee drawing toolls
Thee sample draw
wing tool form
m contains twoo main
sides tthey named foor ‘color selecct’ and ‘main draw’.
And toool is activationn for few stepss. They are:


Check the maain camera is “A
Asus xtion proo”.



Wave gesturee recognition then running of the
drawing toolss form (show inn fig 4).



Then determinne of the hand position.



Check touch event for distance betweenn hand
and camera. IIf touch eventt is sensing, drrawing
on the form. B
But else just m
moving cursor.



Also, firstly sselected black iis main color aand we
can choose oother colors oon the ‘color select’
sides.



want stop the toool, we shouldd shake
Then, if we w
my hand.

Wee show in fig 5,,6 tested some results.
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5. Reeferences

ng and selected
d color is whiite
Figure 5. Color selectin
borders

Figure
F
6. Draw
wing a yellow color.

4. Conclusion
In this paper,
p
The proposed hand traacking algorith
hm
enable of interface appllications wheree human devicce
interaction
n is based on haand gestures. The
T tracked han
nd
positions can
c be used to control the cu
ursor, and can be
b
recognition
n hand gesturee, such as toucch, shake hand
ds,
or wave haands, can also be
b easily deteccted according to
the trackeed hand posittions. Then we
w developed a
sample draawing tool on C#. Also we using by “Asu
us
xtion pro” depth camera.
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Abstract
SISi is web based software for effective management of administrative and university management functions that
are necessary to successfully handle all of the challenges of running National University of Mongolia. This system
consists of following modules and subsystems: Admission, E-Journal, Time table, Forum, OCW open course,
Lecturer’s web site, Curricula, Voting and Questionary, Course records, Contract agreement, Student records,
Grade records, Information distribution, Online Testing, Course selection, Reporting, Finance, Human Resource.
SISi system also interacts with Entrance Exam System (Education Evaluation System) Library System, Wi-Fi
hotspot, E-Finance system, Student’s card system, Voting System for Best Student award, National University of
Mongolia’s web site, Online payment systems.Once we have both enrollment database and Student record
Subsystem, our goal is set to discover knowledge useful in understanding the university enrollment and the find
ways to increase number of students and successful graduates. In the discovery process we have been used “Weka”.
Weka (Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis) is a popular suite of machine learning software written in
Java, developed at the University of Waikato, New Zealand. It is also free software available under the GNU
General Public License. We have shown that good high school students are the best source of large numbers of
credit hours and increases number of successful graduates, while some of students drop out, causing significant
enrollment loses. We met many interesting findings and surprises, motivating us to expand our exploration. The
discovered knowledge can affect decision making and policy formation at National University of Mongolia.
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Abstract
SISi is web based software for effective management of administrative and university management functions that
are necessary to successfully handle all of the challenges of running National University of Mongolia. This system
consists of following modules and subsystems: Admission, E-Journal, Time table, Forum, OCW open course,
Lecturer’s web site, Curricula, Voting and Questionary, Course records, Contract agreement, Student records,
Grade records, Information distribution, Online Testing, Course selection, Reporting, Finance, Human Resource.
SISi system also interacts with Entrance Exam System (Education Evaluation System) Library System, Wi-Fi
hotspot, E-Finance system, Student’s card system, Voting System for Best Student award, National University of
Mongolia’s web site, Online payment systems.We manually transferring data from above systems, therefore we
need to build Real-time Data-Warehousing for SISi system. Currently our SISi system’s database is located on
MSSql database management system. Even if DB Server’s performance is low as 16GB RAM, and with 80GB hard,
size of database increasing academic year by year. We keeping historical data on backup devices, so cause of
limited hardware design we can’t mine huge amount of valuable data. And there is no any software based decision
support system is working at NUM. In this research we demonstrated whole data flow of University management
system, and represented Real Time Data Warehousing for SISi System. Our experimental results shows that,
improvement of Database design, Real-Time Warehousing could increases not only SISi system’s performance but
also it’s sub system’s performances. Therefore we could mine historical huge amount of data of University
management system and discovered findings can affect perfectly to decision making and policy formation at
National University of Mongolia.
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Abstract
2. Similar works
Highly realistic, computer generated creatures
creating technical challenges have been receiving
attention recently. Lots of field in entertainment,
medical and education industries have increased the
demand for simulation of realistic animals in the
computer graphics area. In order to achieve this we
need to gather and process motion data that embodies
from an animal. Most animals specially quadrupeds
cannot be easily motion-captured and building
accurate kinematic models for animals with adapted
animation skeletons. Developing kinematic or
physically-based animation methods needs to
embedding some a prior knowledge about the way that
quadrupeds locomotion adopting examples of real
motion. In this paper, we present an overview of the
common techniques used for realistic quadruped
animation.

1. Introduction
Human motion capturing has become a standard
technique in computer graphic. In particular, the real
looking animation of quadruped life is an area of
active research. Virtual worlds, whether they be for
interactive games or film, are made much more real
and engaging by the inclusion of animals observable in
daily life.
Quadruped animation is an interesting area in
computer graphic. But it must address the laborious
task of properly articulating four limbs during
locomotion and movement. In fact, the primary
challenge of animating a quadruped appears to be
believable locomotion, e.g. coordinated foot movement
adhering to well known gaits, minimal foot skate, and
responsive traction.
To cover this gap, we adapt several well known
techniques from computer animation to work with
quadrupedal motion capture data, and report on
according series of experiments in this work.

In this section covers the closest related works for
various areas.

2.1. Similar Retrieval works.
Efficient motion retrieval of motion capture data
requires all data-driven methods. One of this called
“Match Webs” to index motion capture databases are
introduced in Kovar and Gleicher, 2004. This method
has quadratic complexity in the size of the motion
capture database, since a local distance matrix has to
be computed comparing each pair of frames.
The same complexity holds for the computation of a
neighbor graph structure [1]. It’s the same concepts of
image preprocessing methodology.
Boolean features [5] are introduced but it only
works with segment human motion capture data. [4]
present a fast method to search for numerically similar
poses and extends pose matching to motion matching
by employing a so called lazy neighborhood graph.

2.2. Action Recognition.
In the field of motion recognition, a wide variety of
techniques was developed, depending on different
types of input signals. Using video sequences as input,
employ temporal templates based on static vector
images [2]. Here, the vector value at each point is a
function of the motion properties at the corresponding
spatial location in an image sequence.
Schuld use local space-time features in combination
with Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier for
action recognition (Schuldt, 2004).
Arikan use an interactively guided SVM to annotate
entire motion capture database in an interactive process.
Their approach works well on a small motion capture
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database of American football motions used in their
paper [1].

2.3. Motion Reconstruction from Video.
A lots of solutions has been investigated by
computer vision community for 3D motion
reconstruction like construction of statistical human
pose models transforming 2D silhouettes and contours
into 3D pose and motion [3].
Some prior knowledge from motion captured
databases utilized for 3D reconstruction and physics
based modeling for video based human motions (Wei
and Chai, 2010).
In motion priors modeling, the prior knowledge
from mocap database is sometimes embedded into
implementation of some constraints. Employ geometric
prior information about the movement pattern in
markerless pose tracking process (Rosenhahn, 2008).
Most of the work regarding reconstruction from
video sequences has been done on human motion like
[9].

3. Quadruped Mocap Data
In this section, we present more details on the
recording quadruped of our motion capture data. In
this paper, we use three-dimensional kinematic data
captured from mazaalai bear which lived in Mongolia.

head, then two on the trunk and the four on the hooves.
However, the number of markers needs to be increased,
when the measurement purpose is more complex and
requires more details. In addition, marker setups can
vary between subjects due to the size differences. In
our case, markers are placed on the head (left and right
crista facialis), on the highest point of the withers,
sacrum and lateral side of each hoof to identify motion
cycles.

4. Motion Retrieval
The search for similar motion point segments in a
possibly annotated, database is a critical step in all data
driven methods. We have decided to adapt the
technique from Kr¨uger due to the following reasons:
This technique can be easily parameterized with
arbitrary feature sets.

4.1. kNN search
We separate between two types of kNN search:
First, similar poses have to be found in a motion
capture database. After computing feature sets for all
frames of the motion database, the k nearest neighbors
for a new pose can efficiently be retrieved by
searching a kd-tree. Second, we search for the k most
similar motion sequences compared to an example
motion sequence. In this case, a technique called “lazy
neighborhood” graph can be applied.

3.1. Marker Setup
5. Action Recognition
For recording, retro flective skin markers are
attached to mazaalai using adhesive tape. Marker
setups can be varied meeting the measurements for
various purposes.

In a basic motion capture set-up of mazaalai, generally
nine markers are required to capture the whole body
motion. The first marker is normally placed on the

We propose to use a modified k-nearest neighbor
segments, that considers the temporal evolution of the
regarded motion sequence. Instead of using the nearest
neighbors obtained by a similarity search for voting
directly, we consider poses for voting only, that are
ending poses of a path through a lazy neighborhood
graph (LNG) as described in Section 4.1. This lazy
neighborhood graph can be parameterized with the
width of the preceding window of frames. Thus, poses
are regarded as similar, if the preceding window of
frames is similar to the preceding query frames, too.
Considering the temporal evolution of a motion
segment, makes the knn voting more robust, due to the
following reasons: First, poses that are numerically
similar, but intersecting the actual sequence of poses
from another direction will be filtered out. Second, if a
query from a motion class is not reflected by the
database and is given as input, k nearest neighbors can
be returned from all motion classes. Thus, no
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neighbors will be returned and the risk of wrong
classifications decreases rapidly.

6. Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we have used techniques for human
motion data to quadrupeds. For motion retrieval, the
basic techniques can be used without any
modifications. Considering the results of the action
recognition experiments, we show that extending the
knn search by a temporal component, even a simple
approach can lead to good results. The skeleton
representation of quadruped might be computed and
helpful in the process of full body quadruped motion
reconstruction. The important step is the recording of
other species in order to derive more general models of
quadruped motion from such kind of data.
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Abstract
In this paper, we describe hardware and software solution for measuring and announcing by Twitter and
Facebook PM2.5 (particulate matter that is 2.5 microns in diamater or smaller) air pollution of Ulaanbaatar city
(UB), the capital and largest city of Mongolia. Ulaanbaatar is one of most polluted cities of the world, with PM
pollution concentration is exceeding more than 30 times of World Health Organization (WHO) standard. It is
important to inform the public of air pollution levels by using social media such as Facebook and Twitter.
Measurement of PM2.5 concentration is made by DustTrack, TSI, and software was developed using LABVIEW
to control collection of data real time every 30 min. It tweets and posts on Facebook every 3 hours, averaging the
concentration.
The system consists of two main programs which are a control, a getting data from DustTrack(controlling
program) and sharing information through social media (UB Data Platform). Reason of controlling DustTrack was
there is no a real time communication program on DustTrack that we use. Controlling program uses USB virtual
LAN of the instrument. There were some problems on local connection because of instrument’s execution delay. We
solved those problems with customized algorithms. Also we added some feature in control software for managing
and scheduling the instrument. Diversity of the system is the controlling and sharing programs run in different
countries. We used DropBox for exchanging data between the two programs.
The UB Data Platform is composed of a data ingest engine, a posting mechanism and a task scheduler. For the
initial deployment, focusing only on UB Data, the data ingest engine calls out to Dropbox and checks for the
existence of a data file that is shared publicly on the internet. If there is new data in this file, the values are stored in
a database (http://www.mongodb.org/). After data storage, the new values are sent to pre-defined social channels,
such as Facebook and Twitter via a public, documented API. The task scheduling is currently be handled by a cron
job set to run every 3 hours and connecting to the Platform using a private key for authentication.
In addition to the read + post cycle outlined above, the platform also provides an un-athenticated API to get
recent values (http://data.sciencerely.org/mongolia/api.html). The Platform is built using Node.js (http://nodejs.org/)
to handle both data ingest, and posting. Finally, we were informing air pollution concentration one year round
continuously from National University of Mongolia site of UB city. More than 6000 liked/followed our pages on
Twitter and Facebook, more than 300 visitors see every twitting or posting. Additionally, this data from our pages
have been shared by citizens with Mongolian Government leaders, attracted national and international media
attention, and provided a way for the Ulaanbaatar public to critical access to air quality data. Work is currently being
done to generalize the data ingest, posting mechanism and task scheduler to make the system work for a variety of
instrument types and data, in addition to air quality data alone.
Results from PM2.5 measurements shared over social media by our instrument for the past year are presented in
this paper.

